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Résumé
La K-théorie a été déﬁnie par A. Grothendieck comme un foncteur contravariant d’une
sous-catégorie des schémas vers les groupes abéliens, appelé aujourd’hui K0. Le même
type de constructions a par la suite été appliqué à d’autres objets mathématiques, tels
que les espaces et les anneaux (commutatifs ou non). Dans tous les cas, cela consiste en
un processus appliqué non pas directement à l’objet que l’on étudie, mais à une catégorie
qui lui est associée: la catégorie des ﬁbrés vectoriels au-dessus d’un espace, des modules
de génération ﬁnie projectifs sur un anneau, ou encore, des modules localement libres sur
un schéma, par exemple.
Par la suite, Quillen a déterminé des axiomes que toutes ces catégories satisfont et qui
permettent la construction de Grothendieck K0. La structure catégorique qu’il découvrit
alors est appelée aujourd’hui catégorie Quillen-exacte. Cela l’a conduit non seulement
à élargir le domaine d’application de la K-théorie, mais aussi à déﬁnir tout un spectre
associé à ce type de catégorie. Waldhausen a ensuite généralisé la notion de catégorie
exacte introduite par Quillen en déﬁnissant ce qu’on appelle aujourd’hui une catégorie de
Waldhausen. La K-théorie a depuis lors été étudiée comme un foncteur de la catégorie
des petites catégories avec structure (telle que Quillen-exacte, Waldhausen, symétrique
monoïdale) dans une certaine catégorie de spectres3 Cela a donné lieu à un immense
champ de recherche, si bien qu’aujourd’hui un journal entier est consacré à ce sujet.
Dans notre thèse, nous aimerions mettre à proﬁt ces outils pour commencer à étudier
la K-théorie d’un autre point de vue. En eﬀet, nous avons l’impression que dans la
généralisation de la K-théorie algébrique et topologique initiée par Quillen, quelque chose
d’important a été laissé de côté. La K-théorie a été au départ déﬁnie comme un foncteur
(contravariant) des catégories des espaces, des anneaux, des schémas, . . . , non pas de
la catégorie des petites catégories de Waldhausen. On obtient bien sûr de l’information
sur un anneau en étudiant sa catégorie Quillen-exacte de modules (de génération ﬁnie,
projectifs), mais au ﬁnal cela reste l’anneau que l’on veut étudier, et, plus globalement,
la catégorie des anneaux. C’est pourquoi, une théorie générale ne devrait pas seulement
décrire une manière d’associer un spectre à une catégorie structurée, mais aussi d’associer
une catégorie structurée à un objet. De plus, ce processus devrait prendre en compte les
morphismes de ces objets. Cela soulève deux questions fondamentales :
1. A quel type d’objet la K-théorie est-elle censée s’appliquer ?
2. Quelle catégorie devrait-on considérer au-dessus d’un tel objet et comment va-t-elle
varier en fonction des morphismes ?
Les exemples considérés nous ont amenés à faire les observations suivantes. Soit C la
catégorie que l’on désire étudier au moyen de la K-théorie, comme celle des espaces ou
des schémas par exemple.
• La catégorie associée à un objet de C est une sous-catégorie de la catégorie des
modules sur un certain monoïde dans une catégorie monoïdale munie de structure
additionnelle (topologique, symétrique, abélienne, modèle).
• La situation est hautement “ﬁbrée”: non seulement les morphismes de C induisent
des foncteurs (structurés) entre ces sous-catégories de modules, mais la catégorie
monoïdale dans laquelle ces modules se trouvent peut varier d’un objet de C à un
autre.
3Les travaux de Lurie, Toën et Vezzosi ont montré qu’en fait, la K-théorie dépend de l’(∞, 1)-catégorie
associée à une catégorie de Waldhausen [94]. De plus, la K-théorie algébrique d’un espace et d’une algèbre
de Banach prend en compte l’enrichissement topologique de la catégorie de Waldhausen [62, 70].
• Dans des cas importants, les sous-catégories de modules considérées sont des sous-
catégories pleines de modules “localement triviaux” par rapport à une certaine (no-
tion possiblement aﬀaiblie de) topologie de Grothendieck sur C . Cela signiﬁe qu’il y
a certains modules quis sont considérés comme suﬃsamment simples pour être ap-
pelés triviaux et les modules localement triviaux sont ceux qui, localement au-dessus
d’un recouvrement de la topologie de Grothendieck, sont isomorphes à ces derniers.
Dans notre thèse, nous explorons, avec la K-théorie comme motivation, un cadre caté-
gorique qui code ce genre de données. Nous étudions aussi ces structures pour elles-mêmes,
et donnons des exemples dans d’autres domaines que la K-théorie. Nous ne mentionnons
pas dans ce résumé les questions de théorie des ensembles soulevées par ce genre de
théories, mais ces questions sont traitées avec soin dans le développement et font l’objet
d’un appendice.
Après avoir rappelé certains faits classiques de la théorie des ﬁbrations de Grothen-
dieck (et de leurs catégories indicées associées), nous apportons un nouvel éclairage sur le
concept de biﬁbration. Nous prouvons qu’il existe une 2-équivalence entre la 2-catégorie
des biﬁbrations sur une catégorie B et celle des pseudo double foncteurs de B vers ADJ,
la double catégorie des adjonctions dans CAT . Nous étudions ensuite les paires compos-
ables de ﬁbrations E → D → B, puisqu’elles s’avèrent être des objets fondamentaux de
la théorie. Nous donnons une caractérisation des ces objets en termes de pseudo-foncteurs
Bop → FIBc dans la 2-catégorie des ﬁbrations et foncteur cartésiens.
Après cela, nous entamons un bref survol du sujet des (pré-)topologies de Grothen-
dieck. Nous commençons avec la notion de fonction de recouvrements, qui associe à
chaque objet d’une catégorie une famille de recouvrements de cet objet. Nous étudions
séparémment la saturation d’une fonction de recouvrements par rapport aux cribles et aux
raﬃnements. On montre que la topologie de Grothendieck engendrée par une prétopologie
est le résultat de ces deux étapes.
Inspirés par Street [89], nous introduisons ensuite la notion d’objet (localement) trivial
dans une catégorie ﬁbrée P : E → B équipée d’une certaine notion de recouvrement des
objets de la base B. Les objets triviaux sont des objets choisis dans les ﬁbres. Un
objet E dans la ﬁbre au-dessus de B est localement trivial s’il existe un recouvrement
{fi : Bi → B}i∈I tel que l’image inverse de E le long de fi est trivial pour tout i ∈ I.
Parmi les exemples de ce concepts, on trouve les torseurs, les ﬁbrés principaux, les ﬁbrés
vectoriels, les schémas, les faisceaux localement constants, les faisceaux de modules quasi-
cohérents et localement libres, les modules projectifs de génération ﬁnie sur un anneau
commutatif, les variétés topologiques, . . . Nous donnons des conditions sous lesquelles les
objets localement triviaux forment une sous-ﬁbration de P et décrivons la relation entre
les objets localement triviaux dans deux fonctions de recouvrements subordonnées.
Nous nous tournons ensuite vers la partie algébrique de la théorie. Nous donnons
une déﬁnition de la notion de catégorie ﬁbrée monoïdale et démontrons une 2-équivalence
avec les catégories indicées monoïdales. Nous étudions les notions de monoïdes et modules
dans ces deux contextes. Les modules et monoïdes dans une catégorie ﬁbrée monoïdale
E → B forment une paire de ﬁbrations Mod(E ) → Mon(E ) → B.
Nous terminons cette thèse en expliquant comment appliquer ce cadre catégorique à
la K-théorie et en donnant des perspectives de recherches.
—————————————————–
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Abstract
K-Theory was originally deﬁned by Grothendieck as a contravariant functor from a
subcategory of schemes to abelian groups, known today as K0. The same kind of con-
struction was then applied to other ﬁelds of mathematics, like spaces and (not necessarily
commutative) rings. In all these cases, it consists of some process applied, not directly to
the object one wants to study, but to some category related to it: the category of vector
bundles over a space, of ﬁnitely generated projective modules over a ring, of locally free
modules over a scheme, for instance.
Later, Quillen extracted axioms that all these categories satisfy and that allow the
Grothendieck construction of K0. The categorical structure he discovered is called today
a Quillen-exact category. It led him not only to broaden the domain of application of
K-theory, but also to deﬁne a whole K-theory spectrum associated to such a category.
Waldhausen next generalized Quillen’s notion of an exact category by introducing cat-
egories with weak equivalences and coﬁbrations, which one nowadays calls Waldhausen
categories. K-theory has since been studied as a functor from the category of suitably
structured (Quillen-exact, Waldhausen, symmetric monoidal) small categories to some
category of spectra4. This has given rise to a huge ﬁeld of research, so much so that there
is a whole journal devoted to the subject.
In this thesis, we want to take advantage of these tools to begin studying K-theory
from another perspective. Indeed, we have the impression that, in the generalization of
topological and algebraic K-theory that has been started by Quillen, something important
has been left aside. K-theory was initiated as a (contravariant) functor from the various
categories of spaces, rings, schemes, . . . , not from the category of Waldhausen small
categories. Of course, one obtains information about a ring by studying its Quillen-exact
category of (ﬁnitely generated projective) modules, but still, the ﬁnal goal is the study
of the ring, and, more globally, of the category of rings. Thus, in a general theory, one
should describe a way to associate not only a spectrum to a structured category, but also
a structured category to an object. Moreover, this process should take the morphisms of
these objects into account. This gives rise to two fundamental questions.
1. What kind of mathematical objects should K-theory be applied to?
2. Given such an object, what category “over it” should one consider and how does it
vary over morphisms?
Considering examples, we have made the following observations. Suppose C is the cat-
egory that is to be investigated by means of K-theory, like the category of topological
spaces or of schemes, for instance.
• The category associated to an object of C is a sub-category of the category of modules
over some monoid in a monoidal category with additional structure (topological,
symmetric, abelian, model).
• The situation is highly “ﬁbred”: not only morphisms of C induce (structured) func-
tors between these sub-categories of modules, but the monoidal category in which
theses modules take place might vary from one object of C to another.
4Works of Lurie, Toën and Vezzosi have shown that K-theory really depends on the (∞, 1)-category
associated to a Waldhausen category [94]. Moreover, topological K-theory of spaces and Banach algebras
takes the fact that the Waldhausen category is topological in account [62, 70].
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• In important cases, the sub-categories of modules considered are full sub-categories of
“locally trivial” modules with respect to some (possibly weakened notion of) Grothen-
dieck topology on C . That is, there are some speciﬁc modules that are considered
suﬃciently simple to be called trivial and locally trivial modules are those that are,
locally over a covering of the Grothendieck topology, isomorphic to these.
In this thesis, we explore, with K-theory in view, a categorical framework that encodes
these kind of data. We also study these structures for their own sake, and give examples
in other ﬁelds. We do not mention in this abstract set-theoretical issues, but they are
handled with care in the discussion. Moreover, an appendix is devoted to the subject.
After recalling classical facts of Grothendieck ﬁbrations (and their associated indexed
categories), we provide new insights into the concept of a biﬁbration. We prove that
there is a 2-equivalence between the 2-category of biﬁbrations over a category B and a
2-category of pseudo double functors fromB into the double category ADJ of adjunctions
in CAT . We next turn our attention to composable pairs of ﬁbrations E Q−→ D P−→ B,
as they happen to be fundamental objects of the theory. We give a characterization of
these objects in terms of pseudo-functors Bop → FIBc into the 2-category of ﬁbrations
and Cartesian functors.
We next turn to a short survey about Grothendieck (pre-)topologies. We start with
the basic notion of covering function, that associate to each object of a category a family
of coverings of the object. We study separately the saturation of a covering function
with respect to sieves and to reﬁnements. The Grothendieck topology generated by a
pretopology is shown to be the result of these two steps.
We deﬁne then, inspired by Street [89], the notion of (locally) trivial objects in a
ﬁbred category P : E → B equipped with some notion of covering of objects of the base
B. The trivial objects are objects chosen in some ﬁbres. An object E in the ﬁbre over
B ∈ B is locally trivial if there exists a covering {fi : Bi → B}i ∈ I such the inverse image
of E along fi is isomorphic to a trivial object. Among examples are torsors, principal
bundles, vector bundles, schemes, locally constant sheaves, quasi-coherent and locally
free sheaves of modules, ﬁnitely generated projective modules over commutative rings,
topological manifolds, . . . We give conditions under which locally trivial objects form a
subﬁbration of P and describe the relationship between locally trivial objects with respect
to subordinated covering functions.
We then go into the algebraic part of the theory. We give a deﬁnition of monoidal
ﬁbred categories and show a 2-equivalence with monoidal indexed categories. We develop
algebra (monoids and modules) in these two settings. Modules and monoids in a monoidal
ﬁbred category E → B happen to form a pair of ﬁbrations Mod(E ) Mon−−→ Mon(E ) P−→ B.
We end this thesis by explaining how to apply this categorical framework to K-theory
and by proposing some prospects of research.
—————————————————–
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Chapter 1
Introduction
This thesis has started with a very simple question. Let C be a category and suppose
one would like to deﬁne the K-theory of objects C of C , as the K-theory of spaces or
of schemes. What sensible (Quillen-exact, Waldhausen, . . . ) category AC should be
associated to an object C of C so that one can apply the K-theory functor to it and
thus obtain a meaningful K-theory spectrum K(C) := K(AC) of C. It then leads to the
attendant question: how should the categories AC vary over a morphism C → C ′ in C ?
Well, the question so asked is too general. One should keep it in mind for a while and
ﬁrst face the following question: in fact, what objects K-theory should be applied to?
The observation of the diﬀerent kinds of existing K-theories leads us to the conclusion
that K-theory is designed to be applied to categories of monoids in a monoidal ﬁbred
category or to a category that has a functor into such a category.
A monoidal ﬁbred category over a category B can be equivalently deﬁned to be a
monoidal object (E → B,⊗) in the 2-category of ﬁbrations or as a contravariant pseudo-
functor fromB to the 2-category of monoidal categories, monoidal functors and monoidal
natural transformations. A monoidal ﬁbration E → B gives rise to a ﬁbration of modules
over monoids Mod(E ) → Mon(E ). A monoid (B,R) in E is just a monoid R in the ﬁbre
EB, which is a monoidal category. A (B,R)-module (B,R,M) in E is an R-module in EB.
For example, in algebraic geometry, a sheaf of OX-module F is a module (X,OX,F ) in
the monoidal ﬁbration of sheaves of abelian groups over Top, the category of topological
spaces.
Notice that if the category E is trivially ﬁbred, that is, ﬁbred over the terminal object
1 of CAT , then E is just a monoidal category and one recovers the usual ﬁbration of
modules over monoids. In the case of a category C together with a functor C → Mon(E ),
one obtains a pullback ﬁbration over C from Mod(E ) → Mon(E ). In the latter, the
category C will always satisfy this condition. In particular, C might be just Mon(E ).
The answer to the ﬁrst question partly answers to the question we had kept in mind.
Indeed, there is a category of modules over each monoid (B,R). Moreover, these categories
of modules form a ﬁbration over the category of monoids and so are related by the inverse
image functors of the ﬁbration (or, in a more “ﬁbrational” fashion, by Cartesian arrows).
Thus, one has a candidate for the category AC . This candidate is good, but still not
the right one. It is too big (very often a proper class) and too complicated. One thus
ﬁrst restricts its size by considering “ﬁnitely generated” objects in some sense (ﬁnitely
generated modules or vector bundles whose ﬁbres are ﬁnite dimensional, for instance).
The second restriction is more subtle and leaves some choices that lead to diﬀerent
K-theories. There are indeed among the modules of the ﬁbrations some that are trivial, in
the sense that they are easier to understand. They are for instance the trivial bundles, free
modules, “aﬃne” sheaves of modules M˜ . The K-theory of an object is sometimes deﬁned
directly on the subcategory of trivial modules over it. Yet, one often takes an intermediate
step. For example, one considers ﬁnitely generated projective modules (instead of free),
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vector bundles (instead of trivial), locally free sheaves of modules (insteed of free). In
important cases, like the one just cited, these are modules that are “locally trivial” with
respect to some weak notion of Grothendieck pretopology on C .
This thesis is meant to give a precise categorical foundation for these ideas. K-theory
is the motivation of this work, but we also study the categorical concepts for their own
sake and with an interest for wider applications. We now give a short summary of the
thesis.
Chapter 2 gives a survey of diﬀerent notions of ﬁbred categories. After recalling classi-
cal facts of Grothendieck ﬁbrations (and their associated indexed categories), we provide
new insights into the concept of a biﬁbration. We prove that there is a 2-equivalence
between the 2-category of biﬁbrations and a 2-category of pseudo double functors into
the double category ADJ of adjunctions in CAT .
We next turn our attention to pairs of composable ﬁbrations E Q−→ D P−→ B over a
category B, as they happen to be fundamental objects of the theory. We call them, after
Hermida [33], ﬁbrations over ﬁbrations. It is a classical fact that the composite P ◦ Q
and the ﬁbres QA for A ∈ B, are ﬁbrations. We show that Cartesian lifts of Q can be
decomposed as an horizontal lift pre-composed with a vertical lift, i.e., a lift in P ◦ Q
pre-composed by a lift of a ﬁbre ﬁbration. We ﬁnally give a characterization of these
objects in terms of pseudo-functors Bop → FIBc into the 2-category of ﬁbrations and
Cartesian functors.
We then investigate some weak notions of Grothendieck (pre-)topologies. We start
with the basic notion of covering function, that associate to each object of a category a
family of coverings of the object. We then consider diﬀerent axioms on these covering
functions. We study separately the saturation of a covering function with respect to sieves
and to reﬁnements. The Grothendieck topology generated by a pretopology is shown to
be the result of these two steps. We then consider particular sites, sites with pullbacks,
and sheaves with value in a category A on these sites. The chapter ends with number of
examples of covering functions.
The chapter 3 is devoted to the study of trivial and locally trivial objects, which
is inspired by Street [89]. Trivial objects in a ﬁbration P : E → B are objects of E
determined by a morphism of ﬁbrations into P . In order to deﬁne trivial objects, we
adapt properties of functors to morphisms of ﬁbrations. We study then the notion of
locally trivial objects in a ﬁbred category E → B equipped with some notion of covering
of objects of the base B and with trivial objects. An object E in the ﬁbre over B ∈ B is
locally trivial if there exists a covering {fi : Bi → B}i∈I such the inverse image of E along
fi is isomorphic to a trivial object.
Among examples are torsors, principal bundles, vector bundles, schemes, locally con-
stant sheaves, quasi-coherent and locally free sheaves of modules, ﬁnitely generated pro-
jective modules over commutative rings, diﬀerentiable manifolds, . . . We give conditions
under which locally trivial objects form a subﬁbration of P and describe the relationship
between locally trivial objects with respect to subordinated covering functions. We ﬁnally
consider the particular situation of locally trivial objects in a ﬁbration over a ﬁbration,
situation that arises in algebraic geometry.
Chapter 4 treats the subject of modules and monoids in a monoidal ﬁbred category.
We start with the classical case of modules and monoids in a monoidal category. We
then turn to a short introduction to the internal versions of this notions: internal abelian
groups, rings and modules, but also tensor product of internal abelian groups. We next
study the notion of monoidal ﬁbred categories and show a 2-equivalence with monoidal
indexed categories. We brieﬂy study the situation of a monoidal biﬁbration in a double
category theoretic fashion.
We then develop algebra (monoids and modules) in these two settings. Modules and
monoids in a monoidal ﬁbred category E → B happen to form a ﬁbration over a ﬁbration
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Mod(E ) Mon−−→ Mon(E ) P−→ B. This implies that the Cartesian lift of a morphism of
monoids factors as an horizontal lift and a vertical lift, which is given by the biﬁbration
of modules over monoids in the monoidal category of the ﬁbre.
Chapter 5 explains how to apply the categorical framework developed in the previous
chapters to K-theory. We also explain what are the main open questions.
Appendix A contains a discussion about the set-theoretical issues of category theory
and an exposition of the point of view adopted in our work.
3
4
Chapter 2
General context: ﬁbred categories
over sites
Consider a category B. We would like to study this category by means of “categories
of structures over its objects”. This is actually a very common strategy. For example,
one gets information about a ring by studying its category of modules, its category of
chain complexes or its derived category. In another ﬁeld, one gets information about a
topological space by studying the categories of bundles of diﬀerent types over it: principal
G-bundles, vector bundles, ﬁbrations and so on. So to each object B of B one associates
a category EB “over” it that is supposed to encode information about B. Of course,
these categories are not unrelated to each other; they also have to reﬂect the relationships
between objects of B, namely the morphisms in B. If there is a morphism f : A → B
in B, one asks that there be a functor f ∗ between the categories over A and B, in one
direction or the other, depending on the context. Considering the contravariant case, this
gives rise to a correspondence
B EB
A
f
B EB
f∗
EA.
This correspondence should somehow respect composition and identities of B. It turns
out that it is too strong to require strict preservation, but since the codomain is a (extra
large) 2-category, the extra large 2-category CAT of (possibly large) categories, we have
suﬃcient structure to aﬀord a looser condition: the correspondence has to be a pseudo-
functor
Bop −→ CAT
(the category B is considered as a discrete 2-category). The whole data of the category
B is now transported to the category of categories: objects, morphisms, composition and
identities. Such pseudo-functors are called indexed categories over B .
Understanding the whole category of structures over an object is often too diﬃcult a
task. In order to simplify the theory, one usually restricts the size of the structures. One
can impose set-theoretical conditions on the category, like being small or skeletally small.
More speciﬁcally one can impose ﬁniteness conditions on the objects, e.g., by restricting
to ﬁnitely generated modules or ﬁnite dimensional vector bundles, which imply some
set-theoretical size restriction.
Another simpliﬁcation comes from trivial (or free) objects. There is often a “trivial”
manner to obtain structures over an object (e.g., free R-modules or product bundles), and
we can restrict our attention to them. An intermediate step is to consider objects that
are only “locally trivial” over some notion of Grothendieck topology on the category B
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Suppose that in each category EB there is a set of objects considered as trivial. One
would like to consider objects E ∈ EB that are not trivial but that become so when
“restricted” to some objects Ai along arrows fi : Ai → B of a covering in B. This means
that f ∗i (E) is a trivial object in EAi . One sees that the local triviality condition depends
on what collections of arrows are considered as coverings in the category B, that is on
the topology on B.
The goal of this chapter is to deﬁne and study a categorical framework for describing
locally trivial structures over a category. The two main axes are the studies of Grothen-
dieck ﬁbrations, which are the “intrinsic” indexed categories, and of covering functions,
which are generalized Grothendieck topology. This chapter takes of course its inspira-
tion in the ideas developed by Grothendieck, in particular his excellent article on ﬁbred
categories, [30, Exposé VI]. We will also give speciﬁc references throughout the chapter.
2.1 Grothendieck ﬁbrations
Here are diverse references that I recommend on the subject [6, 27, 30, 38, 42, 82, 90, 99].
As mentioned in the introduction of this chapter, we would like to study a category
B by means of categories of “structures over its objects”. We have explained how one
is naturally led to consider pseudo-functors F : Bop → CAT . These objects are called
(B-)indexed categories. There is another categorical framework that encodes the same
information: Grothendieck ﬁbrations. These are functors E → B satisfying certain lifting
conditions. The diﬀerence between the latter and indexed categories is like the diﬀerence
between the data of a category C having all limits with respect to a diagram small category
D and the data of the category C with an explicit limit functor CD lim−→ C .
Principal G-bundles give a good geometric feeling for the correspondence between
indexed and ﬁbred categories. Recall that a principal G-bundle is a continuous map
p : E → B with a ﬁbre-preserving, continuous G-action satisfying a condition of existence
of “local trivializations” over some open covering {Uα} of B. Such a principal bundle
determines a set of continuous functions, called “G-transition functions”,
{gαβ : Ua ∩ Uβ → G},
subject to some coherence conditions. Conversely, given such set of transition functions,
one can glue together the trivial pieces Uα ×G using them and obtain a principal bundle.
Up to equivalence, principal G-bundles and sets of G-transitions functions contain the
same information and both views are useful depending on the context1.
Before going at the heart of the subject, we need to ﬁx some notations and terminology
about bicategories.
2.1.1 Notations for bicategories
In order to ﬁx notation, we recall now shortly some deﬁnitions of bicategory theory.
Deﬁnitions 2.1.1 : 1. A bicategory A consists of
• A class A0 of objects.
• For all pair (A,B) of objects, a category A(A,B).
1One can actually make this sentence precise. There are a category of principal G-bundles and a
category of sets of G-transition functions, and these two categories are equivalent.
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– The objects of A(A,B) are called arrows (or morphisms, or 1-cells) of A
and denoted by A f−→ B.
– The morphisms of A(A,B) are called 2-cells of A and denoted A
f
g
α B .
– The composition of 2-cells in A(A,B) is denoted by β • α.
– The identity 2-cell at f : A → B is denoted A
f
f
ιf B .
• For all triple (A,B,C) of objects, a composition functor
◦ : A(A,B) ×A(B,C) → A(A,C).
• For all object A, an identity morphism 1A : A → A. We denotes A
1A
1A
ιAA its
identity 2-cell.
• For all triple of composable arrows (f, g, h), an isomorphism natural in f , g
and h, called associator,
αf,g,h : (h ◦ g) ◦ f
∼==⇒ h ◦ (g ◦ f).
• For all morphism f : A → B, two isomorphisms natural in f , called left and
right unitors,
λf : 1B ◦ f ∼==⇒ f and ρf : f ◦ 1A ∼==⇒ f.
These data are subject to coherence axioms. A bicategory is a 2-category if the
associators and unitors are identities.
Notation 2.1.2 (whiskers) : Let A be a bicategory. In the following situations
in A,
A
f
g
α B
h
C and A f B
g
h
α C
we denote h · α and α · f respectively the composite 2-cells ιh ◦ α and α ◦ ιf .
Let now A and B be bicategories.
2. A lax functor from A to B is a triple (Φ, γ, δ) where:
• Φ consists of the following data.
– A function
Φ0 : A0 → B0.
– For all pairs (A,A′) of objects of A, a functor
ΦA,A′ : A(A,A′) → B(Φ0(A),Φ0(A′)).
• γ consists of a 2-cell
γf,g : Φ(g) ◦ Φ(f) ⇒ Φ(g ◦ f),
for all composable pair of arrows f and g of A, that is natural in f and g.
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• δ consists of a 2-cell
δA : 1Φ0(A) ⇒ ΦA,A(1A),
for all object A of A.
These data are subject to coherence axioms. The natural transformations γ and δ
are called the structure morphisms of the lax functor.
A lax functor is a pseudo-functor if its structure morphisms are isomorphisms and
a 2-functor if these are identities.
3. Let Φ,Ψ: A⇒ B a pair of lax functors. A lax natural transformation from Φ to Ψ
is a pair (τ, ξ) where
• τ consists of an arrow τ : Φ(A) → Ψ(A) for all objects A of A.
• ξ consists of a 2-cell ξf for all arrows f : A → B in A, which ﬁlls in the following
square
Φ(A) τA
Φ(f) ξf
Ψ(A)
Ψ(f)
Φ(B) τB Ψ(B)
and which is natural in f .
These data are subject to coherence axioms.
A pseudo-natural transformation is a lax natural transformation (τ, ξ) between
pseudo-functors whose structure morphism ξ is an isomorphism. A 2-natural trans-
formation is a lax natural transformation between 2-functors whose structure mor-
phism is an identity.
An oplax natural transformation from Φ to Ψ is deﬁned in the same manner as a
pair (τ, ξ), with the diﬀerence that the 2-cell ξf goes the opposite direction.
4. Let A
Φ
Ψ
(σ,ξ)

(τ,ζ) B be a pair of lax natural transformations.
A modiﬁcation Ξ from σ to τ consists of a 2-cell
Φ(A)
σA
τA
ΞA Ψ(A)
for all objects A of A. It is subject to the following axiom.
For each 2-cell A
f
g
α B in A, the following equality holds.
Φ(A)
Φ(g)
σA
τA
ΞA
Ψ(A) Ψ(f)
Ψ(g)
Ψ(α)
Ψ(B)
ζg
Φ(B)
τB
= Φ(A)
Φ(f)
Φ(g)
Φ(α)
σA Ψ(A) Ψ(f) Ψ(B)
ξf
Φ(B)
σB
τB
ΞB
Bicategories, lax functors, lax natural transformations and modiﬁcations organize in an
extra large tricategory BICAT [24].
We often work the bi-XL-category BA of pseudo-functors from A to B, oplax natu-
ral transformations and modiﬁcations for bicategories A and B. We specify by a right
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index BAlax the corresponding bi-XL-category whose morphisms are lax natural transfor-
mations. We specify by a left index laxBA the 2-category of lax functors, oplax natural
transformations and modiﬁcations. The 0-cell- and 2-cell-full sub-bi-XL-category of BA
with morphisms pseudo-natural transformations is denoted BAp. Note that in general we
write left indices to specify objects and right indices to specify morphisms.
When B is a 2-category, then all these bi-XL-categories are 2-XL-categories. In fact,
the full sub-tri-XL-category of BICAT consisting of 2-categories is a 3-XL-category [5].
If one strictiﬁes everything, that is, if one considers 2-categories, 2-functors, 2-natural
transformations, and modiﬁcations, then one gets a 3-XL-category denoted 2-CAT . Its
2-XL-categories of 2-functors from A to B are denoted 2BA.
We denote   the category with two objects and one non-identity morphism. As we
work only with 2-categories of 2-functors and 2-natural transformations from   to a 2-
category B, we make an exception in our notation and write B  for 2B . It is called the
strict arrow 2-category of B. More concretely, its objects are arrows in B, its morphisms
commuting squares in B, and its 2-cells commutative diagrams of 2-cells of the type:
A
f
h1
k1
α1 B
g
A′
h0
k0
α0 B′.
Composition and identities are levelwise those of B.
Finally, we will deal with duality for bicategories. There are three diﬀerent ways of
dualizing a bicategory A. The bicategory Aop has reversed arrows, i.e.,
Aop(A,B) = A(B,A).
The bicategory Aco has reversed 2-cells, i.e.,
Aco(A,B) = A(A,B)op.
The bicategory Acoop has both arrows and 2-cells reversed.
2.1.2 Basic notions
Cartesian arrows
Deﬁnitions 2.1.3 : Let P : E → B be a functor.
1. An object E of E is said to be (or sit) over an object B of B if P (E) = B. Idem
for arrows.
2. The ﬁbre of P at B is the subcategory, denoted P−1(B) or EB, deﬁned as the
preimage of the discrete subcategory {B} ⊂ B. The morphisms of the ﬁbres are
called vertical.
3. An arrow h : D → E in E is Cartesian over f if it sits over f and for all K k−→ E in
E and all P (K) g−→ A in B such that f ◦ g = P (k) there exists a unique K l−→ D in
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E such that h ◦ l = k.
K ∃! l
∀k
D
h
E E
P
P (K) ∀g
P (k)
A
f
B B
In this situation, one says that h is a Cartesian lift of f (at E) and that D is an
inverse image of E over f .
Here is an overview of the behaviour of Cartesian arrows.
Proposition 2.1.4
Let P : E → B be a functor.
(i) Cartesian lifts of a given arrow at a given object are unique up to a unique vertical
isomorphism.
Precisely, if D h−→ E and D′ h′−→ E are two Cartesian arrows over the same arrow
A
f−→ B in B, then there exists a unique vertical isomorphism D′ ∼=−→ D making the
following triangle commute:
D′
∃! ∼= h
′
D
h
E
A
f
B
(ii) Let D h−→ E k−→ K be arrows in E with k Cartesian. Then the composite k ◦ h is
Cartesian if and only if h is Cartesian.
(iii) Any isomorphism of E is Cartesian.
In particular, 1E : E → E is Cartesian for all object E ∈ E .
(iv) An arrow in E is an isomorphism if and only if it is a Cartesian lift of an isomor-
phism.
Grothendieck ﬁbrations and Grothendieck construction
Deﬁnitions 2.1.5 : 1. A functor P : E → B is a (Grothendieck) ﬁbration (over B
if, for every arrow f in B and every object E over its codomain, there exists a
Cartesian arrow over f with codomain E. In this situation, E is said to be ﬁbred
(in categories) over B .
2. A choice of a Cartesian arrow f¯E : f ∗(E) → E for all f in B and all E ∈ E over
codf is called a cleavage of the ﬁbration P . One sometimes denotes a cleavage by
his choice function κ so that κ(f, E) = f¯E. A cleavage κ is normal if its Cartesian
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lifts of identities are identities. A couple (P, κ) of a ﬁbration and a cleavage (resp.
a normal cleavage) is called a cloven ﬁbration (resp. normalized cloven ﬁbration)2.
Examples 2.1.6 : 1. Any category is a ﬁbration over the terminal object 1 of CAT .
2. An identity functor Id : B → B is a trivial example of a ﬁbration. More generally,
any isomorphism of categories is a ﬁbration.
3. The projection of the product ∏Ai → Ai of categories onto one of them is a
ﬁbration.
4. (Canonical ﬁbration over C ) A more interesting example is given for any category
C with pullbacks and is called the canonical ﬁbration over C . It is the codomain
functor cod : C   → C from the category C   of arrows in C to C . The ﬁbre at C of
this ﬁbration is isomorphic to the slice category C /C. We sometimes call bundles
over C the objects of C /C and denote them by greek letters ξ = (E p−→ C). We also
write Bun(C ) for C  .
Given an arrow f : A → B in C and an object ξ = (E p−→ B) in C   over B, a
morphism (g, f) : ζ → ξ with ζ = (D q−→ A) is Cartesian over f if and only if the
following square is a pullback in C :
D
g
q
E
p
A
f
B.
We usually write f ∗ξ = (f ∗E p¯−→ A) such a Cartesian arrow.
5. (Fibration of G-bundles) If C has in addition a terminal object, C admits a structure
of a Cartesian monoidal category. We can then enrich the previous example by
considering G-bundles for an internal group G of C (see chapter 4, if needed, for
deﬁnitions of the concepts involved such as internal groups, modules and Cartesian
monoidal categories). A G-bundle over A ∈ C is an object E p−→ A of C /A together
with a G-object structure E×G κ−→ E on E, i.e., a G-module structure for the monoid
G in the Cartesian monoidal structure on C , such that the action κ preserves the
ﬁbre, i.e., the following diagram
E × G κ
pr
E
p
E p B.
commutes. Morphisms of G-bundles are morphisms
φ = (g, f) : (D → A) → (E → B)
in C   such that g is equivariant, i.e., a morphism of G-modules in C .
These data form a category, which we denote G-Bun(C ) and the codomain functor
yields a ﬁbration G-Bun(C ) → C . A Cartesian lift of an arrow f : A → B in
C at a G-bundle ξ over B is given by a Cartesian lift f¯ξ : f ∗(ξ) → ξ in Bun(C )
2Unless there is a canonical choice of Cartesian arrows, deﬁning a cleavage on a ﬁbration requires
global axiom of choice. See the ﬁrst paragraph of footnote 8 in chapter 4, page 129. Notice that there is
always a canonical Cartesian lift at an object of an identity morphism: the identity of this object (see
Proposition 2.1.4 (iii)). Therefore, it is always possible to normalize a cleavage.
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together with the unique G-bundle structure on f ∗(ξ) such that f¯ξ is a morphism
of G-bundles. Thus, a morphism (g, f) : ζ → ξ in G-Bun(C ) with ζ = (D q−→ A) is
Cartesian over f if and only if the following square
D
g
q
E
p
A
f
B.
is a pullback in C and D comes with the unique ﬁbre preserving G-action such that
g is equivariant.
6. Let us now consider the category Top of topological spaces. The two previous
examples apply. We consider another type of bundles. Since the functor
θB : Top → Top/B
with θFB = (B × F pr−→ B) is ﬁnite product preserving, it preserves internal rings.
Thus, one has a natural internal ring structure on θRB in Top/B. Internal θRB -modules
in Top/B are called bundles of vector spaces. These bundles also form a ﬁbration
over Top, which we denote by VBun → Top.
7. The object functor Ob : Cat → Set from the category of small categories to the
category of sets is a ﬁbration. Note that its ﬁbre above the terminal ∗ of Set is
isomorphic to the category of monoids (in Set). It has a canonical cleavage with
respect to which the Cartesian lift of an inclusion at a category C is the inclu-
sion of the full sub-category. For a general function f : X → ObC , the Carte-
sian lift f¯C : f ∗C → C is deﬁned this way. The category f ∗C has objects X and
f ∗(C )(x, y) = {x}×C (f(x), f(y))×{y}. Composition and identities are those of C .
The functor f¯C is the function f on objects and projection on the second component
on morphisms.
8. Modules in a monoidal category form a ﬁbration Mod(V ) → Mon(V ) over the
category of monoids in V (see part 4.1.2).
Indexed categories The structure we have considered above is the “intrinsic”, that
is, choice-free deﬁnition of the notion of a ﬁbration. As we said in the introduction, it
is possible, by making choices, to capture the same information in a pseudo-functor into
CAT , and that’s what we look at now. It is not diﬃcult to deﬁne this pseudo-functor, but
in the following we try to motivate in an (we hope) intuitive way not only its form but
the fact that essentially no information is lost (we will later on give a precise 2-categorical
meaning of the latter property). The following discussion happens to also lead quite
directly to the opposite construction, from a pseudo-functor to a ﬁbration.
Consider a cloven ﬁbration P : E → B. We encode this data in a new way, by means
of its ﬁbres and “inverse image” functors between them.
One starts with the class of the ﬁbres of P , indexed by the objects of B. What is
missing? Let us study ﬁrst how one can view all objects and morphisms of E as objects
and morphisms of ﬁbres plus some additional data. It is a trivial fact that all objects of
E live in ﬁbres. Moreover, every arrow in E factors uniquely as a vertical arrow with the
same domain composed with a Cartesian arrow of the cleavage. More concretely, consider
the Cartesian lift f¯E : f ∗E → E of a morphism f : A → B in B at an object E of EB. It
determines a bijection:
{h in E | P (h) = f and cod(h) = E} 1:1←−→ {h in EA | cod(h) = f ∗E} (2.1.1)
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The bijection is deﬁned this way. Let h : D → E be a morphism in E over f , then the
factorization is given by
D
h∃! h¯
f ∗E
fE
E.
(2.1.2)
Thus, up to bijection, all morphisms in E are given by vertical morphisms with codomain
f ∗E for some arrow f in B and some object E of Ecod(f). This leads us to the conclusion
that in addition to the ﬁbres, one has to remember that in each ﬁbre, there are special
objects: the f ∗E. We have not yet looked at the whole structure of E of course. What
about identities and composition? The question of identities also resolves the ambiguity
about vertical morphisms: they already are in the ﬁbres, but seem to be modiﬁed by the
preceding bijection (replacing f by the identity that they are over).
Identities of E are in ﬁbres, but the identity 1E at an object E over an object B
becomes under the bijection (2.1.1) (replacing f by 1B) the arrow E
(δB)E−−−→ 1∗BE that
makes the following diagram commute.
E
1E∃! (δB)E
(1B)∗E
(1B)E
E.
(2.1.3)
This is an isomorphism by Proposition 2.1.4. If the cleavage is normalized, then it is an
identity and the bijection acts as an identity on ﬁbres.
In general, one should keep track of these isomorphisms, because they record that among
all morphisms in EB(E, id∗BE), there is one that is the “same” as 1E. And from this
information, one automatically obtains the compatibility between vertical morphisms
h : D → E and their counterparts under the bijection:
D
h
h¯
(1B)∗E
(1B)E
(δB)E−1
E.
E
1E
What about composition? Consider a composable pair of arrows D h−→ E k−→ K in E
over A f−→ B g−→ C. Under our new description of morphisms in E , they become vertical
arrows D h¯−→ f ∗E and E k¯−→ g∗K, which are not composable in general. In fact, our data
so far is incomplete. The following diagram shows how one can recover composition of
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general arrows in E inside ﬁbres.
D
h
∃! h¯
E
k
∃! k¯
K
f ∗E
f¯E
∃! f∗(g¯)
g∗K
g¯K
f ∗g∗K
∃! (γf,g)K
f¯g∗K
(g ◦ f)∗K
(g◦f)K
(2.1.4)
The outer triangle commutes and therefore, its vertical edge is the vertical arrow corre-
sponding to the composite k ◦ h under the bijection (2.1.1) (replacing f by g ◦ f and and
E by K). Notice that the morphism (γf,g)K is an isomorphism by Proposition 2.1.4.
In conclusion, in order to keep track of the identities and the composition of E , one
needs to remember, in addition to the ﬁbres, the vertical isomorphisms (δB)E where E ∈ E
is over B ∈ B and (γf,g)K for all composable pairs A f−→ B g−→ C and K ∈ E over C.
Moreover, it is not suﬃcient to know the objects f ∗E for all f in B and all E in Ecod(f);
one also needs to retain the morphisms f ∗(h) for all morphisms h in Ecod(f). The following
commutative diagram deﬁnes them.
f ∗D
∃!f∗(h)
f¯D
D
h
f ∗E
f¯E
E.
Lemma 2.1.7
These data together determine a pseudo-functor with structure isomorphisms given by δ
and γ deﬁned above.
ΦP : Bop −→ CAT
A −→ EA
A
f−→ B −→ f ∗ : EB → EA
Deﬁnition 2.1.8 : Let B be a category. A B-indexed category (or a category indexed
over B ) is a pseudo-functor Φ: Bop → CAT . The functors
Φ(f) : Φ(B) → Φ(A)
for f : A → B in B are called inverse image functors. Moreover, if it does not induce
confusion, they are simply denoted f ∗.
Examples 2.1.9 : 1. Given a topological space X, its topology T (X) forms a pre-
order under inclusion and therefore a small category. Moreover, a continuous map
f : X → Y
induces a monotone function f−1 : T (Y ) → T (X), and therefore a functor. One
thus obtains a functor (thus an indexed category over Top)
T : Topop −→ Cat.
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2. Let A be a small 2-category. Then, for an object A ∈ A, there is an obvious
representable 2-functor with values in the 2-category Cat of small categories
A(−, A) : Aop → Cat
For the same reason, given an 2-XL-category A and an object A ∈ A, there is a
representable 2-functor with values in the XXL-2-category CA T of XL-categories
A(−, A) : Aop → CA T
(remember that XL-2-categories are the small 2-categories in the ambient NBG).
In particular, this applies to the 2-XL-category CAT and a category A . When you
restrict the domain of the representable 2-functor CAT (−,A ) to the 2-category of
small categories, it takes its images in CAT . One therefore obtains a 2-functor
A (−) : Catop → CAT ,
which restricts to an indexed category over the category Cat:
Catop A
(−)
CAT
C A C
B
F−→ C A C F ∗ A B
C G A B F C G A
C
G
H
α A B F C
G
H
α A
Grothendieck construction We consider now the other direction: given an indexed
category Φ: Bop → CAT , one can construct a cloven ﬁbration EΦ PΦ−→ B with no loss
of information. Actually, if one considers the pseudo-functor ΦP associated to a cloven
ﬁbration P : E → B, then the new description of P that we gave in the preceding para-
graph “Indexed categories” is precisely the ﬁbration constructed from ΦP . If one just has
a pseudo-functor, then one mimics the latter description pretending one has Cartesian
arrows between ﬁbres, even though one just has the inverse image functors.
Lemma 2.1.10
Let (Φ, γ, δ) : Bop → CAT be an indexed category. The following data, called the Grothen-
dieck construction of Φ, is a cloven ﬁbration, denoted PΦ : EΦ → B.
• Objects of EΦ: Pairs (B,E) where B ∈ B and E ∈ Φ(B).
• Morphisms of EΦ: Pairs (A,D) (f,h)−−→ (B,E) where f : A → B is in B and
h : D → f ∗E is in Φ(A) (compare diagram 2.1.2).
• Composition in EΦ: Let (A,D) (f,h)−−→ (B,E) (g,k)−−→ (C,K) be a composable pair
in EΦ. Then its composite is the pair whose ﬁrst component is g ◦ f and second
component is the composite in EA:
D h f ∗E
f∗(k)
f ∗g∗(K)
(γf,g)K
∼= (g ◦ f)∗(K).
(Compare diagram 2.1.4)
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• Identities in EΦ: (A,D) (1A,(δA)D)−−−−−−→ (A,D) (compare diagram 2.1.3)
• Functor PΦ: The projection on the ﬁrst component.
• Cleavage of PΦ: The Cartesian lift of f : A → B at (B,E) is the morphism
(A, f ∗E) (f,1f∗E)−−−−−→ (B,E).
When constructing a B-indexed category from a cloven ﬁbration over B, we took care
not to lose information in the process. As noticed above, we actually directly construct an
indexed category and its Grothendieck construction, and argued that these three objects
contain the same information but organized in a diﬀerent manner. A more precise and
more categorical way of stating this fact consists of deﬁning a category of cloven ﬁbrations
overB and in showing that a cloven ﬁbration is isomorphic to the Grothendieck construc-
tion of its corresponding indexed category. The hom-set bijections of this isomorphism
are in fact determined by the bijection (2.1.1). It is then natural to ask whether this
statement extends to the respective categories. It does in fact extend to an equivalence of
categories, and the latter isomorphism provides the essential surjectivity of the functor.
Moreover, ﬁbrations over B and indexed B-categories naturally live in 2-categories and
these are 2-equivalent.
2.1.3 The Grothendieck construction as a 2-equivalence
In this part we deﬁne the 2-XL-category of (cloven) ﬁbrations and recall the well known
2-equivalence between ﬁbrations and indexed categories. We end by a study of pullback of
ﬁbrations along functors and of the associated concept in the world of indexed categories.
The 2-equivalence
Deﬁnitions 2.1.11 : 1. The 2-XL-category of ﬁbrations, denoted FIB , is the full sub-
2-XL-category of CAT  whose objects are ﬁbrations. Its morphisms are called mor-
phisms of ﬁbrations and 2-cells, transformations. We also consider the 2-category
CFIB of cloven ﬁbrations whose morphisms and arrows are the morphisms and ar-
rows of the underlying ﬁbrations. The following deﬁnitions can be applied to both
FIB and CFIB.
2. A Cartesian morphism of ﬁbrations is a morphism of ﬁbrations that preserves Carte-
sian arrows. Explicitly, a morphism from the ﬁbration Q to the ﬁbration P
D
F1
Q
E
P
A
F0
B,
is Cartesian if, given a Cartesian arrow D h−→ D′ in D , its image F1(D) F1(h)−−−→ F1(D′)
is Cartesian in E . The 2-cell full sub-2-XL-category of CAT   with objects ﬁbrations
and morphisms Cartesian morphisms of ﬁbrations is denoted FIBc.
3. Finally, both FIB and FIBc can be restricted to a ﬁxed base category B. These
categories, denoted FIB(B) and FIBc(B) are the sub-2-XL-categories of FIB and
FIBc respectively that have ﬁbrations over B as objects, morphisms of ﬁbrations
(resp. Cartesian morphisms) (F0, F1) with base functor F0 = IdB as morphisms and
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transformations with base natural transformation α0 = ιB as 2-cells. Their mor-
phisms are called (Cartesian) functors over B and 2-cells natural transformations
over B .
4. The 2-XL-category of B-indexed categories is the 2-XL-category CATBop of pseudo-
functors, oplax natural transformations and modiﬁcations. We sometimes denote it
IND(B). Its 2-cell full sub-XL-2-category (CATBop)p whose morphisms are pseudo-
natural transformations is denoted INDc(B).
Remark 2.1.12 : A morphism of ﬁbrations from D → A to E → B is Cartesian if and
only if it preserves a Cartesian lift for each pair (f,D) of an arrow f in A and an object
D in Dcod(f) (use Proposition 2.1.4).
There is a forgetful functor CFIB → FIB that forgets cleavages and is the identity
on 1- and 2-cells. If one assumes the global axiom of choice, then it determines a 2-
equivalence. In the preceding part, we have announced a 2-equivalence between cloven
ﬁbrations and indexed categories, via the Grothendieck construction. Indeed, we have
constructed an indexed category from a cloven ﬁbration and conversely a cloven ﬁbration
from an indexed category. Nevertheless, we assume such an axiom of choice and, therefore,
consider a cleavage as a mere choice, not an additional structure. Consequently, we state
the result directly for non-cloven ﬁbrations. This is the way the 2-equivalence is expressed
in [6,82] for example, but Johnstone claims it only for cloven ﬁbrations [41]. The theorem
is proven in [6, 41], but for the 2-category FIBc(B) of ﬁbrations and Cartesian functors
over B. The proof goes exactly the same in the more general setting of the 2-category
FIB(B) of ﬁbrations and functors over B, but a subtlety arises that was hidden in the
former context. A functor over B between two ﬁbrations does indeed not yield a lax
natural transformation, but an oplax one.
Theorem 2.1.13
The Grothendieck construction determines a 2-equivalence
G : CATBop 	−→ FIB(B)
which restricts to a 2-equivalence
(CATBop)p 	−→ FIBc(B).
This theorem shows that the apparently diﬀerent concepts of ﬁbrations and indexed
categories are two views on the same objects. In this work we will go back and forth
in this 2-equivalence. When going from ﬁbred categories to indexed categories, universal
properties are replaced by “functional” correspondences, which one is much more accus-
tomed to. Nevertheless, the indeterminacy of the universal arrows up to isomorphism is
now reﬂected by the “pseudo” nature of the functor. One has arbitrarily ﬁxed something
indeterminate in nature and so what one gains in intuition and habit, one loses it in
simplicity. In this connection, the reader might want to have a look at the remark at the
end of the chapter “Catégories ﬁbrées et descente” of [30].
One should be careful though with statements of the kind “theses two concepts are the
same because they live in (2-)equivalent (2-)categories”. Indeed, there is an elementary
theory of ﬁbrations that can be interpreted in any 2-category with suitable 2-categorical
limits [85] and even in a bicategory [86,88]. The 2-equivalence stands for the internaliza-
tion of the notion of a ﬁbration in the particular (extra large) 2-category CAT . There
is no internal notion of an indexed category in a general 2-category. They are notions
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particular of CAT , that has the special property of being a model of the same theory as
its objects3.In a general 2-category A, it does not make sense to talk about AB for an
object B ∈ A. The article [4] contains a deep (and virulent) discussion on that matter.
Pullbacks of ﬁbrations
The following lemma is classical and easy to check [6, 41].
Lemma 2.1.14
Let P : E → B be a ﬁbration and F : A → B a functor. Then, pullbacks of P along F
are also ﬁbrations, i.e., in a pullback-square in CAT
F ∗E
P¯
F¯ E
P
A
F
B,
the functor P¯ : F ∗E → A is a ﬁbration.
If one considers the canonical choice of pullback, then a Cartesian arrow in F ∗E over
A′
f−→ A in A at (A,E) is given by (f, F (f)E) : (A′, F (f)∗E) → (A,E).
Note that the lemma also provides us with a canonical cleavage on the pullback of a cloven
ﬁbration.
The following proposition is not diﬃcult to check.
Proposition 2.1.15
Once a choice of pullbacks in CAT is made, pullbacks of ﬁbrations over B along a functor
F : A → B yield a 2-functor
F ∗ : FIB(B) −→ FIB(A ),
which restricts to a 2-functor
F ∗ : FIBc(B) −→ FIBc(A ).
It is natural to ask what is the eﬀect of a pullback on the corresponding indexed category.
This is in fact just precomposition with F op. Given a functor F : A → B, there is indeed
a precomposition 2-functor F ∗ : CATBop → CATA op (because 2-XL-categories form a
3-XXL-category 2-CA T ). The following proposition is proved in [42] at the level of
objects. The proof of the 2-naturality is straightforward, but is quite a juggle.
Proposition 2.1.16
Given a functor F : A → B, there is a 2-natural isomorphism
IND(B) G
F ∗ ∼=
FIB(B)
F ∗
IND(A )
G
FIB(A ).
3It is the theory of 2-categories, categories being seen as discrete 2-categories. Objects of CAT are
model of it in the Grothendieck universe, whereas CAT is a model of it in the larger set theory that
contains the universe.
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Example 2.1.17 : We use the notation of Example 2.1.9 (2). We have already described
the representable indexed category A (−) : Catop → CAT determined by a category A .
One can precompose it with the (dual of the) opposite automorphism of the category Cat
(−)op : Cat ∼=−→ Cat
that takes a category C to its dual C op. The composite functor
PSh(−;A ) := A (−)op : Catop → CAT
then takes a small category C to the category PSh(C ;A ) := A C op of presheaves on C
with values in A . We therefore call it the indexed category of presheaves with values in
A . By abuse of notation, we still write F ∗ the functor PSh(F ;A), even though, to be
coherent with Example 2.1.9 (2), one should write (F op)∗.
We now use pullbacks of ﬁbrations in order to deﬁne a (2-)product on them. Given
two ﬁbrations over B, D Q−→ B P←− E , their pullback inherits a ﬁbration structure over
B. One can check it directly, or by using the fact that a composition of ﬁbrations is a
ﬁbration (see lemma 2.1.42). The speciﬁc form of its Cartesian lifts are also a consequence
of this lemma.
Lemma 2.1.18
Let D Q−→ B P←− E be ﬁbrations over B. Then their pullback
D ×B E
R
E
P
D
Q
B
is a ﬁbration over B.
A Cartesian lift of an arrow f : A → B at (D,E) is given by the pair of Cartesian lifts
(f ∗D, f ∗E) (f¯D ,f¯E)−−−−→ (D,E).
We now get to the main result. This is probably well known.
Proposition 2.1.19
The pullback-ﬁbration deﬁned above yields a binary 2-product in FIB(B) and in FIBc(B).
Therefore, FIB(B) and FIBc(B) have all ﬁnite 2-products.
Proof : First remark that the binary product in CAT is actually a binary 2-product. It
is then not diﬃcult to prove that the binary product of CAT/B is a binary 2-product.
Now, we have just seen that ﬁbrations are preserved by this 2-product. It is also a binary
2-product in FIBc(B). Indeed, by the previous lemma, the projections of the product are
Cartesian and the functors into the product induced by a pair of Cartesian functors in
the component of the product are Cartesian. Finally, note that the identity functor IdB
of the category B is a 2-terminal object of both FIB(B) and FIBc(B). Indeed, it is a
2-terminal object in CAT/B. Moreover, IdB is a ﬁbration over B (see example 2.1.6 (2).
Finally, it is a 2-terminal object in FIBc(B) because, as noticed above, a morphism of
ﬁbrations that is itself a ﬁbration is Cartesian.
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2.1.4 Opﬁbrations and biﬁbrations
In this part, we ﬁrst study the notion dual to that of a ﬁbration, called an opﬁbration. We
state some important duals of the theorems for ﬁbrations and explain how the Grothen-
dieck construction behaves with respect to dualization. We then turn to biﬁbrations,
which are both ﬁbrations and opﬁbrations. We ﬁrst recall a classical characterization of
biﬁbrations in term of adjunctions, that goes back to Grothendieck [30]. We ﬁnally give
a new characterization of their pseudo-functor counterpart.
Opﬁbrations
The basic notions of Cartesian morphisms, cleavages and (cloven) ﬁbrations can be du-
alized. They are distinguished by an op preﬁx: OpCartesian morphisms, opcleavage and
(opcloven) opﬁbrations. Given a functor P : E → B, the “op-notion” is deﬁned to be the
original notion but with respect to the dual functor P op : E op → Bop. So a morphism in
E is opCartesian if it is Cartesian in E op for the dual functor P op : E op → Bop, and the
functor P itself is an opﬁbration if its dual P op is a ﬁbration4.
Given a theorem about Cartesian morphisms, Cartesian functors or ﬁbrations, one
obtains its dual following the usual procedure. For instance, given an opﬁbration, apply
the theorem to its dual, which is a ﬁbration, and then go back to the opﬁbration by
taking the dual of the results. Most of the time, the dual theorem is obvious and we
will not even state it. However, we point out some results for opﬁbration when they
are of great importance or when the dualization of the ﬁbration result seems tricky. A
useful observation is that taking the opposite of a category is an automorphism of the
XL-category CAT :
(−)op : CAT → CAT .
It is indeed its self-inverse5. Therefore, it preserves limits and colimits in CAT .
As for ﬁbrations, opﬁbrations form a 2-XL-category, the sub-2-XL-category OPFIB of
the strict arrow-2-XL-category CAT  consisting of opﬁbrations. We also consider restrict-
ing the morphisms to opCartesian functors, which we denote OPFIBoc. Finally, there are
versions over a particular category B, which we denote OPFIB(B) and OPFIBoc(B).
A choice of an opcleavage on an opﬁbration P : E → B determines a pseudo-functor
Φ: B → CAT . Such pseudo-functors are called opindexed categories (over B ) . Given
an arrow f : A → B in the base, the functor Φ(f) is written
f∗ : EA → EB,
and called direct image functor of f . There is a Grothendieck op-construction for opin-
dexed categories over B, giving rise to an opﬁbration over B. We give it here in detail
for applications.
4In category theory, one usually distinguish a notion from its dual by the preﬁx co-, like in the
word “colimits” and all its particular cases. Grothendieck, in fact, called “coﬁbration” the dual of a
ﬁbration. From a purely categorical point of view, this name would have been preferable since it is
self-understandable: just reverse the arrows in the deﬁnition. There is even a deeper reason; indeed,
opﬁbrations are internal ﬁbrations not in CATop, but in CAT co [99]. Nevertheless, we decided here to
follow the now quite established terminology. It has been introduced in order not to conﬂict with the
topologists’ intuition of a coﬁbration. It is coherent in a certain sense; the term “ﬁbration” was most
probably chosen because of the lifting property of such functors, which is similar to the lifting property
deﬁning a topological ﬁbration. But categorical opﬁbrations are also deﬁned by a lifting property, not by
an extension property like topological coﬁbrations. So if the name of ﬁbrations was meant to be intuitive
to topologists, the name of their dual should at least not be misleading for them.
5It is not a 2-functor from CAT to CAT though, since it reverses natural transformations. It is in
fact a 2-isomorphism (−)op : CAT co → CAT .
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Lemma 2.1.20 (Dual of 2.1.10)
Let (Φ, γ, δ) : B → CAT be an opindexed category. The following data, called the
Grothendieck op-construction of Φ, is a cloven opﬁbration, denoted
Gop(Φ) = (EΦ
PΦ−→ B).
• Objects of EΦ: Pairs (B,E) where B ∈ B and E ∈ Φ(B).
• Morphisms of EΦ: Pairs (A,D) (f,h)−−→ (B,E) where f : A → B is in B and
h : f∗D → E is in Φ(B).
• Composition in EΦ: Let (A,D) (f,h)−−→ (B,E) (g,k)−−→ (C,K) be a composable pair
in EΦ. Then its composite is the pair whose ﬁrst component is g ◦ f and second
component is the composite in EA:
(g ◦ f)∗D
(γ−1
f,g
)D
∼= g∗f∗D
g∗(h)
g∗E
k K.
• Identities in EΦ: (A,D) (1A,(δ
−1
A )D)−−−−−−−→ (A,D).
• Functor PΦ: The projection on the ﬁrst component.
• Cleavage of PΦ: The Cartesian lift of f : A → B at (B,E) is the morphism
(A,E) (f,1f∗E)−−−−→ (B, f∗E).
Let us shortly study the dual relation between the Grothendieck construction and
op-construction. First note that a pseudo-functor Φ: B → CAT , being seen as a lax
functor, gives rise to an oplax functor by inverting its identity and composition structure
isomorphisms. Together with this inverted structure, it is thus a lax functor
Φ: B → CAT co.
One can therefore post-compose such a Φ with the 2-functor (−)op : CAT co → CAT .
Now, Φ can be considered either as an opindexed category over B, or as an indexed
category over Bop. Take the Grothendieck construction G (Φ) of the latter. This is a
ﬁbration over Bop, and therefore, its dual G (Φ)op is an opﬁbration over B. On the other
hand, consider Φ as an opﬁbration over B. It is also a pseudofunctor Φ: B → CAT co
and thus one obtains an opﬁbration op ◦ Φ by post-composing Φ with the 2-functor (−)op
already mentioned. Its Grothendieck op-construction is an opﬁbration Gop(op◦Φ) over B.
These two processes yield equal opﬁbrations:
(G (Φ))op = Gop((−)op ◦ Φ).
Deﬁnition 2.1.21 : The 2-XL-category of opindexed categories is the 2-XL-category
(CATB)lax of pseudo-functors from B to CAT , lax natural transformations between
them and modiﬁcations. It is denoted OPIND(B). Its restriction to pseudo-natural
transformations is written OPINDoc(B).
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Theorem 2.1.22 (Dual of 2.1.13)
The Grothendieck op-construction determines a 2-equivalence
Gop : (CATB)lax 	−→ OPFIB(B)
which restricts to a 2-equivalence
(CATB)p 	−→ OPFIBoc(B).
Opﬁbrations are also stable under pullbacks. Indeed, as noticed above, taking the
opposite is an automorphism of CAT . So the opposite of a pullback square is a pullback
square. Therefore, one obtains the following dual result.
Lemma 2.1.23 (Dual of 2.1.14)
Let P : E → B be an opﬁbration and F : A → B a functor. Then, pullbacks of P along
F are also opﬁbrations, i.e., in a pullback-square in CAT
F ∗E
P¯
F¯ E
P
A
F
B,
the functor P¯ : F ∗E → A is an opﬁbration.
If one considers the canonical choice of pullback, then an opCartesian arrow in F ∗E over
A
f−→ A′ in A at (A,E) is given by (f, F (f)
E
) : (A,E) → (A′, F (f)∗E).
Example 2.1.24 : Given a category A , we have deﬁned the indexed category
PSh(−;A ) : Catop → CAT
over Cat of presheaves with values in A (see Example 2.1.17). In algebraic geometry, one
considers its Grothendieck construction PSh(A ) → Cat, the Grothendieck ﬁbration of
presheaves with values in A , or a pullback of it. An important case arises when pulling
back this ﬁbration along the functor T : Topop → Cat, deﬁned in examples 2.1.9, that
associates to a space X its topology T (X) viewed as a preorder under inclusion. This is
a ﬁbration over Topop, and one is naturally led to consider its corresponding opﬁbration
PShTop(A )op → Top
over Top.
By combining proposition 2.1.16 and the discussion following lemma 2.1.20, one ob-
tains the latter opﬁbration by the following procedure6: precompose PSh(−;A ) with
T op : Top → Catop
and postcompose it with (−)op : CAT co → CAT . This gives rise to the opindexed category
of presheaves on topological spaces with values in A :
PShTop(−;A )op : Top −→ CAT .
6This fact is already stated in Grothendieck’s paper on ﬁbred categories [30]. We hope our explanation
is useful.
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Its direct image functor associated to a map f : X → Y is the dual of the functor
f∗ : PSh(X;A ) → PSh(Y ;A ),
where f∗ = (f−1)∗ in the notation of the indexed category PSh(−;A ). When the context
is clear, we denote this indexed category simply by PSh(−;A )op. Its Grothendieck op-
construction is, up to isomorphism, the opﬁbration
PShTop(A )op → Top
deﬁned above. It has the following form.
• Objects: Pairs (X,P ) where X is a topological space and P ∈ PSh(X;A ) is a
presheaf on X with values in A .
• Morphisms: Pairs (X,P ) (f,α)−−−→ (Y,Q), where f : X → Y is a continuous map and
α : Q ⇒ f∗P is a morphism in PSh(Y ;A ) and f∗P = P ◦ (f−1)op.
Biﬁbrations
We will quite often encounter functors that are both ﬁbrations and opﬁbrations. These
objects are called biﬁbrations and biﬁbrations with both a cleavage and an opcleavage,
bicloven biﬁbrations. Morphisms between them can be either plain functors, Cartesian
functors, opCartesian functors or both. The latter are called biCartesian morphisms
of biﬁbrations. We denote these respective 2-XL-categories BIFIB, BIFIBc, BIFIBoc,
BIFIBbc, and similarly for their version over B.
We now give a characterization of biﬁbrations in terms of adjunctions of their inverse
and direct image functors. This is a classical result [30,82], which we give here with some
additional practical information that we found very useful.
Proposition 2.1.25
Let P : E → B be a bicloven biﬁbration. Then, for each morphism f : A → B in B, there
is an adjunction with left adjoint the direct image functor and right adjoint the inverse
image functor:
f∗ : EA ⊥ EB : f ∗
Its unit ηf and counit εf are given by:
f ∗f∗D
f¯f∗D
D
∃!ηfD
f
D
f∗D
A
f
B
f∗f ∗E
∃!εfE
f ∗E
f¯E
f
f∗E
E
A
f
B.
Moreover, if h : D → f ∗E is in EA and k : f∗D → E is in EB, then one obtains the
transpose h : f∗D → E of h, resp k : D → f ∗E of k, this way:
D
f
D
h
f∗D
∃! h
f ∗E
f¯E
E
A
f
B
and D
f
D
∃! k
f∗D
k
f ∗E
f¯E
E
A
f
B
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Conversely, if P : E → B is a cloven ﬁbration such that each inverse image functor
f ∗ admits a left adjoint f∗ under an adjunction with unit ηf , then P is a biﬁbration with
opCartesian morphisms given by:
f ∗f∗D
f¯f∗D
D
ηf
D
f
D
f∗D
A
f
B.
If P : E → B is an opcloven opﬁbration such that each direct image functor f∗ admits a
right adjoint f ∗ under an adjunction with counit εf , then P is a biﬁbration with Cartesian
morphisms given by:
f∗f ∗E
εf
E
f ∗E
f¯E
f
f∗E
E
A
f
B
This proposition gives us a hint on how to deﬁne the concept of a bi-indexed category,
the pseudo-functor version of a biﬁbration. One could deﬁne it either as an opindexed
category all of whose direct image functors have a right adjoint or as an indexed category
all of whose inverse image functors have a left adjoint. One have then to prove that these
two deﬁnition are equivalent “up to isomorphism”.
We do not deﬁne bi-indexed categories this way for several reasons. Firstly, there
is an arbitrary choice to make between these two options : have the right adjoints as
part of the data, and existence of left adjoints as an axiom (they are then determined
only up to isomorphism), or the contrary. In practice, one is then force to go back and
forth between these two equivalent categories, depending on the example one has to deal
with. Secondly, one goes from (op-)ﬁbrations to (op-)indexed categories by choosing a
cleavage. Given a biﬁbration with a bicleavage, one obtains a choice of both the left and
the right adjoints. Thus, it seems to us coherent that bi-indexed categories have both
an associated opindexed and an associated indexed category (without going through a
choice). The structure we obtain, which, to the best of our knowledge, is new, is an
interesting application of the theory of double categories.
We now deﬁne a notion of bi-indexed category such that a bicleavage on a biﬁbration
determines such an object. This ﬁrst requires deﬁning a new 2-XL-category built from
CAT . There is a 2-XL-category of adjunctions in CAT , denoted ADJ [54, IV.7-8]7. Its
objects are all categories. Arrows from A to B are adjunctions
F : A ⊥ B : G.
Two-cells
A
FG
F ′G′
B (2.1.5)
7This in fact remains true for adjunctions in an arbitrary 2-(XL)-category A [46], [91, VII, Exercices
26-31], [54, XII.4].
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are called transformations of adjoints, but also conjugate pairs. They are pairs (α, β) of
natural transformations α : F ′ ⇒ F and β : G ⇒ G′ (note the reverse direction), called
conjugates, satisfying the following axiom:
Axiom 2.1.26 (Conjugate pair)
For each arrow F (A) → B in B, the transpose of the composite F ′(A) αA−→ F (A) → B
under the adjunction F ′  G′ is equal to the composite A → G(B) βB−→ G′(B) of the
transpose of F (A) → B under the adjunction F  G with βB.
Vertical composition of 2-cells is just the componentwise vertical composition of nat-
ural transformations.
Now, consider two adjunctions
A
F
⊥ B
G
F ′
⊥ C
G′
with units η and η′, and counits ε and ε′, respectively. Their composite is the adjunction
F ′ ◦ F : A ⊥ C : G ◦ G′
with unit (G · η′ · F ) • η and counit ε′ • (F ′ · ε · G′). Horizontal composition of 2-cells is
given by componentwise horizontal composition of natural transformations.
There are forgetful 2-functors L : ADJ co → CAT and R : ADJ op → CAT that se-
lect the left (resp. right) adjoint functors and the natural transformations between
these. They are trivially surjective on objects. More interestingly, their local functors
LA ,B : ADJ (A ,B)op → BA and RA ,B : ADJ (A ,B) → A B are full and faithful. In
other words, given two adjunctions from A to B, a natural transformation α between
the left adjoints determines a unique natural transformation β between the right adjoints
such that the pair (α, β) is a morphism of these adjunctions. The same holds when one
starts with a natural transformation between the right adjoints. Thus, L and R are 2-
equivalences between ADJ co (resp. ADJ op) and the 2-cell full sub-2-XL-category of CAT
consisting of all categories and left adjoint (resp. right adjoint) functors. In particular,
the bijection between conjugate pairs and their left or right component preserves vertical
and horizontal compositions, as well as identities.
Lemma 2.1.27
Let P : E → B be a bicloven biﬁbration. Consider the associated opindexed category
ΦP ∗ : B → CAT with structure isomorphisms γf,g∗ : (g ◦ f)∗ ⇒ g∗ ◦ f∗, for each com-
posable pair A f−→ B g−→ C in B and δA∗ : 1A∗ ⇒ IdEA , for each object A ∈ B. Con-
sider also the associated indexed category ΦP ∗ : Bop → CAT with structure isomorphisms
γf,g
∗ : f ∗ ◦ g∗ ⇒ (g ◦ f)∗ and δA∗ : IdEA ⇒ 1A∗.
Then, there is a pseudo-functor
ΩP : B −→ ADJ
A −→ EA
A
f−→ B −→ f∗ : EA ⊥ EB : f ∗,
whose structure isomorphisms are the conjugate pairs (γf,g∗, γf,g∗) and (δA∗, δA
∗).
Proof (Sketch) : One proves that the latter pairs are conjugate by means of Axiom 2.1.26
and by the characterization of the transpose morphisms for an adjunction f∗  f ∗ given in
Proposition 2.1.25. The coherence axioms of a pseudo-functor are automatically satisﬁed
because the compositions of natural transformations in ADJ are compositions in CAT on
each component of conjugate pairs. Again, pseudo-functor coherence axioms were already
satisﬁed in ΦP ∗ and ΦP ∗.
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The previous lemma leads to a deﬁnition of bi-indexed categories.
Deﬁnition 2.1.28 (First deﬁnition) : A bi-indexed category over B is a pseudofunc-
tor
Ω: B −→ ADJ
A −→ Ω(A)
A
f−→ B −→ Ω(f)∗ : Ω(A) ⊥ Ω(B) : Ω(f)∗
It comes thus for each object B ∈ B with a conjugate pair δB = (δB∗, δB∗) of natural
isomorphisms, where δB∗ : Ω(1B)∗ ⇒ IdΩ(B) and δ∗B : IdΩ(B) ⇒ Ω(1B)∗ and similarly for
the composition isomorphisms γf,g.
The lax functor Ω gives rise to an oplax functor (thus a lax functor B → CAT co) by
inverting the structure isomorphisms δ and γ, and we also denote it Ω. Any bi-indexed
category determines thus both an opindexed and an indexed category by post-composition
with L and R respectively:
B
Ω−→ ADJ co L−→ CAT and Bop Ωop−−→ ADJ op R−→ CAT . (2.1.6)
It would be natural now to deﬁne morphisms of bi-indexed categories overB as lax natural
transformations of pseudo-functors from B to ADJ . This is not correct though, because
a functor F over B between two biﬁbrations does not give rise to such a transformation.
Indeed, the component at an object B ∈ B of the induced lax natural transformation
between the associated opindexed categories is just the restriction of F to the ﬁbres over
B. This is a plain functor, not an adjunction, and therefore not a morphism in ADJ .
One sees that two diﬀerent kinds of morphisms are needed in the target of bi-indexed
categories in order to capture both bi-indexed categories and their morphisms.
There is actually a double XL-category of adjunctions in CAT , that we denote ADJ
[25, 46, 69, 82]8. Recall in short that a double category A consists of a class of objects
ObA, a class of horizontal arrows HorA, a class of vertical arrows VerA and a class of
cells CellA. Arrows have objects as domain and codomain. We diﬀerentiate horizontal
and vertical arrows by denoting the ﬁrst ones by normal arrows and the second ones by
dotted arrows A • B . Objects and horizontal (resp. vertical) arrows form a category
whose identities we denote 1hA : A → A (resp. 1vA : A • A ). The cells are squares
A
f
•h
B
•k
C g D
α
with horizontal domain and codomain h and k and vertical domain and codomain f and g.
Cells admit both horizontal and vertical composition. Horizontal (resp. vertical) arrows
and cells with vertical (resp. horizontal) composition form a category. We denote
A
f
•1vA
B
•1vB
A
f
B
ιvf
A
1hA
•k
A
•k
B
1hB
B
ιhk
the identities of these respective categories. We denote double categories by Gothic letters
A,B, . . . ,H, I, . . . ,U,V, . . . .
8The notion of double category goes back to Ehresman [17]. A recent good introduction can be found
in [20]. A deep treatment of the subject can be found in [25, 26]. See also [12].
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Now, the double category ADJ is deﬁned as follows. Its objects are all categories,
its vertical arrows are functors (with composition of CAT), its horizontal arrows are
adjunctions (with composition of ADJ ) and its cells are adjoint squares or mate pairs,
which we deﬁne now. An adjoint square consists of the data
A
H
F
⊥
(ξ,ζ)
B
G
K
A ′
F ′
⊥ B′
G′
where ξ and ζ are natural transformations, called mates, ﬁlling in the following diagrams
A F
ξ
H
B
K
A ′
F ′
B′
A
H
B
K
G
A ′
ζ
B′
G′
and satisfying the following axiom.
Axiom 2.1.29 (Mate pair)
Given an arrow F (A) f−→ B in B, consider the composite
F ′H(A) ξA−→ KF (A) K(f)−−−→ K(B),
and let H(A) h−→ G′K(B) be its transpose under F ′  G′. On the other hand, consider the
transpose A g−→ G(B) of f under F  G and the composite
H(A) H(g)−−→ HG(B) ζB−→ G′KB.
The latter must coincide with the arrow h just deﬁned.
See [46] for the axiom (beautifully) expressed in terms of diagrams of 2-cells. Vertical
and horizontal compositions of cells are given by componentwise pasting in CAT . Their
respective identities are
A
Id
F
⊥
(ιF ,ιG)
B
G
Id
A
F
⊥ B
G
A
H
Id
⊥
(ιH ,ιH)
A
Id
H
A ′
Id
⊥ A ′
Id
Remark 2.1.30 : Notice that conjugate pairs deﬁned above (2.1.5) are precisely the
mate pairs whose vertical functors are identities. Like conjugates, mates ξ and ζ of a
mate pair (ξ, ζ) uniquely determine each other [46]. In fact, we have decided to have both
natural transformations in the deﬁnition, in order not to make a choice and to have them
both available in practice. However, one should remember that the bijection between mate
natural transformations preserves all the structure of the double category. This means
that it preserves vertical and horizontal composition, as well as vertical and horizontal
identities. Therefore, when checking the commutativity of a diagram of cells in the double
category ADJ, one only needs to check it on the 2-cells between the left adjoints, or on
the 2-cells between the right adjoints. The commutativity is then ensured for their mates.
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Given a 2-category A, there is a horizontal way of associating to it a double category,
the horizontal double category of A , that is denoted HA. It has the same objects as
A, its horizontal morphisms are the morphisms of A, its vertical morphisms are vertical
identities and its cells are 2-cells inA. On the other hand, given a double category A, there
is a horizontal way of associating to it a 2-category HA, called the horizontal 2-category
of A. They have the same objects, the morphisms of HA are the horizontal morphisms of
A and the 2-cells are cells of A whose vertical arrows are identities. Symmetrically, one
has a vertical double category VA associated to a 2-category A and a vertical 2-category
VA associated to a double category A.
Example 2.1.31 : The horizontal 2-category HADJ is precisely the 2-category ADJ of
adjunctions, whereas its vertical 2-category VADJ is isomorphic to CAT .
Deﬁnition 2.1.32 : A lax double functor F : A → B between double categories consists
of the following data.
• It is a function that associate objects, horizontal arrows, vertical arrows and cells
of A to the same type of structure in B, respecting domains and codomains.
• It preserves strictly the vertical structure, i.e., composition and identities of vertical
arrows, and vertical composition and vertical identities of cells.
• It preserves the horizontal structure up to cells. More precisely, there are, for each
object A ∈ A, a cell
FA
1hFA
•1vFA
FA
•1vFA
FA
F (1hA)
FA
δA
and, for each pair of composable horizontal arrows A f−→ B g−→ C, a cell
FA
Ff
•1vFA
FB
Fg
FC
•1vFC
FA
F (g◦f) FC.
γf,g
These data are subject to axioms, two axioms of naturality and two axioms of
coherence (see the dual notion of oplax double functor in [12, 1.9]). A pseudo double
functor is a lax functor whose structure cells δ and γ are isomorphisms for the
vertical composition of cells.
Now, one easily veriﬁes that there is a bijection between lax double functors from HA to
B and lax functors from A to HB:
laxDBLCAT(HA,B) ∼= laxBICAT(A,HB). (2.1.7)
This bijection restricts to pseudo objects. We thus obtain our second deﬁnition of a
bi-indexed category.
Deﬁnition 2.1.33 (Second deﬁnition) : A bi-indexed category over B is a pseudo
double functor
Ω: HB −→ ADJ,
where B is seen as 2-category with only identity 2-cells.
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We now deﬁne the 2-XL-category of bi-indexed categories. This requires some deﬁni-
tions of double category theory.
Deﬁnitions 2.1.34 : 1. A vertical transformation τ between lax double functors
τ : F ⇒ G : A → B
is given by the following data
• For each object A ∈ A, a vertical arrow FA •τA GA ,
• For each horizontal arrow f : A → B, a cell
FA
•τA
Ff
FB
•τB
GA
Gf
GB
τf
• These data are subject to axioms: two axioms of naturality and two axioms of
coherence with the structures of F and G (see [12, 1.13]).
2. A modiﬁcation between two vertical transformations σ, τ : F ⇒ G : A → B is given
by the following data9:
• For each object A ∈ A, a cell in B
FA
•σA
1hFA FA
•τA
GA
1hGA
GA.
ΞA
• These data are subject to the following axioms:
(M1) For each horizontal arrow f : A → B in A,
FA
•σA
1hFA FA
Ff
•τA
FB
•τB
GA
1hGA
GA
Gf
ΞA
GB
τf
= FA
•σA
Ff
FB
1hFB
•σB
FB
•τB
GA
Gf
GB
1hGB
σf
GB.
ΞB
(M2) For each vertical arrow f : A • B in A,
FA
1hFA
ΞA•σA
FA
•τA
GA
•Gf
1hGA
ιhGf
GA
•Gf
GB
1hGB
GB
= FA
1hFA
ιhFf•Ff
FA
•Ff
FB
σB
1hFB
ΞB
FB
•τB
GB
1hGB
GB.
9I obtained this notion by adapting the concept of strong modiﬁcation as deﬁned in [25] in the case
where the strong horizontal transformations are just identities (recall that the role of horizontal and
vertical is reversed in our text regards to conventions adopted in [25]).
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Lemma 2.1.35
Given double categories A and B, the lax double functors from A to B, their vertical
transformations and modiﬁcations organize into a 2-XL-category
laxDBLCAT(A,B).
Proof : The proof follows quite directly from the axioms. One uses an important coher-
ence property of double categories that is a consequence of the axioms and that is worth
mentioning [20]: given an object A of a double category A, there is an equality of identity
cells
A
1hA
1vA
A
1vA
A
1hA
A
ιv
1h
A
= A
1hA
1vA
A
1vA
A
1hA
A
ιh1v
A
Deﬁnition 2.1.36 : The 2-XL-category of bi-indexed categories over B is the 2-XL-
category DBLCAT (HB,ADJ) of pseudo double functors from HB to ADJ, their ver-
tical transformations and modiﬁcations, where B is considered as a 2-category with only
identity 2-cells. It is also denoted BI -IND(B).
We denote rightIND(B) the full sub-2-XL-category of IND(B) of indexed categories whose
inverse image functors are right adjoints. Similarly, we denote leftOPIND(B) the full sub-
2-XL-category of OPIND(B) of opindexed categories whose direct image functors are left
adjoints. We deﬁne “forgetful” 2-functors:
leftOPIND(B)
U←− BI -IND(B) V−→ rightIND(B)
We describe U , and V is similar. Given a pseudo double functor
(Ω, γ, δ) : HB → ADJ,
there is, under bijection (2.1.7), a pseudo-functor B → ADJ , which we denote the same
way, (Ω, γ, δ). The opindexed category considered is the composite B Ω−→ ADJ co L−→ CAT ,
where L is the 2-functor deﬁned in (2.1.6). In detail, it has the same action as Ω on objects
and it selects the left adjoint Ω(f)∗ for a morphism f in B. Its structure isomorphisms
are deﬁned as follows. For each B ∈ B and for each composable pair A f−→ B g−→ C in B,
Ω(A)
IdΩ(A)
Ω(1A)∗
δ−1A∗ Ω(A), Ω(A)
Ω(f)∗
Ω(g◦f)∗
γ−1
f,g∗
Ω(B) Ω(g)∗ Ω(C).
We denote Ω∗ := U(Ω).
Next, if τ : Ω ⇒ Ω′ is a vertical transformation, the it gives rise to a lax transformation
τ∗ : Ω ⇒ Ω′ this way. For each B ∈ B, take the same functor τ∗A = τA : Ω(A) → Ω′(A),
and for each arrow f : A → B in B, it select the left part of the mate pair τf , i.e.,
(τ∗)f := (τf )∗.
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Finally, given a modiﬁcation Ξ: σ  τ between vertical transformations Ω ⇒ Ω′,
one obtains a modiﬁcation between the corresponding lax transformations Ξ: σ∗  τ∗.
Indeed, for each B ∈ B, the component at B of Ξ: σ  τ is a cell in ADJ
Ω(A)
σA
Ω(A)
τA
Ω′(A) Ω′(A).
ΞA
In this case, the mate pair ΞA = (ΞA∗,Ξ∗A) must have its mates equal ΞA∗ = Ξ∗A, and that
is why we do not write Ξ∗, but just Ξ for the induced modiﬁcation of lax transformations.
Theorem 2.1.37
The forgetful 2-functors U and V deﬁned above are 2-equivalences. Moreover, there is a
2-natural isomorphism ﬁlling the following diagram of 2-equivalences.
BI -IND(B)
U ∼
V
∼ rightIND(B)
∼ G
leftOPIND(B)
∼
Gop
BIFIB(B)
∼=
Proof : The fact that U and V are 2-equivalences is based on remark 2.1.30 (which is
essentially Proposition 2.2 of [46]): the bijection between mate natural transformations of
adjunctions preserves all the double category structure of ADJ. The fact that Grothen-
dieck (op-)construction 2-functor restricts to a 2-functor as indicated in the diagram
is a consequence of Proposition 2.1.25 and of the fact that Grothendieck construction
is a 2-equivalence. Indeed, given, for instance, an indexed category Φ: Bop → CAT , its
Grothendieck construction is a canonically cloven ﬁbration PΦ. Moreover, the indexed cat-
egory ΦPΦ associated to this cloven ﬁbration is strict-naturally isomorphic to the original
pseudo-functor Φ. Thus, given a morphism f in B, the left adjoint to Φ(f) induces a left
adjoint to the inverse image functor f ∗ induced by the cleavage on EΦ. One can then apply
the Proposition 2.1.25. In addition, these restricted Grothendieck (op)-constructions are
2-equivalences because the non-restricted 2-functors are equivalences (Theorems 2.1.13
and 2.1.22) and because of Proposition 2.1.25.
We now turn to the 2-natural isomorphism ﬁlling the diagram of the theorem. Con-
sider a pseudo double functor Ω: HB → ADJ. Let Ω∗ = U(Ω) and Ω∗ = V (Ω) and
consider their Grothendieck op-construction, resp. construction. These are respectively
biﬁbrations PΩ∗ : EΩ∗ → B and PΩ∗ : EΩ∗ → B. The isomorphism over B between them
is deﬁned as follows. It acts as identity on objects. Let (f, h) : (A,D) → (B,E) be a mor-
phism in EΩ∗ . Thus, h : f∗D → E. We turn it into a morphism (f, h) : (A,D) → (B,E)
of EΩ∗ with h : D → f ∗E the adjoint morphism of h under Ω(f)∗  Ω(f)∗. In order to
prove that this indeed is a functor, one uses the fact that the composition and identity
structure isomorphisms of Ω∗ and Ω∗ are conjugates. Moreover, this functor is obviously
an isomorphism.
One proves the naturality of this isomorphism with respect to vertical transformation
τ by the fact that the functors U and V select the respective mates of the cell τf for every
f in B. The naturality with respect to modiﬁcations uses the conjugate relation between
the identity structure isomorphisms δ∗ and δ∗ of Ω∗ and Ω∗.
Remark 2.1.38 : As a consequence of this theorem, given, for instance, an op-indexed
category whose direct image functors are left adjoints, any choice of right adjoints for
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each direct image functor gives rise to an indexed category. Moreover, the Grothendieck
construction of the latter is isomorphic the Grothendieck op-construction of the former.
We haven’t addressed yet the question of the restriction of the diagram of this theorem
to morphisms of biﬁbrations that are Cartesian, opCartesian or biCartesian functors.
(Op-)Cartesian functors correspond to pseudo-natural transformations of (op-)indexed
categories under the Grothendieck (op-)construction 2-equivalence. Yet, this condition
of pseudo-naturality (instead of mere lax or oplax naturality) does not correspond to a
double category concept, and that is why a natural transformation of a mate pair can be
an isomorphism without its mate being an isomorphism. Let us explain this a little more.
Consider an adjoint square, i.e., a cell of ADJ:
A
H
F
⊥
τ=(τ∗,τ∗)
B
G
K
A ′
F ′
⊥ B′
G′
One cannot express by a condition in the double category ADJ that τ∗ and τ ∗ are natural
isomorphisms, because the pair ((τ∗)−1, (τ ∗)−1) formed by their inverses does not live in
this double category (and the composition under which they are inverse from each other
is neither the vertical, nor the horizontal composition DBL, but some kind of “diagonal
composition”).
Now, there are 2-cell and 0-cell full sub-2-XL-categories BI -INDc(B), BI -INDoc(B)
and BI -INDbc(B) of BI -IND(B) of vertical transformations τ such that τ∗, or τ ∗, or
both of them are natural isomorphisms (one can indeed check that these conditions are
preserved by vertical and horizontal composition and identities). The indices c, oc and
bc denote respectively the words Cartesian, opCartesian and biCartesian. The following
result is then clear.
Corollary 2.1.39
The 2-equivalences of the theorem restricts to 2-equivalences
BI -INDc(B) ∼ INDc(B) ∼ BIFIBc(B) (2.1.8)
BI -INDoc(B) ∼ OPINDoc(B) ∼ BIFIBoc(B) (2.1.9)
Consider then the case of BI -INDbc(B). Let τ : Ω ⇒ Ω′ be a morphism in this 2-XL-
category. Its image G (τ ∗) under the composite (2.1.8) is thus a Cartesian functor. Again,
by naturality of the isomorphism of Theorem 2.1.37, the following diagram commutes:
EΩ∗
G τ∗
∼=
EΩ′∗
∼=
EΩ∗ Gopτ∗
EΩ′∗ .
Thus, as G τ∗ is an opCartesian functor, so is G τ ∗. One similarly shows that any bi-
Cartesian functor F : EΩ∗ → EΩ′∗ over B comes from a vertical transformation τ : Ω ⇒ Ω′
whose both components τ∗ and τ ∗ are natural isomorphisms. In conclusion, the following
result holds.
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Corollary 2.1.40
The composites (2.1.8) and (2.1.9) restrict to 2-isomorphic 2-equivalences
BI -INDbc(B)
∼
∼
∼= BIFIBbc(B).
Examples 2.1.41 : We refer to the examples of ﬁbrations of Exemples 2.1.6.
1. Any category C can be viewed as a biﬁbration C → 1 over the terminal object 1
of CAT , or over itself C IdC−−→ C .
2. Any product ∏Ai → Ai of categories onto one of the factors is a biﬁbration.
3. The canonical ﬁbration C   → C is a biﬁbration, with a canonical opcleavage. If
f : A → B is in C and ξ = (E p−→ A) is over A, then an opCartesian lift of f at ξ is
given by post-composing by f :
(E p−→ A) (1E ,f)−−−→ (E f◦p−−→ B).
One thus obtains an adjunction between direct and inverse image functors relative
to f :
f∗ : C /A ⊥ C /B : f ∗.
4. The functor Ob : Cat → Set is a biﬁbration. Given a function f : X → Y and
a category C with set of objects X, one construct a category f∗C this way. De-
ﬁne a graph CY with set of objects Y . For each pair (x, x′) of elements of X,
CY (f(x), f(x′)) = C (x, x′). For elements y, y′ of Y not in the image of f , when
y = y′, CY (y, y) = {1y} and CY (y, y′) = ∅ otherwise. The category f∗C is the
category generated by this graph and the following relations. Let x a−→ x′ b−→ x′′ be
a composable pair in C . The following pairs of paths in the graph are relations.
f(x) a f(x′) b f(x′′) = f(x) b◦a f(x′′)
f(x) 1x f(x) = f(x)
The functor f
C
: C → f∗C is deﬁned in the obvious way.
5. The functor of modules over monoids Mod(V ) → Mon(V ) for a monoidal category
V satisfying some mild conditions is a biﬁbration, as explained in part 4.1.2.
6. When A is a cocomplete category, the indexed category of presheaves with values
in A (Example 2.1.17) is actually a bi-indexed category [5, 3.7]. In other words,
for every functor F : B → C , the pre-composition with F functor, F ∗, has a left
adjoint:
F∗ : PSh(B;A ) ⊥ PSh(C ;A ) : F ∗.
There is no canonical choice of the left adjoint in general. In fact, it is constructed
“by hand”, more precisely by a choice of a universal arrow P ηP−→ F ∗F∗P for each
P ∈ PSh(B;A ), the action of F∗ on morphisms being then deﬁned by universality.
Of course, there are in some particular cases, a canonical choice. For instance, the
adjunction can always be chosen to be the identity adjunction when F = Id is the
identity of a site.
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The Grothendieck construction PSh(A ) → Cat is thus a biﬁbration. This result
applies also to the pullback along T : Topop → Cat (see Example 2.1.24). One has
a bi-indexed category of presheaves on topological spaces with values in A . The
adjunction induced by a map f : X → Y is written
f∗ : PSh(X;A ) ⊥ PSh(Y ;A ) : f ∗.
In the notation of the bi-indexed category of presheaves (on categories), one has
f∗ = (f−1)∗ and f ∗ = (f−1)∗. There should not be confusion though, because f is
a map, not a functor. The bi-indexed category of presheaves on topological spaces
is obtained by applying the opposite 2-functor to this adjunction, exchanging right
and left adjoints (but not the direction of functors!). One then obtains a biﬁbration
PShTop(A ) → Topop.
2.1.5 Fibrations over a ﬁbration
In this part, we investigate the situation of a composable pair E Q−→ D P−→ B of two
ﬁbrations P and Q from diﬀerent angles. The material is new, unless explicitly stated
otherwise.
Composable pairs of ﬁbrations
Fibrations can be viewed as morphisms of a category. Indeed, they are particular functors
and it is therefore natural to ask whether they are closed under the composition and
identity of the category CAT . The fact that they are is a classical result of ﬁbration
theory (e.g., [6]).
Lemma 2.1.42
Let E Q−→ D P−→ B a composable pair of ﬁbrations. Let f : A → B in B and E ∈ EB.
A Cartesian lift of f at E can be obtained by the following procedure. Take the image
Q(E) of E and choose a Cartesian lift D h−→ QE of f at QE. Then, choose a Cartesian
lift E ′ k−→ E of h at E in E . This is Cartesian over f .
E ′ k E E
Q
D
h
QE D
P
A
f
B B
Proposition 2.1.43
Objects of CAT together with ﬁbrations form an sub-XL-category of CAT.
Remark 2.1.44 : Given a composable pair of functors E Q−→ D P−→ B, we have just seen
that the composite E P◦Q−−→ B inherits the ﬁbration property of Q and P . Moreover,
cleavages on P and Q determine a cleavage on the composite, using the preceding lemma.
We call this cleavage the composite cleavage.
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Fibrations internal to FIBc
One usually sees a ﬁbration not as a particular morphism in CAT , but as a particular
object of CAT . Consequently, we don’t look at a composable pair of ﬁbrations as some
particular pair of morphisms in CAT , but rather as a “two ﬂoor object”: a ﬁbration
standing on another. We make this precise now.
The preceding lemma implies that a composable pair of ﬁbrations
E
Q−→ D P−→ B
is the same thing as a morphism Q in FIB(B) that is itself a ﬁbration
E
Q
D
B.
Moreover, using the same lemma, one easily shows that a morphism of ﬁbrations over
B that is a ﬁbration, is automatically Cartesian (see Remark 2.1.12). Therefore, it is a
morphism in FIBc(B).
There is an internal notion of a ﬁbration in a 2-category with appropriate 2-categorical
limits (modern references are [33, 99], but this goes back to Street [85]). Internal ﬁbra-
tions in CAT are precisely the Grothendieck ﬁbrations. For a category B, the category
FIBc(B) admits these limits. A ﬁbration internal to FIBc(B) is a morphism in FIBc(B),
that is a Cartesian functor over B
E
Q
R
D
P
B,
(2.1.10)
such that all vertical arrows in D admits all Cartesian lifts in E . Note that all such
Cartesian lifts must be also vertical. Moreover, it implies that each ﬁbre restriction
EA
QA−−→ DA is a ﬁbration (in CAT). We call these ﬁbrations ﬁbre ﬁbrations.
If Q is a ﬁbration, then it is clearly a ﬁbration in FIBc(B). The converse is also
true [33,99], as the following lemma expresses it. This is very useful, because it simpliﬁes
the task to prove that Q is a ﬁbration.
Lemma 2.1.45
A Cartesian functor over B is a ﬁbration in FIBc(B) if and only if it is a ﬁbration.
Proof : Let us adopt the notations of (2.1.10). There is a very conceptual proof in the ﬁrst
reference. A concrete proof is sketched in the second reference. We give it here because
it tells how to construct a Cartesian morphism of Q knowing the Cartesian morphisms of
P ◦ Q and of the ﬁbre ﬁbrations.
Let h : D′ → D be any morphism in D , over f : A → B in B. Let E ∈ E be an object
of E over D. We construct a Cartesian lift of h at E. R is a ﬁbration over B and E is
over B with respect to this ﬁbration. Therefore, there is a Cartesian lift f¯E : f ∗E → E
of f at E. Q is Cartesian by hypothesis, and thus, Q(f¯E) is Cartesian over f in D . Let
h¯ : D′ → Q(f ∗E) be the morphism induced by h and Q(f¯E). This morphism is vertical
in D over A. By hypothesis, it admits a Cartesian lift l : h¯∗f ∗E → f ∗E at f ∗E in E . We
prove now that this is a Cartesian lift of h at E.
It is clearly over h. Let us prove it is Cartesian. The following diagram should help
visualizing the proof. Let m : E ′ → E be in E and k : Q(E ′) → D′ such that h◦k = Q(m).
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As R(m) = f ◦ P (k), there exists a unique lift P (k) : E ′ → f ∗E in the ﬁbration R such
that m = f¯E ◦P (k). Now Q(f¯E) ◦ (h¯◦k) = Q(f¯E) ◦Q(P (k)). Since Q(f¯E) is Cartesian, it
implies that h¯ ◦k = Q(P (k)). By Cartesianness of l, there is a unique lift k¯ : E ′ → h¯∗f ∗E
of k such that l ◦ k¯ = P (k). This shows the existence of a lift of k with respect to the
functor Q. Uniqueness is easy.
h¯∗f ∗E
l
E ′
m
∃!k¯
∃!P (k)
f ∗E
f¯E
E
Q(E ′) k
Q(P (k))
Q(m)
D′ h
∃! h¯
D
Q(f ∗E)
Q(f¯E)
R(E ′)
R(m)
P (k)
A
f
B
Fibrations over ﬁbrations
A composable pair E Q−→ D P−→ B is thus precisely a ﬁbration
(E P◦Q−−→ B) Q−→ (D P−→ B)
internal to FIBc(B) over the ﬁbration (D P−→ B). It explains the terminology ﬁbration
over a ﬁbration (introduced by Hermida in the cited article). In the following, we prefer
the latter terminology to “composable pair of ﬁbrations”, because of this formal reason,
but also because it corresponds better to our intuition, which we explain next. This
observation also leads us to introduce the following terminology: E P◦Q−−→ B is the domain
ﬁbration and D P−→ B is the codomain ﬁbration of E Q−→ D P−→ B.
Lemma 2.1.46
Let E Q−→ D P−→ B be a ﬁbration over a ﬁbration.
Cartesian morphisms of Q can be decomposed as a composite of a Cartesian morphism
of P ◦ Q followed by a Cartesian morphism of a ﬁbre ﬁbration. The former are called
horizontal lifts, the latter vertical lifts.
Proof : This lemma is a direct consequence of the proof of lemma 2.1.45. But we prove it
a little bit diﬀerently, using the fact that Q is a ﬁbration. This gives another construction
of a Cartesian arrow of Q.
Let g : D′ → D be a morphism in D , E ∈ ED and A f−→ B = P (g). We construct a
Cartesian lift g∗E g¯E−→ E of g at E in the ﬁbration Q. In the following diagram, vertical
morphisms are vertical with respect to the ﬁbrations over B. We use strictly the notation
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introduced for Cartesian lifts so that one should be able to decode the role of each arrow
in the diagram (but at the price of awkwardness). We encourage the reader to consider
it from downstairs to upstairs.
g¯∗(f¯D)∗E
g¯(f¯D)∗E
g¯E
(f¯D)∗E
(f¯D)E
E
D′
g
∃! g¯
D
f ∗D
f¯D
A
f
B
A composite of two Cartesian arrows is Cartesian and therefore g¯E is Cartesian over g.
Moreover, by lemma 2.1.42, the Cartesian lift (f¯D)E of f¯D at E is a Cartesian lift of f at
E. Finally, the Cartesian lift of g¯, which is in DA, is in EA.
Fibrations internal to CAT admit a representation as pseudo-functors into CAT . Sim-
ilarly, ﬁbrations internal to FIBc(B) admit a representation as pseudo-functors
Bop −→ FIBc.
Proposition 2.1.47
Let E Q−→ D P−→ B be a ﬁbration over a ﬁbration. Let cleavages on P and Q be ﬁxed and
consider the composite cleavage on P ◦ Q.
Then, the following correspondence is a pseudo-functor:
Bop
ΞQ−→ FIBc
A −→ EA
QA
DA
A
f−→ B −→ EB
QB
f∗
EA
QA
DB f∗ DA.
Proof : We ﬁrst check that this correspondence is well deﬁned. We have already seen that
the restrictions QA are ﬁbrations. What about its eﬀect on morphisms of B? The square
is commutative because one has chosen the composite cleavage on P ◦ Q. Moreover, it is
a Cartesian morphism of ﬁbrations. Indeed, let g : D′ → D in DB and g¯E : g∗E → E a
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Cartesian lift of g at E. Its image under f ∗ is given by:
(f¯D′)∗(g∗E)
f¯D′
f∗(g¯E)
g∗E
g¯E
(f¯D)∗E
f¯D
E
f ∗D′
f¯D′
f∗g
D′
g
f ∗D
f¯D
D
A
f
B
The upper square is mapped to the lower square by the functor Q. In the upper square,
the upper composite is Cartesian in Q, because it is a composite of Cartesian arrows in
Q. Therefore, the lower composite is Cartesian in Q. By Proposition 2.1.4, since f¯D is
Cartesian in Q, f ∗(g¯E) is Cartesian in Q, and therefore in QA.
Now, let dom, cod: CAT   → CAT be the domain and codomain 2-functors. The
composites dom ◦ ΞQ = ΦP◦Q and cod ◦ ΞQ = ΦQ are pseudo-functors by lemma 2.1.7.
Moreover, thanks to the choice of the composite cleavage on P ◦ Q, the structure iso-
morphisms γ and δ of ΦP◦Q are over those of ΦQ. In conclusion, ΞQ is a pseudo-functor,
because axioms can be checked levelwise.
Deﬁnition 2.1.48 : A pseudo-functor Bop → FIBc is called an indexed category over an
indexed category (over B ).
Remark 2.1.49 : There are 2-functors dom, cod: CAT  → CAT called domain and
codomain. Thus, an indexed category over an indexed category Ξ: Bop → FIBc de-
termines two indexed categories dom ◦ Ξ and cod ◦ Ξ, which we call the domain (resp.
codomain ) indexed category of Ξ. We will see below that, in fact, Ξ determines a strict
morphism between these two indexed categories.
We could now deﬁne a 2-category of ﬁbrations over ﬁbrations over B and prove that
there is a 2-equivalence between it and the 2-category FIBBopc . We don’t want to prove
such a theorem here. Yet, we want to remark two important facts in this direction.
First, we notice that there is no “loss of information up to isomorphism” in the process
of going from a ﬁbration over a ﬁbration to its corresponding pseudo-functor. Indeed, the
ﬁbrations P and P ◦ Q can be recovered from their indexed categories ΦP and ΦP◦Q and
these are precisely, as we have already noticed, the composite cod ◦ ΞF and dom ◦ ΞF ,
respectively. What about the functor Q? The pseudo-functor contains its restriction QA,
for all A ∈ B. As P ◦ Q is a ﬁbration, any morphism E k−→ E ′ in E over A f−→ B in B
factors as vertical morphism of P ◦ Q followed by a Cartesian arrow of the cleavage of
P ◦Q. The image of the latter is obtained by applying the restrictions QA. The image of
the former is, since the cleavage of P ◦ Q is the composite cleavage, the Cartesian lift of
f at Q(E) of the cleavage of P , which is encoded in the inverse image functor f ∗.
A slightly more precise and complete way of stating the equivalence between the two
descriptions consists of deﬁning a Grothendieck construction G in this context and then
showing that Q ∼= G (ΞQ) (after having deﬁned the category of ﬁbrations over ﬁbrations
over B).
We ﬁrst discuss what the 2-category of ﬁbrations over ﬁbrations over B should be.
The 2-category of ﬁbrations (in CAT) is the full sub-2-XL-category FIB ⊂ CAT   of
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ﬁbrations. In the same manner, the 2-category of ﬁbrations over ﬁbrations over B is the
full sub-2-XL-category FIB(FIBc(B)) ⊂ FIBc(B)  of ﬁbrations. Therefore, it consists of
the following data.
• Objects: Commutative triangles in CAT
E
Q
R
D
P
B.
where all functors are ﬁbrations (in CAT ). As before, one also just writes
E
Q−→ D P−→ B.
• Morphisms: A morphism from E Q−→ D P−→ B to E ′ Q′−→ D ′ P ′−→ B is a tetrahedron
that stands on its summit B, which is the codomain of the edges related to it, and
whose base is a commutative square
E
Q
F
D
G
E ′
Q′
D ′.
whose vertical edges are Cartesian functors. Thus, F and G are Cartesian functors
over B. One also writes (F,G) : (E Q−→ D P−→ B) → (E ′ Q′−→ D ′ P ′−→ B).
• 2-cells: A 2-cell
(E Q−→ D P−→ B)
(F,G)
(F ′,G′)
(α,β) (E ′ Q
′−→ D ′ P ′−→ B)
is a pair of natural transformations over B making the following square commute:
E
Q
F ′F
α
D
G′G
β
E ′
Q′
D ′
We now describe a Grothendieck construction in this context, which we call two-level
Grothendieck construction. Let Ξ: Bop → FIBc be an indexed category over an indexed
category. One can show that it determines a strict transformation of pseudo-functors:
Bop
dom◦Ξ
cod◦Ξ
αΞ CAT
with (αΞ)A = Ξ(A). The Grothendieck construction 2-functor for indexed categories thus
determines a Cartesian functor over B:
EΞ
RΞ
QΞ
DΞ
PΞ
B.
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One can then show, using the fact that each Ξ(A) is a ﬁbration, A ∈ B, and each Ξ(f) a
Cartesian morphism, f in B, that QΞ is itself a ﬁbration. Note that the deﬁnition of the
Cartesian functor QΞ only requires a pseudo-functor Ξ: Bop → CAT . However, it must
have precisely FIBc as codomain for QΞ to be a ﬁbration.
It remains to show that, given a ﬁbration over a ﬁbration, the Grothendieck construc-
tion of its pseudo-functor is isomorphic to the former. One already knows that a ﬁbration
over B is isomorphic over B to the Grothendieck construction of its indexed category.
Moreover, any isomorphic functor is Cartesian and it is easy to verify that the following
diagram commutes.
E
Q
∼=
D
∼=
EΞ QΞ
DΞ
Proposition 2.1.50
To each indexed category over an indexed category Bop Ξ−→ FIBc, there corresponds a ﬁbra-
tion over a ﬁbration EΞ
QΞ−→ DΞ PΞ−→ B over B and if Bop ΞQ−→ FIBc is the pseudo-functor
corresponding to E Q−→ D P−→ B under the construction 2.1.47, then its corresponding
ﬁbration over a ﬁbration over B is isomorphic to E Q−→ D P−→ B.
Remark that, for every Bop Ξ−→ FIBc, there is an isomorphism of ﬁbrations between
the ﬁbre ﬁbration of EΞ
QΞ−→ DΞ at A ∈ B and the ﬁbration Ξ(A) = EA QA−−→ DA:
EA
∼=
QA
(EΞ)A
(QΞ)A
DA ∼= (DΞ)A.
Opﬁbred and biﬁbred situations
We now brieﬂy consider the opﬁbred and biﬁbred cases.
The opﬁbred setting is an obvious dualization of the ﬁbred case. Let us just mention
that given an opﬁbration over an opﬁbration E Q−→ D P−→ B, one obtains a pseudo-functor
B → OPFIBoc.
The biﬁbred case requires more care. We explore only the process of associating
a pseudo-functor to a biﬁbration over a biﬁbration and the opposite process of 2-level
Grothendieck construction of a bi-indexed category over a bi-indexed category, concept
that we still have to deﬁne.
Let E Q−→ D P−→ B be a biﬁbration over a biﬁbration. Let us choose a bicleavage
of P and of Q and consider the composite bicleavage of P ◦ Q. Then each restriction
QB : EB → DB over B ∈ B is a biﬁbration. Moreover, an arrow f : A → B in B induces
the following structure:
EA
QA
f∗
 EB
QB
f∗
DA
f∗
 DB
f∗
(2.1.11)
The morphism of biﬁbrations (f∗, f∗) is opCartesian, whereas (f ∗, f ∗) is Cartesian. More-
over, this square is an adjoint square, meaning that the pair (ι, ι) of identity natural
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transformations is a mate pair. This can be readily veriﬁed using the characterization of
adjoint morphisms under an adjunction f∗  f ∗ of direct and inverse image functors given
in Proposition 2.1.25, and the fact that P ◦ Q is endowed with the composite bicleavage.
The condition that the identity pair be mates has a simple expression. Let ηfD , ε
f
D and η
f
E ,
εfE be the respective units and counits of the direct and inverse image along f adjunction
in D and E . Then, the condition that the identity pair (ι, ι) be mates is equivalent to
ηfD · QA = QA · ηfE , or to the condition εfD · QB = QB · εfE . This is can be veriﬁed from
the axiom of mate pairs given, but it is more easily obtained from the diagrammatic form
in [46]. Note that this is precisely the condition that the square (2.1.11) be an adjunction
in CAT  .
There is a 2-XL-category whose objects are biﬁbrations and morphisms adjoint commu-
tative squares as just described. Two-cells are pairs of mate pairs, one mate pair (α∗, α∗)
for the upper adjunction and one mate pair (α′∗, α′∗) for the lower adjunction, such that
α∗ is over α′∗ and similarly for their mates. Let us write it BIFIBADJ . Biﬁbrations over
bifbrations over B determine thus pseudo-functors B → BIFIBADJ .
Conversely, let us start with such a pseudo-functor B → BIFIBADJ . By forgetting
the right adjoints, one obtains an opindexed category over an opindexed category and the
2-level Grothendieck op-construction provides us with an opﬁbration over an opﬁbration
E
Q−→ D P−→ B. We verify that this indeed is a biﬁbration over a biﬁbration.
By Proposition 2.1.25, the opﬁbrations P and P ◦ Q are biﬁbrations (because their
direct image functors admit a right adjoint). We moreover know that Q is an opﬁbration
that is ﬁbrewise a biﬁbration. We still have to prove it is a biﬁbration. By Lemma 2.1.45,
one can decompose the proof in two steps. First, show that Q is a Cartesian functor over
B from P ◦ Q to P . Then, show that each vertical morphism in D admits all Cartesian
lifts in E .
Firstly, Q is Cartesian, because a Cartesian arrow in E over f : A → B is given by
(f, εfE ) : (A, f ∗E) → (B,E)
(Proposition 2.1.25) and because the squares (2.1.11) are supposed to be adjoint squares.
In order to prove the second statement, one uses of course that the ﬁbres EA → DA are
biﬁbrations. Note there is something to prove though, because one must show that the
Cartesian lifts in EA are also Cartesian in the whole category E .
We therefore have the following deﬁnition.
Deﬁnition 2.1.51 : Bi-indexed categories over bi-indexed categories over B are pseudo-
functors B → BIFIBADJ .
2.2 Grothendieck topologies
In this part, we follow Johnstone [42] and Vistoli [97]. See also [55]. We have a more
minimal approach to axioms though (we use a weakened form and try to use the least
possible), and we give some more details about the relationship between the sifted and
unsifted structures. In particular, we divide the generation of a Grothendieck topology
from a pretopology into two steps, one consisting in generating the sifted version of the
pretopology as described in [42], the other in saturating the pretopoloy as described
in [97]. We study these questions in a more general context of covering functions. If a
result appears without a proof, then it either means that the proof is easy or that the
proof can been found in these references.
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2.2.1 Coverings and covering functions
One ﬁrst deﬁnes the very general notions of covering and reﬁnement of a covering. The
example one might have in mind is that of the category Top of topological spaces. A
notion of covering for a space X is given by a family U = {Ui ↪→ X}i∈I of inclusions of
open subsets of X whose union is X. One can compare coverings of this type of a given
topological space X by the notion of reﬁnement. A covering V of X reﬁnes a covering
U of X if each open set V ∈ V is included in an open set U ∈ U . This is equivalent to
saying that each inclusion V ↪→ X factors through an inclusion U ↪→ X in Top.
Deﬁnitions 2.2.1 : Let C be a category
1. A covering of an object C ∈ C is a class R = {Ci fi−→ C}i∈I of arrows in C with
codomain C. It is called a set-covering if R is a set.
2. A covering R of an object C reﬁnes a covering S of C if each arrow of R factors
through an arrow of S, i.e., for each f : D → C of R, there exists an arrow g : E → C
of S and a factorization:
E
g
D
f
∃
C.
One says that R is a reﬁnement of S.
The reﬁnement relation determines a preorder structure on the conglomerate of all cov-
erings of an object C ∈ C .
On the whole category Top, one has a function K that assigns to each topological
space the set of all its open subset coverings. One can consider another type of covering
of a space X: families {Yi fi↪−→ X}i∈I of open embeddings into X that are collectively
surjective in the sense that the induced map ∐i∈I Yi → X is surjective. This deﬁnes
another function K ′ on the class of objects of Top. Of course, one has K ⊂ K ′. Thus, any
covering R of K admits a reﬁnement in K ′, R itself. One says that K is subordinated to
K ′. On the other hand, K ′ is subordinated to K. Indeed, if R′ = {Yi fi↪−→ X}i∈I ∈ K ′(X),
then consider the factorization
fi(Yi)
Yi fi
∼=
f¯i
X
The family R = {fi(Yi) ↪→ X}i∈I belongs to K(X). It reﬁnes R′ because, for each i ∈ I,
one has the factorization
Yi
fi
fi(Yi)
∼=
f¯−1i
X
In this situation, one says that K and K ′ are equivalent. We deﬁne now these concepts
in a general context.
Deﬁnitions 2.2.2 : 1. A covering function on C is a function
K : ObC → ℘(℘(MorC ))
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that assigns to each object C ∈ C a conglomerate K(C) of coverings of C10. Cov-
erings of K are sometimes called K-coverings.
2. A category equipped with a covering function on it is called a site.
3. A covering function K ′ on C is subordinated to a covering function K, and we write
K ′  K, if each covering of K ′ admits a reﬁnement belonging to K. One says that
K and K ′ are equivalent, and write K ≡ K ′, if K  K ′ and K ′  K.
Being subordinate gives a preorder structure on the conglomerate of covering functions
on C , and being equivalent is an equivalence relation.
One can also deﬁne the dual notion of a covering.
Deﬁnition 2.2.3 : A opcovering R of an object C ∈ C is a covering of C in C op.
One obtains similarly all the dual notions of reﬁnement of a opcovering, opcovering
functions and subordination of opcovering functions. In the sequel, we do not formulate
the dual deﬁnitions and theorems.
2.2.2 Axioms on covering functions
We now consider three diﬀerent possible axioms on a covering function K. The reason for
the choice of the letter that names them will become clearer later. Let C be a category.
Axioms 2.2.4
(M) For all objects C ∈ C , the identity covering {1C : C → C} reﬁnes some covering of
K.
(C) For each C ∈ C , each K-covering R of C and each arrow g : D → C, there exists a
K-covering S of D such that the composite covering
g ◦ S := {g ◦ h | h ∈ S}
of C reﬁnes R.
(L) Given a K-covering R and, for each f ∈ R, a K-covering Rf of domf , there exists
a K-covering that reﬁnes the composite covering
⋃
f∈R
f ◦ Rf = {f ◦ g | f ∈ R and g ∈ Rf}.
Remark 2.2.5 : Axiom (M) is equivalent to axiom
(M’) For each C ∈ C , there is a K-covering R of C that contains a split epi.
Deﬁnitions 2.2.6 : Let C be a category
1. After Johnstone, a covering function K on C that satisﬁes axiom (C) is called a
coverage. This is where the name of axiom (C) comes from. A coverage-site is a
site whose covering function is a coverage
10MorC is a class, and in NBG, the power class P(A) of a class A is well-deﬁned. It is the class of
all subsets of A. What we denote ℘MorC here is not the power class, it is the power conglomerate of
MorC , i.e., the conglomerate of all subconglomerates of MorC (so it is the usual “power class”, but in
the ambient NBGI). Note that any subconglomerate of a class is a class, since classes are given by all
subconglomerates of the universe of sets.
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2. A covering function K on C that satisﬁes all axioms (M), (C) and (L) is called a
(Grothendieck ) pretopology. A Grothendieck site is a site whose covering function
is a pretopology.
The following result does not appear in the literature, as far as I know. Indeed,
Vistoli seems to be the only one to introduce this notion of equivalence and he restricts
his attention to Grothendieck pretopologies.
Proposition 2.2.7
Let K and K ′ be covering functions. Then,
1. If K and K ′ are equivalent, then K satisﬁes axiom (C) if and only if K ′ does.
2. If K and K ′ are equivalent coverages, then K satisﬁes axiom (L) if and only if K ′
does.
Proof : The ﬁrst statement follows quite directly from the hypotheses. Let us prove the
second assertion. The situation being perfectly symmetric, it is enough to prove only one
direction. Suppose K is a coverage that satisﬁes (L). Consider a K ′-covering R′ and for
each f ′ ∈ R′, a K ′-covering R′f ′ of domf ′.
Since K ′  K, there exist K-coverings R that reﬁnes R′ and Rf ′ that reﬁnes R′f ′ , for
all f ′ ∈ R′. Let f : D → C be an element of R. Then, there exists f ′ : D′ → C ∈ R′
and g : D → D′ such that f = f ′ ◦ g. Now, by axiom (C), there exists a K-covering
Sf of D such that the covering f ◦ S reﬁnes Rf ′ . One can apply axiom (L) for K to
the composite covering ⋃f∈R f ◦ Sf , to obtain a K-covering T of C that reﬁnes it. Since⋃
f∈R f ◦Sf reﬁnes
⋃
f ′∈R′ f ′ ◦R′f ′ , T reﬁnes
⋃
f ′∈R′ f ′ ◦R′f ′. One uses the fact that K  K ′
to conclude.
Here is a result that shows the importance of axioms (C) and (L).
Lemma 2.2.8
Let K be a coverage on a category C satisfying axiom (L). Then any two K-coverings of
the same object admit a common reﬁnement.
Proof : Let R and S be K-coverings of an object C of C . By axiom (C), there exists a
K-covering Sf for every f ∈ S such that the composite covering f ◦Sf reﬁnes R. Now, by
axiom (L), there exists a K-covering T that reﬁnes the composite covering ⋃f∈S f ◦ Sf .
Yet, the latter reﬁnes both R and S, and therefore, T reﬁnes also R and S.
The general notion of a covering function on a category was ﬁrst introduced for the
sake of deﬁning sheaves on the category.
Deﬁnition 2.2.9 : Let C be a category. A presheaf P on C , i.e., a functor P : C op → Set,
satisﬁes the sheaf axiom (or has the sheaf property) for a covering R = {Ci fi−→ C}i∈I if
the following property holds.
If a family {xi}i∈I of elements xi ∈ P (Ci) is compatible in the sense that, whenever
g : D → Ci and h : D → Cj satisfy fi ◦ g = fj ◦ h, one has
P (g)(xi) = P (h)(xj),
then there exists a unique x ∈ P (C) such that P (fi)(x) = xi, for all i ∈ I.
If K is a covering function on C and if P satisﬁes the sheaf axiom for each K-covering,
then one says that P is a K-sheaf on C , or simply a sheaf if the covering function and
the category it is deﬁned on are clear from the context.
Covering functions contain too much information with respect to the sheaf axiom.
Indeed, there are diﬀerent covering functions that have the same sheaves. One ﬁrst
considers the sheaf property with respect to coverings and then to covering functions.
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2.2.3 Sifted and saturated covering functions
Given an object C ∈ C , two coverings of C have the same sheaves if they generate the
same sieves. To get an intuition for this notion, consider the category O(X) of open
subsets of a topological space X whose arrows are inclusions. Consider on this category
the covering function K of open subset coverings. Given a covering {Ui ↪→ V } of an open
subset V ⊂ X, it generates a particular K-covering, the covering
{W ↪→ V in O(X) | ∃ i ∈ I with W ⊂ Ui}.
This covering is closed under pre-composition. Moreover, it resembles a “material sieve”
because every neighbourhood that is “smaller” than one of its holes Ui goes through it,
but not otherwise. So, in this particular case, it happens that given a covering U of an
open subset V , it changes nothing as far as sheaves are concerned to add subsets W of
the elements of U to the covering U .
Deﬁnition 2.2.10 : Let C be a category. A sieve on an object C of C is a covering R
of C that is a right ideal in C , i.e., such that if f ∈ R, then, for any right composable
arrow g in C , f ◦ g ∈ R.
Given a covering R of an object C, there exists a smallest sieve (with respect to
inclusion) that contains R, called the sieve generated by R and denoted R. It is given by
R = {f ◦ g | f ∈ R, g composable with f}.
Therefore, each covering function K on C generates a covering function K whose coverings
are the sieves generated by the coverings of K. A covering function all of whose coverings
are sieves is called sifted . In particular, one considers sifted coverages.
Terminology 2.2.11 : Sieves are particular coverings, and we apply to them the same
terminology. In particular, given a covering function K on a category C , a K-sieve is a
sieve S that belongs to K. We warn the reader that Vistoli uses this terminology with a
diﬀerent meaning: that there is a covering of K that reﬁnes S.
Lemma 2.2.12
Let R be a covering of a category C and P a presheaf on C .
Then, P has the sheaf property with respect to R if and only if it has it with respect to the
sieve R generated by R.
In particular, if K is a covering function, then K and K have the same sheaves.
So, the sheaf property does not distinguish a covering and the sieve it generates. Note
that when passing from K to K, one does not add coverings. One only adds arrows to
existing coverings. On the contrary, one might have lost coverings, as diﬀerent coverings
can generate the same sieve. Remark that given a sifted covering function K, there is a
maximal covering function Kmax such that Kmax = K. It is deﬁned by
R ∈ Kmax ⇐⇒ R ∈ K.
Deﬁnition 2.2.13 : The covering function Kmax deﬁned above is called the maximal
generating covering function of the sifted covering function K.
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We will see later in examples that coverings that appear naturally are not sieves. Never-
theless, sieves are important because they give a more conceptual deﬁnition of a covering
by means of subobjects of representable functors (see [42, 55]). They also simplify the
theory, as we will observe throughout the text.
We ﬁrst take a look at the relationship between a covering R and its corresponding
sieve. Consider a category C and an object C of C . The sieve generated by the identity
covering {1C : C → C} is the maximal sieve MC on C, i.e., the sieve of all arrows in C
with codomain C. This explains the name of axiom (M) (see also Lemma 2.2.16).
If R and R′ are coverings, then R ⊂ R′ implies that R reﬁnes R′. The converse is
wrong in general, but true for sieves. By deﬁnition, a covering R reﬁnes a covering R′ if
and only if R ⊂ R′. In fact, one has the following.
Lemma 2.2.14
A covering R reﬁnes a covering R′ if and only if R ⊂ R′. In particular, if S and S ′ are
sieves, then S reﬁnes S ′ if and only if S ⊂ S ′.
We consider now some relationships between K and its associated sifted covering
function K.
Notation 2.2.15 : Let S be a sieve on an object C in a category C and f : D → C a
morphism in C . Then, one deﬁnes the covering
f ∗(S) := {g in C | codg = D and f ◦ g ∈ S},
which is clearly a sieve.
We ﬁrst give equivalent forms of the axioms (M), (C) and (L) in the sifted setting (the
lowercase “s” added to an axiom’s name is for “sifted”).
Lemma 2.2.16
Let C be a category and K a sifted covering function on C .
1. Axiom (M) is equivalent to the axiom
(Ms) For each C ∈ C , the maximal sieve MC belongs to K(C).
2. Axiom (C) is equivalent to the axiom
(Cs) If R is a K-sieve on C ∈ C and g a morphism in C with codomain C, then
g∗(R) has a reﬁnement in K, i.e., contains a K-sieve.
3. Axiom (L) is equivalent to the axiom
(Ls) Let C ∈ C . If S ∈ K(C) and R is any sieve on C such that f ∗(R) is a K-sieve
for all morphisms f ∈ S, then R contains a K-sieve.
Deﬁnition 2.2.17 : A covering function (resp. a sifted covering function) K on C is
saturated (resp. sieve-saturated) if any covering having a reﬁnement in K is in K (resp.
any sieve containing a K-sieve is a K-sieve).
For saturated covering functions, the preorder relation of being subordinate coincides with
the inclusion relation.
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Lemma 2.2.18
Let K be a saturated (resp. sieve-saturated sifted) covering function. Then, for every
covering function (resp. sifted covering function) K ′,
K ′  K ⇐⇒ K ′ ⊂ K.
If K is a sieve-saturated sifted covering function, then it is clear that axioms (Cs) and
(Ls) are equivalent to the following axioms:
(Cs’) If R is a K-sieve of C ∈ C and g a morphism in C with codomain C, then g∗(R)
is a K-sieve.
(Ls’) Let C ∈ C . If S ∈ K(C) and R is any sieve on C such that f ∗(R) is a K-sieve for
all morphisms f ∈ S, then R is a K-sieve.
Axiom (Ls’) gives an intuition for the axiom (L)’s name. The letter (L) refers to the
local character condition. In its sifted saturated version (Ls’), it expresses the fact that if
a sieve is “locally a K-sieve” over a K-sieve, then it must be a K-sieve itself.
Lemma 2.2.19
A sifted covering function on a category C that satisﬁes (Ms) and (Ls’) is sieve-saturated.
Deﬁnition 2.2.20 : A Grothendieck topology on a category C is a sifted covering function
J on C satisfying one of the following equivalent conditions:
(i) It satisﬁes axioms (Ms), (Cs’) and (Ls’).
(ii) It is a coverage that satisﬁes axioms (Ms) and (Ls’).
(iii) It is sieve-saturated and satisﬁes (Ms), (Cs) and (Ls).
Now we turn to comparison between K and K.
Proposition 2.2.21
Let C be a category and K a covering function on C .
1. K is equivalent to K.
2. K is sifted. Moreover, K is sifted if and only if K = K.
3. K satisﬁes axiom (M) or (C) if and only if K does, and therefore, if and only if K
satisﬁes (Ms) and (Cs).
4. If K satisﬁes (L), then K also, and therefore, K satisﬁes (Ls). Moreover, K satisﬁes
(C) and (L) if and only if K does, and therefore, if and only if K satisﬁes (Cs) and
(Ls).
5. If K is saturated, then K is sieve-saturated. Conversely, if K is sieve-saturated,
then Kmax is saturated.
6. K  K ′ ⇐⇒ K  K ′.
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Proof : These results are mostly easy to obtain or follow directly from Proposition 2.2.7.
The fact that if K satisﬁes (L), then so does K is, on the other hand, not a consequence
of the latter proposition.
Let R be the K-sieve generated by a K-covering R of C ∈ C . For each f ∈ R, let Rf be
a K-covering of domf , generated by a K-covering Rf . One considers the composite sieve
⋃
f∈R f ◦ Rf and show that it admits a reﬁnement in K. Let us write R = {Ci
fi−→ C}i∈I
and Rfi = {Cij
gij−→ Ci}. Since K satisﬁes (L), the composite covering ⋃i∈I fi ◦Rfi admits
a reﬁnement S in K. Let S be its generated sieve. Then, S reﬁnes S, which reﬁnes⋃
i∈I fi ◦ Rfi , which is included in
⋃
f∈R f ◦ Rf . Therefore
⋃
f∈R f ◦ Rf is reﬁned by S,
which is in K.
2.2.4 Sifted saturation of a covering function
The sheaf property happens also to be independent under addition of some sort of cover-
ings.
Lemma 2.2.22
Let C be an object of a category C . Then any presheaf on C has the sheaf property with
respect to the identity covering {C 1C−→ C} of C.
Lemma 2.2.23
Let F be a sheaf for a coverage K on a category C . Then F has the sheaf property for
every covering in C that has a reﬁnement in K.
In particular, if K ′ is any covering function on C subordinated to K, then every K-sheaf
is a K ′-sheaf.
Finally, equivalent coverages have the same sheaves.
Thus, given a coverage K, as far as sheaves are concerned, it changes nothing to add
to K coverings that have reﬁnement in K (and in particular identity coverings).
Each equivalence class of covering functions has a largest element when seen as a
partially ordered conglomerate under inclusion, as we now verify.
Deﬁnition 2.2.24 : Let C be a category and K a covering function (resp. a sifted
covering function) on C . The saturation (resp. sifted saturation) of K, written KSat, is
the covering function whose coverings are all coverings having a reﬁnement in K (resp.
the sifted covering function whose sieves are all sieves that contain a K-sieve).
The following proposition provides the important properties of KSat (we leave to the
reader the task of expressing the corresponding properties in the sifted case).
Proposition 2.2.25
Let K be a covering function,
1. K ⊂ KSat and is equivalent to KSat.
2. KSat satisﬁes axiom (M) if K = ∅. Moreover, KSat satisﬁes axiom (C) if and only
if K does. If KSat satisﬁes (L), then so does K. Finally, K is a coverage satisfying
(L) if and only if KSat is such a coverage.
3. KSat is saturated. Moreover, K is saturated if and only if K = KSat.
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4. For each covering function K ′, K ′  K ⇐⇒ K ′ ⊂ KSat ⇐⇒ K ′Sat ⊂ KSat,
5. For each covering function K ′, K ≡ K ′ ⇐⇒ KSat = K ′Sat.
Proof : Most of the results follow directly from deﬁnitions or from Proposition 2.2.7.
Yet, there still remains to prove that if KSat satisﬁes (L) then so does K (without the
assumption that they are coverages). But this follows readily from the facts that K ⊂ KSat
and that a covering admits a reﬁnement in KSat if and only if it admits a reﬁnement in
K.
KSat is the saturation of K under coverings that have reﬁnement in K. K is the
saturation of the coverings of K under pre-composition. When one combines the two
saturation processes, one gets the sifted saturation of the covering function K. This is
coherent with Deﬁnition 2.2.24 when applied to a sifted covering function and does not
depend on the order of the composition of these two saturation processes.
Proposition 2.2.26
Let C be a category and K any covering function on C . Then,
(K)Sat = KSat.
We denote this covering function JK and call it the sifted saturation of K. It is charac-
terized by the following property: for any sieve S,
S ∈ JK ⇐⇒ S contains a K-covering.
One can then combine Propositions 2.2.21 and 2.2.25 to study JK . Note that it is sifted
and sieve-saturated.
If K is a pretopology, then JK is a Grothendieck topology. This is the Grothendieck
topology generated by the pretopology K.
Conversely, if a covering function K generates a Grothendieck topology JK , then K
must satisfy (C) and (L) (but not necessarily (M)). Given a Grothendieck topology J ,
there is a maximal covering function that generates it, and it is a pretopology. It is the
maximal generating covering function Jmax of the sifted covering function J (indeed, Jmax
is automatically saturated, use Lemma 2.2.19 and 5 of Proposition 2.2.21).
Deﬁnition 2.2.27 : A morphism of sites from (C , K) to (D , L) is a functor F : C → D
such that the image
F (R) := {F (Ci) F (fi)−−−→ F (C)}
of a covering R = {Ci fi−→ C} of K belongs to LSat, i.e., admits a reﬁnement in L.
For instance, if K and L are two covering functions on the same category C , then K
is subordinated to L if and only if the identity functor is a morphism of sites
Id : (C , K) → (C , L).
Sites and morphisms of sites with the usual composition of functors determine an XL-
category denoted SITE . The category of small sites is written Site . Their full subcate-
gories consisting of coverage-sites are written CSITE and CSite respectively.
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2.2.5 Sites with pullbacks
Axioms of pretopologies revisited
The axioms we stated for a Grothendieck pretopology are somehow weaker than the usual
axioms in the literature. Indeed, the following axioms are more frequent for a pretopology
K on a category C .
Axioms 2.2.28
(M˜) For every isomorphism f : D
∼=−→ C in C , the covering {f} belongs to K.
One also encounters the following variant
(M˜’) For every C ∈ C , the identity covering {1C : C → C} belongs to K.
(C˜) For every K-covering R = {fi : Ci → C}i∈I , every arrow g : D → C and every
i ∈ I, there exists a pullback
g∗(Ci)
f¯i
Ci
fi
D g C
(2.2.1)
such that the covering {g∗(Ci) f¯i−→ D}i∈I belongs to K.
(L˜) Given a K-covering R = {Ci fi−→ C}i∈I and, for each i ∈ I, a K-covering
Ri = {Cij gij−→ Ci}j∈Ji, the composite covering
⋃
i∈I
fi ◦ Ri = {Cij fi◦gij−−−→ C | i ∈ I and j ∈ Ji}.
belongs to K.
Deﬁnitions 2.2.29 : 1. Given any covering R = {fi : Ci → C}i∈I of an object C
and an arrow g : D → C, if pullbacks (2.2.1) exist for each i ∈ I, then we call
the covering {g∗(Ci) f¯i−→ D}i∈I a pullback-covering of the covering R along g. If
pullback-coverings of R exist along every arrow with codomain C, then we say that
the covering R is a covering with pullbacks.
2. A site (C , K) has pullbacks of coverings or is a site with pullbacks if all pullback-
coverings of K-coverings exist (we do not require that they be K-coverings though;
this is axiom (C˜)).
Remarks 2.2.30 : 1. First, we remark that for a category C with pullbacks, if (C , K)
is a Grothendieck site, then KSat is a Grothendieck site in this stronger sense. The
converse is true, except for axiom (M): K will satisfy axioms (C) and (L). We explain
this now.
First, for any site (C , K) with K = ∅, the saturation KSat of K satisﬁes (M˜), since all
coverings of an object C reﬁne a given isomorphism into C. Again, a Grothendieck
site is not empty because of axiom (M). Now, recall that a covering function K
satisﬁes (C) and (L) if and only if KSat satisﬁes (C) and (L) (Proposition 2.2.25).
Since KSat is saturated, it satisﬁes (L) if and only if it satisﬁes (L˜) and when C has
pullbacks, it satisﬁes (C) if and only if it satisﬁes (C˜).
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Note that axiom (M) is not a consequence of KSat being a Grothendieck topology
in the stronger sense. However, this axiom is more a question of convention. In
eﬀect, given a covering function K, one can always decide to add to it all identities.
This has no eﬀect on the other axioms (C) and (L), and (M) is then satisﬁed. Thus,
for categories with pullbacks, our deﬁnition of a pretopology is equivalent to the
usual one. Nevertheless, the former gives more freedom for deﬁning the equivalence
class representative of covering functions. For example, there is a very natural
pretopology on the category of topological spaces that consists of the open subset
coverings. It does not satisfy (M˜), but (M).
2. Next, we note that in case K satisﬁes (M˜) and (L˜), then coverings are closed un-
der pre-composition with isomorphisms. In particular, the condition (C˜) does not
depend on the choice of the pullback in this situation.
3. Finally, we remark that given a sieve R on C ∈ C and an arrow g : D → C such
that the pullback-covering {g∗(Cf) f¯−→ D}f∈R of R along g exists, the sieve g∗(R) is
nothing but the sieve generated by the pullback-covering. This explains the notation
g∗(R).
Sheaves with values in a category
In sites with set-coverings and pullbacks of coverings, there is a generalization of the
notion of sheaf. Let C be any category, R = {Ci fi−→ C}i∈I a set-covering in C and
suppose that pullbacks
Ci ×C Cj
π2ij
π1ij
Cj
fj
Ci fi
C
(2.2.2)
exist for all i, j ∈ I. Let us make a choice of such a pullback for each pair (i, j) ∈ I × I.
Then, it is well known and easy to check that a presheaf P on C is a sheaf for the covering
R if and only if, in the following diagram, e is an equalizer of p1 and p2 in Set.
P (Ci)
P (π1ij)
P (Ci ×C Cj)
P (C)
P (fi)
P (fj)
e ∏
i∈I P (Ci)
pri
prj
p1
p2
∏
(i,j)∈I×I P (Ci ×C Cj)
prij
prij
P (Cj)
P (π2ij)
P (Ci ×C Cj)
(2.2.3)
Deﬁnitions 2.2.31 : Let C be a category and A a category with products.
1. A presheaf with values in A is a functor P : C op → A .
2. Let R = {Ci fi−→ C}i∈I be a set-covering in C with pullbacks.
A presheaf P on C with values in A has the A -sheaf property for the covering R if
e is the equalizer of p1 and p2 in the diagram (2.2.3).
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3. Given a site (C , K) with pullbacks and set-coverings, an A -sheaf on C in K is
a presheaf on C that has the A -sheaf property for every K-covering. We denote
Sh(C , K;A ) the full subcategory of PSh(C ;A ) whose objects are A -sheaves in K.
Remark 2.2.32 : If the site is small, then there is a way to deﬁne sheaves with values in
A without pullbacks. Indeed, the sheaf property for a covering R can be expressed in the
same form as diagram (2.2.3), where the second product is not indexed by the pullbacks
Ci ×C Cj but by commutative diagrams of the form
Ci
fi
D
g
h
C
Cj
fj
See also [55] for a sifted version. When the site is large, the problem with these versions
of the axiom is that they include a product indexed by a possibly proper class (take for
example the singleton covering {idC}). Now, by deﬁnition, given a set A and sets xα
indexed by A, ∏
α∈A
xα = (
⋃
α∈A
xα)A.
A function with domain a proper class is a proper class. So, in NBG, when A is a proper
class, the second member of this equality is empty. In NBGI , unless
⋃
α∈A xα is empty,
it is a proper conglomerate. This shows that the usual form of the product in Set can at
least not be a product of a proper class of (not all empty) sets. In fact, one can prove in
NBGI that Set does not have all products indexed by classes [54, p. 114].
Deﬁnition 2.2.33 : A morphism of sites with pullbacks is a morphism of sites that pre-
serves pullbacks of coverings.
Sites with pullbacks and set-coverings (resp. small sites with pullbacks), and their mor-
phisms, form an XL-category PSITE (resp. a category PSite). There are their coverage
versions, PCSITE and PCSite .
The following results are classical, but we haven’t seen them in this generality. The
next lemma is a generalization of lemma 2.2.23 for sheaves with values in a category A
(recall though that A -sheaves are deﬁned only for set-coverings with pullbacks). Indeed,
the proof of lemma 2.2.23 in [42] can be written diagrammatically.
Lemma 2.2.34
Let A be a category with products. Let F be an A -sheaf on a site (C , K) ∈ PCSITE.
Then F has the A -sheaf property for every set-covering in C with pullbacks that has a
reﬁnement in K.
In particular, if (C , K ′) is a site in PSITE such that K ′ is subordinated to K , then every
A -sheaf in K is a A -sheaf in K ′. Finally, equivalent sites in PCSITE have the same
A -sheaves.
The following result is a direct corollary.
Lemma 2.2.35
Let F : (C , K) → (D , L) a morphism in PCSITE and A a category with products.
If P is a A -sheaf on (D , L), then P ◦ F is a A -sheaf on (C , K).
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Proof : Let R be a covering of (C , K). Then F (R) admits a reﬁnement in L. Since P is
a sheaf in L and L is a coverage, by lemma 2.2.34, P is a sheaf for the covering F (R).
Now, since F preserves pullbacks of coverings, P is a sheaf for F (R) if and only if P ◦ F
is a sheaf for R.
The bi-indexed category of sheaves
Recall that we have deﬁned the indexed category PSh(−;A ) : Catop → CAT of presheaves
with values in A in Example 2.1.17. Given a morphism F : (C , K) → (D , L) in PCSITE ,
the functor
F ∗ = PSh(F ;A ) : PSh(D ;A ) → PSh(C ;A )
restricts, by the preceding lemma, to a functor Sh(D , L;A ) → Sh(C , K;A ), which we
also denote F ∗. The following proposition is now a direct consequence.
Proposition 2.2.36
The indexed category PSh(−;A ) : Catop → CAT of presheaves with values in A induces
the indexed category of sheaves with values in A over the category of small coverage-sites
with pullbacks.
Sh(−;A ) : PCSiteop −→ CAT
(C , K) −→ Sh(C , K;A )
(C , K) F−→ (D , L) −→ F ∗ : Sh(D , L;A ) → Sh(C , K;A )
Its Grothendieck construction is written Sh(A ) → PCSite. When A is the category of
rings (or commutative rings), this is called the ﬁbration of ringed sites.
The functor T : Topop → Cat induces a functor into PCSite. Observe that pullbacks
in the category T (X) are given by intersections. One therefore obtains the opindexed
category of sheaves on topological spaces with values in A by the composition:
ShTop(−;A )op : Top T−→ PCSiteop Sh(−;A )−−−−−→ CAT (−)
op−−−→ CAT
(see Example 2.1.24). By abuse of terminology, given a topological space X, one calls
a sheaf on X a sheaf on the small site of X. The total category ShTop(A )op11 of the
Grothendieck op-construction of the opindexed category ShTop(−;A )op has the following
form (we adopt the usual algebraic geometry notations):
• Objects: Pairs (X,OX) where X is a topological space and OX ∈ Sh(X;A ) is a
sheaf on X with values in A .
• Morphisms: Pairs (X,OX) (f,f
)−−−→ (Y,OY ), where f : X → Y is a continuous map,
f  : OY → f∗OX is a morphism in Sh(Y ;A ) and f∗OX = OX ◦ (f−1)op.
This indexed category is in fact a 2-functor and therefore, composition and identities
of its Grothendieck construction have a simple form.
• Composition: The composite of the pair
(X,OX)
(f,f)−−−→ (Y,OY ) (g,g
)−−−→ (Z,OZ)
has ﬁrst component the composite g ◦ f of the continuous maps and second compo-
nent given by
OZ
g−→ g∗OY g∗(f
)−−−→ (g ◦ f)∗OX .
11Recall ShTop(A )op is equal to the dual of the pullback of Sh(A ) → PCSite over Topop → PCSite,
whence the notation.
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• Identities: (X,OX)
(1X ,1OX )−−−−−→ (X,OX).
We call it the category of A -spaces. When A is the category of rings (it is often
supposed that it is the category of commutative rings), this is called the category of
ringed spaces. We denote it Ringed .
Bi-indexed structure We would like now to study the opindexedness of the indexed
category Sh(−;A ). In other words, we look for a left adjoint to the functor
F ∗ = Sh(F ;A ) (2.2.4)
associated to a morphism F : (B, K) → (C , L) of coverage-sites with pullbacks. In fact,
given such a morphism, the restriction to sheaves of a left adjoint F∗ to the functor
F ∗ : PSh(C ;A ) → PSh(B;A ),
when it exists (see Examples 2.1.41(6)), does not in general take values in sheaves. One
therefore needs a sheaﬁﬁcation functor, that is, a left adjoint to the inclusion of the
category of sheaves in the category of presheaves:
a : PSh(C ;A ) ⊥ Sh(C , K;A ) : i
Once this is guaranteed, one obtains a composable pair of adjunctions
PSh(B;A )
F∗
⊥ PSh(C ;A )
F ∗
a
⊥ Sh(C , K;A )
i
Using the composite adjunction and the preceding proposition, it is now not diﬃcult to
prove that it induces an adjunction between the respective categories of sheaves, which
we denote:
F : Sh(B, K;A ) ⊥ Sh(C , K;A ) : F ∗.
Schapira and Kashiwara give a set of conditions on the category A that guarantees
the existence of a sheaﬁﬁcation functor when K is a Grothendieck topology on a small
category [43]12. See also the discussion in the article “Sheaﬁﬁcation” in [67] and references
therein. Important examples of such categories A are the category Set of sets, Grp of
groups, K-Alg of (commutative) algebras over a commutative ring K, ModR of modules
over a ring R. In particular, one obtains also the categories Ab of abelian groups, Ring
of rings and Comm of commutative rings.
When the category A is such that the sheaﬁﬁcation functor exists for small Grothen-
dieck sites, one has in particular a bi-indexed category of A -sheaves on topological spaces
ShTop(−;A )op : Top → CAT . A map f : X → Y gives rise to the following adjunction
(we use the notation of the algebraic geometry literature) with right adjoint on the left
side
f∗ : Sh(X;A ) ⊥ Sh(Y ;A ) : f−1. (2.2.5)
Let us write the left adjoint f−1 by f˜ just for the next sentence. In the notation of
the bi-indexed category of sheaves (on sites) and in terms of the morphism of sites
f−1 : T (Y ) → T (X), the functors of this adjunction are deﬁned by f∗ := (f−1)∗ and
12This therefore also applies when K is a pretopology, since a pretopology is equivalent to the Grothen-
dieck topology it generates, and therefore has the same A -sheaves by Lemma 2.2.34. We haven’t checked
if the result of [43] relies on the supplementary axioms of a pretopology or if it would already work for
coverages. Note, by the way, that for each coverage, there exists a Grothendieck topology (in general not
equivalent to the coverage, by Proposition 2.2.7) that has the same sheaves of sets [42]. This might also
be true for A -sheaves.
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f˜ := (f−1). The direct image functor seems to be a right adjoint. Nevertheless, these
adjunctions determine the bi-indexed category of sheaves on topological spaces with values
in A after having applied the opposite 2-functor, which reverses the roles of the adjoint
functors (but not the directions of functors!).
Consequently, the Grothendieck op-construction of the op-indexed category
ShTop(−;A )op : Top → CAT
is a biﬁbration, the biﬁbration of A -spaces. An opCartesian lift of a map f : X → Y at
an A -space (X,OX) is given by the canonical opcleavage:
(f, 1f∗OX ) : (X,OX) → (Y, f∗OX).
Once an adjunction f−1  f∗ of unit ηf is chosen, a Cartesian lift of f at (Y,OY ) is given
by
(f, ηfOY ) : (X, f
−1OY ) → (Y,OY ). (2.2.6)
This is an application of proposition 2.1.25, but one should not be misled by the fact
that the opﬁbred category of ringed spaces is in fact built from the dual of the adjunction
f−1  f∗. Note that (ηf)op : (f∗)op(f−1)op ⇒ Id is the counit of this dual adjunction.
This biﬁbration is isomorphic to the Grothendieck construction of the associated in-
dexed category (whose inverse image functors are the dual of functor f−1) (see Theorem
2.1.37). But one prefers the op-construction, because the op-indexed category is a 2-
functor, whereas the indexed category is a mere pseudo-functor. Indeed, for each direct
image functor F∗ associated to a morphism of sites, there is a non-canonical choice of a
left adjoint F (when it exists). One can construct an indexed category from these left
adjoints using an axiom of choice (see Remark 2.1.38).
We see now that one can, in particular cases, make use of the freedom in the choice
of the left adjoint functor to have particularly simple inverse image functors, instead of
taking the adhoc construction via colimits. We state ﬁrst the following toy result. Its
proof is quite straightforward. We just remark that point (i) comes from the fact that the
coverings of the empty open subset ∅ ∈ T (X) of a space are the identity covering and
the empty covering. The latter covering induces the condition.
Lemma 2.2.37
Let A be a category with products. Let X be a space and ∗ the one-point space.
(i) For any A -sheaf F on X, F (∅) is a terminal object in A .
(ii) PSh(∗;A ) ∼= A   and there is an strictly surjective equivalence of categories
Sh(∗;A )  A ,
given by taking the image F (∗) of a sheaf F at the point ∗. Under these identiﬁca-
tions, the inclusion functor of sheaves into presheaves amounts, given a choice ∗A
of a terminal object of A , to associate the arrow A !−→ ∗A to the object A ∈ A .
(iii) The sheaﬁﬁcation functor PSh(∗;A ) → Sh(∗;A ) exists and is given, under these
identiﬁcations, by the functor domain dom: A   → A .
Examples 2.2.38 : 1. When f = 1X is the identity map, the adjunction (2.2.5) can
be chosen to be the identity adjunction, because (1X)∗ = IdSh(X;A ).
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2. Suppose A has products and colimits.
The adjunction (2.2.5), when the map f is the inclusion ix : {x} ↪→ X of a point x
of a space X, is very important in algebraic geometry. The functor
(ix)∗ : A → Sh(X;A )
is called the skyscraper sheaf functor over x and is also written Skyx. The sheaf
Skyx(A) has value A on any open neighbourhood U of x and value ∗ (a ﬁxed
terminal object of A ) on open subsets of X not containing x. Its left adjoint
(ix)−1, which exists with no further assumptions on A , is called the stalk functor
and is also written Stalkx. To describe it, observe that there is a subcategory
T (X)x
i
↪−→ T (X) of open neighbourhoods of x, which is a sub-coverage-site with
pullbacks. The inclusion functor, by Lemma 2.2.35, induces a functor between the
categories of sheaves
Sh(T (X);A ) i
∗−→ Sh(T (X)x;A ).
The stalk functor is the following composite of functors
Sh(T (X);A ) i
∗−→ Sh(T (X)x;A ) colim|Sh−−−−→ A ,
where colim|Sh is the restriction to sheaves of the usual colimit functor. Finally, one
has the adjunction
Stalkx : Sh(X;A ) ⊥ A : Skyx.
We introduce standard notation: Given sheaves F or OX on X, we write
Fx := Stalkx(F ) and OX,x := Stalkx(OX)
and given a morphism φ of sheaves on X, we denote φx := Stalkx(φ).
3. Consider now another extreme case, where the map f is the unique map ! : X → ∗
from a space X to a singleton space. Suppose the sheaﬁﬁcation functor
PSh(X;A ) → Sh(X;A )
exists. The functor !∗ : Sh(X;A ) → A takes a sheaf F to its value F (X) at X. It
is called the global section functor and denoted Γ(X;−). We now calculate its left
adjoint. Observe that the global section functor is in fact the restriction to sheaves
of the limit functor lim: A T (X)op → A , which has a left adjoint, the constant
functor Δ. One obtains a composite adjunction:
A
Δ
⊥ PSh(X;A )
lim
a
⊥ Sh(X;A ).
I
Thus, a left adjoint of the global section functor acts as follows on objects A ∈ A :
take the sheaﬁﬁcation of the constant presheaf Δ(A). This functor is called the
constant sheaf functor and we write it Δ˜X . Note that Δ(A) is never a sheaf, unless
A is a terminal object of A , by Lemma 2.2.37(i). In fact, when ∗A is a terminal
object, Δ(∗A ) is a sheaf, and it is terminal in Sh(X;A ). Note, in order to avoid
confusion, that, in the algebraic geometry literature, the constant presheaf Δ(A)
is not the image of A under the constant functor. It has the same values as our
Δ(A), except at the empty open set ∅, where it is deﬁned to have value a terminal
object ∗A of A (and so A !−→ ∗A on ∅ ↪→ U for an open U). Then, Δ˜X(A) is also
the sheaﬁﬁcation of this presheaf. See [31, 53] for further information on constant
sheaves.
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4. Suppose A has products and consider the case where the map f is an open em-
bedding, i.e., an open injective map, f : Y ↪→ X into a space X. In this situation,
the inverse image functor always exists (that is, with no further assumptions on A )
and is deﬁned as follows. The map f induces a morphism of coverage-sites with
pullbacks f : T (Y ) → T (X) and therefore an inverse image functor between the
categories of sheaves on these sites f ∗ : Sh(X;A ) → Sh(Y ;A ), like in (2.2.4). This
functor is in fact a left adjoint to the functor f∗ : Sh(Y ;A ) → Sh(X;A ), as one
may readily verify, and is therefore denoted f−1. The unit ηf of this adjunction at
a sheaf F ∈ Sh(X;A ) is determined by the restriction morphisms
resV,U = F (U ↪→ V ) : F (V ) → F (U).
It is the morphism of sheaves ηfF : F → f∗f−1F deﬁned by
(ηfF )U := resU,ff−1(U) : F (U) → F (ff−1(U)).
In case of an inclusion of an open subset i : V ↪→ X, one writes F |V := i−1F . The
unit in this case is thus given by the inclusions (ηiF )U = resU,U∩V : F (U) → F (U ∩V ).
2.2.6 Examples of covering functions
We now turn to examples of covering functions, some of general use and some in particular
categories that appears in the next chapters. We also show that some apparently diﬀerent
covering functions are in fact equivalent. We do not give examples of covering functions
on Cat, but we would like to mention the article [3] that is devoted to the study of all
diﬀerent kinds of epis in Cat.
General categories
Trivial topologies We ﬁrst consider some extreme cases.
1. The no-covering coverage that has no coverings at all.
K : ObC −→ ℘(℘(MorC ))
C −→ ∅
It is trivially a (sifted) coverage, but not a (pre-)topology because of axiom (M). It
is subordinated to all covering functions.
2. The empty-covering coverage deﬁned by
K : ObC −→ ℘(℘(MorC ))
C −→ {∅}.
It has the same properties as the previous one.
3. The covering function that has all and only identity coverings is a pretopology,
called the coarsest or indiscrete pretopology. Its coverings do not belong to every
pretopology in our axiom system, but they belong to their saturation. It belongs
to every pretopology satisfying axiom M˜ though, and that is where its name comes
from (see part 2.2.5). Moreover, it is subordinated to all covering functions. Idem
for its sifted version.
4. The covering function that has all possible coverings (resp. sieves) is also trivially a
pretopology (resp. a topology), called the ﬁnest or indiscrete pretopology (resp. the
ﬁnest topology.). All covering functions are subordinated to it.
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Pretopologies of epis Let us consider a general category C . Recall that axiom (M) is
equivalent to the condition that for each object, there is some covering containing a split
epi. Important classes of pretopologies come from covering functions whose coverings are
all singletons that belong to some class of epis containing the split epis. Recall that there
is a hierarchy of epis in a category C (see [5, 71] for this part):
SplitEpis ⊂ RegularEpis ⊂ StrongEpis ⊂ ExtremalEpis ⊂ Epis.
Of course, this hierarchy starts with Identities ⊂ Isomorphisms. In categories with
pullbacks, extremal and strong epis coincide. In regular categories, regular, strong and
extremal epis coincide and are moreover stable under pullbacks.
Identities, isomorphisms, and split epis are stable under pullbacks in general categories,
but this is not true for the other weaker notions of epis. One says that a morphism is
a stably-extremal epi or universally extremal epi if all its existing pullbacks are extremal
epis, and similarly for the other kind of epis. Moreover, using the fact that the composite
of two pullback squares is a pullback square, one obtains that these classes of stable
types of epi are themselves stable under pullbacks. Together with assumption that C has
pullbacks, this guarantees axiom (C˜) of the covering functions.
Axiom (L˜) requires stability under composition. This in fact requires pullbacks and
we therefore do not need to separate the extremal and strong cases. If C has pullbacks,
then the class of stably-regular epis and of stably-strong epis are closed under composition
(the regular case is proved in [71] and the strong case is not diﬃcult).
One therefore has the following pretopologies on a category C with pullbacks:
1. The pretopology SplitEpi(C ) of split epis, which is equivalent to the coarsest topol-
ogy.
2. The pretopology SRegEpi(C ) of stably-regular epis. In a regular category (in par-
ticular in a Barr-exact category and in a topos), all regular epis are stable. One
calls it the regular pretopology.
3. The pretopology SStrongEpi(C ) of stably-strong epis. It coincides with the regular
pretopology in a regular category.
4. The pretopology SEpi(C ) of stable epis. It coincides with the regular topology in a
topos, since all epis are regular in there.
Subcanonical covering functions
Deﬁnition 2.2.39 : A covering function K on a locally small category C such that every
representable presheaf on C is a K-sheaf is called subcanonical.
Observe that, by Lemma 2.2.23, if K is a subcanonical coverage and K ′ is subordinated
to K, then K ′ is subcanonical. In particular, if K and K ′ are equivalent coverages, then
one is subcanonical if and only if the other is.
Let C be a locally small category with pullbacks and K a covering function on C .
If the coverings of K are singletons, then K is subcanonical if and only if its coverings
are regular epis. If, moreover, K is a coverage, then it is subcanonical if and only if its
coverings are stably-regular epis [42]. Therefore, under the hypotheses on C , the stably
regular pretopology is the largest subcanonical coverage whose coverings are singletons.
In the following, when we talk about subcanonical covering functions on a category C , it is
implicitly supposed that C is locally small. For further study of subcanonical coverages,
see the next paragraph on jointly epimorphic coverings. See also the latter reference
and [15].
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Jointly epimorphic coverings
Deﬁnition 2.2.40 : Let C be a category. A covering R = {Cf f−→ C} of an object C ∈ C
is jointly epimorphic if, given two arrows g, h : C ⇒ D in C such that, for all f in R,
g ◦ f = h ◦ f,
then g = h.
If C has (small or large, depending on the size of the covering) coproducts, this is equiv-
alent to the condition that the induced arrow ∐Cf → C to be epimorphic. Important
examples come from colimits: any colimiting cone is indeed jointly epimorphic.
Many usual covering functions have jointly epimorphic coverings. Of course, all sin-
gleton coverings that are epimorphic are jointly so. So all the pretopologies of epis that
we have described give examples.
There is a many-arrow generalization of the notion of strong epi, called jointly strongly
epimorphic coverings. For a category with (large coproducts), it is equivalent to the
condition that the induced arrow from the coproduct is a strong epi. There is also the
corresponding pullback-stable notion, called stably jointly strongly epimorphic coverings.
Under the preceding hypothesis of existence of coproducts, such a covering induces a
stably strong epi from the coproduct, but the converse seems not to be true in general
(We have not searched for counter-examples. It is equivalent in Top). We have proved
that the stably jointly strongly epimorphic coverings form a pretopology.
All subcanonical covering functions have jointly epimorphic coverings, as one can
readily check. More precisely, any covering for which every representable presheaf is a
sheaf is jointly epimorphic. They are called eﬀective-epimorphic coverings. They can be
seen as many-arrow generalization of regular epis 13. The largest subcanonical covering
function is of course the covering function all of whose coverings are eﬀective-epimorphic.
Now, what about the largest subcanonical coverage ?
If K is a subcanonical coverage, then its coverings have a stronger property. In a
general category, it is more easily stated in the sifted setting. If P is a representable
presheaf, then it is a sheaf on any K-sieve. Given a K-sieve R of an object C and an
arrow g : D → C, there exists a K-sieve S on D contained in g∗(R) and P must be a sheaf
on S. So, by Lemma 2.2.23, P is a sheaf on g∗(R). Thus R has the additional property
that given an arrow g with codomain C, any presheaf is a sheaf for g∗(R). In general, a
sieve R that has this property is called universally eﬀective-epimorphic. It happens that
the sifted covering function consisting of all sieves of this type is a subcanonical sifted
coverage, and therefore, the largest one [42]. It is called the canonical topology on C and
written Jcan. In fact, it is even a topology. We now describe the canonical coverage for
a general category and relate it to the characterization of [15] when C has pullbacks. To
my knowledge, this is new, but might be obvious to experts.
Proposition 2.2.41
Let C be a category. There exists a largest subcanonical coverage on C . It is given by
the maximal generating covering function (Jcan)max of the canonical topology Jcan. It is a
pretopology. We call it the canonical pretopology on C and write it Kcan.
If C has pullbacks, then Kcan is the covering function consisting of all pullback-stable
eﬀective-epimorphic coverings.
13See the paragraph on subcanonical covering functions. In fact, eﬀective-epimorphic coverings R on
an object C are also characterized by a the fact that the sieve R they generate is a colimit cone on C
for the diagram consisting on the subcategory of C whose objects are the domains of arrows in R and
morphisms, arrows over C [42].
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Proof : Kcan is a pretopology because it is the maximal generating covering function of
a topology. In particular, it is a coverage. It is subcanonical because being a sheaf on a
covering R is equivalent to being a sheaf on the sieve R it generates. It is maximal among
subcanonical coverages by the discussion above.
Now, let C have pullbacks. Let R be a covering of an object C, g : D → C a morphism
in C , and S a pullback-covering of R along g. We have already remarked that S = g∗R.
Let P be a representable presheaf. Then P is a sheaf on S if and only if it is on S =
g∗(R). Therefore, R is universally eﬀective-epimorphic if and only if R is a pullback-stable
eﬀective epimorphic covering.
Induced covering functions on slice categories Let K be a covering function on
a category C and C ∈ C . It induces a covering function on the slice category C /C,
called the slice covering function and written KC , in the following manner. A covering
RC = {ξi fi−→ ξ} of ξ = (A p−→ C) (with ξi = (Ai pi−→ C)) belongs to KC if and only if
R = {Ai fi−→ A} belongs to K. Thus, there is a bijection between the coverings of ξ in KC
and the coverings of A in K. KC inherits properties of K. For instance, it not diﬃcult to
show that if K is sifted, respectively satisﬁes axioms (M), (C) or (L), or is subcanonical,
then so is KC .
Covering functions K are often deﬁned to be the collections of all coverings whose
arrows satisfy some categorical property in C . It happens sometimes that the induced
covering function KC is exactly the covering function deﬁned by same property, but
in C /C. For instance, consider C with all ﬁnite limits and the pretopology SEpi(C ) of
stable epis in C . Then, the slice pretopology SEpi(C )B over B is equal to the pretopology
SEpi(C /B) of stable epis in C /B. One can check this using the fact that the forgetful
functor U : C /B → C is a left adjoint (see Examples 4.3.19), and therefore preserves epis,
and that the pullback in C /B is given by the pullback in C (after applying U) with the
unique possible arrow to B. We have also checked this result for the pretopologies of
stably-strong (=stably-extremal) epis and of split epis (C only needs to have pullbacks
for the latter).
Covering functions on topological spaces
Firstly, we consider a single topological space and its preorder category T (X) of open
subsets with inclusions. This category admits a pretopology. Its coverings are the open
subset coverings in the topological meaning: a covering of an open subset V ⊂ X is a
family of open subsets of V whose union is V . T (X) with this pretopology is called the
small site associated to X.
We now turn to covering functions on the category Top of topological spaces.
Epi coverings In the category Top of topological spaces, epis are the surjective maps.
Moreover, extremal, strong and regular epis all coincide and are the quotient maps.
Yet, there exists non regular epis, for example all bijective maps that are not homeomor-
phisms.
The stably-regular(=stably-strong=stably-extremal) epis in Top are characterized in
an article of Day and Kelly [14]. See also [59]. They are called biquotient maps. Note
that all open surjections are biquotient. Moreover, they are stable under composition and
pullbacks. Consequently, they form a sub-pretopology of the stably-regular topology.
Jointly epimorphic open coverings We provide examples of pretopologies in the
category of topological spaces whose coverings are particular set of jointly epimorphic
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open maps. Note ﬁrst that in Top, a covering {Yi fi−→ X} is a set of jointly epimorphic
open maps if and only if the induced map ∐i∈I Yi
f−→ X is a surjective open map. In the
following examples, each pretopology is contained in the following.
1. The coverings of the open subset pretopology are the open coverings in the topolog-
ical sense: if X is any topological space, then an open covering of X is a family
{Ui ↪→ X}i∈I of inclusions of open subsets Ui ⊂ X such that their union ⋃i∈I Ui
is X. Top together with this covering function is a coverage-site with pullbacks.
Note however that only particular choices of pullbacks of coverings of the coverage
belongs to the coverage.
2. The open embedding pretopology has the following coverings. They are set of arrows
U = {Yi fi−→ X} such that
(i) Each fi : Yi → X is an open embedding, i.e., an injective open map.
(ii) The family U is jointly surjective.
3. The étale pretopology has the following coverings. They are set of arrows
U = {Yi fi−→ X}
such that
(i) Each fi : Yi → X is étale (also called local homeomorphism): for all y ∈ Yi,
there exists an open neighbourhood U of y such that the restriction of fi to U
is a homeomorphism onto an open subset of X.
(ii) The family U is jointly surjective.
4. The open pretopology has coverings that are sets of jointly surjective open maps.
Lemma 2.2.42
The open subset, open embedding and étale pretopologies are equivalent. Moreover, the
open pretopology is subcanonical, and therefore, all these pretopologies are subcanonical.
The ﬁrst statement, that can be found in [97], is an exercise of topology. A proof of the
second can be found in [55].
Given a space X, the big site associated to X is the slice category Top/X together
with the slice covering function induced by one of the ﬁrst three equivalent pretopologies
of this lemma.
Covering functions on smooth manifolds
We now consider the category Diﬀ of smooth manifolds [65, 66, 98]. We give two pre-
topologies on this category. One should be aware that Diﬀ does not have all pullbacks.
Nevertheless, particular types of morphisms admit pullbacks. For instance, pullbacks of
open embeddings and of surjective submersions exist, and are still open embeddings, resp.
surjective submersions.
The pretopology of open subset coverings The coverings of a manifold M in this
pretopology are those of the pretopology of open subsets when M is seen as a topolog-
ical space. Each open subset is seen as an open submanifold and the inclusion is then
automatically an open embedding. This pretopology is equivalent to the pretopology of
collectively surjective open smooth embeddings (topological embeddings that are immer-
sions).
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The pretopology of surjective submersions Coverings of this pretopology are sin-
gletons, whose map is a surjective submersion. The induced map ∐Ui → M of an open
subset covering {Ui ↪→ M} of a manifold M is a surjective submersion. Moreover, this
pretopology is subordinated to the previous one.
Covering functions on commutative rings
Let Comm denotes the category of commutative rings and ring homomorphisms. The
Zariski pre-optopology on Comm has coverings R = {A fi−→ Ai}i∈I indexed by sets I such
that:
(i) Each A fi−→ Ai is a localization of A at an element ai of A.
(ii) The ideal (ai)i∈I ⊂ A generated by the set {ai}i∈I is the whole ring A.
There is a proof in [55] that this covering function is a pre-optopology in the stronger
sense of Remark 2.2.5, but under the assumption that all coverings are ﬁnite. One can
adapt the proof to the more general coverings we have deﬁned though, by means of the
following well-known observation: any covering of this covering function admits a ﬁnite
subcovering. Indeed, suppose (ai)i∈I = A. Then,
1 =
n∑
k=1
rkaik
for a natural n and rk ∈ A, 1 ≤ k ≤ n. Consequently, A = (ai1 , . . . , ain).
Covering functions induced by cloven ﬁbrations
A version of this construction exists in Jardine’s paper [39], where it is called ﬁbred site.
Consider a cloven Grothendieck ﬁbration (E P−→ B, κ) and a covering function K on the
base B. It induces a covering function K(P,κ) on the total category E whose coverings
are the following. For each K-covering R and each object E ∈ E over the codomain of R,
there is a K(P,κ)-covering RE whose arrows are the κ-Cartesian lifts of the arrows of R at
E. Thus, given a K-covering R = {Bi fi−→ B}i∈I and an object E over B, one deﬁnes
RE := {fi∗E fiE−−→ E}i∈I .
Proposition 2.2.43
Let (E P−→ B, κ) be a cloven ﬁbration and K a covering function on B. Let K(P,κ) be the
induced covering function on E .
(i) P is a morphism of sites. Moreover, if K satisﬁes axioms (M), (C) or (L), so does
K(P,κ). The converse is true if P is surjective on objects.
(ii) If B is a site with pullbacks, so is E . Moreover, in this situation, P is a morphism
of sites with pullbacks.
(iii) If K satisﬁes (C˜), then so does K(P,κ), and the converse is true if P is surjective on
objects.
(iv) If K ′ is covering function on B such that K  K ′, then K(P,κ)  K ′(P,κ). In
particular, if K ′ ≡ K, then K(P,κ) ≡ K ′(P,κ). The converse of these implications are
true if P is surjective on objects.
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Proof : The proofs of (i) and (iv) are not diﬃcult. The questions of pullbacks are a little
trickier, and we therefore give their constructions.
Let RE = {fi∗E fiE−−→ E}i∈I be the K(P,κ)-covering of E corresponding to the K-
covering R = {Bi fi−→ B}i∈I and h : D → E an arrow in E . Suppose a pullback
A ×B Bi li
gi
Bi
fi
A
P (h)
B
exists for each i ∈ I. Then, for each i ∈ I, a pullback of f¯iE along h is given by the
following square, where g¯i is a cartesian lift of gi at D (for example, the one from the
cleavage) and l¯i is induced by Cartesianness of f¯i.
g∗i D
g¯i
l¯i f ∗i E
f¯iE
D
h
E
Conversely, given a K-covering R = {Bi fi−→ B}i∈I and an arrow f : A → B, consider
the K(P,κ)-covering RE = {fi∗E fiE−−→ E}i∈I of an object E over B corresponding to R (P
being surjective on objects by hypothesis). Let f¯E : f ∗E → E a Cartesian lift of f at E.
Suppose there exists a pullback-covering of RE along f¯E that is a K(P,κ)-covering. Then,
its image under P is a pullback-covering of R along f that is a K-covering.
This is another example that shows the relevance of weakening the deﬁnition of a site
with pullbacks (we only require the existence of pullback of coverings, not of all pullbacks).
Indeed, B having pullbacks of coverings implies that E has such pullbacks. On the
contrary, there is no reason that B having general pullbacks implies that E does (but I
haven’t looked for a counter-example). Covering functions induced by a cloven ﬁbration
also give examples of pretopologies that don’t satisfy the stronger forms of axioms (M˜)
and (L˜) (even when the original covering function does), because the coverings are deﬁned
via a choice of cleavage.
This construction can also be done in the sifted context. A sifted covering function
K on B induces a sifted covering function K(P,κ) on E this way. For all E ∈ E and all
coverings S of E,
S ∈ K(P,κ)(E) ⇐⇒ ∃R ∈ K such that S = P−1(R) ∩ {h in E | codh = E}.
This deﬁnition is coherent with the non-sifted deﬁnition in the sense that given a plain
covering function K on B, K(P,κ) = K(P,κ).
Proposition 2.2.43 applies especially in the situation of a ﬁbration over a ﬁbration
E
Q−→ D P−→ B,
as described in subsection 2.1.5. Indeed, given a covering function on B, it provides the
category D with the structure of a site, making for instance the ﬁbration E Q−→ D suitable
for the study of locally trivial objects. A general case of interest is the ﬁbration of modules
over the ﬁbration of monoids
Mod(E ) → Mon(E ) → B
of a monoidal ﬁbred category E → B (see section 4.3.2). This is how quasi-coherent or
locally free sheaves of modules are deﬁned for instance (see subsection 3.2.4).
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Chapter 3
Local triviality
We now turn to the question of locally trivial objects in a ﬁbration (or dually in an
opﬁbration). Suppose one considers some particular objects in ﬁbres as “trivial”. In
algebra, these might be free R-modules over a ring R. In bundle theory, topological or
geometrical, with vector space or G-action structure for a group G on ﬁbres, the trivial
objects are the product bundles. In diﬀerential geometry, these are the euclidean or
pseudo-euclidean spaces. Suppose moreover that one has a notion of “covering” of objects
in the base category of the ﬁbration, that is, families of arrows with codomain the object
one “covers”. Then an object is locally trivial if its inverse images over the arrows of one
of its coverings are isomorphic to trivial objects. If the base category admits a terminal
object, then trivial objects in ﬁbres are often deﬁned by inverse images of trivial objects
in the ﬁbre over the terminal.
We then study conditions that insure that the restriction of the ﬁbration to locally
trivial objects is again a ﬁbration. Later on, we consider what kind of structure the full
sub-category of locally trivial objects inherits from the whole category.
We discovered the notion of locally trivial objects in Street’s articles [87, 89], where
he uses it for the purpose of characterizing stacks by means of torsors. The article [89]
is a very important inspiration for our work. Street already notes in these articles that
vector bundles are particular examples of his notion and also suggests an application
to K-Theory. We explain below (subsection 3.2.2) how Street’s notion of locally trivial
object is a particular case of ours.
3.1 Trivial objects
Consider a ﬁbration P : E → B. Some objects of E , in certain ﬁbres of P , will be
considered as trivial objects. These trivial objects are actually often naturally deﬁned
“externally”, by means of a morphism of ﬁbrations:
D F
Q
E
P
A
G
B.
They might however also be described “internally”, in which case the morphism is an
inclusion of a subﬁbration. We ﬁrst describe separately the two cases. The question
of repleteness is important, because one would like the notion of trivial object to be
independent with respect to isomorphisms. We then study two important examples of
these kinds of situations, coming from algebraic geometry. We next relate the two cases of
morphisms of ﬁbrations and subﬁbrations. This will lead us to categories and ﬁbrations of
trivial objects. Finally, we describe classes of examples that will have applications later.
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Warning When F : C → D is a functor, the notation
F (C) F (f)−−→ F (C ′)
designates, as usual in the category D , an arrow that has domain F (C) and codomain
F (C ′), and, speciﬁcally, that is the image of an arrow f of C . It does not indicate that
C and C ′ are the respective domain and codomain of f .
3.1.1 Conditions on morphisms of ﬁbrations
Let us ﬁrst recall some deﬁnitions from category theory. We found these deﬁnitions
in [67, 91].
Deﬁnitions 3.1.1 : Let F : C → D be a functor.
1. F is replete if, given an isomorphism g : F (C)
∼=−→ D in D , there exists an isomor-
phism f : C
∼=−→ C ′ in C such that g = F (f). A full and replete functor is sometimes
called strictly full.
2. F is isofull if it is full on isomorphisms, i.e., for each isomorphism
g : F (C) ∼=−→ F (C ′),
there exists an arrow f : C → C ′ such that g = F (f). It is pseudomonic if, moreover,
it is faithful.
3. F reﬂects isomorphisms if, F (f) isomorphism implies f isomorphism, for all f in
C .
4. If F is isofull, the replete image of F is the subcategory of D consisting in all objects
D ∼= F (C) isomorphic to the image under F of an object C of C , and all morphisms
h : D → D′ that admit a factorization
D
∼=
h
D′
∼=
F (C)
F (f)
F (C ′).
It is denoted rIm F .
5. The full image of F (without condition on F ) is the full subcategory of D whose
objects are in the image of F and is denoted fIm F . The replete full image1 of F
(without condition on F ) is the full subcategory of D consisting of all objects of D
isomorphic to an object of the image of F . It is denoted rf Im F .
6. A subcategory A ⊂ C is replete, resp. pseudomonic, if its inclusion functor is
replete, resp. isofull (and therefore pseudomonic). A full and replete subcategory
is sometimes said to be strictly full. The associated full subcategory of A , denoted
fA , is the full subcategory of C determined by the objects of A . The repletion of a
pseudomonic subcategory is the replete image of its inclusion functor. It is denoted
rA . The full repletion of a subcategory A is the replete full image of its inclusion
functor and is denoted rfA .
1The word order might be questioned. Indeed, we have deﬁned what is the replete image. Now that
one reinforces the notion by fullness, it would be also natural to call it the full replete image. This
terminology has a drawback though, because for a general functor, the replete image is not deﬁned, while
the full image is well deﬁned. The replete full image is in both cases (isofull and not), a reinforcement of
the notion of full image. For this reason, we adopt the word order proposed in [67].
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Remarks 3.1.2 : 1. The isofull property makes the condition for a morphism to be
in the replete image independent of the choices of the two isomorphisms. Note that
in the deﬁnition of the morphisms of the replete image, the morphism f in C does
not necessarily have C and C ′ as its respective domain and codomain (because F is
not necessarily injective on objects). Nevertheless, it is possible to ﬁnd a morphism
f ′ : C → C ′ making the diagram commute, using the isofull property of F . Thus,
one can suppose without losing generality that the morphism f has in fact C and C ′
as domain and codomain. The isofull property also insures that the replete image
is a subcategory.
2. Pseudomonic functors reﬂect isomorphisms, as one readily veriﬁes. This implies that
a pseudomonic functor F : C → D respects the following stronger isofullness prop-
erty. Given objects C,D ∈ C , it induces a bijection between the set of isomorphisms
from C to D and the set of isomorphisms from F (C) to F (D):
FC,D : IsoC (C,D)
∼=−→ IsoD(F (C), F (D)).
Moreover, recall that a functor is monic in CAT if and only if it is faithful and
injective on objects. Thus, the pseudomonic condition is an “up to isomorphism”
weakening of the monic condition.
3. The set-theoretical image F (C ) of a functor F : C → D is not a subcategory of the
codomain D in general, because it is not closed under composition. If the functor
is either injective on objects, or isofull, then F (C ) is a subcategory though. Note
that monic replete, as well as full functors, are isofull. When, and only when, F (C )
is a subcategory of D , we denote it Im F .
4. If F : C → D is full and replete, then Im F = rf Im F . If F is isofull and replete,
then Im F = rIm F . If the functor F is full, then it is isofull and rf Im F = rIm F .
5. The replete full image of a functor F : C → D is a strictly full subcategory of D . If
F is isofull, then Im F is isofull and the replete image of F is equal to the repletion
of Im F .
Examples 3.1.3 : 1. By proposition 2.1.4(iv), ﬁbrations and opﬁbrations are replete
and full.
2. The subcategory Sh(C , K;A ) of sheaves on the site (C , K) with values in A of the
category PSh(C ;A ) of presheaves on C with values in A is full and replete.
3. Recall that a commutative ring is local if it has a unique maximal ideal. A ho-
momorphism of local commutative rings φ : A → B is a local homomorphism if its
associated map φ−1 : SpecB → SpecA (that associates to a prime ideal p of B the
prime ideal φ−1(p) of A ) preserves the maximal ideal. The subcategory of local
commutative rings and local homomorphisms of rings is replete (and not full) in the
category of commutative rings.
We now consider the corresponding notions for ﬁbred categories. These are new deﬁ-
nitions.
Deﬁnitions 3.1.4 : Consider a morphism of ﬁbrations (F,G)
D F
Q
E
P
A
G
B,
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1. (F,G) is replete if F is ﬁbrewise replete, i.e., each restriction FA : DA → EGA, A ∈ A ,
is replete. In detail, this means that if k : F (D) ∼=−→ E is a vertical isomorphism in
E , then there exists a vertical isomorphism h : D
∼=−→ D′ in D such that k = F (h).
This is called the ﬁbred notion of repleteness. (F,G) is globally replete if F and G
are replete (as functors). This is called the global notion of repleteness.
2. Similarly, (F,G) is full, faithful, isofull, or pseudomonic if F is respectively ﬁbrewise
so. It is globally full, globally faithful, globally isofull, or globally pseudomonic if F
and G are respectively full, faithful, isofull and pseudomonic (as a functors). For
each of these notions, one thus has the ﬁbred and the global notion.
Lemma 3.1.5
Let (F,G) : (D Q−→ A ) → (E P−→ B) be a morphism of ﬁbrations.
(i) If G is faithful, then the global notions implies their ﬁbred version, for all notions
introduced in Deﬁnitions 3.1.4.
(ii) If (F,G) is a replete, resp. isofull, morphism of ﬁbrations and G is a replete, resp.
isomorphism reﬂecting isofull, functor, then (F,G) is globally replete, resp. globally
isofull.
(iii) Suppose (F,G) is Cartesian. If it is an isofull, resp. full, faithful, pseudomonic, mor-
phism of ﬁbrations, and G is an isofull, resp. full, faithful, pseudomonic functor, then
(F,G) is globally isofull, resp. globally full, globally faithful, globally pseudomonic.
(iv) If F is a replete, resp. replete and isofull, functor and Q is surjective on objects,
then (F,G) is a globally replete, resp. globally replete and globally isofull morphism
of ﬁbrations.
Proof : Recall ﬁrst the important property of Cartesian arrows (Proposition 2.1.4) that
every isomorphism is Cartesian and every Cartesian lift of an isomorphism is also an
isomorphism. This is why the Cartesianness is not required for (ii), but it is for (iii). We
prove (ii) for repleteness, the other points being similar.
Let k : E ∼=−→ F (D) be an isomorphism in E . Deﬁne
A := Q(D) and (g : B
∼=−→ G(A)) := P (k).
One can follow the proof on the diagram below. Since G is replete, there is an isomorphism
f : A′
∼=−→ A in A such that g = G(f). Let f¯D : f ∗D ∼=−→ D be a Cartesian lift of f at D
in D . It is an isomorphism, since it lifts an isomorphism. Now, F (f¯D) : F (f ∗D) → F (D)
and k : E ∼=−→ F (D) are two Cartesian lifts of the same arrow g = G(f), because they
are both isomorphisms. In consequence, there exists a vertical isomorphism k¯ making
commute the triangle in the following diagram.
D′
h ∼=
D D
Q
F E
P
E ∼=
k
k¯ ∼=
F (D)
f ∗D
f¯D
∼=
F (f ∗D)
F (f¯D)
∼=
B
∼=
g G(A)
A′
∼=
f
A A
G
B G(A′)
∼=
G(f)
G(A)
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Now, (F,G) is supposed to be replete, and therefore, there exists a vertical isomorphism
h : D′ → f ∗D in D such that F (h) = k¯. Finally, k = F (f¯D ◦ h).
Remarks 3.1.6 : 1. One should not be misled by the word “global”: there seem to be
no reason in general that a global notion implies its ﬁbred notion (yet, one should
provide a counterexample).
2. In the situation where G = Id, i.e., for a functor over B, Lemma 3.1.5(i) shows ﬁrst
that the global notions implies the ﬁbred. Consequently, Lemma 3.1.5(ii) shows that
there is no distinction between being a replete as a functor over B and replete as
a mere functor. The two very close terminologies do therefore not conﬂict. This is
also true for the isofull condition. Moreover, for Cartesian functors overB, there no
distinction between the global and the ﬁbred notion for all the notions introduced.
For non Cartesian functors over B, the notions of isofull functor over B and isofull
functor might diﬀer. In order to avoid confusion, we will insist that a functor over
B is isofull as a functor over B, and not as a mere functor, by saying it is ﬁbrewise
isofull. The same applies to the full, faithful and pseudomonic conditions.
We can now deﬁne more or less strong notions of subﬁbration of a ﬁbration P : E → B.
The strength of the notion partly depends on the ambient category of P one considers:
FIB, FIB (B), FIBc or FIBc(B).
Deﬁnitions 3.1.7 : Let P : E → B be a ﬁbration.
1. The weakest notion we consider, called subﬁbration, consists of a morphism of ﬁbra-
tion (I, J) with codomain P whose functors I and J are inclusions of subcategories:
D I
P¯
E
P
A
J
B,
The functor I is called the total inclusion functor, whereas J is called the base
inclusion functor. We do not impose that the morphism (I, J) be Cartesian. In
other words, the Cartesian morphisms of P¯ are not necessarily Cartesian morphisms
of E that belongs to D .
2. A subﬁbration over B is a subﬁbration whose base inclusion is the identity
IdB : B → B.
3. A strong subﬁbration (over B ) is a subﬁbration (over B) that is a Cartesian mor-
phism of ﬁbrations (over B).
4. A subﬁbration is (globally) replete, (globally) isofull, (globally) pseudomonic, or
(globally) full if its morphism of ﬁbrations (I, J) is respectively so. A (globally)
replete full subﬁbration is called (globally) strictly full.
Corollary 3.1.8
Let (I, J) : (D → A ) → (E P−→ B) be a subﬁbration. Then, for (I, J),
(i) The isofullness and pseudomonicity notions are equivalent. Idem for their global
versions.
(ii) Each global notion implies its ﬁbred version.
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(iii) If (I, J) is replete, then it is pseudomonic. Idem for the global notions.
(iv) If (I, J) is strong and (globally) replete, then any Cartesian lift in E of an arrow in
A at an object D of D is in D. In particular, it is a Cartesian lift in the subﬁbration.
Proof : (i) Note that I and J are always faithful.
(ii) Apply Lemma 3.1.5, using again the fact that J is faithful.
(iii) The hypothesis implies that (I, J) is (globally) replete and monic, and thus (glob-
ally) isofull.
(iv) Let A′ f−→ A in A and D over A. Let f ∗D f¯D−→ D be a Cartesian lift of f at D
in the subﬁbration. It is also Cartesian in the ambient ﬁbration P , since (I, J) is strong.
Consider now a Cartesian lift h : E → D of f at A in the ﬁbration P . Then, there exists
a vertical isomorphism k : E
∼=−→ f ∗D in E such that f¯d ◦ k = h. Since D is replete, the
isomorphism k is in D . Finally, h is in D as a composite of arrows in D .
3.1.2 First examples
Locally ringed spaces
Recall that a ringed space (X,OX) is a locally ringed space if each stalk OX,x, x ∈ X, is
a local ring. Recall that the stalk functor at x is deﬁned only up to isomorphism (being
deﬁned as a left adjoint, or more concretely, as a colimit functor). Yet, the deﬁnition of
a locally ringed space is meaningful because the subcategory of local commutative rings
is replete in the category of commutative rings.
Consider now a morphism of ringed spaces (f, f ) : (X,OX) → (Y,OY ). Let
f : f−1OY → OX (3.1.1)
be the transpose map of f  : OY → f∗OX under some adjunction f−1  f∗. This is the
only morphism of sheaves on X making the following diagram in Ringed commutes
(X,OX)
(1X ,f)
(f,f) (Y,OY )
(X, f−1OY ),
(f,ηfOY )
where ηf is the unit of the adjunction f−1  f∗ (by Proposition 2.1.25). The stalk at x ∈ X
of f−1OY has a simple form, thanks to Example 2.2.38(2). Indeed, recall that taking the
stalk at x is, up to the equivalence Sh(∗;A )  A , the functor (ix)−1 of the map ix : ∗ ↪→ X
such that ix(∗) = x. Thus ix−1 ◦ f−1 is left adjoint to f∗ ◦ (ix)∗ = (f ◦ ix)∗ = (if(x))∗. The
functor ix−1 ◦ f−1 is therefore just the stalk functor Stalkf(x) = (if(x))−1 at f(x). Now,
given two locally ringed spaces (X,OX) and (Y,OY ), a morphism of ringed spaces (f, f )
between them is a morphism of locally ringed spaces if the homomorphism of rings
(f)x : OY,f(x) → OX,x
is local2. This deﬁnition does also not depend on the choice of the stalk because of the
repleteness of the subcategory of local commutative rings. It does not depend either on
2 In algebraic geometry books, this homomorphism is deﬁned as follows: apply the functor Stalkf(x)
(deﬁned via colimits) to the morphism f  : OY → f∗OX to obtain an homomorphism of rings
OY,f(x)
(f)f(x)−−−−−→ (f∗OX)f(x).
Then it is said that there is a homomorphism (f∗OX)f(x) → OX,x, and one consider the composition of
this homomorphism with the previous one. That this map exists already at the level of sheaves is never
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the choice of the left adjoint f−1 of f∗, because the transpose morphisms (3.1.1) under
two diﬀerent adjunctions are isomorphic over OX .
Now locally ringed spaces and their morphisms form a strong subﬁbration over Top of
the ﬁbration of ringed spaces. First of all, they form a subcategory of Ringed. It is clearly
closed under identities and we brieﬂy explain the closure under composition. Consider a
composable pair
(X,OX)
(f,f)−−−→ (Y,OY ) (g,g
)−−−→ (Z,OZ).
Its composite has ﬁrst component g ◦ f and second component
OZ
g−→ g∗OY g∗(f
)−−−→ g∗f∗OX = (g ◦ f)∗OX .
A left adjoint to (g ◦ f)∗ is given by f−1 ◦ g−1 where f−1 and g−1 are left adjoints of f∗
and g∗ respectively. The transpose morphism of g∗(f ) ◦ g under this adjunction is
f−1g−1OZ
f−1(g)−−−−→ f−1OY f−→ OX ,
where f and g are the transpose morphisms of f  and g. The stalk at x of this morphism
is thus the following homomorphism
OZ,g◦f(x)
(g)f(x)−−−−→ OY,f(x) (f)x−−−→ OX,x. (3.1.2)
We denote LRinged this category. The functor Ringed → Top restricts to
LRinged → Top.
This is a strong subﬁbration over Top. Indeed, let f : X → Y be a continuous map
and (Y,OY ) a locally ringed space over Y . Recall that once we have chosen an adjunction
f−1  f∗, we obtain a Cartesian lift of f at (Y,OY ) in Ringed (see (2.2.6)). It is deﬁned
by
(X, f−1OY )
(f,ηf
OY
)
−−−−→ (Y,OY ), (3.1.3)
where ηf : IdSh(Y ;Comm) ⇒ f∗f−1 is the unit of the adjunction
f−1  f∗ : Sh(Y ;Comm) → Sh(X;Comm).
Now, if (Y,OY ) is locally ringed, then its inverse image along the Cartesian arrow (3.1.3)
is also, because the stalk at x of f−1OY can be chosen to be OY,f(x). Moreover, the
Cartesian morphism (3.1.3) is in LRinged because the adjoints of components of the unit
of an adjunction are identities. We still have to prove this is a Cartesian arrow in the
subﬁbration. Consider the following situation, where (h, h) is a morphism of locally
mentioned to my knowledge. Indeed, it seems not to make sense at the level of sheaves, since f∗OX and
OX do not live in the same category. Yet, as explained above (f∗OX)f(x) = (f−1f∗OX)x. So, at the level
of sheaves, one is really looking at the composite
f−1OY
f−1(f)−−−−−→ f−1f∗OX
εOX−−−→ OX ,
where ε is the counit of the adjunction f−1  f∗. In other words, this composite is the transpose morphism
of the morphism f  under the latter adjunction. This fact is maybe obvious to the authors, but we think
it is worth mentioning, being useful both conceptually and for calculations (as we shall see).
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ringed spaces.
(Z,OZ) (g,hf )
(h,h)
(Y, f−1OX)
(f,ηfOX )
(X,OX)
Z
h
g Y f X
The dotted arrow is the induced arrow in the indexed category Ringed. The morphism
hf : f−1OY → g∗OZ is the transpose under f−1  f∗ of the morphism h. The transpose
of hf under g−1  g∗ is the transpose h of h under the composite adjunction g−1 ◦f−1 
f∗ ◦ g∗ = h∗. Since (h, h) is a morphism of locally ringed space, the stalk at z ∈ Z of h
is local. In conclusion, (g, hf) is a morphism of locally ringed spaces.
This subﬁbration is replete. It is therefore globally so and (globally) pseudomonic, by
Corollary 3.1.8. In order to prove it is replete, let
(1X , (1X)) : (X,OX)
∼=−→ (X,O ′X)
be a vertical isomorphism in Ringed, with (X,OX) locally ringed. Since (1X , (1X)) is an
isomorphism in Ringed, (1X) : O ′X → OX is an isomorphism in Sh(X;Comm). Therefore,
its stalk at a point x ∈ X is an isomorphism of rings. By repleteness of the category
of local commutative rings, both the ring O ′X,x and the isomorphism (1X)x are local.
Moreover, the adjunction over the identity map can be chosen to be the identity adjunction
(1X)−1 = Id  Id = (1X)∗. Thus, we have also shown that (1X , (1X)) is a morphism of
locally ringed spaces. Note that the result that LRinged is a strong subﬁbration can now
be slightly strengthened, thanks to repleteness of LRinged. For, any Cartesian lift of a
continuous map at a locally ringed space in Ringed is a Cartesian lift in LRinged.
This subﬁbration is not full though. For an example of a morphism of ringed spaces
between locally ringed spaces that is not in LRinged, see for instance [31, Example 2.3.2].
Moreover, LRinged → Top does not seem to be an opﬁbration. In any case, it is not a
sub-opﬁbration of Ringed → Top. Indeed, let A ∈ Comm be a non local commutative
ring. Then, the associated aﬃne scheme (SpecA,OA) is a locally ringed space, as it is for
any ring. But its direct image over SpecA → ∗ is the global section ring OA(SpecA) ∼= A.
This is not a locally ringed space over ∗, by hypothesis.
Aﬃne schemes
There is a morphism of ﬁbrations
Commop (Spec,O)
IdCommop
LRinged
Commop Spec Top.
(3.1.4)
The functor (Spec,O) is deﬁned in any book of algebraic geometry and we brieﬂy recall its
construction. SpecA is the set of all prime ideals of the commutative ring A topologized
by deﬁning the closed subsets to be the subsets of the form V (a) = {p ∈ SpecA | a ⊂ p}
for any ideal a of A. A basis for this topology is given by the open subsets D(f) =
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SpecA − V ((f)) for each f ∈ A. It turns out that it is enough to deﬁne a sheaf on a
space S by its values on a basis of the topology of X [55]. The value of the sheaf OA on
the basis element D(f) is the localization Af of the ring A at the element f (for a direct
deﬁnition see [31]). It is a locally ringed space for every ring [31] and its global section
ring is
OA(SpecA) = OA(D((1))) = A1 = A.
Let now φ : A → B be a homomorphism of commutative rings. It induces a con-
tinuous function Specφ : SpecB → SpecA by Specφ(p) = φ−1(p) and a morphism of
sheaves Oφ : OA → (Specφ)∗OB by the localization (Oφ)D(f) := φf : Af → Bφ(f). Then,
(Specφ,Oφ) : (SpecB,OB) → (SpecA,OA) is a morphism of locally ringed spaces [31].
It is a basic classical result of algebraic geometry that the functor (Spec,O) is fully
faithful [31, 53]3. On the contrary, the base functor Spec : Commop → Top is not full.
Here is a counterexample4. Since Q is a ﬁeld, SpecQ = {0}. Moreover, since Z is a
PID, SpecZ = {0} ∪ {(p) | p is prime}. A prime number p ∈ Z deﬁnes a continuous
map SpecQ → SpecZ by (0) → (p). This continuous map is not the image of the unique
homomorphism of rings φ : Z → Q (Z is an initial ring) under the functor Spec. Indeed,
suppose there is such a homomorphism. Then, φ−1((0)) = (p), and thus φ(p) = 0. Again,
0 = φ(p) = pφ(1). Thus, φ(1) = 0, since Q is a ﬁeld. In consequence, φ−1((0)) = Z, a
contradiction.
The morphism of ﬁbrations (3.1.4) is not Cartesian. Recall ﬁrst that a morphism
of ringed spaces into a locally ringed space is Cartesian in LRinged if and only if it is
Cartesian in Ringed. Let now φ : A → B be a morphism of commutative rings and
(Specφ,Oφ) : (B,OB) → (A,OA) the induced morphism of locally ringed spaces. As
explained above, a Cartesian morphism over Specφ : SpecB → SpecA at (A,OA) is given
by (B, (Specφ)−1OA) → (A,OA). Now if (Specφ,Oφ) were Cartesian, then there would
be a vertical isomorphism (B,OB)
∼=−→ (B, (Specφ)−1OA), and therefore, for each point
p ∈ SpecB, an isomorphism of the stalks Aφ−1(p)
∼=−→ Bp. Consider, for instance, the
morphism φ given by the inclusion i : Z ↪→ Z[x] and the prime ideal (0) ∈ Z[x] (Z[x] is a
domain because Z is). Then, i−1((0)) = (0), Z[x](0) = Q(x) and Z(0) = Q. However, the
ﬁeld of rational functions Q(x) over Q is not isomorphic to Q.
The category of aﬃne schemes is the replete (full) image of the functor (Spec,O)
(3.1.4). In other words, its objects are all locally ringed spaces (X,OX) ∼= (SpecA,OA)
isomorphic in LRinged to the image of a ring A. Its morphisms are all morphisms of
locally ringed spaces between those.
Note that it is also the replete (non full) image of the composite functor
Commop (Spec,O)−−−−−→ LRinged ↪→ Ringed.
Indeed, by repleteness of LRinged in Ringed and fullness of (Spec,O), this functor, al-
though not full, is isofull. Moreover, a ringed space isomorphic to a (SpecA,OA) is
automatically locally ringed and isomorphic by an isomorphism of locally ringed spaces.
Finally, a morphism is in the replete image of the composite functor if and only if it is a
morphism of locally ringed space (use the fullness of (Spec,O) into LRinged).
3.1.3 Images of morphisms of ﬁbrations
In this part, we explore the diﬀerent notions of image of a morphism of ﬁbrations. As for
properties of the morphisms, there corresponds to each concept a global version, and these
will fortunately coincide under some natural conditions on the morphism. As we shall
3It is not full into the category Ringed of ringed spaces, though (see [31] for a counterexample).
4We found this counterexample on a blog called “blogarithm”. We reproduce it here, because internet
references are not stable enough.
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see, images of morphisms of ﬁbrations are not always subﬁbrations. We give conditions
under which they are subﬁbrations, strong or not. All these concepts are new.
Let
D F
Q
E
P
A
G
B,
(3.1.5)
be a morphisms of ﬁbrations.
Images of isofull morphisms
Let us suppose the (F,G) is globally isofull.
Image The image of (F,G), denoted
Im Q : Im F → Im G,
is the restriction of P to the respective images of F and G.
Replete image The replete image of (F,G) is denoted
rIm (F,G) → Im G. (3.1.6)
The total category rIm (F,G) is deﬁned as follows. Its objects are all E ∈ E that admit
a vertical isomorphism E ∼= F (D). In other words, they are objects of the replete images
rIm FA of the ﬁbre restrictions FA : DA → EGA, A ∈ A . Its morphisms are all morphisms
k : E → E ′ in E that admit a factorization
E
∼=
k
E ′
∼=
F (D)
F (h)
F (D′),
whose legs are vertical isomorphisms and where h is a morphism in D . This condition
does not depend on the choice of the vertical isomorphisms and h can always be supposed
to have D and D′ as domain and codomain.
The base category Im G is the usual image subcategory of G and the functor (3.1.6)
is the restriction of P .
If (F,G) is Cartesian and G pseudomonic, then the morphisms of the category
rIm (F,G) can be equivalently deﬁned by conditions completely expressed in the ﬁbres.
For, note that in this case, the objects of rIm (F,G) are closed under inverse images along
arrows of Im G (use the fact that G is isofull). Now, a morphism k : E → E ′ in E between
objects E ∼= F (D), E ′ ∼= F (D′) ∈ rIm (F,G) is in rIm (F,G) if and only if it sits over a
morphism g in Im G (one can then suppose g = G(f : Q(D) → Q(D′)) since G is isofull)
and the induced morphism k¯ : E → g∗E ′ is in rIm FQ(D). The faithfulness of G is used to
prove this condition is necessary.
Global replete image The global replete image of (F,G) is the restriction of P to the
replete images of F and G:
rIm Q : rIm F → rIm G.
The replete image rIm (F,G) ⊂ rIm F is a full subcategory of the global replete image.
Moreover, if G is replete, then they coincide.
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Images of general morphisms
Consider now general functors F and G.
Full image The full image of (F,G), denoted
fIm Q : fIm F → fIm G,
is the restriction of P to the respective full images of F and G.
Replete full image The replete full image of (F,G) is denoted
rf Im (F,G) → fIm G. (3.1.7)
The category rf Im (F,G) is the full subcategory of E of objects E ∈ E admit a vertical
isomorphism E ∼= F (D). The category f Im G is the usual full image of G, and the functor
(3.1.7) is the restriction of the functor P .
Global replete full image The global replete full image of (F,G) is the restriction of
P to the replete full images of F and G:
rf Im Q : rf Im F → rf Im G.
The replete full image rf Im (F,G) ⊂ rf Im F is a full subcategory of the global replete full
image. Moreover, if G is replete, then they coincide.
Fibred properties of the image
We now give the main result of this part, which describes the ﬁbred properties of these
diﬀerent notions of image of a morphism of ﬁbrations.
Proposition 3.1.9
Let (F,G) : (D Q−→ A ) → (E P−→ B) be a morphism of ﬁbrations.
(i) If (F,G) is globally pseudomonic, then the image of (F,G) is a subﬁbration of P and
the replete, resp. global replete, image is a replete, resp. a global replete subﬁbration.
(ii) If (F,G) is globally isofull Cartesian and G is faithful, then the image of (F,G) is a
strong subﬁbration of P and the replete, resp. global replete, image is a replete, resp.
global replete, strong suﬁbration.
(iii) If (F,G) is Cartesian and G full, then the full, replete full and global replete full im-
ages of (F,G) are full ( ⇐⇒ globally full) strong subﬁbrations. The replete full, resp.
global replete full, image subﬁbration is in addition replete, resp. globally replete.
Proof : (i) We prove the most diﬃcult case, which is the global replete image. The
diagrams (3.1.11) and (3.1.12) summarize the development and may help in following the
proof. Let E ∈ rIm F be over B ∈ B and f : B′ → B in rIm G. We construct a Cartesian
lift of f at E in rIm F with respect to the functor rIm Q.
By deﬁnition of the replete image of a functor, there exists an isomorphism h : F (D)
∼=−→
E, and a factorization
G(A) G(a)
g−1 ∼=
GQ(D)
P (h)∼=
B′
f
B
(3.1.8)
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with a : A → Q(D) a morphism in A (recall that one can chose freely the isomor-
phisms). Let a¯D : a∗D → D be a Cartesian lift of a at D in the ﬁbration Q. Let
g¯F (a∗D) : g∗F (a∗D)
∼=−→ F (a∗D) be a Cartesian lift of g at F (a∗D) in the ﬁbration P . The
composite
g∗F (a∗D)
g¯F (a∗D)
∼= F (a
∗D) F (a¯D) F (D) h∼= E (3.1.9)
is Cartesian over f with respect to rIm Q.
In order to verify this, let l : E ′ → E be a morphism in rIm F and b : P (E ′) → B′ in
rIm G such that f ◦ b = P (l). Thus, there are factorizations
F (D′)
k ∼=
F (d)
F (D)
h∼=
E ′
l
E
and GQ(D′)
P (k) ∼=
G(a′)
G(A)
g−1∼=
P (E ′)
b
B′
(3.1.10)
with d : D′ → D in D and a′ : Q(D′) → A. Now, by combining diagrams (3.1.8) and
(3.1.10), one obtains both equalities
P (l) ◦ P (k) = P (h) ◦ GQ(d) and P (l) ◦ P (k) = P (h) ◦ G(a) ◦ G(a′).
Since P (h) is an isomorphism and G is faithful, one concludes Q(d) = a ◦ a′. Thus, there
is the following situation in the ﬁbration Q:
D′
d
∃!a¯ a
∗D
a¯D
D
Q(D′)
Q(d)
a′ A a QD
(3.1.11)
The situation in P is now the following.
F (D′)
F (a¯)
∼=
k
F (d)
E ′
l
b¯ g∗F (a∗D) ∼=
g¯F (a∗D)
F (a∗D) F (a¯D) F (D) h∼= E
GQ(D′)
G(a′)
P (k)
∼= P (E
′)
P (l)
b
B′
f
g
∼= G(A)
G(a)
GQ(D)P (h)∼= B
(3.1.12)
In the bottom row, everything commutes by deﬁnition. Consider the top row. It includes,
on the upper part, a pentagon containing l, a quadrilateral containing F (a¯) and a triangle
containing F (d). The lower triangle commutes by deﬁnition of a¯. The morphism b¯
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is deﬁned to be the only one to make the quadrilateral commute, and is therefore a
morphism in rIm F . The morphism l is also part of an external quadrilateral, which is
precisely the ﬁrst square of (3.1.10). This implies the commutativity of the pentagon,
since k is an isomorphism. Thus b¯ has the commutativity property required in the proof
of the Cartesianness. Finally, using the fact that Q(a¯) = a′, one concludes that P (b¯) = b.
We thus have proved the existence part of the Cartesian property.
We now turn to the uniqueness of b¯. Suppose e : E ′ → g∗F (a∗D) makes the pentagon
commute, sits over b and belongs to rIm F . By the last condition, there exists a morphism
a˜ : D′ → a∗D making the following square commute:
F (D′)
k ∼=
F (a˜)
F (a∗D)
g¯−1
F (a∗D)∼=
E ′ e g
∗F (a∗D)
We can now replace b¯ by e and a¯ by a˜ in diagram (3.1.12). The lower triangle commutes,
because its postcomposition with h does. We have thus F (a¯D) ◦ F (a˜) = F (d). By
faithfulness of F ,
a¯D ◦ a˜ = d. (3.1.13)
Moreover, GQ(a˜) = PF (a˜) = G(a′), because P (e) = b by hypothesis. By faithfulness of
G, this implies that Q(a˜) = a′. Combining the latter equality with (3.1.13), by Carte-
sianness of a¯D, a˜ = a¯. Thus e = b¯.
(ii) We prove the case of the global replete image. The other cases work the same
way. First note that F is isofull and G pseudomonic. Now, the ﬁrst part of the proof
of (i), that is the construction of the morphism (3.1.9), and the existence part of the
Cartesian property of this morphism only requires the latter condition: F isofull and G
pseudomonic. Yet, the morphism (3.1.9) is Cartesian with respect to P , because we have
supposed that (F,G) is Cartesian. Since we have shown that the unique morphism b¯ lies
in rIm f in this situation, (3.1.9) is Cartesian with respect to rIm Q, the restriction of P
to rIm F and rIm G.
(iii) Again, the global replete full image is more complicated, and we show this case.
Note that G full implies that G is in particular isofull. The other cases work with the same
ideas. Let E ∈ rf Im F over B ∈ rf Im G, h : E ∼=−→ F (D) an isomorphism and f : B′ → B
a morphism in rf Im G. Then, there is a factorization as in (3.1.8) because G is full, and
therefore a morphism is deﬁned as in (3.1.9). The latter morphism has its domain in
rIm F by construction and, since F is Cartesian, it is Cartesian with respect to P . Again,
rf Im F is a full subcategory, and thus this a Cartesian morphism with respect to rIm Q.
We now consider some particular cases.
Subﬁbrations
Let
D I
P¯
E
P
A
J
B,
be a subﬁbration. The notion of image always exists and is trivial: it is the subﬁbration
itself. The replete image of (I, J) is called the repletion of the subﬁbration. The global
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replete image of (I, J) is called the global repletion and is thus the restriction of P to the
repletions of the respective subcategories:
rP¯ : rD → rA .
The full image of the subﬁbration is just the restriction of P to the respective full sub-
categories of E and B generated by the objects of D and A ,
f P¯ : fD → fA .
The (global) replete full image of (I, J) is called the (global ) full repletion. The global
full repletion of (I, J) is thus the restriction of P to the respective full repletions of D
and A :
rf P¯ : rfD → rfA .
Corollary 3.1.10
Let (I, J) : (D → A ) ↪→ (E P−→ B) be a subﬁbration.
(i) If it is a globally pseudomonic subﬁbration, then its repletion, resp. global repletion,
is a replete, resp. globally replete, subﬁbration.
(ii) If it is a globally pseudomonic strong subﬁbration, then its repletion, resp. global
repletion, is a replete, resp. globally replete, strong subﬁbration.
(iii) If it is a strong subﬁbration with A full in B, then its associated full subcategory, its
full repletion and its global full repletion are strong subﬁbrations. The full repletion,
resp. global full repletion, is in addition replete, resp. globally replete.
Functors over B
Let
D F
Q
E
P
B
be a functor over B. Then, all the global and ﬁbred notions of images coincide and have
B as codomain. Thus, there is no conﬂict of notations and terminology between some
sort of image of F as a functor over B and as a plain functor. For instance, the full image
of F as a functor over B is the restriction f Im F → B of P , where f Im F is the image of
F as a mere functor.
Corollary 3.1.11
Let F : (D Q−→ B) → (E P−→ B) be a functor over B. Then,
(i) If F is a pseudomonic functor, the restrictions of P to the image and replete image
of F are respectively subﬁbrations and replete ( ⇐⇒ globally replete) subﬁbrations
of P over B.
(ii) If F is isofull and Cartesian, the restrictions of P to its image and replete image
are strong subﬁbrations of P over B.
(iii) If F is Cartesian, the restriction of P to its full image is a full ( ⇐⇒ globally full)
strong subﬁbration of P over B. The restriction of P to its replete full image is a
strictly full ( ⇐⇒ globally strictly full) strong subﬁbration of P over B.
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3.1.4 Categories and ﬁbrations of trivial objects
We explain now how a morphism of ﬁbrations
(F,G) : (D Q−→ A ) → (E P−→ B)
determines a subcategory of trivial objects in E . This is an original concept.
As usual in mathematics, the notion of triviality should be isomorphism-independent5.
Since E is a ﬁbred category, there are two notions of isomorphisms available: isomorphisms
in E and vertical isomorphisms in E . When we need to distinguish isomorphisms in E
from vertical ones, we call the former global isomorphisms.
What kind of isomorphisms should the notion of triviality be independent of? This
will be decided by what E is designed for. If it is mainly a tool for studying B, then
one should consider vertical isomorphisms. On the other hand, if one wants to study E ,
or its subcategory of (locally) trivial objects, for its own sake, then one should opt for
global isomorphisms. For example, aﬃne schemes are trivial objects deﬁned up to global
isomorphism, because one is interested in (aﬃne) schemes for their own sake (or for the
study of commutative rings), not for studying the topological spaces they sit over. On the
other hand, one studies vector bundles up to vertical isomorphism because one is mainly
interested in the slices of E in this case, as a tool for probing the space they live over.
Recall that if G is replete, then there is no diﬀerence between the two notions of
isomorphism: an object E ∈ E is vertically isomorphic to an object in the image of
F if and only if E is isomorphic to an object in the image of F . In the examples we
have in mind, when the choice does matter, then it is the global notion that should be
chosen. Therefore, we name “trivial objects” the objects (globally) isomorphic to an
image of F , and distinguish by the adjective “vertical” the objects of the other type. We
moreover mainly discuss the former. Nonetheless, in the section 3.2, we brieﬂy compare
the concepts of locally trivial objects deﬁned with respect to these two notions of trivial
objects. Moreover, if the “vertical” notion became important in a speciﬁc example, then
Proposition 3.1.9 should be a good starting point for developing the corresponding theory.
Once trivial objects are deﬁned, we turn to the question of deﬁning morphisms. Let us
restrict the discussion to trivial objects, the discussion for vertically trivial objects being
similar. Suppose ﬁrst that F is not isofull. In this case, the replete image of F might be
undeﬁned. The only way to deﬁne a subcategory of trivial objects is as the replete full
image of the functor F . In this situation, the ﬁbration Q deﬁnes only the trivial objects:
the information of the morphisms of D is not taken into account.
On the other hand, when F is isofull, then two choices of categories of trivial objects
are possible: rIm F and rf Im F . When F is full, these amount to the same category, but
otherwise, they might be diﬀerent. The former remembers something of the morphisms
of D , whereas the second does not.
Deﬁnitions 3.1.12 : Let (F,G) : (D Q−→ A ) → (E P−→ B) be a morphism of ﬁbrations.
1. A trivial object of E (with respect to (F,G)) is an object E ∈ E that admits a
isomorphism E ∼= F (D) with an object of the image of F .
2. A trivial object is vertical, and we say it is vertically trivial, if it admits a vertical
isomorphism to an object of the image of F .
3. The category rf Im F is called the full subcategory of trivial objects of E (with respect
to (F,G)). If F is isofull, then the category rIm F is called the subcategory of trivial
objects of E (with respect to (F,G)). When it is clear from the context what
subcategory we have chosen, then we talk simply of the category of trivial objects.
5In a homotopy theoretic framework, one should work with a notion that is deﬁned up to weak
equivalence. We do not consider this framework in our thesis.
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4. Similarly, the categories rf Im (F,G) and rIm (F,G), when (F,G) is isofull, are called
respectively the full subcategory of vertically trivial objects and the subcategory of
vertically trivial objects. When it is clear from the context what subcategory we are
considering, then we talk simply of the category of vertically trivial objects.
Note that, given the morphism of ﬁbrations (F,G), we do not have only a category
of (vertically) trivial objects, but a whole functor as deﬁned in subsection 3.1.3. The
functor of trivial objects can be, depending on the context, the global replete image
rIm F → rIm G or global replete full image rf Im F → rf Im G of (F,G), and the functor
of vertically trivial objects, the replete image rIm (F,G) → Im G or replete full image
rf Im (F,G) → fIm G. Proposition 3.1.9 helps then to determine whether these diﬀerent
functors of (vertically) trivial objects are (strong) subﬁbrations of P . The functor of
trivial objects and of vertically trivial objects are denoted by
Triv(F,G) : Triv(F,G)t → Triv(F,G)b and vTriv(F,G) : vTriv(F,G)t → vTriv(F,G)b.
Examples 3.1.13 : We refer to examples of subsection 3.1.2.
1. (Locally ringed spaces) Consider the subﬁbration over Top of locally ringed spaces
in the ﬁbration of ringed spaces. Since it is over Top, the global and non-global
notions coincide. Moreover, the subﬁbration is replete (thus pseudomonic), and
therefore is equal to its repletion LRinged = rLRinged. On the other hand, it is
diﬀerent than its full repletion rfLRinged. Thus, if one looks at locally ringed spaces
as trivial objects in Ringed, then one should consider the non-full subcategory of
trivial objects in order to obtain the category of locally ringed spaces.
2. (Aﬃne schemes) One has a morphism of ﬁbrations
((Spec,O), Spec) : (Commop Id−→ Commop) → (LRinged → Top).
The functor (Spec,O) being full, its replete full and replete images coincide. The full
subcategory and the subcategory of trivial objects are thus equal, and are called the
category of aﬃne schemes. As explained at the in the last paragraph of section 3.1.2,
it is also equal to the (non-full) subcategory of trivial objects in Ringed. Vertically
trivial objects are too restrictive in this case.
3.1.5 More examples
We now describe classes of examples that will be of great use for locally trivial objects
that one meets in nature.
Product ﬁbrations
This is a particular situation that gathers a whole class of examples.
B × C
PrB
F E
P
B
(3.1.14)
Here are some examples.
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Free modules Consider, for each ring R, a ﬁxed free R-module adjunction
FR : Set ⊥ ModR :U
with unit ηR. One deﬁnes an opCartesian functor over Ring
Ring × Set
PrRing
F Mod
Ring
this way.
F (R,X) := (R,FR(X))
F ((R,X) (φ,f)−−−→ (S, Y )) := (R,FR(X)) (φ,φf )−−−→ (S, FS(Y )),
where φf : FR(X) → FS(Y ) is the following morphism of R-modules, seeing FS(Y ) as an
R-module via φ.
X
f
ηRX
UFR(X)
U(φf )
Y
ηSX
UFS(Y ).
The opCartesianness can be directly veriﬁed. Alternatively, one may use the following
composite adjunction.
∼=
Set
FS
FR
⊥ ModR
UR
−⊗RS
⊥ ModS
φ
US
=
One might restrict the category Set to subcategories like the full subcategory FinSet of
ﬁnite sets, or even to the discrete subcategory N of natural numbers. By the dual of
Corollary 3.1.11(iii), the replete full image of F yields a strong sub-opﬁbration. It is
the full subcategory of Mod of free modules. One would obtain the full subcategories of
ﬁnitely generated free modules with both other choices FinSet and N.
Subcategory of the ﬁbre over the terminal object
We consider now a subclass of examples of the product ﬁbration case. In fact, when B
has a terminal object, all Cartesian functors over B of the form (3.1.14) can be seen as
of the type described now. Moreover, important categories of locally trivial objects, such
as those involved in K-theory of schemes and of spaces, are actually deﬁned from trivial
objects of this type.
Let P : E → B be a cloven ﬁbration, and suppose B has a terminal object ∗. Let
C ⊂ E∗ be a subcategory of the ﬁbre E∗ of P over the terminal object ∗. There is a
Cartesian functor
B × C
PrB
FC E
P
B
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deﬁned as follows. We denote by !B : B → ∗ the unique morphism to the terminal object
from B ∈ B and, as usual,
(!B)C : !∗BC → C
the Cartesian lift of !B at C ∈ C belonging to the cleavage of P .
(B,C) −→ FC (B,C) = !∗BC
(B,C) (f,h)−−→ (B′, C ′) −→ !∗BC
(!B)C
FC (f,h)
C
h
!∗B′C ′
(!′
B
)′
C
C ′
B
!B
f
B′
!B′ ∗
(3.1.15)
Thus, the restriction of FC to the ﬁbre Pr−1B (B) is just the restriction to C of the inverse
image functor !∗B : E∗ → EB induced by the cleavage. In order to show that this functor is
Cartesian, use Proposition 2.1.4(ii).
By Corollary 3.1.11, its replete full image is a strictly full strong subﬁbration of P . Its
total category rf Im F has the following characterization in E . It is the full subcategory
of E of objects E such that there exists an object C ∈ C and a Cartesian arrow as in the
following diagram.
E C
P (E) ! ∗
(3.1.16)
Let us return to the general situation of (3.1.14). Suppose the functor
F : B × C → E
is Cartesian over B (the Cartesianness is essential) and consider a cleavage of P . Then,
one can compare the functor F with the composite
B × C IdB×F (∗,−)−−−−−−−→ B × E∗ FE∗−−→ E ,
where the second functor is deﬁned as in (3.1.15). One readily veriﬁes that F is isomorphic
to this composite functor. Observe that in general F (∗×C ) might not be a subcategory,
though. These observations show us that the replete full image of the functor F has a
simple shape. It is the full sub-category of E of objects E that admit a Cartesian arrow
E → F (∗, C), for some C ∈ C .
3.2 Locally trivial objects
We return now to the general situation of a ﬁbration P : E → B equipped with a mor-
phism of ﬁbrations
(F,G) : (D Q−→ A ) → (E P−→ B).
As above, the ﬁbration Q encodes the trivial objects of P via the ﬁbration morphism
(F,G). We have in fact deﬁned diﬀerent kind of categories of trivial objects: rf Im F and
rIm F if F is isofull, which have the same objects, the objects of E that are isomorphic
to some F (D), D ∈ D . We have also deﬁned two diﬀerent kind of categories of vertically
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trivial objects: rf Im (F,G) in general, and rIm (F,G) when (F,G) is isofull. These also
have the same objects, those objects of E that are vertically isomorphic to an object of
the image of F . When B comes with a covering function, we want to deﬁne a category
of locally trivial objects over the site (B, K).
3.2.1 Deﬁnitions
We ﬁrst study the notion of local triviality at the level of objects, and then turn to
morphisms.
Objects
Deﬁnitions 3.2.1 : Let (F,G) : (D Q−→ A ) → (E P−→ B) be a morphism of ﬁbrations
and consider (vertically) trivial objects of E with respect to (F,G).
1. An object E of E is locally trivial for a covering R if R covers P (E) and, for each
f ∈ R, every inverse image of E along f is trivial.
Diagrammatically,
F (D) h∼= f
∗E
f¯E
E
GQ(D) P (h)∼= B
f
P (E).
Note that if one inverse image of E along f is trivial, then they are all.
2. An object E of E is locally vertically trivial for a covering R if R covers P (E) and,
for each f ∈ R, an inverse image (and then all) of E along f is vertically trivial.
3. Given a covering function K on B, an object E ∈ E is locally (vertically) trivial (in
K ) if there exists a K-covering for which it is locally (vertically) trivial.
4. For an opﬁbration P : E → B, one has similarly the notions of locally (vertically)
optrivial objects.
Remarks 3.2.2 : 1. An object E is locally vertically trivial for a covering R if and
only if there exists, for each f ∈ R, a Cartesian lift of f at E with domain in F (D):
F (D) cart. E
GQ(D) f P (E).
In particular, all the domains of R must be in vTriv(F,G)b.
2. If E is locally trivial for a covering R, then the domain of every f ∈ R is isomor-
phic to some G(A), A ∈ A . In other words, R automatically has its domains in
Triv(F,G)b.
3. An object E is (vertically) trivial if and only if it is locally (vertically) trivial for the
identity covering of P (E). Moreover, unlike vertically trivial objects, trivial objects
have the following characterization: an object E is trivial if and only if it is locally
trivial for an isomorphism singleton covering {B ∼=−→ P (E)}. From this point of
view, one sees that the question of deciding between trivial objects that are vertical
or not amounts to the following. Should we consider that having a property locally
over an isomorphism is equivalent to having the property itself, or is this true only
over an identity?
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4. If an object E ′ is isomorphic, by an isomorphism h : E ∼=−→ E ′, to an object E that
is locally (vertically) trivial for a covering R, then E ′ is locally (vertically) trivial
for the covering P (h) ◦ R. In particular, when the covering R belongs to a covering
function K, then, if E ′ is vertically isomorphic to E, E ′ is locally (vertically) trivial
in K. Moreover, if K satisﬁes axioms (M˜) and (L˜), then any object isomorphic to
a locally (vertically) trivial object in K is itself locally (vertically) trivial in K.
5. Choosing trivial objects instead of vertically trivial objects is in some sense just a
means to gain freedom in the choice of covering functions K on B that deﬁne the
locally trivial objects. Indeed, if a covering function K satisﬁes both axioms (M˜)
and (L˜), then locally vertically trivial objects in K and locally trivial objects in K
coincide. For, if E is locally trivial for a K-covering R = {fi : Bi → B}i∈I , then, for
each i ∈ I, we have
F (Di)
hi
∼= f
∗
i E
(fi)E E
GQ(Di)
P (hi)
∼= Bi
fi
P (E).
Therefore, E is locally vertically trivial for the composite covering
{GQ(Di) P (hi)−−−→ Bi fi−→ B}i∈I ,
which is in K under these hypotheses (see further down the example of schemes).
Morphisms of locally trivial objects
We now turn to the question of morphisms, and, for the sake of simplicity, we restrict to
locally trivial objects (that is, we do not consider the vertical ones). Suppose ﬁrst that
the functor F is not isofull. Then, the replete image of F might not exist, in which case
there is a unique choice for the category of trivial objects, the replete full image of F . This
way, the trivial objects are provided by the ﬁbration Q and morphisms by the ambient
ﬁbration P . Consequently, it is natural in this situation to consider the full subcategory
of locally trivial objects.
On the other hand, when F is isofull, one may want to consider rIm F as the category
of trivial objects, keeping track thus of the morphisms of D . Morphisms of locally trivial
objects could then also keep track of morphisms of D by requiring them to be “locally”
in rIm F . Let us consider an example: locally ringed spaces. One can indeed see locally
ringed spaces as locally trivial objects in the following manner.
Let Comml denote the category of local commutative rings and local homomorphisms
and let ∗ be a chosen singleton. Recall that Sh(∗;Comm) ∼= Comm and thus, the ﬁbre
Ringed∗ of the biﬁbration Ringed → Top is isomorphic to {∗} × Commop. There is a
morphism of ﬁbrations
Commopl
(∗,Id) Ringed
1 ∗ Top
The whole image of this morphism in thus concentrated in the ﬁbre over the singleton
*. This morphism of ﬁbrations is biCartesian and (globally) isofull and faithful (for
isofullness, see “Locally ringed spaces” in subsection 3.1.2). Its global replete image is
thus a strong subﬁbration (Proposition 3.1.9). Its total category has as objects all ringed
spaces whose space is a point and sheaf a local commutative ring (by repleteness of Comml
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in Comm). Its morphisms are morphisms of ringed spaces ({x}, A) (f,f)−−−→ ({y}, B) between
to such objects such that f  : B → A is a morphism of local commutative rings.
Now, consider on Top the coverage whose coverings are {{x} ↪→ X}x∈X . Recall that
the inverse image functor over an inclusion of a point x ∈ X is the stalk functor at x. Thus,
with the previously deﬁned category of trivial objects, the locally trivial objects over this
site are nothing but the locally ringed spaces. The category LRinged is not full in Ringed
however. Its morphisms are precisely those that are locally trivial, in the following sense.
A morphism (X,OX)
f,f−−→ (Y,OY ) between two locally ringed spaces is locally trivial
if the inverse image of the induced vertical morphism (1X , f) : (X,OX) → (X, f−1OY )
along each arrow {x} ↪→ X, x ∈ X, of the covering of X is trivial (see the following
commutative diagram).
({x},OX,x)
(f |{x},f,x)
(X,OX)
(f,f)
(1X ,f)
(Y,OY )
({f(x)},OY,f(x)) (X, f−1OY )
Yet, this is precisely the deﬁnition of a morphism of locally ringed spaces (see the part
“Locally ringed spaces” in subsection 3.1.2).
Here is another example, close to the latter. Consider the replete strong subﬁbration
over B of locally ringed spaces and their morphisms in the ﬁbration of ringed spaces
LRinged Ringed
Top
This subﬁbration being already replete, it is equal to its replete image. Therefore, consider
LRinged as the category of trivial objects. We take on Top the pretopology of open subset
coverings. In this case, trivial objects are locally trivial objects, because they are locally
trivial over identities and identities belong to the site. But more specially here, all locally
trivial objects are trivial. Indeed, the stalk of the restriction OX |U on an open subset
U ⊂ X at a point x ∈ U can be chosen to be OX,x. One obtains the whole category of
locally ringed spaces if one considers not the full subcategory of locally trivial objects,
but if one restricts to locally trivial morphisms. Indeed, in the same way, a morphism in
Ringed between locally ringed spaces that is locally in LRinged is so globally.
These examples show the utility of having a condition of local triviality also on mor-
phisms. Nevertheless, in the examples that we consider, this is rarely needed, or if there
is a need to restrict the class of morphisms, this can already be done at the level of the
whole ﬁbration P : E → B. For instance, schemes, as we shall see, are locally trivial
ringed spaces with respect to aﬃne schemes. Their morphisms are morphisms of locally
ringed spaces, not mere morphisms of ringed spaces (and so one should restrict to locally
trivial morphisms in some sense). However, schemes are also locally trivial objects in
the ﬁbration of locally ringed spaces (still with respect to aﬃne schemes), and form, in
the category of locally ringed spaces, a full subcategory. So, technically, it is enough to
consider the full subcategory of locally trivial objects in the ﬁbration of locally ringed
spaces.
For these reasons and for the sake of simplicity, since local triviality of morphisms
seems to be a quite diﬃcult condition to handle, we restrict up to now our attention to full
subcategories of locally trivial objects. Consequently, we also restrict to full subcategories
of trivial objects. Locally trivial morphisms should be interesting structures to study
though, and again, Proposition 3.1.9 would be a starting point.
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Terminology 3.2.3 : Henceforth, the term “category of (vertically) trivial objects” al-
ways means “full subcategory of (vertically) trivial objects”. We thus consider the functors
Triv(F,G) and vTriv(F,G) of (vertically) trivial objects given respectively by
rf Im F → rf Im G and rf Im (F,G) → f Im G.
Deﬁnition 3.2.4 : Let (F,G) : (D Q−→ A ) → (E P−→ B) be a morphism of ﬁbrations
and consider trivial objects of E with respect to (F,G). Suppose B is endowed with the
structure of a site (B, K).
The category of (vertically) locally trivial objects over the site (B, K) (with respect
(F,G)) is the full subcategory of E consisting of (vertically) locally trivial objects in K.
3.2.2 First examples
Street’s notion of locally trivial objects
We now explain the notion of locally trivial objects introduced by Street in [89]. We
adapt his notation to ours. The author considers an indexed category Φ: Bop → CAT
over a ﬁnitely complete category B. Given a singleton covering {f : A → B} in B and
an object T (the trivial object) over some object B0, he deﬁnes locally trivial objects over
B as objects E over B for which there exists an arrow g : A → B0 such that the inverse
image of E along f is isomorphic to the inverse image of T along g.
These locally trivial objects can be seen in our framework this way. Consider ﬁrst
the trivial objects. There is no condition on morphisms in Street’s paper and he is so
considering a full subcategory of trivial objects. They are deﬁned to be all objects E ∈ E
such that there exists a morphism g : P (E) → B0 and a Cartesian arrow E → T over g.
They thus determine a replete, full, strong subﬁbration over B:
Triv
P¯
I E
P
B
Observe that, being overB, this subﬁbration is automatically globally replete and globally
full. Thus Triv(I, IdB) = vTriv(I, IdB) = P¯ . There is also an external description.
Choose a cleavage of E . Then, there is a Cartesian functor over B
B/B0
dom
F E
P
B
deﬁned by F (B g−→ B0) = g∗T and by universality on morphisms. Then Triv(F, IdB) =
vTriv(F, IdB) = P¯ . Notice that in case B0 = ∗ is a terminal object of B, then trivial
objects are characterized by (3.1.16) for C = {T}.
Now, Street’s notion of locally trivial objects is precisely our notion of locally trivial
object for the covering {f} with respect to the previously deﬁned trivial objects. Never-
theless, his notion is diﬀerent in the sense that he uses a full sub-category LocA({f}) of
locally trivial objects for the ﬁxed covering {f}, whereas we tend to consider locally triv-
ial in a covering function K (and therefore only suppose the existence of a K-covering).
Moreover, Street seems to only consider singleton coverings. Yet, the notion of local
triviality is not necessarily equivalent on a covering and on the singleton it generates via
the coproduct of its domains. For instance, the category Triv(F,G)b might not be closed
under coproducts. In fact, even when G = IdB, the two notions might diﬀer, as we shall
see later.
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Locally trivial A -spaces
The following examples take place in the ﬁbrations of A -spaces ShTop(A ) → Top or more
speciﬁcally of ringed spaces Ringed → Top and of locally ringed spaces LRinged → Top.
We consider on Top the pretopologies of open subset coverings and of open embeddings.
Example 2.2.38(4) describes an adjunction f−1  f∗ : Sh(X;A ) → Sh(Y ;A ) for an open
embedding f . Combining this example with (2.2.6), one obtains that a Cartesian lift of f
at an A -space (X,OX) is given by (f, res) : (Y, f−1OX) → (X,OX), where the morphism
res : OX → f∗f−1OX is deﬁned by the restriction morphisms of the sheaf OX . When
(X,OX) is a locally ringed space, then this is also a Cartesian lift in LRinged, since
LRinged → Top is a replete strong subﬁbration of Ringed → Top (Corollary 3.1.8 and
“Locally ringed spaces” in section 3.1.2).
In case of an inclusion of an open subset U i↪−→ X, a Cartesian lift of i at (X,OX) is
thus given by (i, res) : (U,OX |U) → (X,OX), where res : OX → i∗(OX|U) is deﬁned by the
restriction morphisms
resV,V ∩U = OX(U ∩ V ↪→ V ) : OX(V ) → OX(U ∩ V )
of the sheaf OX .
Schemes Consider the ﬁbration of locally ringed spaces LRinged → Top and the mor-
phism of ﬁbrations
Commop (Spec,O)
IdCommop
LRinged
Commop Spec Top.
(3.2.1)
(see “Aﬃne schemes” in section 3.1.2). As already deﬁned, the category of aﬃne schemes
is the category of trivial objects in LRinged with respect to this morphism. Consider on
Top the pretopology of open subset coverings. Then, the category of schemes, written
Sch, is precisely the category of locally trivial objects in this pretopology.
Note that a locally ringed space is a scheme if and only if it is a locally trivial ob-
ject in the pretopology of open embeddings. In order to see this, use the fact that an
open embedding f : Y → X may be factored as an homeomorphism followed by an open
inclusion
Y
f
f¯
∼=
X
f(Y ).
i
Moreover, in the pretopology of open embeddings, a locally ringed space is a scheme if
and only if it is locally vertically trivial, because this pretopology satisﬁes axioms M˜ and
L˜. This is an example of a more general fact that we have already pointed out. Deﬁning
trivial objects as objects globally isomorphic to the image of the functor (Spec,O) gives
the freedom to deal with the more natural pretopology of open subset coverings. One does
in eﬀect not even need to know about Grothendieck topologies in order to understand the
deﬁnition of a scheme.
A scheme is also a locally trivial object in the ﬁbration of ringed spaces. Indeed, in
this situation, trivial objects in Ringed and in LRinged coincide. Moreover, aﬃne schemes
are locally ringed, and a ringed space that is, in the pretopology of open subset coverings,
locally a locally ringed space is so globally, as already remarked. The category of locally
trivial objects in this setting does diﬀer at the level of morphisms from the category Sch
though, since LRinged in not full in Ringed.
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Locally constant A -spaces This is an example where trivial objects are determined
by a subcategory of the ﬁbre over a terminal object of the base. We are now in the ﬁbration
of A -spaces ShTop(A ) → Top, endowed with the pretopology of open subset coverings.
Trivial objects are determined by the whole ﬁbre of the ﬁbration over a terminal object of
Top, that is, a singleton ∗. It is thus the category ShTop(A )∗ ∼= Sh(∗;A )op ∼= A op. Recall
(3.1.16) that a trivial object is deﬁned in this situation to be an object (X,OX) that is
the domain of a Cartesian arrow (X,OX) → (∗, A) over ! : X → ∗. In other words, it is
an A -space (X,OX) with OX ∼= Δ˜X(A) in Sh (X;A ), where Δ˜ : A → Sh(X;A ) is (a
choice of) the constant sheaf functor (see Example 2.2.38(3)). A locally trivial object in
this context is thus an A -space (X,OX) satisfying the following condition. There exists
an open subset covering {Uα}α∈I of X and for each α ∈ I, an object Aα ∈ A , such that
OX|Uα ∼= Δ˜Uα(Aα) for each α ∈ I. We call these objects locally constant A -spaces. In the
literature, they are called constant sheaves, because they are not deﬁned in the opﬁbration
of A -spaces, but in the corresponding opindexed category of A -sheaves. Yet, beside the
change of framework, it is exactly the same concept.
3.2.3 First properties
We turn to the study of the basic properties of the category of locally trivial objects. Does
it form a subﬁbration? How does it vary with the relation of subordination of covering
functions?
Consider the following general situation. One has a ﬁbration P : E → B together
with a structure of a site (B, K) on its base. It is equipped with a morphism of ﬁbrations
(F,G) : (D Q−→ A ) → (E P−→ B) that determines the functor of trivial objects Triv(F,G)
and of vertically trivial objects vTriv(F,G). Unless otherwise speciﬁed, locally (vertically)
trivial objects are deﬁned with respect to the covering function K.
We restrict the discussion to locally trivial objects. Recall that if an object E is locally
trivial over a covering R, then the domains of the morphisms of R must be in rf Im G.
Thus, the object B = P (E) ofB over which E sits has the property that it can be covered
(in K) by objects of Triv(F,G)b.
Notation 3.2.5 : We denote the category of locally trivial objects by Loc(F,G;K)t and
the full subcategory of B of objects that admit a K-covering with domains in Triv(F,G)b
by Loc(F,G;K)b. The functor P thus restricts to the functor of locally trivial objects
Loc(F,G;K) : Loc(F,G;K)t → Loc(F,G;K)b.
The covering function on Loc(F,G;K)b whose coverings are K-coverings with domain in
Triv(F,G)b is written KG.
Notice that many objects B ∈ B might not admit K-coverings with domain in
Triv(F,G)b. Think of the case of aﬃne schemes in locally ringed spaces. Not every
space can be covered by open subsets homeomorphic to a prime spectrum of a commuta-
tive ring. Indeed, spectra of commutative rings have the nice property of being compact
(and not every space is locally compact). On the other hand, prime spectra have bad
separability properties: the prime spectrum of a commutative ring A is almost never
Hausdorﬀ, not even T1, since the closed points are precisely the maximal ideals of A.
We are interested in stability properties of locally trivial objects under inverse images
in P . This of course depends on the stability of trivial objects. Recall that if (F,G) is
Cartesian and G full, then the functor of trivial objects Triv(F,G) is a globally replete
strong subﬁbration of P . When Triv(F,G) is a strong subﬁbration, since it is globally
replete, any inverse image in P of a trivial object over a morphism in Triv(F,G)b is again
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trivial (see Corollary 3.1.8(iv)). This is a key property for the development of the theory.
The properties of locally trivial objects depend, as we shall see, directly on KG, rather
than on K.
In the following lemma, the coverings are not supposed to belong to K.
Lemma 3.2.6
Suppose Triv(F,G) is a strong subﬁbration of P and let E be a locally trivial object for
a covering R. Then, it is locally trivial for any reﬁnement of R having its domain in
Triv(F,G)b.
Proof : This is a direct consequence of the deﬁnition of a reﬁnement and of the fact that,
under the hypothesis on the morphism of ﬁbration (F,G), trivial objects are stable under
inverse images in P over a morphism in Triv(F,G)b. We nonetheless give the details,
since this lemma is at the heart of the next results.
Let f : B′ → B be in S. Since S reﬁnes R, there exists a g : B˜ → B in R and a
factorization of f through g like in the following diagram.
B˜
g
B′
f
∃h
B
Therefore, h is in Triv(F,G)b, since Triv(F,G)b is full in B. In the following diagram of
Cartesian arrows, g∗E is trivial, because E is locally trivial for R and thus h∗g∗E is also
trivial. Furthermore, the top row is Cartesian over f .
h∗g∗E
h¯g∗E
g∗E
g¯E
E
B′ h
f
B˜
g
B
We point out some interesting consequences of this lemma (we thus suppose its hypothesis
is satisiﬁed).
Firstly, suppose E and E ′ are locally trivial objects over B for coverings R and R′.
Suppose, moreover, that S has its domain in Triv(F,G)b = and reﬁnes both R and R′.
Then both E and E ′ are locally trivial for the covering S. In particular, if KG is a coverage
satisfying (L), then, by lemma 2.2.8, any two locally trivial objects in K over the same
object can be made locally trivial for the same K-covering.
We now suppose that Triv(F,G)b = B, so that the lemma applies to any reﬁnement.
Since a covering R reﬁnes the sieve R it generates and conversely, R reﬁnes R, they
determine the same locally trivial objects.
Still with the hypothesis that Triv(F,G)b = B, consider a covering {Bi fi−→ B}i∈I in
B and suppose that the coproduct ∐i∈I Bi exists. Let
∐
Bi
f−→ B denote the induced
morphism. Then, if an object E is locally trivial with respect to the singleton covering
{∐Bi f−→ B}, it is so with respect to {Bi fi−→ B}i∈I . The converse is not true in general,
but let us ﬁrst state a criterion that guarantees it.
Proposition 3.2.7
Let P : E → B be a ﬁbration whose trivial objects are determined by a subcategory C of
the ﬁbre over a terminal object of B. If
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(i) B has coproducts;
(ii) C = {t} is a singleton;
(iii) Cartesian morphisms are preserved by coproducts, in the sense that, if
{f¯j : f ∗j E → E}j∈J
is a set of Cartesian lifts at E ∈ E , then the induced morphism ∐j∈J f ∗j E → E is
Cartesian;
then, locally trivial objects for a covering {Bi → B}i∈I are locally trivial for its coproduct
covering {∐i∈I Bi → B}.
Proof : Let E be locally trivial for R = {Bi fi−→ B}i∈I and ∐i∈I Bi f−→ B the induced map.
Let Ti
f¯i−→ E a Cartesian lift of fi at E (with Ti trivial) and ∐i∈I Ti f¯−→ E the induced
map. Each Ti is trivial, and thus, equipped with a Cartesian arrow Ti
gi−→ t to the trivial
object t. By hypothesis, the induced map ∐i∈I Ti
g−→ t is Cartesian. We deduce that E
is locally trivial over {P (∐Ti) P (f¯)−−→ B}. Again, one readily veriﬁes that {∐i∈I Bi f−→ B}
reﬁnes the latter. By Lemma 3.2.6, E is locally trivial over {∐i∈I Bi f−→ B}.
Example 3.2.8 : Let us consider the category Top and the canonical ﬁbration
Top  cod−−→ Top.
Conditions (i) and (iii) are satisﬁed. Furthermore, cod preserves coproducts. Thus, the
proposition applies to locally trivial bundles with constant ﬁbres. If we let the ﬁbre vary,
then it is no longer true. Indeed, consider C = {F1, F2} and suppose F1 and F2 have
diﬀerent cardinalities. Let R = {X1 f1−→ X,X2 f2−→ X} be a covering of a space X by two
non empty open subsets and ξ = (E p−→ X) a bundle over X that is locally trivial over R.
The pullback of ξ along X1
∐
X2 → X is the bundle
(X1 × F1)∐(X2 × F2) pr
∐
pr−−−−→ X1∐X2
This is not trivial over X1
∐
X2, because it has diﬀerent cardinality from (X1
∐
X2) × F1
and (X1
∐
X2) × F2.
We now turn to one of the main questions concerning locally trivial objects: when do
they form a strong subﬁbration of P ?
Proposition 3.2.9
Suppose Triv(F,G) is a strong subﬁbration of P . Suppose KG is a coverage.
(i) Loc(F,G;K) is a replete, globally full, strong subﬁbration of P .
(ii) If K satisﬁes axioms (M˜) and (L˜), then Loc(F,G;K) is in addition globally replete.
(iii) If K satisﬁes axiom (M˜) or its weaker form (M˜ ’), then Triv(F,G) is a globally
replete, globally full, strong subﬁbration of Loc(F,G;K).
Proof : (i) Let E be locally trivial for a covering R, B = P (E), and g : B′ → B a
morphism in Loc(F,G)b. Since KG satisﬁes (C), then there exists a KG-covering R′ of
B′ such that the composite covering g ◦ R′ reﬁnes R. E is locally trivial for R, and is
therefore locally trivial for g ◦ R′ by Lemma 3.2.6. Let g∗E → E be a Cartesian lift of g
at E in the ﬁbration P and f ′ : B˜′ → B′ an arrow of R′. Since the composite of Cartesian
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arrows f ′∗g∗E → g∗E → E is Cartesian over g ◦ f ′, f ′∗g∗E is trivial. Thus g∗E is a
locally trivial object. The morphism g¯E : g∗E → E, being Cartesian in P , is Cartesian in
Loc(F,G;K), since Loc(F,G;K)t ⊂ E is full. The subﬁbration Loc(F,G;K) is globally
full by deﬁnition, and replete by Remark 3.2.2(4).
(ii) By Remark 3.2.2(4), the total category of Loc(F,G;K) is a replete subcategory of
E . By the same argument, its base category is replete in B.
(iii) By hypothesis, Triv(F,G) is a strong subﬁbration of P . It is a globally full and
a globally replete subﬁbration because its total and base categories are the replete full
images of F and G respectively. Since Loc(F,G) is replete strong in P , the statement is
then clear.
The following proposition is a direct consequence of Lemma 3.2.6.
Proposition 3.2.10
Suppose Triv(F,G) is a strong subﬁbration of P . Let K ′ be a covering function on B
such that KG  K ′G.
(i) Then, every locally trivial object in K is locally trivial in K ′. In particular, when
KG ≡ K ′G, then K and K ′ have the same locally trivial objects.
(ii) If, moreover, KG and K ′G are coverages , then Loc(F,G;K) is a replete, globally
full, strong subﬁbration of Loc(F,G;K ′).
We see that the properties of the covering function KG on Loc(F,G)b are important.
There is another covering function on Loc(F,G)b, the restriction of K to this subcategory
of B, which, by abuse of notation, we also denote K when no confusion is possible. Note
that when the covering function K on B satisﬁes some axiom among the (M), (C), (L)
and their variants, then so does the covering function K on Loc(F,G)b, because Loc(F,G)b
is full in B.
It happens that KG = K. This is the case when Triv(F,G)b = B, i.e., when each
object of B isomorphic to some object in the image of G, thus in particular when G
is surjective on objects. Important classes of examples actually trivially respect this
condition: when the morphism of ﬁbrations (F,G) is just a functor over B.
More subtle situations exist where KG is not equal to K, but where most properties
of K pass to KG: when KG is equivalent to K. Note that KG is contained in K. So,
this situation arise precisely when K is subordinated to KG, i.e., when every K-covering
admits a reﬁnement in KG. The next lemma asserts that under some mild assumptions
on K, it is actually enough to check this condition on coverings of “trivial” objects of the
base, that is, objects of Triv(F,G)b.
Lemma 3.2.11
Suppose K is a pretopology satisfying the stronger forms of axioms (L˜) and (M˜ ’).
If every K-covering of objects B ∈ Triv(F,G)b admits a reﬁnement in KG, then K  KG.
Proof : The assumption that K satisﬁes (M˜’) is not deep: it just allows a nicer formulation
of the lemma. Indeed, in this case, Triv(F,G)b ⊂ Loc(F,G)b and it thus make sense to
talk about a KG-covering of an object of Triv(F,G)b.
Now, let B ∈ Loc(F,G)b and R a K-covering of B. Then, B admits a KG-covering S.
Let g : B˜ → B in S. By axiom (C), there exists a K-covering S ′g of B˜ such that the compos-
ite covering g ◦ S ′g reﬁnes R. Moreover, by deﬁnition of a KG-covering, B˜ ∈ Triv(F,G)b.
Therefore, by hypothesis, there exists a KG-covering Sg of B˜ that reﬁnes S ′g. Thus,
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⋃
g∈S(g ◦ Sg) reﬁnes
⋃
g∈S(g ◦ S ′g), which reﬁnes R. Consequently,
⋃
g∈S(g ◦ Sg) reﬁnes R.
Furthermore, since K satisﬁes (L˜), ⋃g∈S(g ◦Sg) is a K-covering, and thus a KG-covering.
Example 3.2.12 : Consider the morphism of ﬁbrations (3.2.1). Recall that its associated
category of trivial objects is the category of aﬃne schemes. The category
Triv((SpecO), Spec)b
is the full subcategory of Top of spaces that are homeomorphic to the prime spectrum
of some commutative ring. In the pretopology K of open subset coverings on Top, its
associated category of locally trivial objects is the category of schemes. The category
Loc((SpecO), Spec)b is the full subcategory of Top of topological spaces that can be covered
by open subsets homeomorphic to some prime spectrum of a commutative ring. One thus
has the covering function KSpec on this category.
Every K-covering of a space homeomorphic to the prime spectrum SpecA of a ring
A admits a KSpec-reﬁnement. This is due to the fact that the topology on SpecA is
generated by the basis elements D(f), f ∈ A, and that, for each f ∈ A, D(f) ∼= SpecAf
(see “Aﬃne schemes” in section 3.1.2 and [53]). Note that the pretopology K satisﬁes the
hypotheses of Lemma 3.2.11. Therefore, K ≡ KSpec.
Suppose there is over the ﬁbration P a ﬁbration E ′ P
′−→ E and that trivial objects in
P ′ are deﬁned by a morphism of ﬁbrations (F ′, F ):
D ′
Q′
F ′ E ′
P ′
D F
Q
E
P
A
G
B
(3.2.2)
One obtains thus a composable pair of functors of trivial objects
Triv(F ′, F )t → Triv(F ′, F )b = Triv(F,G)t → Triv(F,G)b.
Recall (subsection 2.2.6 “Covering functions induced by cloven ﬁbrations”) that a cov-
ering function K on B together with a cleavage of P induces a covering function KE
on E . Now, an object E ∈ E is locally trivial in K if and only if it can be covered
by a KE -covering whose domains are in Triv(F,G)t. Consequently, Loc(F,G;K)t =
Loc(F ′, F ;KE )b. One thus also obtains a composable pair of functors of locally trivial
objects
Loc(F ′, F ;KE )t → Loc(F ′, F ;KE )b = Loc(F,G;K)t → Loc(F,G;K)b.
Example 3.2.13 : Consider the ﬁbration of sheaves of modules over the ﬁbration of
ringed spaces O-Mod → Ringed → Top (see Example 4.3.26(2)). It restricts to the
ﬁbration of sheaves of modules over the subﬁbration of locally ringed spaces
O-Mod l → LRinged → Top.
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Now, there is a 2-level situation
Modopc
(Spec,O,˜)
O-Mod l
Commop (Spec,O)
Id
LRinged
Commop Spec Top
(3.2.3)
Given a commutative ring A and an A-module M , the OA-module M˜ in Sh (Spec A;Ab) is
deﬁned on a basic open subset by M˜(D(f)) = Mf , the localization of M at f ∈ A [31,53].
The pretopology K of open subset coverings on Top induces a covering function
KLRinged on LRinged that we denote by K l. It restricts to schemes (the locally trivial
objects at the ﬁrst ﬂoor). Moreover, there is on schemes the covering function K l(Spec,O)
that consists of K l-coverings that have aﬃne domains. The covering function K l is a
pretopology satisfying the stronger forms of axioms (L˜) and (M˜’). Moreover, every K l-
covering of an aﬃne scheme admits a K l(Spec,O)-reﬁnement. Thus Lemma 3.2.11 applies
and K l(Spec,O) ≡ K l.
Sheaves of modules that are locally trivial with respect to this morphism of ﬁbrations
(3.2.3) and the topology K l are called quasi-coherent.
Lemma 3.2.14
Consider the situation (3.2.2). Suppose Triv(F,G) is a strong subﬁbration of P and that
K is a pretopology satisfying the stronger forms of axioms (L˜) and (M˜ ’).
If every K-covering of objects B ∈ Triv(F,G)b admits a reﬁnement in KG, then
KE  (KE )F .
Proof : The proof is essentially the same as Lemma 3.2.11, but at some point one needs
Lemma 3.2.6.
3.2.4 More examples
The following examples all are ﬁbrations P : E → B with trivial objects determined by
a subcategory C ⊂ E∗ of the ﬁbre over a terminal object ∗ of B (or dually, opﬁbrations
with trivial objects determined by a subcategory of the ﬁbre over the initial object), as
explained in subsection 3.1.5. We have proved in the same subsection that trivial objects
form then a strictly full strong subﬁbration of P .
Recall that trivial objects can be characterized in this case as all objects E ∈ E that
admits a Cartesian arrow E → C into an object C ∈ C . This is equivalent to the
following. Given, for each B ∈ B, a choice
!∗BC
!¯C−→ C
of a Cartesian lift of ! : B → ∗ at C ∈ C , trivial objects consist in all objects E ∈ E
isomorphic to a !∗BC, and one obtains all of them by restricting to vertical isomorphisms.
Depending to the situation, both characterizations are useful.
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Principal G-bundles and G-torsors
Let C be a category with ﬁnite limits and ﬁx a Cartesian monoidal structure (C ,×, ∗) on
it. For an an internal group G in C , consider the ﬁbration G-Bun(C ) → C of G-bundles
C (Example 2.1.6(5)). The trivial objects are determined by the singleton subcategory
{G → ∗} of the ﬁbre over a terminal object ∗ ∈ C . Note that the latter ﬁbre G-Bun(C )∗
is isomorphic to the category ModG of modules over the monoid G in C , which we have
called G-objects (e.g., G-sets, G-spaces, . . . ).
Trivial objects over C are therefore all G-bundles isomorphic over C to the product
bundle C × G → C, whose G-action is induced by the multiplication of G. In other
words, they are all G-bundles whose total space is a product in C of C and G (not
necessarily the one of the Cartesian monoidal structure) and whose G-action is induced
by the multiplication of G.
Since we are in a situation where the base category has pullbacks, there is no harm
in considering the stronger version of a pretopology given in Remark 2.2.5. So in this
example, pretopology implicitly means this stronger notion. Now, locally trivial objects
of this ﬁbration in a subcanonical6 pretopology K on C are called G-torsors (in K ) [97].
Vistoli gives an important characterization of G-torsor in the latter reference:
Proposition 3.2.15
Let C be a category with pullbacks and K a subcanonical pretopology on C . Then, a
G-bundle ξ = (E p−→ B) is a G-torsor in K if and only if the following conditions are
satisﬁed:
1. There is a K-covering R of B that reﬁnes the singleton covering {E p−→ B}.
2. The induced morphism (pr1, κ) : E × G → E ×B E in C in the following diagram
E × G
(pr1,κ)
κ
pr1
E ×B E E
p
E p B
is an isomorphism.
The idea for proving these conditions are suﬃcient is that the morphism (pr1, κ) is in fact
a morphism of G-bundles over E (where E×G has the G-action induced by multiplication
of G), and therefore an isomorphism in G-Bun(C )E . Thus, ξ is locally trivial over p, and
then also over R, since it reﬁnes p. The other way is more diﬃcult. See [97].
In case of the C = Top with the open subset pretopology, the G-torsors are precisely
the principal G-bundles (as so called usually in the literature). Note that Husemoller,
in his classical book [37], call them locally trivial principal bundles. He deﬁnes principal
bundles as G-bundles satisfying conditions (4) in the next proposition. We now state a
new result, that characterizes the G-torsors for the open pretopology.
Proposition 3.2.16
Let C = Top. Let G be a topological group and ξ = (E p−→ B) a G-bundle. The following
conditions are equivalent:
6One requires the pretopology to be subcanonical in order to have the following fundamental proposi-
tion. This proposition might be true under milder conditions. The proof seems to rely mainly on the fact
that the coverings of a subcanonical pretopology collectively reﬂect isomorphisms, in the sense that if the
pullbacks of a morphism f along each arrow of the covering is an isomorphism, then f is an isomorphism.
For now, I haven’t yet dug into that.
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(1) ξ is a G-torsor in the pretopology of collectively surjective open maps.
(2) ξ is a G-torsor in the pretopology of surjective open maps.
(3) The two following conditions are satisﬁed:
• p : E → B is a quotient map,
• The induced map (pr1, κ) : E × G → E ×B E in
E × G
(pr1,κ)
κ
pr1
E ×B E E
p
E p E
is a homeomorphism.
(4) The following three conditions are satisﬁed:
• The action of G on E is free,
• The induced map p¯ in
E
q
p
E/G
p¯
B,
where q is the quotient with respect to G-action, is a homeomorphism,
• The function δ : E ×B E → G deﬁned by xδ(x, y) = y is continuous.
Proof : (2) ⇒ (1) is clear.
(1) ⇒ (2) because hypotheses of Proposition 3.2.7 are veriﬁed. First, we verify that
coproducts exist in G-Bun(Top). Recall that the product functors _ × X : Top → Top
for a space X preserve coproducts. Given G-bundles ξi = (Ei → Bi) with G-actions κi,
this allows us to deﬁne a G-action
(∐Ei) × G ∼= ∐(Ei × G)
∐
κi−−−→ ∐Ei
and provides a coproduct∐κi :
∐
Ei → ∐Bi of the G-bundles ξi. Now, given any covering
{Bi fi−→ B} in Top and a G-bundle E p−→ B, consider the pullback G-bundles
f ∗i E
fi
pi
E
p
Bi fi
B
The following square, with horizontal arrows induced by the coproduct, is a pullback in
Top:
∐
f ∗i Ei
∐
pi
f¯
E
p
∐
Bi f B.
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One readily veriﬁes that the pullback G-action and the coproduct G-action deﬁned above
coincide.
(2) ⇒ (3): Apply Proposition 3.2.15. We get the homeomorphism. Let us verify that
p is quotient. We know that there is an open surjective map f : A → B that factors
through p via an arrow g : A → E. This implies ﬁrst that p is surjective. Now, let U ⊂ B
be a subset of B such that p−1(U) is open in E. Then g−1(p−1(U)) = f−1(U) is open.
Therefore, f(f−1(U)) = U is open, since f is an open map.
(3) ⇐⇒ (4): (pr1, κ) is injective (resp. surjective) if and only if the action is free (resp.
ﬁbrewise transitive). Moreover, p¯ is a quotient map (resp. p¯ is injective) if and only if
p is a quotient map (resp. the G-action is ﬁbrewise transitive). Using the fact that an
injective quotient map is a homeomorphism, one obtains the ﬁrst part. We leave to the
reader the rest of this equivalence.
(3) and (4) ⇒ (2): We leave to the reader the task to prove that (pr1, κ) is a morphism
of G-bundle. Plus, it is a well-known topological fact that the quotient map E q−→ E/G of
a G-space is open [37]. Consequently, since p¯ is a homeomorphism, p is open. (3) and (4)
together show then that ξ is locally trivial for the cover {E p−→ B}, which is a surjective
open map.
Torsors appear in diﬀerent areas of mathematics. In case the group G is abelian,
they give, under conditions, a “geometrical” description of the ﬁrst cohomology group
with coeﬃcients in G. When G is not abelian, they provide a way of deﬁning the ﬁrst
non-abelian cohomology group. We won’t go further on this topic here. We end this part
on torsors by noting a relationship between torsors in C and in the slices C /C and then
giving a few examples of categories where torsors are applied.
The trivial G-bundle θGC = (C × G pr−→ C) has a natural structure of group in C /C.
In fact, G-bundles over C are precisely the θGC -bundles of the category C /C over the
terminal object 1C of C /C (see example 1 of 4.3.26). Moreover, it is not diﬃcult to see
that a G-bundle in C over C is a G-torsor in a covering function K if and only if the
corresponding θGC -bundle in C /C over 1C is a θGC -torsor in the slice covering function KC .
Note that a torsor over the terminal object in C /C does not necessarily come from a
torsor in C , because one can consider non trivial groups in C /C.
In the category of diﬀerentiable manifolds7 equipped with the open subset pretopol-
ogy, torsors correspond to the classical notion of smooth principal bundles for a Lie group
G. On the other hand, Moerdijk in [63] considers torsors in the slice category Diﬀ /M
for a manifold M over the terminal object 1M and in the slice pretopology of the surjec-
tive submersion pretopology on Diﬀ 8. Torsors also appear in algebraic geometry. One
considers torsors in a slice category Sch/S of schemes over a scheme S over the terminal
object 1S in various pretopologies [60, 97]. Finally, in topos theory, one considers torsors
over the terminal object in the pretopology of epimorphisms [40].
Locally trivial categories
Consider the ﬁbration Ob : Cat → Set of example 2.1.6(7). Consider on Set the cover-
age of inclusions of elements, i.e., each set has only one covering, deﬁned by the family
{{x} ix↪−→ X}x∈X. Finally, deﬁne trivial objects to be induced by the singleton subcategory
{1} of the ﬁbre over *. Then, trivial objects are codiscrete categories, i.e., categories C
that have exactly one morphism for each pair (C,C ′) of its objects. The locally trivial
objects are therefore categories C that have only trivial sets of endomorphisms of their
7As already mentioned, the category Diﬀ does not have all pullbacks, but it has ﬁnite products. One
can deﬁne the functor G-Bun(Diﬀ ) → Diﬀ , but it is not a ﬁbration. In order to deﬁne torsors, we only
need Cartesian arrows above the arrows of the coverings and over the arrows to the terminal objects.
And indeed, these exist.
8Use the fact that if g ◦ f is a surjective submersion, then so is g.
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objects, i.e., such that C (C,C) = {1C} for all C in C . These categories are called indeed
locally trivial categories in the literature [72, 93] and seem to be of interest mainly in
computer science.
Projective modules over commutative rings
Consider the category Comm of commutative rings. In this part, when talking about rings,
we therefore mean commutative rings. Applying results of section 4.1 to the symmetric
monoidal category of abelian groups and tensor product of abelian groups, one obtains
the opﬁbration of modules over commutative rings, that we denote
Mod → Comm.
Recall that a direct image of a K-module M along a ring homomorphism f : K → L is
given by extension of scalars M → M ⊗K L. Put on Comm the Zariski pre-optopology
and let trivial objects be induced by the full sub-category of free abelian groups of ﬁnite
rank. One might as well consider the discrete subcategory {Zn | n ∈ N} of ModZ. Then,
trivial modules over a ring K are free K-modules of ﬁnite rank9. Locally trivial modules
over a ring K are precisely ﬁnitely generated projective K-modules. This indeed follows
from a classical theorem of commutative algebra [8].
Theorem 3.2.17
Let K be a commutative ring and M a K-module.
Then, M is ﬁnitely generated projective if and only if there exists a ﬁnite set {ai}i∈I of
elements of K generating K as an ideal and such that, for each i ∈ I, the K[a−1i ]-module
M [a−1i ] is free of ﬁnite rank.
Note that the coverings of the Zariski pre-optopology are not supposed to be ﬁnite. Yet,
we have remarked in section 2.2.6 that any of these coverings admits a ﬁnite subcovering
belonging to the Zariski pre-optopology.
Locally free modules over ringed spaces
Consider the restriction of the ﬁbration of sheaves of modules over locally ringed spaces
to the category of schemes: O-Mod → Sch. Consider it together with the pretopology
of open subscheme coverings. (SpecZ,OZ) is terminal in Sch. Let the trivial objects be
determined by the modules (SpecZ,OZ,OnZ). The the locally trivial objects are called
locally free sheaves of modules.
Vector bundles
Recall the ﬁbration of bundles of vector spaces VBun → Top deﬁned in Example 2.1.6(6).
Let the trivial objects be determined by the bundles of vector spaces over * given by the
vector spaces Rn. Put on Top the pretopology of open subset coverings. Then, locally
trivial objects are vector bundles.
9Recall that non-zero commutative rings have invariant basis number (IBN) [76]. Zero rings {0} are
terminal objects in the category of (commutative) rings. Thus, they do not have IBN, because {0} ∼= {0}n
as {0}-modules, for every n ∈ N. In fact, any {0}-module M is isomorphic to the (null) module {0},
because, for every m ∈ M , one has 1 · m = m = 0 · m = 0. In conclusion, all {0}-modules are trivial over
{0} in our sense.
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Extreme cases
We give at the end the “trivial cases”, because they often less intuitive (even though
trivial to prove). We come back to a general case of a ﬁbration E P−→ B equipped with
a morphism of ﬁbrations (F,G) that determines trivial objects. We let vary the covering
function K on B. Note that trivial objects are not aﬀected by the choice of covering
function, only locally trivial are.
1. The no-covering coverage No object is locally trivial.
2. The empty-covering coverage All objects are locally trivial.
3. The ﬁnest pretopology All objects are locally trivial, because of the preceding
example.
4. Coarsest pretopology The locally trivial objects are precisely the trivial objects.
Consequently, for a covering function K satisfying axiom (M˜), the following diagram
summarizes the situation.
Triv(F,G)t ⊆ Loc(F,G;K)t ⊆ E
Coarsest pretopology  K  Finest pretopology.
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Chapter 4
Modules in a monoidal ﬁbred
category
4.1 The biﬁbration of modules over monoids
After recalling some basic material, we explain a classical result : under some mild as-
sumptions, monoids and modules in a monoidal category V organize into a biﬁbration
Mod(V ) → Mon(V ).
We end this section by exploring 2-functoriality of this correspondence between monoidal
categories and biﬁbrations1. This is a new insight of the matter as far as we know.
4.1.1 Basic notions
We recall brieﬂy basic notions and results in order to ﬁx the notations and the terminology
and to have them ready to use for the sequel (see e.g. [51, 54] for more details).
The 2-XL-category of monoidal categories A monoidal category is sextuplet
(V ,⊗, I, α, λ, ρ), where V is a category, ⊗ : V×V → V is a functor (called the tensor
product), I is an object of V (called the unit of V , also denoted as a functor u : 1→ V ),
αA,B,C : (A ⊗ B) ⊗ C ∼=−→ A ⊗ (B ⊗ C) is a natural isomorphism (called the associator),
and λA : I ⊗ A ∼=−→ A and ρA : A ⊗ I ∼=−→ A are natural isomorphisms (called left and
right unitors). This data is required to satisfy coherence axioms. When talking about
a monoidal category, we freely specify only the triple (V ,⊗, I) or even just the under-
lying category V , if it induces no confusion. A symmetric monoidal category consists of
a pair (V , σ) where V is a monoidal category (whose tensor product we denote ⊗) and
σA,B : A ⊗ B ∼=−→ B ⊗ A is an isomorphism natural in A and B. This data is subject to
coherence axioms.
A monoidal functor from a monoidal category (V ,⊗, I) to a monoidal category
(V ′,⊗′, I ′) is a triple (F, φ, ψ) where F : V → V ′ is a functor, φ : ⊗′ ◦(F × F ) ⇒ F ◦ ⊗
is a natural transformation, ψ : I ′ → F (I) is a morphism in V ′ (also written as a natural
transformation ψ : u′ ⇒ F ◦ u). This data is subject to coherence axioms. A symmetric
1There are other ways to organize together monoids and modules. In fact, monoids and modules,
under the same assumptions but for both right and left tensors _⊗A and A⊗ _, also form a bicategory
Mod(V ) whose 0-cells are monoids, 1-cells bimodules and 2-cells morphisms of bimodules [48, 51]. But
the monoid morphisms are not present (at least explicitly). One can have these in sight if one consider
a double category Mod(V ) whose horizontal bicategory is Mod(V ) [51,73,82]. The latter references give
also some discussion on the relation between these three diﬀerent points of view.
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monoidal functor from (V , σ) to (V ′, σ′) is a monoidal functor (F, φ, ψ) : V → V ′ such
that the following diagram commutes.
F (A) ⊗ F (B)
φA,B
σ′FA,FB
F (B) ⊗ F (A)
φB,A
F (A ⊗ B)
F (σA,B)
F (B ⊗ A)
A (symmetric) monoidal functor (F, φ, ψ) is strong (resp. strict) when its structure
morphisms φ and ψ are isomorphisms (resp. identities).
A monoidal natural transformation from a monoidal functor (F, φ, ψ) to a monoidal
functor (F ′, φ′, ψ′) is a natural transformation of the underlying functors α : F ⇒ F ′
subject to coherence axioms with respect to monoidal structures. We state them in an
object-free manner, in order to have them ready for the more general context of monoidal
objects in a monoidal 2-category.
V × V
⊗
F×F
F ′×F ′
⇓α×α V ′ × V ′ ⊗′ V ′
φ′
V F
′
= V × V F×F
⊗
V ′ × V ′ ⊗′ V ′
φ
D
F
F ′
α
(4.1.1)
and
1
u
u′
V
F ′F
α
V ′
ψ
= 1 u
u′
V
F ′
V ′
ψ′
(4.1.2)
Monoidal categories, monoidal functors and monoidal natural transformations form a
2-XL-category, which we denote MONCAT . One also consider its 2-cell-full sub-2-XL-
category MONCAT s of monoidal categories and strong monoidal functors. This remains
true for the corresponding symmetric structures: symmetric monoidal categories, (strong)
symmetric monoidal functors and monoidal natural transformations form a 2-XL-category,
which we denote SYMMON (resp. SYMMON s).
The category of monoids in V A monoid in V is a triple (R, μ, η) where R is an
object of V , and μ : R ⊗ R → R and η : I → R are morphisms in V (called the product
and the unit of the monoid). This data must satisfy the associativity and the unit axioms,
i.e., the following diagrams must commute.
(R ⊗ R) ⊗ R ∼=αRRR
μ⊗1R
R ⊗ (R ⊗ R)
1R⊗μ
R ⊗ R
μ
R ⊗ R
μ
R
I ⊗ R η⊗1R
∼=
λR
R ⊗ R
μ
R ⊗ I1R⊗η
∼=
ρR
R
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A monoid (M,μ, η) in a symmetric monoidal category ((V ,⊗, I), σ) is commutative if the
following diagram commutes.
M ⊗ M
μ
σM,M
∼= M ⊗ M
μ
M
Morphisms of monoids are morphisms of the underlying objects of V commuting with
the product and the unit. Monoids in V together with their morphisms and composition
and identities of V form a category that we denote Mon(V ). When V is symmetric, we
denote Comm(V ) its full subcategory of commutative monoids.
It is an important feature of monoidal functors that they preserve monoids and their
morphisms.
Let (F, φ, ψ) : V → V ′ be a monoidal functor and (R, μ, η) be a monoid in V . Then
F induces a monoid structure on F (R) deﬁned by
F (R) ⊗ F (R) φR,R−−−→ F (R ⊗ R) F (μ)−−→ F (R), I ′ ψ−→ F (I) F (η)−−→ F (R).
Moreover, given a morphism of monoids F : R → S in V , the morphism F (f) in V ′ is a
morphism of monoids for the induced structures. Therefore, one obtains a functor
Mon(F ) : Mon(V ) → Mon(V ′).
Similarly, symmetric monoidal functors preserve commutative monoids. If F is such
a functor, then we denote Comm(F ) the restriction of Mon(F ) to Comm(V ):
Comm(F ) = Mon(F ) |Comm(V ) : Comm(V ) → Comm(V ).
Monoidal natural transformations also behave well with respect to monoids. Their
components are indeed automatically monoid morphisms for the monoid structures in-
duced by the functors. In consequence, a monoidal natural transformation τ : F ⇒ F ′
determines a natural transformation
Mon(τ) : Mon(F ) ⇒ Mon(F ′),
with Mon(τ)R = τR. One deﬁnes in the same manner Comm(τ) for a natural transfor-
mation τ between symmetric monoidal functors.
Proposition 4.1.1
The correspondences described above determine 2-functors
Mon : MONCAT −→ CAT
and
Comm : SYMMON −→ CAT
This is what happens on the ground. Now let us gain some altitude.
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The category of (right) modules over a monoid in V A right R-module is a pair
(M,κ) where M is an object of V and κ : M ⊗ R → M is morphism in V satisfying the
following commutative diagram.
(M ⊗ R) ⊗ R ∼=αMRR
κ⊗1R
M ⊗ (R ⊗ R) 1M⊗μ M ⊗ R
κ
M ⊗ I1M⊗η
ρM
M ⊗ R κ M
A morphism of right R-modules is a morphism in V of the underlying V -objects that
commutes with the actions of R. Again, with composition and identities of V , they
altogether form the category of right R-modules that we denote ModR. In a similar
manner, one deﬁnes the category RMod of left R-modules.
The category of bimodules over a pair of monoids (R,S) in V Given monoids
R and S, a (R, S)-bimodule is a triple (M,κ, σ) where (M,κ) is a left R-module, (M,σ)
is a right S-module satisfying the following coherence axiom.
(R ⊗ M) ⊗ S ∼=αRMS
κ⊗1S
R ⊗ (M ⊗ S)
1R⊗σ
M ⊗ S
σ
R ⊗ M
κ
R
A morphism of bimodules is a morphism of the underlying V -objects that is both a left
module and a right module morphism. Together with bimodules, and composition and
identities of V , they constitute the category of (R, S)-bimodules, denoted RModS.
Monoidal functors handle modules well also. Let (F, φ, ψ) : V → V ′ be a mon-
oidal functor, (R, μ, η) a monoid in V and (M,κ) a right R-module. F induces a right
Mon(F )(R)-module structure on F (M) by
F (M) ⊗ F (R) φM,R−−−→ F (M ⊗ R) F (κ)−−→ F (M). (4.1.3)
Moreover, if f : M → N is an R-module morphism, then F (f) is a Mon(F )(R)-module
morphism for the induced structures on F (M) and F (N).
The relationship between monoidal functors, monoidal natural transformations and
modules is understood more deeply and more easily in the biﬁbred setting.
4.1.2 The global view
All (right) modules over any monoid in V organize into a biﬁbration over the category of
monoids Mon(V ), as we now explain.
In this part, (R, μ, η) and (S, ν, ε) are monoids in V and f : R → S is a morphism of
monoids.
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Restriction of scalars The morphism f : R → S of monoids induces a functor, called
restriction of scalars2,
f  : ModS −→ ModR
(M,κ) → (M,M ⊗ R 1M⊗f−−−→ M ⊗ S κ−→ M),
which is identity on morphisms, and similarly for left modules.
Moreover, this functor preserves bimodule structures and so induces, for a monoid T ,
a functor
f  : TModS → TModR,
and similarly on the left.
Extension of scalars We describe a functor induced by the morphism of monoids
f going the direction opposite to the restriction of scalars functor, called extension of
scalars.
Suppose that V has all reﬂexive coequalizers. Then one deﬁnes a tensor product
M ⊗R N of a right module (M,κ) and a left module (N, σ) over a monoid R by the
(reﬂexive) coequalizer:
(M ⊗ R) ⊗ N
κ⊗1N
(1M⊗σ)◦αMRN
M ⊗ N coeq M ⊗R N.
A choice of such a coequalizer for each pair of modules determines a functor
ModR × RMod → V .
A quite long calculation shows that if, in addition, the monoidal endofunctors − ⊗ A of
V preserve reﬂexive coequalizers (which is true, e.g., if V is right closed), then it induces
a functor
⊗R : ModR × RModS → ModS. (4.1.4)
Given a right R-module (M,κ) and a (R, S)-bimodule (N, σ, τ), the right S-action τ˜ on
M ⊗R N is deﬁned by the following diagram
(M ⊗ N) ⊗ S coeq⊗1S
αMNS
(M ⊗R N) ⊗ S
τ˜M ⊗ (N ⊗ S)
1M⊗τ
M ⊗ N coeq M ⊗R N,
(4.1.5)
thanks to the fact that the functor − ⊗ S preserves reﬂexive coequalizers.
Now, a monoid S is canonically a (S, S)-bimodule. Applying to it the functor
f  : SModS → RModS,
one gets a (R, S)-bimodule f ∗(S), which, by abuse of notation, we simply denote S again.
The bifunctor 4.1.4 restricted to this (R, S)-bimodule gives ﬁnally the extension of
scalars functor:
f := − ⊗R S : ModR → ModS.
2This terminology is motivated by the case of rings and modules over them. If R is a ﬁeld, a morphism
of rings f : R → S has to be injective, unless S is a trivial ring.
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An adjunction
Proposition 4.1.2
Suppose that V is a monoidal category with reﬂexive coequalizers, and that the latter are
preserved by the functors − ⊗ A, for all A ∈ V .
Let f : (R, μ, η) → (S, ν, ε) be a morphism of monoids in V .
Then the extension of scalars functor relative to f is left adjoint to the restriction of
scalars functor:
f : ModR  ModS : f  (4.1.6)
Its unit ηf is given by “tensoring by the unit”:
M
∼=−−→
ρM
M ⊗ I 1M⊗ε−−−→ M ⊗ S coeq−−→ M ⊗R S.
A proof of this proposition can be found in Bruno Vallette’s thesis [96].
The biﬁbration Under the conditions of Proposition 4.1.2 and by means of its adjunc-
tions, we can now construct the biﬁbration of right modules over monoids in V . It is not
diﬃcult to prove that restrictions of scalars give rise to a 2-functor:
Mod : Mon(V )op −→ CAT
R −→ ModR
R
f−→ S −→ ModS f
−→ ModR
Via the Grothendieck construction, one obtains a (split) ﬁbration
Mod(V ) → Mon(V ). (4.1.7)
Due to the splitness of the ﬁbration and the particularity of the restriction of scalars
functors, the category Mod(V ) takes a simple shape:
• Objects of Mod(V ): Pairs (R,M) whose ﬁrst member is a monoid and second is
a right module over this monoid.
• Morphisms of Mod(V ): Pairs (f, φ) : (R,M) → (S,N), where f : R → S is a
morphism of monoids in V and φ : M → N is a morphism in V such that the
following diagram commutes, where κ and σ denote the corresponding actions of R
and S on M and N .
M ⊗ R
κ
φ⊗f
N ⊗ S
σ
M
φ
N
• Composition and identities: Those of V × V .
The Grothendieck construction determines a canonical cleavage. The Cartesian lift of a
morphism of monoids f : R → S at an S-module (S,N) is given by
(R, f N) (f,id)−−−→ (S,N).
Now, by Proposition 2.1.25 and under its hypotheses, the adjunctions 4.1.6 deﬁne on the
ﬁbration
Mod(V ) → Mon(V )
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a structure of (non split) opﬁbration. An opCartesian morphism with source (R,M) over
a morphism of monoids f : R → S is given by:
(R,M) (f,η
f
M )−−−−→ (S,M ⊗R S). (4.1.8)
For a symmetric monoidal category V , we are sometimes interested in the restriction
Mod(V )|Comm(V ) → Comm(V ) (4.1.9)
of this biﬁbration to the full subcategory Comm(V ) of commutative monoids and the full
subcategory of modules over them. It is also a biﬁbration, because it is a pullback of 4.1.7
along the inclusion Comm(V ) ↪→ Mon(V ) (see Lemmas 2.1.14 and 2.1.23).
Notation 4.1.3 : Modc(V ) := Mod(V )|Comm(V )
The 2-functor “Modules over monoids” We are now in the right context for talking
about the relationship between monoidal functors between monoidal categories V and V ′,
natural transformations between them and modules in the respective monoidal categories.
Let F : V → V ′ be a monoidal functor. It determines a functor
Mod(F ) : Mod(V ) −→ Mod(V ′).
The image of an R-module (M,κ) is the Mon(F )(R)-module structure on F (M) deﬁned
by (4.1.3). The image of a morphism of modules (f, φ) : (R,M) → (S,N) in V is the pair
(F (f), F (φ)).
Let now
V
F
F ′
α V ′
be a monoidal natural transformation. It determines a natural transformation
Mod(V )
Mod(F )
Mod(F ′)
⇓Mod(α) Mod(V ′)
by
Mod(α)(R,M) : (F (R), F (M))
(αR,αM )−−−−−→ (F ′(R), F ′(M)).
Notation 4.1.4 : The 2-cell full sub-XL-2-category of MONCATs consisting of mon-
oidal categories having reﬂexive coequalizers and such that the right tensors − ⊗ A,
A ∈ V preserve them, and strong monoidal functors that preserve reﬂexive coequalizers,
is denoted
RCMONCAT .
We similarly write RCSYMMON .
We can now complete the picture of Proposition 4.1.1. The following result is new, to
the best of our knowledge.
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Proposition 4.1.5
The correspondence described above yields a 2-functor between the 2-XL-categories of mon-
oidal categories and monoidal functors and of ﬁbrations and Cartesian functors:
M : MONCAT −→ FIBc
V −→ Mod(V )
Mon(V )
V
F
F ′
α V ′ −→ Mod(V )
Mod(F )
Mod(F ′)
⇓Mod(α) Mod(V ′)
Mon(V )
Mon(F )
Mon(F ′)
⇓Mon(α) Mon(V ′).
It restricts to a 2-functor
rcM : RCMONCAT −→ BIFIBbc.
Moreover, this induces, by restriction to commutative monoids, 2-functors
Mc : SYMMON → FIBc and rcMc : RCSYMMON → BIFIBbc.
Proof : The corresponding statements for commutative monoids being a direct conse-
quence of the general case, it remains to show the existence of the 2-functor
rcM : RCMONCAT −→ BIFIBbc.
We already know that the ﬁbration Mod(V ) → Mon(V ) is a biﬁbration when V is
in RCMONCAT . Thus, we have to prove that (Mod(F ),Mon(F )) is an opCartesian
morphism of opﬁbrations when (F, φ, ψ) : V → V ′ is a strong monoidal functor that
preserves reﬂexive coequalizers.
Let f : R → S be a morphism of monoids in V and (R,M) an R-module. An op-
Cartesian lift of f at (R, (M,κ)) is given by (f, ηfM) : (R,M) → (S,M ⊗R S) (see (4.1.8)).
Let us denote by σ the left R-action on S induced by f . Consider the following diagram
in V ′.
(F (M) ⊗ F (R)) ⊗ F (S)
φ⊗1F (S)
(F (κ)◦φ)⊗1S
[1M⊗(F (σ)◦φ)]◦α′
F (M) ⊗ F (S)
φ
coeq
F (M) ⊗F (R) F (S)
kF (M ⊗ R) ⊗ F (S)
φ
F ((M ⊗ R) ⊗ S)
F (κ⊗1S)
F (1M⊗σ)◦F (α)
F (M ⊗ S)
1
F (coeq)
F (M ⊗R S)
(4.1.10)
The diagram 1 is composed of two squares, one formed of the upper arrows and the other
of the lower arrows. The former commutes by naturality of φ. The latter, by naturality of
φ and by the associativity coherence axiom of F . Consequently, the morphism F (coeq)◦φ
induces a unique morphism k making the right square of the diagram commutes.
Again, the morphism k is a morphism of F (S)-modules. We won’t draw the diagram,
but one checks this fact by using deﬁnition (4.1.5) of the induced action on a tensor
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product over a ring of a module and a bimodule. One also uses the preservation of
reﬂexive coequalizers by right tensors, naturality of φ and the associativity axiom for F .
Now, one readily veriﬁes that the morphism (1F (S), k) in Mod(V ′) is the unique vertical
morphism that makes the following diagram commutes:
(F (R), F (M))
(F (f),ηF (f)
F (M))
(F (f),F (ηfM ))
(F (S), F (M) ⊗F (R) F (S))
(1F (S),k)
(F (S), F (M ⊗R S))
F (R)
F (f)
F (S)
The proof uses again the naturality of φ, as well as the right unit coherence axiom for F .
Finally, since F is strong monoidal, the vertical arrows in (4.1.10) are isomorphisms.
Moreover, as F preserves reﬂexive coequalizers, the lower part of (4.1.10) is a coequal-
izer. In conclusion, k is an isomorphism in V and thus, (1F (S), k) is an isomorphism in
Mod(V ).
Remark 4.1.6 : 2-functors preserve adjunctions and therefore, given an adjunction
F : V  V ′ : G
in MONCAT , one obtains an adjunction in FIBc:
Mod(V )
P
Mod(F )
 Mod(V ′)
P ′
Mod(G)
Mon(V )
Mon(F )
 Mon(V ′),
Mon(G)
(4.1.11)
where we have named by P and P ′ the usual ﬁbrations of modules over monoids in V and
V ′ respectively. Let us unpack a little this notion. It means that the squares determined
respectively by F and G are morphisms in FIBc, i.e., Cartesian morphisms of ﬁbrations,
that F  G induces two adjunctions, one at the level of monoids, the other at the level
of modules, and ﬁnally that these adjunctions are coherent in the following sense. Let η
and ε be the unit and counit of F  G. Then, the adjunction at the level of monoids has
unit Mon(η) and counit Mon(ε), and similarly for modules. Now, these adjunctions are
coherent in the sense that
P · Mod(η) = Mon(η) · P and P ′ · Mod(ε) = Mon(ε) · P ′.
In fact, a 2-functor between 2-(XL-)categories Φ: A → B induces a 2-functor between
the corresponding 2-(XL-)categories of adjunctions ADJ (Φ) : ADJ (A) → ADJ (B). In
particular, one obtains here a 2-functor
ADJ (M ) : ADJ (MONCAT ) → ADJ (FIBc).
Suppose now that V , V ′ and F are in RCMONCAT 3 (and G any monoidal functor).
Then, in (4.1.11), P and P ′ are biﬁbrations, the morphism of biﬁbrations
(Mod(F ),Mon(F )) : P → P ′
3As a left adjoint, F automatically preserves reﬂexive coequalizers, and thus, the only requirement on
F is that it be strong.
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is opCartesian (and thus biCartesian) and the morphism of biﬁbrations
(Mod(G),Mon(G)) : P ′ → P
is Cartesian. Thus, the restriction of the 2-functor ADJ (M ) to the sub-2-XL-category of
ADJ (MONCAT ) whose monoidal categories are in RCMONCAT and whose morphisms
have a left adjoint that is strong monoidal takes values in BIFIBADJ .
4.2 Internal rings and modules
In this thesis, we are mainly interested in monoids and modules in a monoidal category.
Indeed, as we have seen in the preceding section, they provide, under some mild assump-
tions, a biﬁbration. On the other hand, internal modules over internal rings do in general
yield only a ﬁbration. Recall that the opﬁbration property of the biﬁbration of modules
over monoids makes use of the monoidal product. This monoidal product is not avail-
able in general in the internal setting. The ﬁbration is enough in some cases, like vector
bundles. But the opﬁbred structure is needed for sheaves of modules on the contrary.
Yet, many important examples of monoidal categories are in fact categories of internal
abelian groups and their monoids and modules have a much more concrete deﬁnition as
internal rings and modules. Moreover, categories of internal abelian groups have proper-
ties, as being additive, and sometimes event abelian. Thus, internal rings and modules
are of interest for our theory. The main goal of this section is to study the following
questions: when do internal abelian groups admit a tensor product in the internal sense
(see Deﬁnition 4.2.18)? When it exists, when does it provide a monoidal structure on the
category of internal abelian groups? This section has not been ﬁnished though, by lack
of time.
4.2.1 Context and basic notions
In this part, we will stay in the realm (that is, in the 2-XL-category) of Cartesian monoidal
categories, symmetric strong monoidal functors and monoidal natural transformations. It
is essentially the 2-XL-category of categories with ﬁnite products, ﬁnite product preserving
functors and natural transformations, but with the advantage of having tools of symmetric
monoidal categories for doing algebra. Let’s make this more precise.
Consider a category C with ﬁnite products. Then, making a choice of a product
functor _×_: C ×C → C and of a terminal object ∗, one automatically gets a symmetric
monoidal structure on C with unit, associativity and symmetry isomorphisms given by
universality of products. This is called a Cartesian monoidal category (which has to be
distinguished from a Cartesian category which is a category with ﬁnite limits).
In the same manner, if one starts from a ﬁnite product preserving functor F : C → D
between categories with ﬁnite products, one automatically gets a symmetric strong mon-
oidal functor between the corresponding Cartesian monoidal categories (whatever choice
of such structures was made on the categories), with structure isomorphisms given by the
universality of products. There are actually no other type of strong monoidal functors
between Cartesian monoidal categories: they preserve products and their structure iso-
morphisms have to be the universal ones. Moreover, they automatically are symmetric in
a unique way.
Finally, if C andD are categories with ﬁnite products, then any natural transformation
τ : F ⇒ G between product preserving functors is monoidal once a choice is made of a
Cartesian monoidal structure on C and D .
Now the global picture of the land. There is a 2-XL-category SYMMON of symmetric
monoidal categories, symmetric monoidal functors and monoidal natural transformations.
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We denote CARTMON its 2-cell-full sub-2-XL-category whose objects are Cartesian mon-
oidal categories, morphisms (symmetric) strong monoidal functors and 2-cells (monoidal)
natural transformations. On the other hand, one has the 2-cell-full sub-2-XL-category
FPCAT of CAT of categories with ﬁnite products, ﬁnite product preserving functors.
The following proposition states in short the discussion above.
Proposition 4.2.1
The forgetful 2-functor U : SYMMON → CAT restricts to a 2-equivalence
U : CARTMON 	−→ FPCAT .
Examples 4.2.2 : We recall here two examples of categories with ﬁnite products that
will be extensively used in this work.
1. Let C be a category with pullbacks. Then, for every objects C ∈ C , the slice
category has C /C has products given by pullbacks in C over C and terminal object
given by the identity morphism 1C of C.
2. Given a category A with (ﬁnite) limits, it is well-known that for any small category
C , the functor category A C has objectwise (ﬁnite) limits. In case of A = Set,
the category of presheaves SetC op on a small category C has therefore all limits.
Now, consider a pretopology K on C . The full sub-category Sh(C , K) ⊂ SetC op of
sheaves on the site (C , K) is a localization of the category SetC op of presheaves on
C , meaning that it is reﬂective in SetC op (the inclusion functor admits a left adjoint)
and that the reﬂector (the left adjoint of the inclusion) preserves ﬁnite limits [7,55]:
a : SetC op  Sh(C , K) : I.
From the fact that Sh(C , K) is a full replete reﬂective subcategory of the category of
presheaves, one deduces that Sh(C , K) has all limits, given by the limits in SetC op,
thus by objectwise limits [5].
Remark 4.2.3 : Let D be a small category. The 2-functor (−)D : CAT → CAT “lifts”
to a 2-functor (−)D : SYMMON → SYMMON using objectwise monoidal products. As
products in a functor category can be chosen to be the objectwise products, this 2-functor
restricts to CARTMON as domain and codomain.
A Cartesian monoidal category has the special feature of being symmetric and of
having a diagonal map C −→ C ×C as well as an augmentation map C ε−→ ∗ for any object
C. This is the necessary structure for stating the axioms of internal abelian groups, rings
and modules 4.
4There is a more general concept of a Hopf monoid in a symmetric monoidal category V : these are
both monoids and comonoids in V with the two structure being coherent, i.e. bimonoids, and with the
additional data of an antipode map (playing the role of an inverse).
In a Cartesian monoidal category (C ,×, ∗), every object is, with its diagonal and augmentation maps,
naturally a comonoid in C , and it is the unique comonoid structure possible on it. Moreover, this natural
comonoid structure on an object of C is automatically coherent with any monoid structure given on it
and an inverse of a group object veriﬁes the axiom of an antipode. This gives rise to an isomorphism of
categories Gr(C ) ∼= Hopf(C ,×, ∗). Thus groups objects are particular case of Hopf monoids.
Conversely, cocommutative Hopf monoids are particular cases of group objects. Given a symmetric
monoidal category V , the category of cocommutative comonoids CocComon(V ) inherits the symmetric
monoidal structure of V and this monoidal structure on CocComon(V ) happens to be Cartesian. Then
one has the the equality CocHopf(V ) = Gr(CocComon(V )) [74, 75].
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Deﬁnition 4.2.4 : Let (C ,×, ∗) be a Cartesian monoidal category. An internal group
or group object in C is a quadruple (G, μ, η, ζ) where
• (G, μ, η) is a monoid in (C ,×, ∗) with binary operation μ and unit η,
• ζ : G → G is the inverse morphism, i.e., it makes the following diagrams commute.
G
(1G×ζ)◦
ε
G × G
μ
G
(ζ×1G)◦
ε
∗ η G ∗η
An internal abelian group is an internal group that is commutative as a monoid (we will
then denote additively its binary operation).
A morphism of (abelian) internal groups is a morphism of the underlying monoids. One
also calls additive the morphisms of internal abelian groups.
With the composition and identities of C , internal groups (resp. internal abelian groups)
and their morphisms form a category Gr(C ) (resp. Ab(C )).
Remark 4.2.5 : If a morphism G → H in C between two internal groups preserves their
multiplications, it will automatically preserve their units and their inverses, as in Set. In
particular, there is no need of verifying the unit axiom for morphisms of internal groups.
Finite product preserving functors preserve categories of internal (abelian) groups. In
a similar way as for (commutative) monoids in a (symmetric) monoidal category (see
Proposition 4.1.1), this gives rise to a 2-functor.
Proposition 4.2.6
Let C be a Cartesian monoidal category.
There are 2-functors Ab ⊂ Gr : CARTMON → CAT .
Deﬁnition 4.2.7 : Let A,B,C ∈ C be internal abelian groups in C . A morphism
f : A × B → C
in C is biadditive if the two following diagrams commute.
A × (B × B) 1A×+
×1B×B
A × B
f
(A × A) × B+×1B
1A×A×
(A × A) × (B × B)
∼=
(A × A) × (B × B)
∼=
(A × B) × (A × B)
f×f
(A × B) × (A × B)
f×f
C × C + C (C × C)+
Deﬁnition 4.2.8 : An internal ring in a Cartesian monoidal category C is a sextuplet
(R,+, 0,−, ·, 1) where:
• (R,+, 0,−) is an internal abelian group in C ,
• (R, ·, 1) is a monoid in C ,
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• R × R ·−→ R is a biadditive map.
An internal ring is commutative if it is so as a monoid. A morphism of internal rings is
a morphism f : R → S in C that is both a morphism of the underlying internal abelian
groups and of the underlying monoids.
With the composition and identities of C , they all together organize into the category
Ring(C ). It has a full subcategory cRing (C ) of commutative rings.
Deﬁnition 4.2.9 : Let R be an internal ring in C . An internal (right) R-module is a
quintuple (M,+, 0,−, κ) where
• (M,+, 0,−) is an internal abelian group in C ,
• (M,κ) is an R-module over the monoid R in C ,
• κ : M × R → M is biadditive.
A morphism of internal R-modules is a morphism f : M → N in C that is both a mor-
phism of the underlying internal abelian groups and of the underlying R-modules.
Given an internal ring, one thus has the category MR(C ) of internal (right) R−modules.
Remark 4.2.10 : The deﬁnition we have given for a biadditive morphism was meant to
emphasize the fact that it is deﬁned in the more general context of Hopf monoids in a
symmetric monoidal category. But we will soon exploit the fact that our category is in
fact Cartesian monoidal by using the universality of products and terminal object. In this
context, a more handy (and equivalent) version is available.
Let (A × B × B, π1, π2, π3) be any product of A, B and B. Then f : A × B → C is
biadditive if and only if the following diagram commutes.
A × B × B (π1,+◦(π2,π3))
(f◦(π1,π2),f◦(π1,π3))
A × B
f
A × A × B(+◦(π1,π2),π3)
(f◦(π1,π3),f◦(π2,π3))
C × C + C C × C+
4.2.2 Properties of the category of internal abelian groups
We ﬁrst notice some important properties of internal (abelian) groups that are shared
with (abelian) groups (in Set). A useful result is the fact that a group G in C induces a
“pointwise” group structure on the hom-sets C (C,G) [21].
Lemma 4.2.11
Let C be a Cartesian monoidal category and G a internal group in C .
Then the representable functor C (−, G) : C op → Set factors through the forgetful functor
of the category of groups Gr = Gr(Set) to the category Set:
C op
C (−,G)
Set
Gr
U
Moreover, if G is abelian, then it factorizes through the category Ab = Ab(Set) of abelian
groups.
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If a functor F : D → Gr(C ) has a limit in C given by a cone u : limUF ⇒ UF , then
there is a unique structure of internal group on limUF such that each
uD : limUF → F (D)
is a morphism of internal groups. Moreover this is a limit in Gr(C ). The same is true for
abelian group objects. This is folklore, which we prove now.
Proposition 4.2.12
Let C be a Cartesian monoidal category.
Then the forgetful functors U : Gr(C ) → C and U : Ab(C ) → C create limits.
In particular, Gr(C ) and Ab(C ) have all ﬁnite products and their forgetful functors pre-
serve them. Moreover, if C is complete, then Gr(C ) and Ab(C ) are complete and the
forgetful functors preserve limits.
Proof : Group categories behave well with functor categories: there is a 2-natural isomor-
phism α
CARTMON Gr
(−)D α
CAT
(−)D
CARTMON Gr CAT
(4.2.1)
where the left vertical functor is the functor described in Remark 4.2.3. The isomorphism
α makes the following diagram commute
Gr(C )D U∗
αC
∼=
CD
Gr(CD)
U
where U is the forgetful functor and U∗ is post-composition with U . Let F¯ : D → Gr(C )
be a functor. Denote F := U∗(F¯ ) = U ◦ F¯ , F¯ (D) := (F (D), mD, eD, zD). Then αC (F¯ ) =
(F,m, e, z) where the D-component of the natural transformations m, e and z are mD,
eD and zD respectively.
Suppose now that a limit u : limF ⇒ F exists in C .
Uniqueness: Let A¯ = (A, μ, η, ζ) ∈ Gr(C ) and τ : A¯ ⇒ F¯ be a cone in Gr(C ) above
u, i.e. U · τ = u. We want to show that this cone is uniquely determined. There actually
is no choice for τ since then A = limF and τD = uD, for all D ∈ D . It remains to show
that the group structure of A¯ is uniquely determined.
Since each τD is a morphism of internal groups, the following diagram commutes
limF × limF μ
uD×uD
limF
uD
F (D) × F (D) μD F (D)
(4.2.2)
One gets the following commutative diagram in CD .
limF × limF μ
u×u
limF
u
F × F m F
(4.2.3)
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Thus μ is uniquely determined. The uniqueness of the unit and inverse morphisms is
similar (see remark 4.2.5): the two following diagram have to commute in CD .
∗ η
e
limF
u
limF
u
ζ limF
u
F F z F
(4.2.4)
Existence: Consider the quadruple L¯ = (limF, μ, η, ζ), where μ, η and ζ are deﬁned
by the three preceding diagrams. This is an internal group in C as one can check directly.
Moreover, the cone u : limF ⇒ F determines a cone u¯ : L¯ ⇒ F¯ in Gr(C ) with U · u¯ = u
by deﬁnition. This is a limit in Gr(C ) of F¯ . One can verify these facts objectwise, but
one is really moving back and forth using the isomorphism Gr(C )D ∼= Gr(CD).
For internal abelian groups, one ﬁrst remarks that the 2-natural isomorphism α in
(4.2.1) restricts to the 2-functor Ab. One can then show that if F¯ takes values in internal
abelian groups, the limit in internal groups L¯ we have constructed is abelian.
Example 4.2.13 : By (4.2.1), there is a natural isomorphism Ab(SetC op) ∼= AbC op.
Given a Cartesian monoidal category C , the previous proposition determines a canon-
ical Cartesian monoidal structure on Gr(C ) and Ab(C ): the products and terminal object
created by the forgetful functor from the Cartesian monoidal structure of C . In partic-
ular, the group structure on the terminal ∗ is the unique possible such structure and is
automatically abelian. The group structure on the product G × H of two groups in C is
the only group structure such that the projections G ← G × H → H are group object
morphisms, that is, componentwise multiplication, unit and inverse. It is abelian if both
G and H are.
We turn now more speciﬁcally to the category of internal abelian groups Ab(C ). It is
a classical fact that it is an additive category [9, 21], but we haven’t seen a proof of it.
Proposition 4.2.14
Let C be a Cartesian monoidal category. Then Ab(C ) is an additive category. Given
internal abelian groups A and (B,+, 0,−), the abelian group structure on the hom-set
Ab(C )(A,B) is given by:
Ab(C )(A,B) × Ab(C )(A,B) ∼=−→ Ab(C )(A,B × B) +∗−→ Ab(C )(A,B)
∗ ∼=−→ Ab(C )(A, ∗) 0∗−→ Ab(C )(A,B)
Ab(C )(A,B) −∗−→ Ab(C )(A,B)
Therefore, the sum of two arrows f, g : A → B is the composite A (f,g)−−→ B × B +−→ B,
the unit is the composite A → ∗ 0−→ B and the opposite of an arrow f : A → B is the
composite A f−→ B −−→ B.
We have deﬁned the abelian group structure on the hom-sets in a way that suggests
a proof. Indeed, consider a representable functor Ab(C )(A,−) : Ab(C ) → Set. This
functor preserves products and therefore group objects. Given an abelian group object B
in Ab(C ), the abelian group object structure it induces on Ab(C )(A,B) is precisely the
one given in the Proposition. But abelian group objects in Ab(C ) are precisely abelian
group objects in C . Indeed, as for groups, if an object admits two compatible internal
group structures, these structure coincide and are commutative.
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Lemma 4.2.15
Let C be a Cartesian monoidal category, and consider Gr(C ) with its induced Cartesian
monoidal structure. Then the forgetful functor U : Gr(C ) → C induces an isomorphism
of categories
Gr(Gr(C )) Gr(U)−−−→∼= Ab(C ).
Now things get more complicated when one study the abelianness of Ab(C ). Indeed,
if Top denotes the category of topological spaces, then Ab(Top) is not abelian [9]. Recall
that one way of characterizing an abelian category is that it is both an additive and a
Barr-exact category. If C is Barr-exact, then Ab(C ) inherits its Barr-exactness and thus
is abelian [9].
Lemma 4.2.16
If C is a Barr-exact Cartesian monoidal category, then Ab(C ) is abelian.
Examples 4.2.17 : 1. The category Ab(HComp) of internal abelian groups in the
category of compact Hausdorﬀ spaces is abelian because the latter is Barr-exact [6].
2. If C is a topos, for instance a category of sheaves on a space or on a site, Ab(C ) is
abelian, because any topos is Barr-exact [7].
4.2.3 Tensor product of internal abelian groups
Deﬁnition 4.2.18 : Let A and B be internal abelian groups in C . A tensor product of
A and B is a biadditive morphism A × B h−→ A ⊗ B in C that is universal among such,
i.e. every biadditive morphism A × B f−→ C factors uniquely through it:
A × B h
f
A ⊗ B
∃!fˆ
C
There are two natural questions that arise. Do tensor products exist in general? If
so, do they determine a monoidal structure on Ab(C )? We don’t know much about
these questions in general, and we are not aware of much research on them. Here are
nevertheless some indications.
Let us consider at ﬁrst the existence question. The results below follow quite directly
from the deﬁnition.
Lemma 4.2.19
If f : A × B → C is biadditive, then
(i) if g : C → D is additive, then g ◦ f is biadditive,
(ii) if g : A′ → A and h : B′ → B are additive, then f ◦ (g × h) is biadditive.
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Proposition 4.2.20
Let C be a locally small Cartesian monoidal category.
Then for every A, B ∈ Ab(C ), biadditive morphisms from A × B determine a functor
Biadd(A,B;−) : Ab(C ) → Set.
and a tensor product of A and B exists if and only if this functor is representable.
Moreover, if C is small complete, then the functor Biadd(A,B;−) preserves all small
limits.
This proposition can help in answering the question of the existence of a tensor product
in particular cases. For, if C is a locally small and small complete Cartesian monoidal
category, then Ab(C ) is also locally small and small complete (the latter by Proposition
4.2.12). Thus, the representability of Biadd(A,B;−) can be proved by means of a solution
set for the Representation Theorem [54, p. 122]. If, in addition, Ab(C ) is well-powered and
has a cogenerating set, then the Special Representation Theorem gives the representability
directly [ibid. p. 130]. Let us recall the deﬁnition of these concepts (e.g., [5, 54]).
Deﬁnitions 4.2.21 : 1. A subobject of an object C in a category C is an isomorphism
class in C /C of monos A  C in C . A category is well-powered if the class of
subobjects of each of its objects is a set.
2. A set Q of objects of C is a cogenerating set if, given a pair of distinct parallel
arrows f = g : A⇒ B, there is an object C ∈ Q and an arrow h : B → C such that
h ◦ f = h ◦ g.
Lemma 4.2.22
If C is well-powered and admits a free abelian group object functor, then Ab(C ) is also
well-powered.
Proof : Let f : A → B be a morphism of internal abelian groups in C . Observe ﬁrst two
easy facts.
1. f is an isomorphism in C if and only if it is an isomorphism in Ab(C ).
2. If f is mono is C , then it is mono in Ab(C ).
Let us prove now the converse of fact 2 under the hypothesis of existence of a free
abelian group functor F : C → Ab(C ), left adjoint of the forgetful functor U . Suppose f
is mono in Ab(C ) and consider a diagram
C
h
k
A
f
B
in C with f ◦ h = f ◦ k. Then the transpose kˆ and hˆ
F (C)
hˆ
kˆ
A
f
B
of h and k verify f ◦ hˆ = f ◦ kˆ (use universality of the unit C → UF (C)). Since f is mono
in Ab(C ), hˆ = kˆ, and therefore h = k.
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Now we prove the result. Let us write MonoC (A) for the class of monos in C with
codomain A and SubC (A) the class of subobjects of A. The dotted arrow in the following
diagram exists and is injective because of the preceding results.
MonoAb(C )(A) MonoC (A)
SubAb(C )(A) SubC (A)
Here is a result that can be combined with the preceding [7].
Lemma 4.2.23
A topos is well-powered.
Examples 4.2.24 : 1. The category Ab = Ab(Set) has a cogenerator, i.e., a cogener-
ating set of one element, given by Q/Z (see [5, p. 169]).
2. The category Ab(Top) of topological abelian groups has a cogenerator given by
Q/Z with the coarsest topology. The category Ab(k-Top) of compactly generated
topological abelian groups has a cogenerator k(Q/Z) where Q/Z has the coarsest
topology.
3. The category Sh(X;Ab) ∼= Ab(Sh(X)) of abelian sheaves over a space X has a
cogenerator (see, e.g., [61]). In fact, this remains true for abelian sheaves on a site:
if E is a Grothendieck topos, then the category Ab(E ) has a cogenerator (see [40, p.
261]).
4.3 The ﬁbred context
After having deﬁned the monoidal objects in the world of (op-,bi-)ﬁbrations, we explore
the notions of monoids and modules in this context.
4.3.1 Monoidal ﬁbred categories
In this part, we will introduce the ﬁbred version of a monoidal category. We actually
deﬁne two notions, monoidal ﬁbred categories and strong monoidal ﬁbred categories. In
the latter case, the monoidal structure preserves Cartesian morphisms, while in the former,
it is required only to preserve the ﬁbre. We explain the theory in the languages of both
ﬁbrations and indexed categories.
The notion of monoidal ﬁbred category seems to appear, expressed in the language of
indexed categories, in the 90’s in the computer science literature (see, e.g., [11], but there
might be older references I am not aware of). Maltsiniotis describes in some detail these
kinds of structure in the ﬁbration language (in French, [56]), but the author considered
strict monoidal objects. Our (strict) monoidal ﬁbred categories are a particular case of
his monoidal categories over B where the functor E → B is a ﬁbration and what he
called ﬁbred monoidal categories are our (strict) strong monoidal ﬁbred categories (see
footnote 6 on page 117 for a remark on the word order). More recent references, both
written in terms of indexed categories, are [36] and [73]5. Our new contribution in this
5The ﬁrst authors make the same distinction that we do between monoidal and strong monoidal
objects, whereas the second authors consider only strong (symmetric) monoidal objects without the
adjective “strong”. Shulman in another article [83], talks about monoidal ﬁbrations which are in general
completely diﬀerent from the structure we consider because both total and base categories are supposed
to be monoidal. See also [23] for these kinds of structures.
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part is a systematic treatment of the subject, in both frameworks of ﬁbrations and of
opindexed categories. In particular, we prove the 2-equivalence between the two notions.
We ﬁnish with a new insight about monoidal biﬁbred categories.
The ﬁbration setting
Recall that OPFIB(B), BIFIB(B) and FIB(B) are the respective full sub-2-XL-catego-
ries of the strict slice 2-XL-category CAT/B consisting of (op-,bi-)ﬁbrations. We also
consider stronger versions of them, the 2-cell-full sub 2-XL-categories of CAT/B con-
sisting of respectively (op-,bi-)ﬁbrations and (op-,bi-)Cartesian functors over B, written
respectively OPFIBoc(B), BIFIBbc(B) and FIBc(B). In case of biﬁbrations, one also
encounters functors that are Cartesian, but not opCartesian, or the contrary, and thus
we should also consider BIFIBc(B) and BIFIBoc(B).
These all admit Cartesian monoidal 2-structures whose product ×B is a ﬁbre product
in CAT and whose unit is IdB, the identity functor of the category B (see proposition
2.1.19 and lemma 2.1.23). For convenience, we will choose the usual ﬁbre product of CAT .
Recall that for ﬁbred products of ﬁbrations for instance, a choice of Cartesian morphisms
is then given by pairwise Cartesian morphisms.
We now formulate our theory for ﬁbrations, as the corresponding statements can be
easily recovered for op- and biﬁbrations. Recall that a monoidal category is a monoidal
object (or a pseudo-monoid) in the Cartesian monoidal 2-XL-category CAT [13].
Deﬁnition 4.3.1 : The monoidal objects in FIB(B) (resp. FIBc(B)) are called mon-
oidal (resp. strong monoidal) ﬁbred categories (or ﬁbrations) over B 6.
Thus, a monoidal (resp. strong monoidal) ﬁbred category over B is a sextuple
(P,⊗, u, α, λ, ρ) where:
(i) P : E → B is a ﬁbration,
(ii) ⊗ : E ×B E → E is a functor over B (resp. a Cartesian functor),
(iii) u : B → E is a functor over B, i.e., a section of P (resp. a Cartesian functor),
(iv) α is a natural isomorphism over B, called associator, and ﬁlling the following dia-
gram
(E ×B E ) ×B E ∼=
⊗×BIdE
E ×B (E ×B E )
IdE×B⊗
E ×B E
⊗
α∼= E ×B E
⊗
E
6I prefer this word order (than the more usual “ﬁbred monoidal categories”) because these objects are
not monoidal categories. Moreover, one should note that the adjective strong has nothing to do with the
“laxness” of the monoidal objects: both are pseudo-monoids (and not lax or strict monoids). Neither has
it to do with the “splitness” of the ﬁbration: both are general. It indicates in what monoidal 2-category
the monoidal object lives and this change of environment has an eﬀect on the strength of the relation
between the monoidal product and the Cartesian morphisms. In addition, we will see later that this
terminology is indicative of the associated indexed categories.
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(v) λ and ρ are natural isomorphisms over B, called respectively left and right unitors,
and ﬁlling the following diagram.
B ×B E u×BIdE
∼=
λ
E ×B E
⊗
E ×B BIdE×Bu
∼=
E
ρ
These data are subject to the usual coherence axioms in each ﬁbre of P .
Because the whole monoidal ﬁbred structure is over B, it restricts to each ﬁbre EB,
B ∈ B, and therefore determines a monoidal category structure on each of them. We call
these monoidal categories the ﬁbre monoidal categories of the monoidal ﬁbred category.
Conversely, it is not suﬃcient to deﬁne a monoidal structure on each ﬁbre, because
these structures should be related to each other by the horizontal morphisms. Even in
the non-strong setting one has to check that the tensor and the unit are functors and that
the associativity and unit are natural, not only on vertical morphisms, but on any type
of morphisms. Nevertheless, it is very useful to understand the monoidal structure on the
ﬁbres. For example, they might be Cartesian monoidal, allowing us to use the tools of
universality. Moreover, all the coherence diagrams take place in the ﬁbres.
Since both FIB(B) and FIBc(B) are symmetric 2-monoidal (whose symmetry we de-
note sym), one can deﬁne symmetric monoidal objects in them.
Deﬁnition 4.3.2 : A symmetric monoidal (resp. symmetric strong monoidal ) ﬁbred cat-
egory over a category B is given by a monoidal (resp. strong monoidal) ﬁbred category
(P : E → B,⊗) and a natural isomorphism σ over B as in the following diagram.
E ×B E sym∼=
⊗
σ∼=
E ×B E
⊗
E
subject to the usual axioms in each ﬁbre of P .
Examples 4.3.3 : 1. Any monoidal category V is strong monoidal biﬁbred over the
terminal object 1 of CAT .
2. If C has pullbacks, then the canonical ﬁbration C   cod−−→ C over C determines, via
a choice of a pullback for each pair A → B ← C in C , a Cartesian monoidal
ﬁbred category. This means that it is a symmetric strong monoidal ﬁbred category
such that the induced monoidal structures on its ﬁbres are Cartesian. As it is a
biﬁbration, cod is automatically a monoidal biﬁbred category, but it happens not
to be opstrong monoidal opﬁbred in general: it is so if and only if the base category
is a groupoid.
For, if cod is strong monoidal, then the unit functor is Cartesian. This implies that
for all f : A → B in C , the morphism f∗u(A) f−→ u(B) in C   is an isomorphism,
i.e., C is a groupoid. Conversely, if C is a groupoid, then the unit is Cartesian by
the previous remark. The product is also Cartesian because then, for all morphisms
f : A → B in the base C , and every object D q−→ A p←− E of C   ×C C   over A, the
pullback D ×A E is also a pullback of the pair D f◦q−−→ B f◦p←−− E .
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We turn now to morphisms of monoidal objects in FIB(B) and FIBc(B).
Deﬁnition 4.3.4 : A monoidal functor (resp. monoidal Cartesian functor ) overB from
a monoidal ﬁbration (P : D → B,⊗, u) to a monoidal ﬁbration (Q : E → B,⊗′, u′) is a
triple (F, φ, ψ) where
(i) F : D → E is a functor (resp. a Cartesian functor) over B,
(ii) φ is a natural transformation over B ﬁlling the following diagram,
D ×B D F×BF
⊗ φ
E ×B E
⊗′
D
F
E
(iii) ψ is a natural transformation over B ﬁlling the following diagram
B
u
u′
ψ
D
F
E
and this data is subject to the usual coherence axioms in each ﬁbre of Q.
Of course, one has, as in the non-ﬁbred context, the special cases of strong and strict
monoidal morphisms.
Such a functor F restricts to a monoidal functor (FB, φB, ψB) on the ﬁbres over B for each
B ∈ B. Again, these restrictions are very informative (in particular, all the coherence
diagrams stay entirely in the ﬁbres) but not suﬃcient for deﬁning a monoidal functor over
B. In particular, the possible Cartesianness of F is not captured in the ﬁbre-restrictions.
Deﬁnition 4.3.5 : A symmetric monoidal (resp. monoidal Cartesian ) functor over B
between symmetric monoidal ﬁbred categories (E , σ) and (E ′, σ′) is a monoidal (resp.
monoidal Cartesian) functor (F, φ, ψ) over B between the underlying monoidal ﬁbred
categories E and E ′ that preserves the symmetry isomorphisms σ and σ′. That is, it is
subject to the usual coherence axiom in the ﬁbres of E ′. It terms of natural transforma-
tions, the axiom is given by
(F · σ) • φ = (φ · sym) • (σ · (F ×B F )).
Symmetric monoidal functors are strong (resp. strict ) when they are so as monoidal
functors.
Finally, we deﬁne the 2-cells in FIB(B) and FIBc(B) that preserve monoidal structures.
Deﬁnition 4.3.6 : A monoidal natural transformation α over B from (F, φF , ψF ) to
(G, φG, ψG), F and G being monoidal functors over B (Cartesian or not) from D to E ,
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(strong) monoidal ﬁbred categories, is a natural transformation α : F ⇒ G satisfying the
usual coherence axioms, which we state:
D ×B D
⊗
F×BF
G×BG
⇓α×Bα E ×B E ⊗ E
φG
D G
= D ×B D F×BF
⊗
E ×B E ⊗ E
φF
D
F
G
α
and
B u
u
D
GF
α
E
ψF
= B u
u
D
G
E
ψG
Such a natural transformation determines a natural transformation αB of the ﬁbre-
restricted functors, and the coherence axioms hold if and only if they hold ﬁbrewise.
Monoidal ﬁbred categories over B, monoidal functors over B and monoidal natu-
ral transformation over B determine a 2-XL-category, which we denote MONFIB(B).
Another 2-XL-category of interest is MONFIBs(B), the 2-cell-full sub-2-XL-category of
strong monoidal ﬁbred categories over B and strong monoidal functors over B. Finally,
one can also consider sub-2-XL-categories of those by imposing Cartesianness of functors.
Symmetric monoidal ﬁbred categories over B, symmetric monoidal functors over
B, and monoidal natural transformations over B also form a 2-XL-category, denoted
SMONFIB(B), and one has the same variants, SMONFIBs(B) by imposing strength of
objects and morphisms, and by imposing Cartesianness of morphisms.
The indexed category setting
We ﬁrst consider a monoidal ﬁbred category P : E → B. Recall that a choice of a cleavage
gives rise to an indexed category:
ΦP : Bop −→ CAT
B −→ EB
A → B −→ f ∗ : EB → EA.
Now, as noticed above, each ﬁbre comes with a monoidal structure (EB,⊗B, IB, αB, λB, ρB)
given by restriction of the global structure. Moreover, as one readily veriﬁes using uni-
versality of certain Cartesian morphisms, for each f : A → B in B, the associated inverse
image functor f ∗, admits a monoidal structure (f ∗, φf , ψf) with respect to the ﬁbre mon-
oidal categories. It is deﬁned by the following diagrams. Let D and E be objects of
EB.
f ∗(D ⊗ E) f¯D⊗E D ⊗ E
f ∗D ⊗ f ∗E
f¯D⊗f¯E
∃!φf
D,E
A
f
B
and f ∗(IB)
f¯IB
IB
IA
u(f)
∃!ψf
A
f
B
Finally, the structure isomorphisms of ΦP are also monoidal. Therefore, one obtains
a pseudo-functor into the 2-XL-category of monoidal categories, monoidal functors and
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monoidal natural transformations:
ΦP : Bop −→ MONCAT .
Moreover, if the ﬁbred category E is strong monoidal over B, then each f ∗ is strong
monoidal and therefore one obtains a pseudo-functor into the 2-XL-category MONCAT s
of monoidal categories, strong monoidal functors and monoidal natural transformations:
ΦP : Bop −→ MONCAT s.
Conversely, a tedious but straightforward veriﬁcation shows that the Grothendieck con-
struction EΦ
PΦ−→ B of a pseudo-functor Φ: Bop → MONCAT is a monoidal ﬁbred cate-
gory, strong monoidal if Φ takes values in MONCAT s.
Notice that in case of a monoidal opﬁbred category, the direct image functors f∗ are
comonoidal (or colax monoidal if you prefer). Consequently, they don’t preserve monoids
and modules unless they are strong.
What about monoidal functors over a category? Let F be a monoidal functor over B
making the following triangle commute
D F
P
E
Q
B
where P and Q are monoidal ﬁbrations. We already know that it induces an oplax natural
transformations Bop
ΦP
ΦQ
⇓(τF ,ξF ) CAT . Recall that its component (τF )A at A ∈ B is just
the restriction FA : DA → EA of F . It admits therefore a monoidal structure (FA, φA, ψA).
Moreover its structure natural transformation ξfF : FA ◦ f ∗ ⇒ f ∗ ◦ FB : DB → EA at
f : A → B in B is given by the following commutative diagram. Let D be an object of
DB.
f ∗(FB(D))
f¯FB(D)
FB(D) E
PFA(f ∗(D))
F (f¯D)
∃!(ξfF )D
A
f
B B
Lemma 4.3.7
The natural transformation ξfF is monoidal.
Proof : We ﬁrst prove the coherence with the “ φ’s”. Let D and D′ be objects of DB.
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Consider the following diagram.
FAf
∗D ⊗ FAf ∗D′
ξf
F
⊗ξf
F
φA
F f¯D⊗F f¯D′
1
f ∗FBD ⊗ f ∗FBD′
φf
f¯FBD⊗f¯FBD′
FBD ⊗ FBD′
φB
2
FA(f ∗D ⊗ f ∗D′)
FA(φf )
F (f¯D⊗f¯D′)
f ∗(FBD ⊗ FBD′)
f∗(φB)
f¯FBD⊗FBD′
FB(D ⊗ D′)
FAf
∗(D ⊗ D′)
ξfF
F (f¯D⊗D′)
f ∗FB(D ⊗ D′)
f¯FB(D⊗D′)
The triangles commute by deﬁnition of the natural transformation ξfF and φf . The square
1 commutes because of the naturality of φ. The square 2 commutes by deﬁnition of
the inverse image functors f ∗. This implies that the outer square commutes, by the
Cartesianness of the morphism f¯FB(D⊗D′) with domain the lower right hand vertex of the
latter square.
We turn to the coherence with the “ψ’s”. We distinguish the units of D and E by a
superscript like IDA and IEA . Consider the following diagram.
IEA
ψA
u(f)
ψf
FA(IDA )
F (u(f))
FA(ψf )
IEB
ψB
f ∗(IEB)
f¯
IE
B
f∗(ψB)
FB(IDB )
FAf
∗(IDB )
F (f¯
ID
B
)
ξf
F
f ∗FB(IDB )
f¯
FB(IDB )
As in the previous proof, inner triangles commute by deﬁnition of the respective natu-
ral transformations involved, and the inner squares by respectively naturality of ψ and
deﬁnition of the inverse image functors. One conclude the proof by Cartesianness of the
morphism with source the right-down end of the outer triangle.
The monoidal functor F over B thus determines an oplax natural transformation
Bop
ΦP
ΦQ
τF MONCAT .
As in the non monoidal case, it is a pseudo-natural transformation if and only if F is
Cartesian.
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Moreover, F is strong (resp. strict) if and only if each restriction FB, B ∈ B, is. If
F is strong monoidal between strong monoidal ﬁbred categories, then it determines an
oplax natural transformation
Bop
ΦP
ΦQ
τF MONCAT s.
Finally, consider a monoidal natural transformation
D
F
G
α
P
E
Q
B.
It induces a modiﬁcation between the corresponding oplax natural transformations, whose
components are monoidal and therefore a modiﬁcation ﬁlling the following diagram
Bop
ΦP
ΦQ
τF

Ωα

τG MONCAT .
There is a 2-XL-category MONCATBop of pseudo-functors, oplax natural transforma-
tions and modiﬁcations. The following result is unsurprising, but also desirable for a
well-founded theory. Its proof is straightforward from the axioms, but (very) long.
Theorem 4.3.8
The correspondence we have described is a 2-equivalence
MONFIB(B) ∼−→ MONCATBop,
lifting the equivalence between ﬁbrations and indexed categories, i.e., the following diagram
commutes
MONFIB(B) ∼
U
MONCATBop
V∗
FIB(B) ∼ CATB
op
where U and V are forgetful functors.
Moreover, this 2-equivalence restricts to strong objects and morphisms:
MONFIBs(B) ∼−→ MONCAT sBop.
Both 2-equivalences remain true when morphisms of domains are restricted to Cartesian
functors and morphisms of codomains to pseudo-natural transformations.
Finally, these 2-equivalences induce 2-equivalences on the respective symmetric variants
of these 2-XL-categories.
Deﬁnition 4.3.9 : A pseudo-functor Bop → MONCAT is called a monoidal indexed
category. If it takes its values in MONCAT s, then it is called a strong monoidal indexed
category. Similarly, there is the notion of (strong ) symmetric monoidal indexed category.
We denote by MONIND(B) the 2-XL-category MONCATBop and by MONINDs(B) the
2-XL-category MONCATBops .
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Monoidal opﬁbred and biﬁbred categories
We ﬁrst indicate some important diﬀerences between the opﬁbred and ﬁbred situations.
We then explain some facts that arise in the biﬁbred context and that simplify the matter
of showing that something is a monoidal biﬁbred category. We do not develop the full the-
ory of monoidal biﬁbrations and monoidal bi-indexed categories as we did for biﬁbrations
and bi-indexed categories. We have a quite pragmatic point of view. Yet, we make use
of the ideas developed for bi-indexed categories and try to shed light on the fundamental
ideas that would lead to a complete description.
Monoidal (resp. opstrong monoidal ) opﬁbred categories over B are monoidal objects
in OPFIB(B) (resp. OPFIBoc(B)). One unpacks easily this deﬁnition inspired by the
deﬁnition of (strong) monoidal ﬁbred categories.
By duality with the ﬁbred case, a monoidal opﬁbred category E → B gives rise to a
pseudo-functor B → MONCAT oplax, where MONCAT oplax is the 2-XL-category of mon-
oidal categories, oplax monoidal functors and monoidal natural transformations. Such a
pseudo-functor is called a monoidal opindexed category. If E → B is strong monoidal,
then its associated monoidal opindexed category takes values in MONCAT os, the 2-cell
and object full sub-2-XL-category of MONCAT oplax consisting of opstrong oplax monoidal
functors. Such a monoidal opindexed category is called opstrong. Note that an opstrong
oplax monoidal functor, i.e., an oplax monoidal functor whose structure morphisms are
isomorphisms, gives rise to a strong monoidal functor by taking the inverses of the struc-
ture morphisms. This correspondence yields a 2-isomorphism MONCAT os ∼= MONCAT s.
Therefore, an opstrong monoidal opindexed category can be considered as a pseudo-
functor into MONCAT s (just post-compose it with the previous 2-isomorphism).
Monoidal opindexed and opﬁbred categories are a priori designed for the study of
comonoids and comodules7. Since we are in this work mainly concerned with their dual
objects, monoids and modules, we will mostly consider opstrong opindexed or opﬁbred
categories.
Let us now turn to the biﬁbred notions. A monoidal biﬁbred category over B is,
equivalently, a monoidal ﬁbration that is opﬁbred or a monoidal opﬁbration that is ﬁbred.
It can be strong (as a monoidal ﬁbration), opstrong (as a monoidal opﬁbration), or both,
in which case it is called bistrong. Example 4.3.3(2) describes cases of monoidal biﬁbred
categories that are strong but not opstrong.
Let P : E → B be a monoidal biﬁbration and choose a bicleavage of P . Then, by
Lemma 2.1.27, there is a bi-indexed category
ΩP : B −→ ADJ
A −→ EA
A
f−→ B −→ f∗ : EA ⊥ EB : f ∗,
Moreover, we know that the associated opindexed and indexed categories of this bi-indexed
category are monoidal. Therefore, the functor f ∗ is monoidal and the functor f∗ is oplax
monoidal. One also concludes that the structure isomorphisms (γf,g∗, γf,g∗) and (δA∗, δA
∗)
of this bi-indexed category are pairs of monoidal natural transformations. This is not all,
though. The respective oplax monoidal and monoidal structures of f∗ and f ∗ are closely
related, as expressed in the following lemma. This result is new, as far as we know.
7Furthermore, observe that a lax natural transformation between two pseudo-functors
B → MONCAToplax
gives rise, via Grothendieck op-construction, not to a monoidal, but indeed an oplax monoidal functor
between the corresponding monoidal opﬁbrations.
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Lemma 4.3.10
Let P : E → B be a monoidal bicloven biﬁbration and f : A → B an arrow in B. Let
f∗  f ∗ be the corresponding adjunction of direct and inverse images, whose oplax mon-
oidal and monoidal structure morphisms are respectively (φf∗, ψf∗) and (φf∗ , ψf∗). Then,
the following are mate pairs, i.e., cells in the double category ADJ.
EA × EA
⊗
f∗×f∗
 EB × EB
f∗×f∗
⊗
EA
f∗
 EB
f∗
(φf∗ ,φf∗)
1
IA
Id
 1
IB
Id
EA
f∗
 EB
f∗
(ψf∗ ,ψf∗)
Proof (Sketch) : One proves that the latter pairs are mate by means of Axiom 2.1.29 and
by the characterization of the transpose morphisms for an adjunction f∗  f ∗ given in
Proposition 2.1.25.
This lemma leads to the notion of monoidal bi-indexed category. This is a bi-indexed
category with the following ingredients. Its values on objects are monoidal categories. Its
direct and inverse image functors are respectively oplax monoidal and monoidal whose
structure morphisms are mates as in the previous lemma. Finally, its structure isomor-
phisms are conjugate pairs of monoidal natural transformations. This is of course a
pseudo-functor from B to some monoidal version of ADJ , or a pseudo double functor
from HB to some monoidal version of ADJ, but as previously said, we will remain prag-
matic in this part. A monoidal bi-indexed category is respectively strong, opstrong or
bistrong if its associated monoidal indexed category is strong, its associated monoidal
opindexed category is opstrong, or if both conditions are satisﬁed.
Recall that the notion of bi-indexed category is equivalent to that, for instance, of an
indexed category whose inverse image functors admit a left adjoint. One can then, by a
choice of these left adjoint for each inverse image functor, construct a bi-indexed category.
What about the monoidal context?
Let Φ: Bop → MONCAT be a monoidal indexed category. Suppose moreover that
the inverse image functor f ∗ admits a left adjoint f∗ for each f in B. Then, there exists a
unique structure of oplax monoidal functor on each f∗ such that the properties of lemma
4.3.10 hold. This is due to the following classical fact.
Proposition 4.3.11
Let
F : V  V ′ : G. (4.3.1)
be an adjunction of unit η, with (V ,⊗, I) and (V ′,⊗′, I ′) monoidal categories. Let
(G, φG, ψG) be a monoidal functor.
There exists a structure of oplax monoidal functor on F . Its structure morphisms (φF )A,B
at objects A,B ∈ V and ψF are the transpose morphisms under the adjunction F  G of
the composite morphisms
A ⊗ B ηA⊗ηB−−−−→ GF (A) ⊗ GF (B) (φG)FA,FB−−−−−−→ G(F (A) ⊗ F (B)) (4.3.2)
I
ψG−−−−−→ G(I ′). (4.3.3)
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Moreover, when F with this structure is opstrong and is given a structure of strong mon-
oidal functor by inverting φF and ψG, this becomes an adjunction in MONCAT. Con-
versely, if (4.3.1) is an adjunction in MONCAT with F strong, then the monoidal struc-
ture of F is given by the inverses of the transposes of (4.3.2) and (4.3.3).
This proposition also holds in the symmetric setting.
Proof (Sketch) : Our attention was drawn to this fact in [52], which mentions it without
proof. It goes back, as far as we know, to the article of Kelly [45], where it appears as a
particular case of a more general theory. We sketch a direct proof.
The transpose morphisms of (4.3.2) and (4.3.3) are precisely the components of the
mate natural transformations φF and ψF of φG and ψG in
V × V
⊗
F×F
 V ′ × V ′
G×G
⊗
V
F
 V ′
G
(φF ,φG)
1
IA
Id
 1
IB
Id
V
F
 V ′
G
(ψF ,ψG)
Now one must check that the coherence axioms of monoidal functors are preserved by
the bijection that hold between mates (more precisely, that if φG and ψG satisfy the
axioms for monoidal functors, then their mates automatically satisfy the axioms for oplax
monoidal functors). Recall that it not true that any property of a natural transformation
is transmitted to its mate. For instance, the property of being a natural isomorphism is
not. In fact, the properties that are transmitted between mates are the properties that
can be expressed in terms of the double category ADJ, because the bijection between
mates preserve all the structure of this double XL-category. One veriﬁes that the axioms
of a monoidal functor can be expressed in terms of ADJ by writing them “globally”, that
is, as diagrams of the natural transformations φ and ψ, not objectwise as they are usually
given. See below (4.3.4) for an example of this kind of argument.
For the last statement of this proposition, one has ﬁrst to prove that the unit and
counit of the adjunction (4.3.1) are monoidal natural transformations with respect to
the induced strong monoidal structure on F . This is a quite direct application of the
deﬁnitions of φF and ψF as transposes of (4.3.2) and (4.3.3) and, equivalently, as mates
of φG and ψG (recall also the formulae of transpose morphisms in terms of the unit or the
counit). For instance, the axioms of monoidal transformation applied on the unit of the
adjunction express precisely that φF and ψF are deﬁned by the transposes of (4.3.2) and
(4.3.3). This proves the last aﬃrmation.
Remark 4.3.12 : This Proposition shows that an opstrong monoidal bi-indexed category
over B gives rise to a pseudo-functor B → ADJ (MONCAT ), the 2-XL-category of
adjunctions in MONCAT . Bistrong monoidal bi-indexed categories over B are precisely
pseudo-functors B → ADJ (MONCAT s).
Let us come back to our monoidal indexed category Φ: Bop → MONCAT whose
inverse image functors f ∗ admit a left adjoint. If we choose a left adjoint f∗ for each inverse
image functor, we obtain, by Theorem 2.1.37, a bi-indexed category B → ADJ . In order
to prove that this in fact is a monoidal bi-indexed category, the only fact that remains
to be proved is the fact that the structure isomorphisms γf,g∗ and δA∗ of the associated
opindexed category are monoidal with respect to the oplax monoidal structure just deﬁned
on the direct image functors. The latter structure isomorphisms are deﬁned as conjugates
of the structure isomorphisms γf,g∗ and δA∗ of the original monoidal indexed category Φ,
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which are thus monoidal. In order to prove that γf,g∗ and δA∗ are monoidal, one must
verify that the condition of being monoidal for a natural transformation is expressible in
ADJ. We recommend to use the intrinsic, i.e., objectfree, version of the axioms, as given
in (4.1.1) and (4.1.2). Given adjunctions F  G : V → V ′, F ′  G′ : V → V ′ and a
conjugate pair
V
FG
F ′G′
(α∗,α∗) V ′ , (4.3.4)
the fact that α∗ and α∗ are monoidal can be expressed entirely in diagrams in ADJ. The
ﬁrst coherence condition is given by the following equality in ADJ.
V × V
(α∗×α∗,α∗×α∗)
F×F
 V ′ × V ′
G×G
V × V
⊗
F ′×F ′
 V ′ × V ′
G′×G′
⊗
V
F ′
 V ′
G′
(φ′∗,φ′∗)
= V × V
⊗
F×F
 V ′ × V ′
G×G
⊗
V
F
 V ′
G
(φ∗,φ∗)
V
F ′
 V ′
G′
(α∗,α∗)
Example 4.3.13 (Sheaves of abelian groups) : Let X be a topological space. Since
Ab is symmetric monoidal for the tensor product, the category of presheaves of abelian
groups PSh(X;Ab) inherits the corresponding objectwise symmetric monoidal structure
(here the objects are the open subsets of X). This symmetric monoidal structrure on
presheaves induces a symmetric monoidal structure on the category of sheaves of abelian
groups Sh(X;Ab) by postcomposing it with the sheaﬁﬁcation functor. This can be shown
using the universality of the unit ηP : P ⇒ aP , P ∈ PSh(X;Ab), of the sheaﬁﬁcation
adjunction a  I. In particular, its unit is the constant sheaf Δ˜X(Z).
Note that with this monoidal structure, Sh(X;Ab) ∈ RCSYMMON . Indeed, it has
all colimits, since it is a reﬂective subcategory of the cocomplete category of presheaves
PSh(X;Ab). Moreover, its monoidal product functors −⊗F preserves colimits because the
monoidal product of PSh(X;Ab) does and the sheaﬁﬁcation functor is a left adjoint [43].
The direct image functor f∗ along a map f : X → Y can be shown to be strong
symmetric monoidal. One proves this by using the fact that the direct image functor of
presheaves is strict monoidal with respect to the objectwise monoidal product, and the
universality of the unit of a  I. There is thus a strong symmetric monoidal indexed
category
(Topop)op −→ SYMMON s
X −→ Sh(X;Ab)
f op : Y → X −→ f∗ : Sh(X;Ab) → Sh(Y ;Ab).
Each functor f∗ admits a left adjoint f−1. Let us put on f−1 the symmetric monoidal
structure induced from the monoidal structure of f∗ as in Proposition 4.3.11. This sym-
metric monoidal functor happens to be strong [52]. One ﬁnally obtains, as explained
above, a bistrong monooidal bi-indexed category over Topop:
Topop −→ ADJ (SYMMON s)
X −→ Sh(X;Ab)
f op : Y → X −→ Sh(Y ;Ab)
f−1
 Sh(X;Ab).
f∗ (4.3.5)
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4.3.2 Fibred algebra
We deﬁne in this part the notions of monoids and modules in a monoidal ﬁbred category
and show that they give rise to a ﬁbration of modules over a ﬁbration of monoids. This
material is new.
The ﬁbration of monoids
Given a monoidal ﬁbred category, we are interested in the categories of monoids in the
ﬁbre monoidal categories and in the relationship between them induced by the ﬁbred
structure.
Indexed category setting In the indexed category setting, it is very easy to deﬁne
the ﬁbration of monoids in a monoidal indexed category. Consider a monoidal indexed
category Φ: Bop → MONCAT . One obtains ﬁbrewise monoid categories by just post-
composing Φ with the monoid 2-functor
Mon : MONCAT → CAT
of Proposition 4.1.1. This composition is thus an indexed category:
Mon ◦ Φ: Bop −→ CAT
A −→ Mon(Φ(A))
f : A → B −→ Mon(f ∗) : Mon(Φ(B)) → Mon(Φ(A)),
(4.3.6)
which we call the indexed category of monoids (in the monoidal indexed category Φ). We
denote its Grothendieck construction
Mon(Φ) → B, (4.3.7)
and call it the ﬁbration of monoids in Φ and its total category the category of monoids
in Φ.
The artillery of bicategory theory even provides us directly with a monoid 2-functor
MonB : MONCATB
op −→ CATBop,
which is the 2-functor Mon∗ given by post-composition with the 2-functor Mon. It plays
exactly the same role as the functor Mon : MONCAT → CAT , but in the context of
monoidal indexed categories over B.
When Φ is symmetric, the 2-functor
Comm : SYMMON → CAT
of proposition 4.1.1 yields similarly a ﬁbration of commutative monoids in Φ.
Example 4.3.14 (Ringed spaces) : We have deﬁned a bistrong monoidal bi-indexed
category Topop → ADJ (SYMMON s) in (4.3.5). It its post-composition with the 2-functor
ADJ (Comm) takes values in ADJ . One can then Grothendieck-construct it, obtaining
a biﬁbration over Topop and then takes the dual to obtain a biﬁbration over Top, or
post-composing it with op : CAT → CAT and Grothendieck op-construct it to obtain
a biﬁbration over Top. These two processes give the same result, as explained in sub-
section 2.1.4 on page 21. Let us consider the second process. One thus ﬁrst obtains a
bi-indexed category:
Top −→ ADJ
X −→ Comm(Sh(X;Ab))op
f : X → Y −→ Comm(Sh(X;Ab))op
Comm(f∗)op
 Comm(Sh(Y ;Ab))op.
Comm(f−1)op (4.3.8)
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It is isomorphic to the bi-indexed category of sheaves on topological spaces with values
in Comm deﬁned in page 55. One can show that Comm(Sh(X;Ab)) ∼= Sh(X;Comm)
this way. One ﬁrst proves that the category Sh(X;Comm) is isomorphic to the cate-
gory of commutative internal rings cRing(Sh(X; Set)) in the Cartesian monoidal category
Sh(X; Set). The same is true for sheaves of abelian groups and internal abelian groups in
Sh(X; Set). This works indeed in the same fashion as for presheaves, since the categorical
product of presheaves restricts to a categorical product of sheaves, by reﬂectivity of the
subcategory of sheaves. Again, in the case of presheaves, this comes down from the fact
that the categorical product is objectwise (see the proof of Proposition 4.2.12 for more
details).
Secondly, in order to prove that cRing(Sh(X; Set)) ∼= Comm(Sh(X;Ab)), one uses the
fact that the monoidal product of Sh(X;Ab) ∼= Ab(Sh(X; Set)) has the universal property
of a tensor product (see Deﬁnition 4.2.18), [92].
The Grothendieck op-construction of (4.3.8) is thus isomorphic to the biﬁbration of
ringed spaces deﬁned in page 55.
Fibration setting Now we would like to have an intrinsic, choice-independent, deﬁni-
tion of a ﬁbration of monoids.
Let P : E → B be a monoidal ﬁbred category. The preceding paragraph gives us a
manner to deﬁne a ﬁbration of monoids in P . Consider, at ﬁrst, the associated pseudo-
functor Bop → MONCAT , then its image under the monoid 2-functor MonB and ﬁnally
its Grothendieck construction. This does the job.
Nevertheless, this construction is not completely satisfactory. Indeed, in this way
we don’t obtain “the” category of monoids in P , but one for each cleavage of P . All
these ﬁbrations are of course isomorphic in FIB(B), but there is no preferred choice
between them unless P has a canonical choice of cleavage, which is the case if P is the
Grothendieck construction of a pseudo-functor into CAT . There is also an objection about
the complexity of this deﬁnition. The Grothendieck construction has a quite complicated
composition law, due to the fact that one has a chosen cleavage. Moreover, one needs
such tools as global axiom of choice and bi-XL-category theory8.Why should we need this
sophistication for the sake of deﬁning such a simple notion as a the ﬁbred category of
monoids in a monoidal ﬁbred category?
There is actually no need for these concepts in order to deﬁne the ﬁbration of monoids
in P , but avoiding them makes the job less straightforward since much more mathematics
is done functorially than universally. The ﬁbration, if we suitably deﬁne it, should be
isomorphic to the ﬁbration obtained by going through the pseudo-functor world.
Deﬁnition 4.3.15 : Let E P−→ B be a monoidal ﬁbred category.
The category of monoids in E (or in P ), denoted Mon(E ) (or Mon(P )), is deﬁned by:
• ObMon(E ): Pairs (A,R) where A is an object of B and R is a monoid in EA.
8Deﬁning just the inverse image functors f∗ requires global axiom of choice, an axiom of choice for
proper classes. Such an axiom is, in von Neumann axiomatization of NBG, a consequence of the axiom
of limitation of size. But, in the axiomatization of NBG proposed by Mendelson [58], the axiom of choice
is independent, and the author imposes only its set version. The global axiom of choice is commonly
used in category theory, though, e.g., for deﬁning (co-)limit functors.
Now, if one want to state that these inverse image functors together determine a pseudo-functor into
CAT , one needs a much stronger axiom. Indeed, the category CAT lives on the third ﬂoor of a three-level
set theory with sets, classes and conglomerates (this can be axiomatized, for example, by ZFC+Existence
of an inaccessible cardinal. See Appendix A). The problem of global choice vanishes here, because one
wants anyway an axiom of choice for the third level of conglomerates, which implies the axiom of choice
for classes and, a fortiori, sets.
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• MorMon(E ): Pairs (A, (R, μ, η)) (f,φ)−−→ (B, (S, ν, λ)) where f : A → B is in B and
φ : R → S is a morphism in E over f , such that
R ⊗ R φ⊗φ
μ
S ⊗ S
ν
R
φ
S
IA
η
u(f)
IB
λ
R
φ
S
• Composition: composition of B × E .
When the monoidal ﬁbration is symmetric, then one also considers the category commu-
tative monoids in E , denoted Comm(E ), which is the full subcategory of Mon(E ) whose
objects are pairs (A,R) with R commutative in EA.
There is an obvious projection functor Mon(E ) → B. The following lemma provides
us with Cartesian morphisms for it. The lemma can be proved without a choice of inverse
image functors for P : E → B. The notation f ∗(E) → E for a Cartesian morphism
should not mislead the reader on this point.
Lemma 4.3.16
Let E → B be a monoidal ﬁbred category and f : A → B an arrow in B.
(i) Let (R, μ, η) be a monoid in EB and f ∗R
f¯R−→ R a Cartesian arrow over f . Then,
there is a unique monoid structure on f ∗R in EA such that (f, f¯R) is a morphism of
monoids in P . It is deﬁned by the left legs of the following commutative diagrams.
f ∗(R) ⊗ f ∗(R) f¯R⊗f¯R R ⊗ R
μf ∗(R ⊗ R)
f∗(μ)
f¯R⊗R
f ∗(R)
f¯R
R
IA
u(f)
IB
ηf ∗(IB)
f¯IB
f∗(η)
f ∗(R)
f¯R
R
(4.3.9)
Moreover, if R is commutative, then so is f ∗R.
(ii) Let φ : R → S be a morphism of monoids in EB. Let f ∗(R) f¯R−→ R and f ∗(S) f¯S−→ S
be Cartesian morphisms over f and f ∗(φ) the induced morphism in
f ∗(R) f¯R
f∗(φ)
R
φ
f ∗(S)
f¯S
S.
Then f ∗(φ) is a morphism of the induced monoids in EA.
In particular, any two inverse images of a monoid over the same arrow have iso-
morphic induced monoid structures.
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Proof : (i) The uniqueness of the monoid structure is clear. Indeed, the multiplication and
the unit of such a monoid must make the two squares of (4.3.9) commute, by deﬁnition of
a morphism of monoids in P . Since f¯R is Cartesian, multiplication and unit morphisms
are unique, and given by the left legs of (4.3.9).
The preceding observation gives also the existence of the maps. One then checks that
this yields a monoid structure by using the monoid structure of the original monoid R and
the naturality of the left unitor and the associator of E . The commutativity of f ∗R when
R is commutative follows also readily, using the naturality of the symmetry isomorphism
σ.
(ii) The fact that the inverse image f ∗φ of a morphism of monoids φ is again a mor-
phism of monoids is very easy to check. Applying this result to the identity morphism of
a monoid, one obtains the last aﬃrmation by noticing that a morphism of monoids that
is an isomorphism in the ambient monoidal category is an isomorphism of monoids.
In the following, given a Cartesian arrow f ∗(R) f¯R−→ R, when talking about “the
monoid” f ∗(R), we refer to the monoid structure deﬁned in the lemma.
Remark 4.3.17 : Let (A,R) and (B, S) be objects of Mon(E ). A pair
(f, φ) : (A,R) → (B, S)
in B × E with φ over f is a morphism of monoids in P if and only if for some (and then
for all) Cartesian lift f ∗(S) f¯S−→ S of f at S, the morphism φ¯ deﬁned by
R
φ¯
φ
f ∗(S)
f¯S
S
A
f
B
is a morphism of monoids in EA.
Proposition 4.3.18
Let E P−→ B be a monoidal ﬁbred category.
1. The projection Mon(E ) → B is also a ﬁbration, called the ﬁbration of monoids in
E (or in P ).
Given a monoid R over B and a morphism f : A → B, a Cartesian morphism over
f into R is given by
(A, f ∗(R)) (f,f¯R)−−−→ (B,R). (4.3.10)
When E is symmetric, the projection Comm(E ) → B is a also a ﬁbration, with the
same Cartesian morphisms.
2. Let Mon(ΦP ) → B be the ﬁbration of monoids of the indexed category ΦP deter-
mined by a cleavage of P . Then there is an isomorphism of ﬁbrations over B:
Mon(ΦP )
∼= Mon(P )
B.
(4.3.11)
This result also holds in the commutative setting.
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Proof : 1. We already know that the morphism (4.3.10) is a morphism in Mon(E ) over f .
In order to check it is Cartesian, consider a morphism (g, φ) : (C, S) → (B,R) in Mon(E )
and k : C → A in B such that f ◦ k = g. Then, one has the following commutative
diagram in P : E → B.
S
φ¯
φ¯
φ
f ∗R
f¯R
R E
Pk∗f ∗R
k¯f∗S
C
k
g
A
f
B B
Now, one can use characterization of remark 4.3.17 in order to show that (k, φ¯) is a mor-
phism of monoids. Indeed, the composite of Cartesian morphisms f¯R ◦ k¯f∗S is Cartesian.
By this remark, φ¯ is a morphism of monoids in EC . Moreover, (k, k¯f∗R) is a morphism of
monoids in E . Therefore (k, φ¯) is a morphism of monoids, as a composite of such.
Finally, let us make a choice of cleavage on P . The isomorphism of ﬁbration (4.3.11)
is deﬁned in the following manner. It acts as identity on objects. As for morphisms,
let (f, φ) : (A,R) → (B, S) be a morphism in Mon(ΦP ). Then f : A → B is in B and
φ : R → Mon(f ∗)(S) is in Mon(EA). Notice that the functor
Mon(f ∗) : Mon(EB) → Mon(EB)
sends a monoid S to a monoid whose underlying object is f ∗S and whose monoid structure
is precisely the one determined in lemma 4.3.16. One gets a morphism
(f, φ˜) : (A,R) → (B, S)
in Mon(E ) by the composition f¯S ◦φ of φ with the Cartesian lift f¯S of f at S of the chosen
cleavage. It is then routine calculation to check that this indeed determines a functor.
Example 4.3.19 : As noted before (Examples 4.3.3), the canonical ﬁbration
C  
cod−−→ C
of a category C with pullbacks is a strong monoidal ﬁbred category. It admits therefore
a ﬁbration of monoids Mon(C  ) → C . We study now a particular class of these monoids.
The canonical ﬁbration over C is actually a biﬁbration (see Examples 2.1.41). Sup-
pose that C has in addition a terminal object ∗ (and therefore all ﬁnite limits). The
morphism A → ∗ determines an adjunction between direct and inverse image functors,
whose composite with the isomorphism of categories C /∗ ∼= C is the following adjunction.
U : C /A ⊥ C : θ(−)A .
U is the forgetful functor. For an object C ∈ C , θCA , is the product bundle
θCA = (A × C pr1−−→ A).
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For a morphism f : C → D in C , θfA = 1A × f .
Moreover, each object C ∈ C determines a functor
θC(−) : C → C  .
It is deﬁned, for a morphism f : A → B, by θCA
(f,f×1C )−−−−−→ θCB . Since θA is a right adjoint, it
preserves internal monoids. One deduces that, for an internal monoid C of C , the functor
θC(−) factors through the forgetful functor U from the category of monoids in C   to C  .
Mon(C  )
U
C
θ¯C
θC
C  
The monoids θGA for A ∈ C and a group object G in C are of particular interest for the
theory G-bundles (see Examples 4.3.26 below). In this case, θGA has the structure of an
internal group of C /A.
The ﬁbration of modules
We examine now the categories of R-modules for monoids R in the ﬁbre monoidal cate-
gories of a monoidal ﬁbred category. There are two diﬀerent kind of connections between
these categories. One kind is of algebraic nature and takes place in the ﬁbres: it is the
adjunction of proposition 4.1.2 between categories of modules over diﬀerent monoids re-
lated by a morphism of monoids in a given ﬁbre. The other kind of connection has its
origin in the ﬁbred category and connect modules over some arrow in B.
Indexed category setting Let us start with a monoidal indexed category
Φ: Bop → MONCAT .
For every ﬁbre monoidal category Φ(A), A ∈ B, one has the ﬁbration of modules over
monoids Mod(Φ(A)) → Mon(Φ(A)) as in (4.1.7). The inverse image functors of Φ connect
these ﬁbrations with each other. Indeed, the 2-functor
M : MONCAT → FIBc
of Proposition 4.1.5 provides us directly with an indexed category over an indexed cate-
gory:
M ◦ Φ: Bop −→ FIBc
A −→ Mod(Φ(A))
Mon(Φ(A))
A
f−→ B −→ Mod(Φ(B))Mod(f
∗)Mod(Φ(A))
Mon(Φ(B))
Mon(f∗)
Mon(Φ(A)).
Recall that post-composition with the 2-functors dom, cod: CAT  → CAT determines
two indexed categories over B, called the domain and codomain indexed categories of
M ◦ Φ. The codomain indexed category is precisely the indexed category of monoids
Mon ◦ Φ in Φ deﬁned in (4.3.6). We call the domain indexed category the indexed
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category of modules in Φ, and the whole pseudo-functor M ◦ Φ, the indexed category of
modules over the indexed category of monoids in Φ.
One might also consider the corresponding ﬁbration over a ﬁbration via the two-
level Grothendieck construction of M ◦ Φ. The codomain ﬁbration is the (one-level)
Grothendieck construction of Mon ◦ Φ and is therefore the ﬁbration of monoids
Mon(Φ) → B
deﬁned in (4.3.7). We denote the whole structure by
Mod(Φ) → Mon(Φ) → B,
and call it the ﬁbration of modules over the ﬁbration of monoids in Φ. Note that
Mod(Φ) → Mon(Φ) is a ﬁbrewise opﬁbration as its ﬁbre at A ∈ B is isomorphic to
Mod(Φ(A)) → Mon(Φ(A)).
Example 4.3.20 (Sheaves of modules) : This example continues example 4.3.14. Re-
call that we deﬁned a bistrong monoidal bi-indexed category of sheaves of abelian groups
Topop → ADJ (SYMMON s)
in (4.3.5). It has the following important property: all its categories and its left adjoint
functors are in RCSYMMON . This implies that, when post-composing it with the 2-
functor ADJ (Mc), one ends up in BIFIBADJ . By post-composing the result with (some
version of) the opposite 2-functor, one obtains therefore the following bi-indexed category
over a bi-indexed category. We abbreviate Sh(X;Ab) by Sh(X).
Top −→ BIFIBADJ
X −→ Modc(Sh(X))op
Comm(Sh(X))op
X
f−→ Y −→ Modc(Sh(X))op
Modc(f∗)op
 Modc(Sh(Y ))op
Modc(f−1)op
Comm(Sh(X))op
Comm(f∗)op
 Comm(Sh(Y ))op.
Comm(f−1)op
(4.3.12)
Its 2-level Grothendieck op-construction, which we denote by
O-Mod → Ringed → Top,
is therefore a biﬁbration over a biﬁbration over Top. The objects of O-Mod over the ringed
space (X,OX) are called sheaves of OX-modules. We study more deeply this situation in
the following Example 4.3.26(2).
Fibration setting Let us now start with a ﬁbration P : E → B. In the same way as for
monoids, one can deﬁne the ﬁbration of modules over the ﬁbration of monoids by means
of the associated indexed category and the tools explained in the preceding paragraph.
We give now an intrinsic deﬁnition of it.
Deﬁnition 4.3.21 : Let E P−→ B be a monoidal ﬁbred category.
The category of modules in E (or in P ), denoted Mod(E ) (or Mod(P )), is deﬁned by:
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• ObMod(E ): Triples (A,R,M) where A is an object of B, R is a monoid in EA and
M is an R-module in EA.
• MorMod(E ): Triples (A,R, (M,κ)) (f,φ,α)−−−−→ (B, S, (N, σ)) where
(f, φ) : (A,R) → (B, S)
is in Mon(E ) and α : M → N is a morphism in E over f such that
M ⊗ R
κ
α⊗φ
N ⊗ S
σ
M α N
• Composition and identities: those of B × E × E .
One has an analog of lemma 4.3.16.
Lemma 4.3.22
Let E → B be a monoidal ﬁbred category and f : A → B an arrow in B.
(i) Let (R, (M,κ)) be in Mod(EB). Let f ∗R
f¯R−→ R and f ∗M f¯M−−→ M be Cartesian
arrows over f . Then, there is a unique f ∗(R)-module structure on f ∗M such that
(f, f¯R, f¯M) is a morphism of modules in P . It is deﬁned by the left leg of the following
commutative diagram.
f ∗(M) ⊗ f ∗(R) f¯M⊗f¯R M ⊗ R
κf ∗(M ⊗ R)
f∗(κ)
f¯M⊗R
f ∗(M)
f¯M
M
(ii) Let (φ, α) : (R,M) → (S,N) be a morphism in Mod(EB). Choose Cartesian lifts
of f at R, S, M and N and let f ∗(φ) : f ∗R → f ∗S, f ∗(α) : f ∗M → f ∗(N) be the
morphisms induced by Cartesianness.
Then (f ∗(φ), f ∗(α)) is a morphism in Mod(EA).
In particular, any two inverse images of a module over the same arrow have isomor-
phic induced module structures.
Remark 4.3.23 : Let (A,R,M) and (B, S,N) be modules in E . A triple
(f, φ, α) : (A,R,M) → (B, S,N)
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in B× E × E with φ and α over f is a morphism of modules in E if and only if for some
Cartesian lifts f ∗(S) f¯S−→ S of f at S and f ∗(N) f¯N−→ N of f at N , the pair (φ¯, α¯) deﬁned
by
M
α¯
α
f ∗(N)
f¯N
N
R
φ¯
φ
f ∗(S)
f¯S
S
A
f
B
is in Mod(EA).
In order to prove that the projection functor Mod(E ) → Mon(E ) is a ﬁbration, by
lemma 2.1.45, it is suﬃcient to prove that the projection Mod(E ) → B is a ﬁbration, that
Mod(E ) → Mon(E ) is Cartesian and that it has Cartesian lifts of all vertical morphisms
of Mon(E ). Cartesian lifts of general morphisms are then given by the construction of
the proof of the latter lemma.
A Cartesian lift of f : A → B in B at a module (B, S,N) is given by
(A, f ∗S, f ∗N) (f,f¯S ,f¯N )−−−−−→ (B, S,N),
where f¯S : f ∗S → S and f¯N : f ∗N → N are Cartesian lifts in P : E → B with induced
monoid and module structures.
A Cartesian lift of a vertical arrow (1A, φ) : (A,R) → (A, S) of Mon(E ) at a module
(A, S,N) is given by restriction of scalars in EA along the morphism φ (section 4.1.2):
(1A, φ, 1N) : (A,R, φN) → (A, S,N).
Proposition 4.3.24
Let E P−→ B be a monoidal ﬁbred category.
1. The projection Mod(E ) → Mon(E ) is a ﬁbration, and we call
Mod(E ) → Mon(E ) → B (4.3.13)
the ﬁbration of modules over the ﬁbration of monoids in E (or in P ).
A Cartesian lift of a morphism (f, φ) : (A,R) → (B, S) at a module (B, S,N) is
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given by the following composite of a vertical lift and an horizontal lift:
(A,R, φf ∗N)
(1A,φ¯,1N )
(f,φ)(B,S,N)
(A, f ∗S, f ∗N)
(f,f¯S f¯N )
(B, S,N)
(A,R)
(1A,φ¯)
(f,φ)
(A, f ∗(S))
(f,f¯S)
S
A
f
B
2. The ﬁbre ﬁbration Mod(E )A → Mon(E )A at A ∈ B is isomorphic to the ﬁbration
Mod(EA) → Mon(EA) of modules over monoids in EA.
3. Let Mod(ΦP ) → Mon(ΦP ) → B be the ﬁbration of modules over the ﬁbration of
monoids of the indexed category ΦP determined by a cleavage of P . Then there is
an isomorphism of ﬁbrations over ﬁbrations over B:
Mod(ΦP )
∼= Mod(E )
Mon(ΦP )
∼= Mon(E )
Remarks 4.3.25 : 1. When the ﬁbre monoidal categories of E satisfy conditions of
Proposition 4.1.2, Mod(E ) → Mon(E ) → B is a ﬁbrewise opﬁbration because of
point 2 in the preceding proposition.
2. Let E be a symmetric monoidal ﬁbred category. The ﬁbration of modules over
monoids Mod(E ) → Mon(E ) restricts on commutative monoids to a ﬁbration
Mod(E )|Comm(E ) → Comm(E )
and we denote Modc(E ) := Mod(E )|Comm(E ). One has therefore the ﬁbration of
modules over the ﬁbration of commutative monoids
Modc(E ) → Comm(E ) → B.
In the indexed category setting, one can also restricts one’s attention to commutative
monoids by post-composing a symmetric monoidal indexed category Φ: Bop →
SYMMON by the 2-functor Mc : SYMMON → FIBc deﬁned in proposition 4.1.5.
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Examples 4.3.26 : 1. (G-bundles) This is the continuation of Example 4.3.19. The
example of G-bundles in 2.1.6 are particular cases of modules in a ﬁbration. The
canonical ﬁbration is Cartesian monoidal and therefore admits a ﬁbration of modules
over its ﬁbration of monoids Mod(C  ) → Mon(C  ) → C . For an internal group
G of C , we have deﬁned the internal group θGA of C /A. It is not diﬃcult to see
that G-bundles over A are precisely θGA-modules in the Cartesian monoidal category
C /A if one chooses suitably the products in C /A. With this choice of products in
the slices, given two G-bundles ξ and ζ over A and B resp., a morphism φ : ξ → ζ
over f : A → B is a morphism of G-bundles as deﬁned in 2.1.6 if and only if the
triple (f, θGf , φ) : (A, θGA , ξ) → (B, θGB , ζ) is a morphism of modules in the canonical
ﬁbration over C .
There is a subcategory of Mod(C  ) consisting of these objects and morphisms. The
restriction of the ﬁbration Mod(C 2) → C to this subcategory is isomorphic to the
ﬁbration of G-bundles introduced in examples 2.1.6. It can also be seen as the pull-
back ﬁbration of Mod(C  ) → Mon(C  ) along the embedding θ¯G of C into Mon(C  ).
The following commutative diagram summarizes the situation, where the square is
a pullback.
G-Bun(C ) Mod(C  )
C θ¯
G
Mon(C  )
C
2. (Sheaves of modules) This is continuation of Example 4.3.20. The ﬁbration of
O-modules over the ﬁbration of ringed spaces is a dual example to Proposition
4.3.24, even though it is a ﬁbration over a ﬁbration and not an opﬁbration over
an opﬁbration. This comes from the fact that we have applied the dual 2-functor
at some point. Before that, the functors f−1 were the direct image functor of a
biﬁbration over Topop. One could equivalently have ﬁrst constructed the monoidal
biﬁbration of sheaves of abelian groups ShTop(Ab) → Topop over Topop and then
applied the construction (4.3.13):
Mod(ShTop(Ab)) → Mon(ShTop(Ab)) → Topop. (4.3.14)
One ﬁnally takes the dual of all this
Mod(ShTop(Ab))op → Mon(ShTop(Ab))op → Top.
Thus, one is in fact looking at the opﬁbration over the opﬁbration over Topop
(4.3.14). This is why we will meet dual behaviour. In particular, it not the re-
striction, but the extension of scalars that plays a role.
The category O-Mod of sheaves of modules is obtained by the Grothendieck op-
construction of the domain opindexed category of (4.3.12). Its objects are thus
triples (X,OX ,F ), where (X,OX) is a ringed space and F an OX-module in the
monoidal category Sh(X;Ab). These modules can be deﬁned as internal modules in
the Cartesian monoidal category Sh(X; Set), for the same reason that monoids in
Sh(X;Ab) can be seen as internal rings in Sh(X; Set). A morphism
(f, f , α) : (X,OX ,F ) → (Y,OY ,G )
in O-Mod is given by a continuous map f : X → Y and a morphism
(f , α) : (OY ,G ) → Modc(f∗)(OX ,F )
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in Modc(Sh(Y ;Ab)). In particular, the pair (f, f ) is a morphism of ringed spaces.
A Cartesian lift of a morphism (f, f ) : (X,OX) → (Y,OY ) of ringed spaces at a
module (Y,OY ,F ) is given by the following composite of horizontal and vertical
lifts.
(X,OX , f−1F ⊗f−1OY OX)
(1X ,f,ηf )
(X, f−1OX , f−1F )
(f,ηf ,ηf ) (Y,OY ,F )
(X,OX)
∃!(1X ,f)
(f,f) (Y,OY )
(X, f−1OY )
(f,ηf )
X
f
Y
In this diagram, ηf is the unit of the adjunction f−1  f∗ : Sh(Y ;Ab) → Sh(X;Ab)
and ηf is the unit of the adjunction of restriction and extension of scalars along f
in Sh(X;Ab). We have omitted to write Comm and Modc around the functor f−1
where needed.
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Chapter 5
Prospects
In the introduction we raised the questions motivating this thesis. In this chapter, we
ﬁrst combine the results of the previous chapters to explain our progress in answering
these questions. We then discuss what is still missing for a complete answer. Finally, we
propose some ideas of research in K-Theory, using the categorical framework developed
in this thesis.
The starting point of our thesis was the following question. Given an object C of a
category C , is there a “natural” category one could associate to it that contains signiﬁcant
information about C and to which the K-theory functor could be applied, giving rise to
a natural notion of K-theory of the objects of C? This question is a good starting point,
but it is naive, because too general. Asked this way, the answer is probably negative:
there is, in complete generality, no “natural” category one can associate to C in order to
have good notion of its K-theory. Nevertheless, there is a related question that clariﬁes
the discussion: to what kinds of objects (and thus categories) should K-theory be applied?
Exploring examples such as rings (commutative or not), ringed spaces (commutative
or not), topological spaces and ring spectra, we found that K-theory should be applied
to the category monoids in a monoidal ﬁbred category or some category equipped with a
functor into such. When the monoidal ﬁbred category is symmetric, then commutative
monoids are also objects of interest.
In the cases of rings and ring spectra, the monoidal ﬁbred category is trivially ﬁbred,
that is, it is just a monoidal category. The (symmetric) monoidal categories underlying
rings and ring spectra are respectively those of abelian groups with tensor product and
of S-modules with smash product [19].
In the cases of spaces and ringed spaces, the ﬁbred context becomes essential. The
example of ringed spaces has been treated in detail. There, the monoidal context is a
monoidal biﬁbred category ShTop(Ab) → Topop of sheaves of abelian groups. K-theory is
also applied the category of schemes, which is a non full subcategory of Ringed. Moreover,
this example could be easily generalized to ringed sites.
The example of topological spaces has not been examined here, due to a lack of time.
The category associated to a space X that is used for the computation of the K-theory
of X is the category of (real or complex) vector bundles over X. Real vector bundles over
X are naturally deﬁned as internal modules in the Cartesian monoidal category Top/X
over the internal ring θRX = (X ×R pr1−−→ X) and similarly for the complex case. Are they
modules in a monoidal category of internal abelian groups in Top/X?
Let us consider the case of topological vector spaces (X = ∗). The tensor product in
the category of topological abelian groups exists, but is not associative [22]. However, it
yields a symmetric monoidal structure if one restricts the category Top, for example, to
the category of k-Top of k-spaces, also called compactly generated spaces [78]. One thus
has a symmetric monoidal category Ab(k-Top) of compactly generated topological abelian
groups and topological vector spaces areR-modules in this monoidal category. This should
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generalize to the category Ab(k-Top/X) of internal abelian groups in k-Top/X for a k-
space X. By the universal property of tensor product, every vector bundle over X can
then be seen as a module over the monoid θRX in Ab(k-Top/X). The monoidal framework
consists thus in the symmetric monoidal ﬁbred category of bundles of topological abelian
groups AbBun → k-Top. The monoids therein can be identiﬁed with internal rings in the
respective ﬁbres Ab(k-Top/X). The K-theory of spaces is then obtained by “transferring”
the K-theory of these bundles of topological rings via the functor Top → Mon(AbBun)
deﬁned by X → (X, θRX) (in a similar way as Example 4.3.26(1)).
Now that we have identiﬁed the kind of objects K-theory should be applied to, we
can return to our ﬁrst question: to what category over such objects should one apply the
K-theory functor? A ﬁrst part of the answer is contained in the identiﬁcation above of the
objects under study. Indeed, when the latter are monoids in a monoidal ﬁbred category, it
is natural to consider their associated category of modules. We have seen that a monoidal
ﬁbred category E → B provides us directly with a ﬁbration Mod(E ) → Mon(E ). Recall
that its ﬁbre over a monoid (B,R) (where thus R is a monoid in the monoidal category
EB) is isomorphic to the category ModR in the monoidal category EB. When the objects
of study are in a category C together with a functor F : C → Mon(E ), then one can take
the pullback of Mod(E ) → Mon(E ) along F .
In practice, one never applies the K-theory functor to the whole category of modules
of a given monoid (in a monoidal ﬁbred category). The category of modules is in general
too complicated to deal with, and one therefore considers a subcategory of objects that
are trivial in some sense (for instance free), or close to it. In the cases of commutative
rings, of ringed spaces and of spaces, we observed that the modules considered satisfy
a condition of local triviality with respect to a covering function on the base category
(which is the category of monoids or a category equipped with a functor into it). We do
not know, though, if ﬁnitely generated projective modules over non commutative rings
can be characterized this way, neither do we for the categories of modules over S-algebras
considered in [19].
Thus, here is our general framework. K-theory applies to the category of (commu-
tative) monoids in a (symmetric) monoidal ﬁbred category E → B, or to a category
C → Mon(E ) with a functor into some category of monoids of this sort. There is a ﬁbra-
tion of modules over monoids Mod(E ) → Mon(E ) where certain modules are considered
as trivial. The category to be considered over a monoid is the category of its locally
trivial modules with respect to a ﬁxed covering function on Mon(E ). In the situation of a
functor C → Mon(E ), one considers locally trivial objects of the pullback ﬁbration with
respect to a ﬁxed covering function on C .
Is this framework ready for K-theory? Not quite yet. We explain now the few more
steps that have to be taken before applying K-theory functor.
First of all, the category to which the K-theory functor is applied must be essentially
small (that is, equivalent to a small category). In addition, examples such as the K-
theory of spaces and of rings show that one must only consider modules that are “ﬁnitely
generated” in some sense, in order to avoid a trivial K-theory (this is due to the so called
“Eilenberg swindle” [100]). In the examples of spaces and rings, the restriction to vector
bundles whose ﬁbres are ﬁnite dimensional vector spaces and to ﬁnitely generated modules
solve both problems. We haven’t fully worked out the requirement of smallness in the
general context. It should be satisﬁed, under some cowell-poweredness condition, if we
restrict our attention on ﬁnitely generated R-modules, i.e., those with an epi Rn → M ,
but this is not always possible (for example, general vector bundles over a space with
inﬁnitely many connected components do not satisfy this condition). Another type of
condition could be the requirement that there is a set (i.e., not a proper class) of trivial
modules over each monoid, a set of coverings for each monoid, and that the ﬁbration is a
stack.
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We have already mentioned that the K-theory functor has its domain in Quillen-exact,
or more generally Waldhausen categories1. There is also a K-theory functor that takes
into account a possible enrichment in the Cartesian closed category of k-spaces. The
framework we have constructed up to now does not provide such a structure, however.
We must therefore impose more structure on the monoidal ﬁbred category E → B with
which we work if one needs this form of K-theory.
Let us ﬁrst attempt to obtain a Quillen-exact structure on the category of locally
trivial modules over some monoid. Suppose that the ﬁbre EB is abelian and that its
functors − ⊗ E are additive and preserve cokernels, for each B ∈ B. The category of
modules over a monoid (B,R) ∈ Mon(E ) is then abelian [1], so that the question we must
answer is the following.
Let P be a ﬁbration together with a notion of trivial objects and a covering function of
the base. Suppose each ﬁbre of P is an abelian category. Do the locally trivial objects of a
ﬁbre form a Quillen-exact subcategory of it? We have not completely studied this question,
but we know some condition under which the answer is yes, when the trivial objects are
given by a subcategory of the ﬁbre over the terminal object of the base. Suppose the
covering function K on the base satisﬁes axioms (C) and (L), that the trivial objects form
a Quillen-exact subcategory in each ﬁbre and the inverse image functors over arrows of K-
coverings are exact functors. Locally trivial objects then form a Quillen-exact subcategory
in each ﬁbre. Note that it is important not to require that all inverse image functors are
exacts (consider the opﬁbration of commutative rings: the direct image functor along a
localization is exact, but this is not true for a general morphism of rings).
One could also seek a Waldhausen structure on the category of locally trivial modules
over some monoid. In this case, one should start with a monoidal ﬁbration whose ﬁbres EB
are monoidal model categories. Under some natural conditions, the category of modules
over a monoid is then also model [77]. One should thus consider the situation of a
ﬁbration with trivial objects and a covering function on its base whose ﬁbres are model.
Do the locally trivial objects then form a Waldhausen subcategory of each ﬁbre? We have
not yet studied this question. Since each ﬁbre is supposed to be a model category, one
should probably consider a weakened notion of (locally, vertically or not) trivial objects.
Trivial objects should be weakly equivalent to an image of the morphism of ﬁbrations
that determine them. Moreover, locally trivial objects should be locally over a covering
weakly equivalent to a trivial one. When the base is also a model category, it would be
interesting to consider also weakened versions of the axioms of pretopologies, as deﬁned
in [95].
Finally, the structure of a topological Quillen-exact or Waldhausen category plays a
role in topological K-theory (of spaces or Banach algebras, e.g.). Indeed, when X is
a compact space, then the category of real vector bundles over X is equivalent to the
category Modfg,pC(X) of ﬁnitely generated projective C(X)-modules, where C(X) is the ring
of continuous functions X → R (this is the Swan’s theorem). So one can as well calculate
the K-theory of X from Modfg,pC(X). It is the K-theory functor that takes in account the
topological enrichment of Modfg,pC(X) (due to the fact that C(X) is a topological ring) that
gives the K-theory of X, not the K-functor that only takes the Quillen-exact structure into
account, which is the algebraic K-theory of the discrete ring C(X) [28,29,70]. Our theory
should therefore have topologically enriched version in order to capture these examples.
1There is also a K-theory functor that is deﬁned on symmetric monoidal categories. However, this
functor seems to us to appear only accidentally in the questions we study. For instance, one can use this
functor in order to calculate the K-theory of a ring R because the category of ﬁnitely generated projective
R-modules is split exact. However, in all cases where the category of modules is not split exact, it is
the K-theory of the Quillen-exact category that is chosen, not the K-theory of the Cartesian monoidal
category.
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We conclude with some possible applications of our theory. It turned out to be quite
a job to describe these categorical foundations for K-theory and, as we have explained,
there are still some gaps to ﬁll. Along the way, we have encountered very rich categorical
structures that are interesting for their own sake. Moreover, examples of these categorical
notions arise in various parts of mathematics, as we have shown for locally trivial objects,
for instance. Nevertheless, our initial and main motivation was K-theory and we therefore
have hopes of applications of our theory into this ﬁeld.
We have developed a uniﬁed, conceptual framework for a number of imporant exam-
ples of objects studied in K-theory, thus providing new tools for obtaining K-theoretic
information. One can now modify the parameters of the well-known examples, with all the
control that the abstract theory gives to us. For example, within our general framework,
it is now possible to ask, and perhaps answer as well, the following interesting question:
how does the K-theory vary under changes of covering functions, or of trivial objects? In
general, it would be also interesting to study functors in K-theory induced by morphisms
of ﬁbrations. On the other hand, one can try to apply K-theory to new situations by
means of this framework.
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Appendix A
A note on foundations
This appendix is meant to shortly recall the set theoretical questions that arise in category
theory and what options have been proposed to deal with them. We then turn to a
little more thorough treatment of the option we have chosen for this thesis. A complete
treatment of the question would of course require much more space and time. This
appendix will therefore be quite sketchy and not self-contained. In particular, it requires
some basic knowledge in set theory and logic: ﬁrst order language and theories, extension
by deﬁnitions of a theory, interpretation of a theory in another, interpretation of formulae
and of deﬁnitions of a theory in an interpretation of the theory. One also supposes that
the reader is accustomed with the usual set theories ZFC and NBG. We learnt these
notions mainly in the following books that we recommend. The reference [81] is a very
rigorous and clear exposition of ﬁrst order theory notions and takes seriously the question
of what structure the meta-language is supposed to have. In particular, when studying
models of set theories, the author uses the internal notion of an interpretation, not the
external notion of a model. See also [47], that has the same spirit, but with fewer details.
We used [58] especially for its full treatment of NBG. The existence of this book is very
precious for category theory because it is the only modern exposition of NBG (as far as I
know). Finally, [35] is a recent reference that, after having presented the usual notions of
ﬁrst order logic, restarts doing it inside the formal theory ZFC! To recommend to anyone
who once found bizarre that when doing formal set theory, the meta-language seems to
already contains all the notions that one is going to deﬁne . . . [47] has also clarifying
discussions of these questions.
A.1 Foundational issues of category theory
Surveys of the subject can be found in [32, 34, 83].
It is well known since the very beginning of the ﬁeld with Eilenberg and Mac Lane [18]
that category theory deals with set theoretical concepts that can lead to paradoxes if not
treated with care. Actually it is hardly surprising that category theory asks foundational
questions since it is designed to describe the structure of mathematical theories themselves
and so has a foundational nature. Let me recall some of the diﬃculties that arise.
Category theory is often applied to a whole class of models of a theory, for example the
class of all groups or all topological spaces. Yet these “collections” are precisely those for
which one needs axiomatization in order to avoid Russell-like paradoxes. If one chooses
ZFC as the set theory, then its language states facts about only sets. A class is a mere
formula, that is, an object of the meta-language. It is a formula φ(x) of the language
ZFC with at most one free variable1. A class may be “collectivizing”, that is there exists
1One could also consider formulae φ(x1, . . . , xn, x) with more free variables. It is “collectivizing”
if  ∃y∀x(x ∈ y ↔ φ(x1, . . . , xn, x)). But this yields the deﬁnition of a function symbol, whereas a
formula with only one free variable leads to the deﬁnition of a constant symbol. For example, the formula
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a set of all x such that φ(x). This is the case when ZFC proves the following formula:
∃y∀x(x ∈ y ↔ φ(x)). (A.1.1)
For example, it is an axiom of ZFC that the formula x = x is collectivizing in the sense
that the former formula for this φ is an axiom (this is ∅). But it is a theorem of ZFC
that the formula x = x is not (the class V of all sets). One says then that it is a proper
class. It is possible to speak about classes in ZFC by identifying one class with a formula
that deﬁnes it, but this is a drift in the meta-language since a formula is a word of the
language, not something the language talks about. For instance, ZFC cannot quantify
over classes. We will come back to this later.
People in the ﬁeld actually prefer to adopt an axiomatic set theory whose language
speaks about classes and sets together, like NBG (Von Neumann-Bernays-Gödel) or MK
(Morse-Kelley). In these theories, sets are particular classes, those that are elements of
other classes. Proper classes are the classes that are not sets. It is a theorem of NBG that
the classes of all sets, all groups etc. are proper classes. In such axiomatizations of the
universe of sets, one can write formulae and state theorems about classes. Practically, this
means that it makes sense to quantify over classes. Moreover, there is an interpretation
(or relativization) of ZFC in NBG. That is, one can deﬁne in NBG an unary predicate
symbol Set(X) by ∃Y (X ∈ Y ) such that the interpretation of the non logical axioms of
ZFC in NBG via the predicate symbol Set are theorems of NBG [58]. This implies the
meta-theorem that if NBG is consistent, then ZFC is. In fact, the reciprocal is true
[ibid.] and so NBG is not “riskier” than ZFC.
Some natural constructions of category theory are still not available though. Indeed,
no notion of “collection” of proper classes is deﬁned in the language since the only variables
of the languages are classes, and proper classes belong to no class by deﬁnition. As within
ZFC, one could deﬁne such collections by means of formulae that deﬁne them. But again
this requires a jump in the meta-language. Nevertheless, in category theory, there are
very natural situations where one would like to talk about such “collections” of proper
classes.
Let us, for now, adopt NBG for set theory. A category C is a class of objects ObC ,
a class of morphisms MorC , two functions domain and codomain, and a composition
relation. These data satisfy the usual axioms of category theory. Given two categories
C and D , a functor from C to D is a particular kind of function F : MorC → MorD ,
i.e. a subclass F ⊂ MorC × MorD . When D is not empty, F is a proper class if and
only if MorC is2. In the same manner, when D is not empty, a natural transformation
α : F ⇒ G : C → D is a proper class if and only if ObC is. It is easy to check that there is
a composition of these natural transformations that veriﬁes all the axioms of composition
of arrows in a category. But for C a proper class and D not empty, NBG proves there
is no class containing any of these functors or natural transformations since this would
imply them to be sets. So they cannot gather in a category. But, of course, functors
between large categories and natural transformations between them satisfy the axioms
2-categories.
For the same reason, in NBG, there is no (2-)category CAT of all (possibly large)
categories. The previous problem is in fact just a part of this one: the hom-categories
of CAT are not deﬁned in general. As a consequence, it doesn’t make sense for example
to talk about pseudo-functors from a category C to CAT . However, the correspondence
x ∈ x1 ∨ x ∈ x2 gives rise to the function symbol ∪.
2Use the fact that if f : X → Y is a function between two classes, then X ∼= f , unless Y is empty
(recall that a function is a subclass of the Cartesian product X × Y ). Then the replacement axiom (see
further down Axiom 1) implies that one is a set if and only if the other is [58].
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which sends a ring R to its category of modules MR (and extension of scalars for mor-
phisms) is readily checked to fulﬁl all axioms of a pseudo-functor. In all these examples,
one sees that “it is a 2-category” or “it is a pseudo-functor” but one cannot state it for
set theoretical reasons.
A ﬁrst answer to this problem is to simply forget all about size problems. This isn’t
a real option though, because of the risk of paradoxes and because of the importance of
size hypotheses in fundamental theorems of category theory. Herrlich and Strecker give a
nice illustration of such a paradox [34]: if one considers that categories form a category
CAT , then is its full subcategory of categories that are not objects of themselves an
object of itself? On the other hand, Shulman gives several examples in [83] of category
theory statements where size completely changes the result. For instance, it is a very
mild assumption for a category to have all products. But, if a category has all products
indexed by proper classes, then it is necessarily a preoder!
A second way of handling these issues is to consider that all statements of the kind
“categories and functors between them form a category CAT” or “C → CAT is a pseudo-
functor” really are just an abbreviation for the longer statement that lists the conditions
that are involved. Yet, this is not satisfactory, ﬁrstly because it is dangerous: one is
tempted to forget that it is an abbreviation and then one may use set-related results
of category theory that are not available there. Secondly, it is of great help to apply
category theory to these “super-large” collections such as CAT . For instance it quite
simpliﬁes the matter to know that “CAT is a 2-category” when studying categories or
to have the Yoneda embedding C → SetC op for a locally small category C . Having a
“category” CAT also permits to precisely express the fact that Grothendieck ﬁbrations
on C are equivalent to pseudo-functors from C op to CAT .
There are diﬀerent ways to take size problems seriously. One has at ﬁrst a conceptual
choice between two options to make. The ﬁrst option is radical: get rid of set theory and
found mathematics on an axiomatization of a certain fundamental categorical notion,
using arrow-theoretic concepts. One can axiomatize the notion of a category: there is
a ﬁrst-order theory of categories, like there is one of groups [32, 49]. But this is not
suﬃcient. Indeed, one just obtains general theorems concerning objects and arrows. This
theory says nothing about particular categories like the category of sets or of groups3.
Moreover, the notions of functor and natural transformations are absent. These notions
would only appear as morphisms, and morphisms of morphisms, of models of the theory of
categories in a theory of sets. To solve this problem, Lawvere proposed an axiomatization
of the category of categories [49]. Sets will there just pop up as discrete categories.
This is an interesting option, but not fully developed until now (see also [57]). Bénabou
also provided such an axiomatization, based on ﬁbred categories [4]. Finally, Lawvere
has developed an intermediate step with his Elementary Theory of the Category of Sets
(ETCS). It is an axiomatization of sets via their category, expressing the fact that it
is a particular topos [50]. A fully satisfactory axiomatization using categories should in
fact encompass categories, functors and natural transformations, but also bicategories,
lax functors, lax natural transformations and modiﬁcations, tricategories and so on. So,
ideally, one should provide an axiomatization of the ∞-category of ∞-categories.
The second option takes both size problems and set-foundation of mathematics seri-
ously. It forces one therefore to modify the axiomatization of set theory, whether it is
ZFC or NBG. Remember that NBG was introduced in order to include classes in the
3Unless one adds axioms that force the theory to resemble the category one has in mind. This is
successful for the category of sets, with the theory ETCS.
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language. This process can actually be continued. One can deﬁne a ﬁrst-order theory
with three diﬀerent types of “collections”: sets, classes and conglomerates. The variables
of the theory are meant to describe conglomerates, whereas sets and classes are particu-
lar conglomerates. Such an axiom system is sketched in [34] and studied in more detail
in [68] (with some diﬀerences). Category theorists often informally take this solution, but
technically derive it from an “universe axiom”. The reason why this three-level set theory
is not widely used in category theory is probably that set theorists haven’t studied it.
Actually, even NBG seems to be almost anecdotal to set theorists.
There is theoretically a way of dealing within NBG, or even ZFC, with “collections
of classes”, but it is both unmanageable and insuﬃcient as we brieﬂy explain now. One
can deﬁne by formulae of the language of ZFC or NBG what are a ﬁrst-order language
l, an atomic terms of l, l-formulae, and a structure of l. One can then deﬁne what is an
l-theory t, a formal proof and a model of a theory. Moreover, given a theory T in the
usual sense, there is a way to express it as a theory T˙ deﬁned in ZFC [35]. Finally, the
formula Con(t) is the formula asserting that there exists a model for t4.
Recall now that one part of the set theoretical issues of category theory is the impos-
sibility to gather proper classes, like large categories. Yet, there is a formula of NBG
that expresses the fact that a class is a category (see further down subsection A.2.3). One
could thus consider the “collection” of all categories as this formula, but we remarked that
this is a drift in the meta-language. However, as one can formalize the meta-language,
for instance by ZFC, this formula is now a set of ZFC. This shows that it is in principe
correct to deal with “super-classes” as formulae and to apply set-theoretical tools on them.
Nevertheless, there are two problems with this solution. Firstly, really working in ˙NBG
would be a nightmare full of sequences of natural numbers! Secondly, the “super-classes”
are indeed sets of ZFC, since a formula of ˙NBG is coded as a sequence of natural num-
bers in ZFC. Yet, they have no relationship with the sets and classes of ˙NBG, because
˙NBG is a theory that talks about sets and classes, whereas its formulae, that are sets
that the ambient ZFC is talking about, are just a coding of the language of ˙NBG. It
is as if I talk to someone about my wife’s wonderful cakes, and that at his next visit we
invite him to eat the recipe. Well, jokes aside, the problem with this incompatibility is
that it is too restrictive, because in category theory, one does not just want to talk about
a “super-large” category like CAT , one really wants to use it, like for an indexed category
Bop → CAT .
The previous impracticable solution leads however to a useful option, but which requires
a strengthening of set theory. Indeed, as already mentioned, one can deﬁne in ZFC what
is a model of a theory l itself deﬁned in ZFC. Let us consider a model of ˙NBG5. In the
model, the “virtual” sets and classes that ˙NBG talks about are “realized” as plain sets of
ZFC. In this manner, the meta-language where one drifts when talking about collections
of classes is itself not only axiomatized but also in direct relationship with the language.
Moreover, the meta-language is the usual language of set theory.
4The theory t must not be ﬁnitely axiomatizable. In particular, it makes sense to talk about the
theory ˙ZFC in ZFC and there is a formula of ZFC saying that a set is a model of ˙ZFC.
5The notion of a model of ˙NBG in ZFC is the formalization of the notion of a model of NBG in
the unformalized meta-theory, the latter being an intuitive set M together with a relation ∈M⊂ M × M
such that the axioms of NBG are veriﬁed for this notion of elementhood (see [35] for the formal notion).
There is also the notion of a model of NBG (without the dot, that is, the theory NBG deﬁned in the
meta-language) in ZFC. It is an interpretation of NBG in ZFC whose universe M (a predicate symbol)
is a set (in other words, the the formula (A.1.1) with φ = M is a theorem of ZFC). It is a beautiful
result that the notions of models of ˙NBG and of NBG in ZFC coincide. This applies in more general
situations, see [35, 47].
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The proof of the existence of such a model is of course too strong a request; if it were
possible, then ZFC would be inconsistent by Gödel’s Second Incompleteness Theorem.
One should thus try to add an axiom to ZFC such that there exists a model (M,∈M) of
NBG (for example, the axiom “there exists a model of NBG”!). If one had such a model,
then one could do all ordinary mathematics in the model, and when there is a need to
gather proper classes of the model, this can be done in the surrounding ZFC.
One would like some compatibility between the model of NBG and the theory ZFC
where it lives. As we already said, it is not just the question of studying M for its own
sake from outside. One wants to consider for example functions from a class of the model
to a set outside of the model (remember the pseudo-functors Bop → CAT ). The basic
conditions one requires on the model (M,∈M ) are that of a supertransitive standard model
(or supercomplete model) [10,79–81]. They express formally the fact that the relation ∈M
is the restriction of ∈ to M , and that M is closed under elements and subsets:
(i) ∈M=∈ (standard model),
(ii)  y ∈ x ∧ x ∈ M → y ∈ M (transitivity),
(iii)  y ⊂ x ∧ x ∈ M → y ∈ M (supertransitivity).
(A.1.2)
A model M of NBG in ZFC (or NBG) is supercomplete if and only if M = Vθ+1 for
a (strongly) inaccessible cardinal θ [79, 80], where, given an ordinal α, Vα is the set of
stage α in the von Neumann hierarchy of sets6. Therefore, the sets of the model are the
elements of Vθ and the classes are its subsets. Moreover, a set U satisﬁes the axioms of a
universe in the sense of Grothendieck if and only if U = Vθ for a (strongly) inaccessible
cardinal θ7.
We must notice that all axioms don’t have the same importance with respect to consis-
tency. For example, the Axiom of Choice AC is independent of the theory ZF in the sense
that ZF proves neither AC, nor its negative ¬AC. This implies that if ZF is consistent,
then both ZFC and ZF + ¬AC are consistent. Therefore, with respect to consistency,
there is no change in adding AC (or its negative) to the axioms of the theory. Adding to
ZFC the axiom I of the existence of an inaccessible cardinal is of diﬀerent nature (let us
write ZFI for ZFC+I). Indeed, one can show (in ZFC) that, if ZFC is consistent, then
ZFC + ¬I is consistent, or equivalently, that ZFC does not prove I. On the contrary,
one cannot prove (neither in ZFC, nor in ZFI) that the consistency of ZFC implies the
consistency of ZFI. This is because ZFI proves the consistency of ZFC, and therefore,
would prove its own consistency, violating the second incompleteness theorem of Gödel.
Thus, adding the axiom I really adds a risk. The axiom of inﬁnity has the same status
(with regards to consistency) as the axiom I in the theory ZF .
Before going to the concrete solution we adopt for this work, I should mention that
there is still another approach to these set-theoretical problems, Feferman set theory.
See [83, 84] and references therein.
A.2 The strategy for this work
We now turn to the solution adopted in this text. Our approach is similar to the usual
methods proposed in the literature, since we also rely upon some “Grothendieck universe”
6These sets are deﬁned by transﬁnite recursion by V0 = 0, Vα+1 = ℘Vα and Vα =
⋃
β<α Vβ for a limit
ordinal α. Recall that 0 = ∅, α + 1 = α ∪ {α} is the successor ordinal of α and α is limit if there is no
ordinal such that α is its successor (like ∅ or the ordinal ω of all natural numbers).
7See [2, Exposé I, Appendice]. For models of ZF , this characterization is not true. All supercomplete
models M of ZF in ZF are of the form M = Vα for some ordinal α (which one calls natural models).
However, α need not to be inaccessible [64]. A characterization of the possible ordinals α and in terms
of universes is given in [10].
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trick. However, it provides both conceptual and technical new ingredients, as we explain
now.
A.2.1 General approach
We quite often use a three-level set theory, and we need once in while a fourth level.
In this situation, people are used to adding an axiom of existence of two inaccessible
cardinals (e.g., [16]) or even with a whole class of them (Grothendieck adds the axiom
that every set belongs to an inaccessible cardinal [2]). We prefer to work in the theory
NBG together with the axiom I of existence of an inaccessible cardinal, which we denote
NBGI (we haven’t seen this axiomatic choice elsewhere). This theory allows indeed four
levels of “sets” and is, in our point of view, much simpler. In particular, the two ﬁrst levels
respect the same axioms as the third and fourth (the latter being sets and classes in NBG
and the former, sets and classes in a model of it). Moreover, it is a weaker assumption
than the existence of two inaccessible cardinals in ZFC, since NBG is equiconsistent
with ZFC, and ZFI is strictly stronger than NBG.
Authors also tend to make some inaccessible cardinal assumption at the beginning
and then work all the time with the diﬀerent levels it provides. One can then follow
two diﬀerent strategies. One either works at the two ﬁrst levels when possible in order
to make set theory the least visible, going to further levels only when one is forced to
(e.g., [34]). Or one works at the highest level possible, in order to attain the greatest
generality (e.g., [16]). We have in this text another point of view from these authors,
but close to the former. We want to bother the reader the least possible with set theory
intricacies, but remain correct and honest on this subject. That means we don’t want to
completely avoid the problem, neither to pretend to work with small categories when our
categories of interest are obviously large. We also want to add the least axioms possible
to NBG, as it was noted that adding an inaccessible cardinal yields a strictly stronger set
theory. So, unless it is necessary, we work in plain NBG, with two kinds of categories:
small categories and large categories. When needed, we turn to NBGI and then have
four kinds of categories: small, large, extra large and extra extra large. All theorems
proved in NBG are also true in NBGI and in any model of NBG (so in particular in a
Grothendieck universe). This method has three advantages: it makes set theory the least
visible possible, it makes the least additional set theory assumption and it has no loss of
generality in comparison with the paradigm “assume NBGI throughout the text + work
at the highest level possible”.
Now, we state precisely our set theory assumptions and deﬁne related basic category
concepts.
A.2.2 Some important facts about NBG
We recall some crucial deﬁnitions, axioms and propositions of NBG that we use in the
sequel. The modern reference for NBG set theory is the already cited (and very well
written) book of Mendelson [58] and we refer to his axiom system. Recall that in NBG
the variables represents objects that we call classes and that a class is a set if and only
if it belongs to a class. A class is proper if it is not a set. Two classes are equal if and
only if they have the same elements. In this part, we use capital letters for class variables
and lowercase letters for set variables. One deﬁnes an unary predicate symbol Set by
Set(X) ⇐⇒ ∃Y (X ∈ Y ), saying “X is a set”.
Let us ﬁrst recall an important theorem of NBG, also called Class Comprehension
Schema.
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Theorem A.2.1 (Class Existence Theorem)
Let φ(X1, . . . , Xn, Y1, . . . , Ym) be a formula in NBG whose variables occur among X1, . . . ,
Xn, Y1, . . . , Ym and in which only set variables are quantiﬁed. Such a formula is called
predicative. Then,
NBG ∃Z ∀x1 . . .∀xn(〈x1, . . . , xn〉 ∈ Z ⇐⇒ φ(x1, . . . , xn, Y1, . . . , Ym)).
In other words, NBG proves that there exists a class of all n-tuples 〈x1, . . . , xn〉 such that
φ(x1, . . . , xn, Y1, . . . , Ym).
The deﬁnition of equality of classes implies furthermore that this class is unique. One
can, for instance, deﬁne the Cartesian product of two classes by means of this scheme.
Another important feature is the power class ℘X of a class X. It is deﬁned, via the Class
Existence Theorem, by the formula (∀x)(x ∈ ℘X ⇐⇒ x ⊂ X), that is, ℘X is the class
of all subsets of X. It is then an axiom, the Power set axiom, that the power class of a
set is as set.
From now on, we use informal language, but it should always be easy to return to the
formal language. In particular, we denote n-tuples by usual parentheses. We sometimes
return to formal language, when it seems useful for the purpose.
Another important feature of NBG is its axiom of replacement. We need some pre-
liminary deﬁnitions. The domain D(X) of a class X is the class of all sets v such that
there exists a set w with (v, w) belonging to X. One deﬁnes similarly the image I (X) of
X. A class X is univocal if for all pairs (x, y) and (x, z) belonging to X, y = z. A class
R is a relation if all its elements are pairs. A class F is a function from a class X to a
class Y if it is a univocal relation whose domain is X and image is a subclass of Y .
Axiom (Axiom of Replacement)
Let Y be a univocal class and x a set. Then the class of second components of pairs of Y
whose ﬁrst components are in x is a set.
In particular, when F is a function from X to Y , then the image of the restriction of F
to a set is a set. Here are some useful consequences of the axiom of replacement.
Proposition A.2.2
(i) Any subclass of a set is a set. Moreover, the domain and the image of a set are sets.
(ii) The Cartesian product of two sets is a set.
(iii) A relation is a set if and only if its domain and its image are sets. In particular, a
function is a set if and only if its domain is a set.
(iv) There exists a class of all functions from a set x to a class Y , denoted Y x. Moreover,
if y is a set, then yx is a set. If Y is a proper class and x = ∅, then Y x is a proper
class.
(v) If X injects in Y , then if X is a proper class, so is Y (in other words, if Y is a set,
so is X).
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A.2.3 Category theory in NBG
Unless otherwise indicated by the vocabulary used or by an explicit assumption, we work
in this thesis in the set theory NBG with the axiom of choice for classes. We discuss now
the deﬁnition of a category. Notice that, since a proper class X cannot be an element of
a class, it cannot be a component of an ordered pair (X, Y )8. Therefore, one cannot state
the deﬁnition “a category is a quintuple (ObC ,MorC , ◦, dom, cod) such that . . . ” or “a
category is a pair (MorC , ◦) such that . . . ”9.
It can be deﬁned by a sentence in the meta-language of the kind “it consists of the
following data”. More precisely, there is a ﬁrst-order theory of categories [32, 49]. Its
signature consists of one ternary predicate symbol C (C(x, y, z) is interpreted as z is
the composite of x with y) and two unary function symbols dom and cod (interpreted
as domain and codomain). A category C is an interpretation of the ﬁrst-order theory
of categories in NBG whose universe is a class10. In other words, it consists of a class
MorC (determined by a formula with at most one free variable), a ternary relation ◦ on
MorC , two functions dom and cod from MorC to MorC , such that the interpretation of
the axioms of category theory is veriﬁed. For example, there is a category of sets, written
Set, whose class of objects, denoted V (the universal class), is proper. It is deﬁned by
the class of all x such that x /∈ ∅.
One can also deﬁne a category C as the data of a (deﬁned) class MorC and a ternary
relation ◦ on MorC satisfying axioms. Finally a third way is to deﬁned a category
as the data of a (deﬁned) class MorC , an unary relation ObC on MorC , a ternary
relation ◦ and two unary functions dom and cod on MorC . The two ﬁrst deﬁnitions
are equivalent, whereas the last one is “essentially equivalent”, meaning that if the data
“(ObC ,MorC , ◦, dom, cod)” satisﬁes the latter deﬁnition, then the data “(MorC , ◦)” sat-
isﬁes the former, and there is a unique such “(X,MorC , ◦, Y, Z)” up to isomorphism [34].
There also exists a formula CAT (X) in the language of NBG saying “X is a category”,
but it is not very intuitive. Indeed, in order to avoid pairs of classes, one has to deﬁne
a category to be its ternary relation of composition C. All morphisms appear as the
composite of themselves with an identity. So “X is a category” states for “X is a univocal
(binary) relation such that D(X) ⊂ I (X) × I (X) and verifying the usual ﬁnite set of
axioms for the arrow-like deﬁnition of categories with MorC = I (X)”. Then, given a
ternary relation X on a class Y , it is a category in the sense of the preceding paragraph if
and only if  CAT (X¯), where X¯ is the binary relation corresponding to X with domain
a subset of Y × Y .
A category is said large if it is not small, that is, if its class of morphisms is proper
(this is the case in particular if its class of objects is proper, by Proposition A.2.2(v)). We
do not assume in general that the class of morphisms with ﬁxed domain and codomain is
a set. If needed, we specify this assumption by calling such a category locally small.
Given two categories C and D , there is no problem in deﬁning functors from C to D
in NBG. It is a function from MorC to MorD satisfying axioms. Similarly, for natural
transformations.
We won’t go into details for bicategories, but we want to remark that there is again an
injection of objects into morphisms via identities of objects, and an injection of morphisms
8At least in a non-trivial meaning. In fact, one deﬁnes (X,Y ) in NBG by {{X}, {X,Y }}, where
{X,Y } is deﬁned, if both X and Y are sets, to be the set that contains both X and Y and, if not, to be
∅.
9We actually sometimes use this kind of sentences for large categories, like in “a monoidal category is
a sextuple. . . ”, but this should be read an informal sextuple, that is a sextuple in the meta-language.
10In a general interpretation, the universe is just a formula U(X) with at most one free variable X .
This formula is not necessarily predicative. Moreover, it is not restrictive to consider only classes that can
be deﬁned by a formula, because we won’t be able to collect large categories in an extra large category
in this context. We can just talk, in the meta-language, about some speciﬁc categories we have deﬁned.
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into 2-cells via identities of morphisms.
The 2-category Cat of small categories
When restricting to sets, it is a much simpler matter to deﬁne categories. These categories
are called small categories. A formula Cat(X) in NBG saying “X is a small category”
can be written in the form “X is a quintuple (ObC ,MorC , ◦, dom, cod) satisfying axioms”
(indeed, the theory of categories is ﬁnitely axiomatizable). If X is a proper class, then
Cat(X) is false, because a quintuple is always a set (see the convention when a component
of a tuple is a proper class in footnote 8 of this Appendix). Notice that, by Proposition
A.2.2, if C is a category and MorC is a set, then the composition relation, the codomain
and domain functions and the object class are also sets. Thus, the formula Cat(X) is
“equivalent” to the formula CAT (X) ∧ Set(X) in the sense that NBG proves that
Cat((x, y, z, v, w)) → CAT (z) ∧ Set(z)
and that if CAT (X)∧Set(X), then there is a quintuple (Ob(X),I (X), X, dom, cod) and
CAT (X) ∧ Set(X) → Cat(Ob(X),I (X), X, dom, cod).
It also useful to observe that if C is a category such that ObC is a set and each hom-class
C (A,B) = {f ∈ MorC | dom(f) = A ∧ cod(f) = B} is a set, then C is a small category.
Indeed, there is then a set Z containing all the hom-sets as members and MorC = ⋃Z
(it is an axiom of NBG that the sum class ⋃ x of a set x is a set).
Now Cat(X) is a predicative formula and therefore, there is a class Ob(Cat) of all sets
x such that Cat(x), i.e. the class of all small categories. This class is proper because the
proper class of all sets injects in it.
We deﬁne a predicative formula Fun(X;Y, Z) of NBG with two parameters Y and Z
asserting that X is a functor from Y to Z. It basically says that X is a triple (Y, F, Z) such
that Cat(Y ) ∧ Cat(Z) (so in particular Y and Z must be sets) and F : MorY → MorZ
is a function (and so it must also be a set) satisfying the usual axioms. Therefore, there
is a set of all functors from Y to Z, which is empty if Y or Z is a proper class11.
Similarly, there is a predicative formula Nat(X;A,B,C,D) saying X is a natural
transformation from A to B, A and B being functors from C to D. It aﬃrms that X is a
triple (A, α,B) such that Fun(A;C,D) ∧ Fun(B;C,D) and that α : Ob(C) → Mor(D)
satisfying axioms. In particular, X must be set. Thus, there is a set of all natural
transformations between two given functors.
A.2.4 Some important facts about NBGI
Recall that NBGI is the axiomatic set theory NBG plus an axiom of existence of a
strongly inaccessible cardinal θ, or equivalently, of a supercomplete model M = Vθ+1
of NBG, or of a Grothendieck universe U = Vθ. We use preferably the Grothendieck
notation U , but warn the reader that she should remember that it is ℘U that is a model
of NBG, not U . So the axioms (A.1.2) of a supercomplete model apply to ℘U . Recall
moreover that U is a set of NBGI and that ℘U is a model of NBG for the elementhood
predicate ∈ of NBGI . Classes of the model run over all subsets of U (and consequently
are all sets of NBGI). A class X of the model is a set of the model if there exists Y ∈ ℘U
such that X ∈ Y , that is if and only if X ∈ U (see further down for an explanation on how
to translate formulae of NBG into formulae of NBGI interpreted in the model). Note
that since ℘U is transitive (A.1.2), all elements of U are also subsets of U . Indeed,
11Recall that we are deﬁning the 2-category of small categories. There is a non trivial category of
functors from a small category to a large category, by Proposition A.2.2(iv).
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transitivity implies  x ∈ U ∧ U ∈ ℘U → x ∈ ℘U . Thus, classes of the model are all
subsets of U , whereas sets of the model are all elements of U .
Now the discussion in subsection A.2.2 about NBG remains true in NBGI . One has
two diﬀerent notions of objects, sets and classes, and there exists a proper class of all
sets. The inner concepts of classes and sets of the model are called U -classes and U -sets
for now, but we will change the terminology later on. We keep the distinction between
capital and lowercase letters for formulae of NBG and their counterpart in the model,
and use only capital letters for general formulae of NBGI . In other words, a lowercase
letter in a formula of NBGI always indicates that it is an element of U .
Translating a formula φ of NBG in its interpretation φ(U ) in NBGI by the model
amounts to the following procedure. Replace all parts of it of the form (∃Xψ) by
∃X(X ⊂ U ∧ ψ),
and therefore all parts of it of the form ∀Xψ by
∀X(X ⊂ U → ψ).
Let us write the formula thus obtained by φU . The formula φ might not be closed and
therefore one ﬁnally needs to make the following change: φ(U ) is the formula
(X1 ⊂ U ∧ . . . ∧ Xn ⊂ U ) → φU ,
where X1, . . . , Xn are the free variables of φ. We have already seen that the translation
of the formula asserting that a class is a set amounts to the formula X ∈ U . Therefore,
the translation just described can be completed to formulae containing lowercase letter
by exactly the same process, but using the element symbol instead of the subset symbol.
As ℘U is a model of NBG, all translations of theorems of NBG are true in ℘U .
One can also translate all the deﬁnitions of NBG, like the deﬁnitions of the constant ∅,
the binary predicate symbol ⊂ or the function symbol ℘ (these symbols are not originally
part of the language, but added by deﬁnition). This is where the particular properties
of our model start to play a role. Indeed, they insure compatibilities between notions of
NBG deﬁned in NBGI and their translation in the model. The transitivity of the model
provides lots of coherence already between the model concepts and the surrounding theory
concept, but supertransitivity is needed for extended coherence12.
Firstly, note that transitivity of U -classes induces transitivity of U -sets. Now, let us
consider the very beginning of the theory, the deﬁnition of equality of classes:
X = Y ↔ ∀z(z ∈ X ↔ z ∈ Y ).
Let us ﬁrst consider any transitive model M . The interpretation of the deﬁnition of
equality is X =M Y ↔ ∀z ∈ M(z ∈ X ↔ z ∈ Y ). This is a priori a much weaker
condition, as one has only to check that they have the same M-sets. But, by transitivity,
M-classes only have M-sets and therefore
X ∈ M ∧ Y ∈ M → (X =M Y ↔ X = Y ). (A.2.1)
A predicate symbol that has the same property as the equality symbol in (A.2.1), that
is, its translation in M when restricted to variables in M is equivalent to the original
notion in NBG, is called (M )-absolute, and similarly for function symbols. One sees that
absoluteness is very desirable for function and predicate symbols if one wants mathematics
inside and outside the model to “look the same”. Another simple example is the constant
12Note that we have already implicitly used the supercompleteness of the model to show that it is of
the form “powerset of its universe of sets”.
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∅. The null set axiom of NBG must be true in a model M and therefore, the following
formula is a theorem of NBGI :
(∃!x ∈ M)(∀y ∈ M)(y /∈ x).
The deﬁning axiom of NBGI for the interpretation ∅M in M of ∅ is the formula
[(∀x ∈ M)(x /∈ ∅M)] ∧ ∅M ∈ M.
Now this notion is absolute in a transitive model, that is the inner empty set ∅M of the
model is equal to the empty set ∅ of the ambient NBGI . Let us prove that ∅M does
not contain any set of NBGI , and therefore is equal to ∅. If X ∈ ∅M , then X ∈ M by
transitivity, but then X /∈ ∅M by deﬁnition, a contradiction. Thus ∅M = ∅.
The inclusion predicate ⊂ has also the same meaning in the model and in the ambient
set theory. Indeed, the deﬁnition of the subset predicate symbol in NBG (and NBGI) is
X ⊂ Y ⇐⇒ ∀Z(Z ∈ X → Z ∈ Y ).
Its translation ⊂M in the model M is
X ⊂M Y ⇐⇒ ∀Z(Z ∈ M → (Z ∈ X → Z ∈ Y )).
Yet, by transitivity, if X, Y ∈ M and Z /∈ M , then Z /∈ X by transitivity. Thus, the
predicate ⊂ and ⊂M have the same meaning when restricted to M-classes. In fact, one can
say more: by supertransitivity (A.1.2), if Y ∈ M , then X ∈ M ∧ X ⊂M Y ⇐⇒ X ⊂ Y .
The subclasses of an M-class are the sub-M-classes. Such a predicate is called complete:
X ⊂ Y ∧ Y ∈ M → X ∈ M . This also a desirable property, but it is not reasonable to
require for all notions. Indeed, the notion of subset is not complete, as we shall see now.
The power class of a class is an example of a concept that is not U -absolute, and this
non-absoluteness appears in our text (see Deﬁnition 2.2.2(1)). Indeed, if X is a proper
U -class, then ℘UX = {z ∈ U | z ⊂ X} = {Z | Z ⊂ X} = ℘X since the latter contains
X itself (it is a set of NBGI !), which is not an element of U by deﬁnition of a proper
U -class (recall our convention to keep lowercase letters only for U -sets). But this notion
is set-absolute, in the sense that the model and global notions of power class coincide
when applied to U -sets. Indeed, it is a theorem of NBG that a subclass of a set is a set,
and this translate into a theorem of NBGI about the model ℘U that any sub-U -class
of a U -set is a U -set.
One goes similarly through all the predicate and function symbols deﬁned in NBG.
This is done in detail in [81] for models of ZFC in ZFC, and one can adapt the proofs for
our case, with some care though. Indeed, U is a model of ZFC, not ℘U and therefore, the
proofs in this reference give a priori set-absoluteness, not general absoluteness. The power
class is an example of a set-absolute notion that it not absolute. Another simple example
is the pair 〈X, Y 〉 of two classes X and Y . This notion is set-absolute, but not absolute
(recall footnote 8, p. 152). Yet, set-absoluteness of pairs is enough for absoluteness of
the Cartesian product of two classes, that is, if X, Y ∈ ℘U , then X ×U Y = X × Y .
Moreover, the ternary function predicate symbol Fnc(X, Y, Z), asserting that a class Z is
a function from X to Y is absolute and complete. Thus, for X, Y ⊂ U ,
Fnc(Z,X, Y ) ↔ (Z ⊂ U ∧ FncU (Z,X, Y )). (A.2.2)
Moreover, if x, y ∈ U are U -sets and Fnc(Z, x, y), then Z ⊂ U by the preceding
equation. Since it is a theorem of NBG that a function between two sets is a set, Z must
be a U -set, by the Interpretation Theorem (that says that all theorems of a theory are
true in any of its interpretations in an other theory).
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From now on, we change the terminology for the diﬀerent kind of sets and classes. We
will call the U -sets and U -classes, “sets” and “classes”, and provide new names for the
general sets and classes of NBGI . Indeed, in this work, we stick to plain NBG as long
as there is no need of further levels and in this axiomatic system, use the terminology
of sets and classes. When working in NBGI , the philosophy is that all the sets we
considered in NBG can be recovered inside U because one cannot get out of it by usual
set constructions, and therefore all classes one can think of will stay in ℘U . Another
justiﬁcation is that one needs to axiomatize the meta-language in such a way that our
usual set and class theory NBG admits a model in it. Thus, the mathematics we did
before now takes place in the model.
Terminology A.2.3 : We use the following terminology in NBGI :
• Sets: Elements of U ,
• Classes: Subsets of U ,
• Proper classes: Classes that are not sets,
• Conglomerates: Sets of NBGI ,
• Proper conglomerates: Conglomerates that are not classes,
• Cartels: Classes of NBGI ,
• Proper Cartels: Cartels that are not conglomerates.
A.2.5 Category theory in NBGI
The discussion about the deﬁnition of a category in NBG applies to NBGI . The dif-
ference now is that there are, among the conglomerates (that is, the sets of NBGI), the
conglomerates called classes and sets that will play a special role.
Terminology A.2.4 : We use the following terminology in NBGI . On the right hand
side, the word “category” means “category in NBGI”.
• Small category: Category whose morphism cartel is a set.
• Category: Category whose morphism cartel is a class.
• Large Category: Category whose morphism cartel is a proper class.
• Extra large category or XL-category: Category whose morphism cartel is a proper
conglomerate.
• Extra extra large category or XXL-category: Category whose morphism cartel is a
proper cartel.
We denote by CA T the 2-XXL-category of categories in NBGI whose morphism cartel
is a conglomerate (thus it is the “large category of small categories” in NBGI). Recall
that it is deﬁned, via the Class Existence Theorem, as the class of all conglomerates
X satisfying some formula (of NBG) that we had denoted Cat(X). We change the
notation, and write it CA T (X). It is a set-absolute notion, that is an U -set x satisﬁes
CA T U (x) if and only if it satisﬁes CA T (x). Thus, the interpretation of the notion of
a small category in the model ℘U is equal to the notion of small category in NBGI . In
particular, all theorems about small categories proved in NBG apply to small categories
of NBGI . The formulae of NBG saying that a class is a functor between two small
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categories, or a natural transformation between two such functors are also set-absolute
and moreover set-complete, in the sense that a conglomerate (in fact even a cartel) that
is a functor between two small categories is automatically an U -set (see (A.2.2)) and the
discussion that follows). We denote Cat the large full sub-2-category of CAT consisting
of small categories in NBGI .
The formula CA T (X) is of course not absolute, because in NBG, pairs of proper
classes have a trivial deﬁnition, and thus, the interpretation of the deﬁnition of pairs in
the model is also trivial for proper classes. Again, proper classes are conglomerates, and
therefore the notion of pair of proper classes is non trivial in NBGI . Nevertheless, recall
that there is a deﬁnition of (large) categories by means of a formula CAT(X) of NBG.
This notion is absolute. Thus, theorems of NBG about (large) categories apply to (large)
categories in NBGI . But now, unlike NBG, NBGI has a conglomerate of all classes
satisfying CAT(X). Moreover, a functor in NBGI between two large categories is a class
(the notion is complete) and a functor in the model sense (the notion is absolute). One
can say the same of natural transformation. There is therefore a full sub-2-XL-category
of CAT consisting of large categories, which we denote CAT . Note that Cat is thus a
full sub-2-category of CAT .
In conclusion, one has the following 2-categories in NBGI . CA T is the 2-XXL-
category of categories in NBGI whose morphism cartel is a conglomerate (thus it is the
“large category of small categories” in NBGI). CAT is its full sub 2-XL-category of
categories. Cat is its full sub large 2-category of small categories. In the following, each
inclusion is thus full
Cat ⊂ CAT ⊂ CAT .
Moreover, all theorems of NBG about small and large categories apply to small and large
categories of NBGI .
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Glossary of notations
ADJ , 24
ADJ (Φ), 107
ADJ, 26
(C), 43
(C˜), 50
(Cs), 46
(Cs’), 47
(L), 43
(L˜), 50
(Ls), 46
(Ls’), 47
(M), 43
(M˜), 50
(Ms), 46
B , 9
BA, 8
BI -IND(B), 30
BICAT , 8
BIFIB, 23
BIFIBADJ , 41
BIFIBbc, 23
BIFIBc, 23
BIFIBoc, 23
Cat, 157
CAT , 157
CA T , 156
CFIB, 16
Aco, 9
Comm(E ), 130
Comm(V ), 101
Acoop, 9
cRing(C ), 111
CSITE, 49
CSite, 49
Δ˜, 56
≡, 43
FIB, 16
FIB (B), 16
FIBc, 16
FIBc (B), 16
f , 103
f, 103
G , 17
Gop, 21, 22
JK , 49
K, 42
Kmax, 45
K(P,κ), 62
KSat, 48
LRinged, 71
ModR, 102
RMod , 102
MONCAT , 100
MONCAT s, 100
Mon(E ), 129
MONFIB(B), 120
MONFIBs(B), 120
Mon(P ), 129
Mon(V ), 101
NBG, 146, 150
NBGI , 150, 153
Aop, 9
OPFIB, 20
OPFIB (B), 20
OPFIBoc, 20
OPFIBoc(B), 20
OPIND(B), 21
OPINDoc(B), 21
PCSITE, 52
PCSite, 52
PSITE, 52
PSite, 52
R, 45
Ring(C ), 111
Ringed, 54
Sch, 87
SITE, 49
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Site, 49
SMONFIB(B), 120
SMONFIBs(B), 120
, 43
SYMMON , 100
SYMMON s, 100
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Index
2-category, see Bicategory
A -space
Biﬁbration of –s, 55
Category of –s, 54
Adjunction
Conjugate (pair), 25
Double XL-category of –s, 26
mate (pair), 27
2-XL-category of –s, 24
Arrow 2-category, 9
Bi-indexed category, 26, 28
2-XL-category of bi-indexed categories,
30, 31
BiCartesian morphism of biﬁbrations, see
Biﬁbration
Bicategory, 6
Arrow 2-category, 9
2-category, 7
Whisker, 7
Biﬁbration, 23
Bicloven –, 23
2-XL-category of –s, 23, 31
Bimodule in a monoidal category, 102
Morphism of –, 102
Bundles
G-bundles, 11
Cartel, 156
Cartesian
– arrow, 9
– lift, 10
– morphism of ﬁbrations, see Fibra-
tion
Category, 152, 156
Extra extra large –, 156
Extra large –, 156
Full repletion of a sub–, 66
Large –, 152, 156
Locally small –, 152
Pseudomonic sub–, 66
Replete sub–, 66
Repletion of a pseudomonic sub–, 66
Small –, 153, 156
XL-–, 156
XXL-–, 156
Class, 150, 156
Power –, 43, 151, 155
Proper –, 150
Cleavage, 10
Normal –, 11
Conglomerate, 156
Power –, 43
Conjugate (pair), see Adjunction
Coverage, 43
Covering, 42
Composite –, 43
Reﬁnement of a –, 42
Set-–, 42
Covering function, 42
– induced by a cloven ﬁbration, 62
Equivalent –, 43
Grothendieck topology, 47
– generated by a pretopology, 49
Maximal generating – of a sifted one,
45
Saturated –, 46
Saturation of a –, 48
Sieve-saturated sifted –, 46
Sifted –, 45
Sifted saturation of a –, 49
Sifted saturation of a sifted –, 48
Subordinated – , 43
Double category, 26
Horizontal – of a 2-category, 28
Horizontal 2-category of a –, 28
Vertical – of a 2-category, 28
Vertical 2-category of a –, 28
Double functor
Lax –, 28
Pseudo –, 28
Extension of scalars, 103
Fibration, 10
Canonical –, 11
Cartesian morphisms of –s, 16
Cloven –, 11
167
Fibre of a –, 9
Morphisms of –s, 16
Normalized cloven –, 11
Transformations, 16
2-XL-category of –s, 16
Fibred category, see Fibration
Functor
– over a category, 17
Full image of a –, 66
2-functor, 8
isofull –, 66
Lax –, 7
Pseudo-functor, 8
Replete –, 66
Replete full image of a –, 66
Replete image of a –, 66
2-functor, see Functor
Grothendieck
– construction, 15, 17, 31
– ﬁbration, see Fibration
– op-construction, 20, 22, 31
– opﬁbration, see Opﬁbration
– topology, see Covering function
Indexed category, 14
– of presheaves with values in A , see
Sheaf
Inverse image
– functor, 14
– of an object, 10
Lax functor, see Functor
Lax natural transformation, see Natural
transformation
Mate (pair), see Adjunction
Modiﬁcation of vertical transformations,
29
Module in a monoidal category, 102
Morphism of –, 102
Monoid in a monoidal category, 100
Commutative –, 101
Morphism of –, 101
Monoid in a monoidal ﬁbration, 129
Commutative, 130
Monoid in a monoidal indexed category,
128
Commutative –, 128
Monoidal Cartesian functor over B, 119
Strict –, 119
Strong –, 119
Monoidal category, 99
Symmetric –, 99
Monoidal ﬁbration, 117
Fibre monoidal category of a –, 118
Strong –, 117
Symmetric (strong) –, 118
Monoidal ﬁbred category, see Monoidal
ﬁbration
Monoidal functor, 99
Strict (symmetric), 100
Strong (symmetric) –, 100
Symmetric –, 100
Monoidal functor over B, 119
Strict –, 119
Strong –, 119
Symmetric (strong, strict) –, 119
Monoidal indexed category, 123
Strong –, 123
Symmetric (strong) –, 123
Monoidal natural transformation, 100
Monoidal natural transformation over B,
119
Natural transformation
– over a category, 17
Lax –, 8
2-natural transformation, 8
Oplax –, 8
Pseudo-natural transformation, 8
2-natural transformation, see Natural trans-
formation
OpCartesian arrow, 20
OpCartesian lift, see opCartesian arrow
Opcleavage, see Opﬁbration
Opcovering (and related concepts), 43
Opﬁbration, 20
Opcloven –, 20
2-XL-category of –s, 20
Opindexed category, 20
– of presheaves on topological spaces,
see Sheaf
2-XL-category of opindexed categories,
21
Oplax natural transformation, see Natu-
ral transformation
OX-module, see Sheaf
Presheaf, see Sheaf
Pretopology, 44
Pseudo-functor, see Functor
Pseudo-natural transformation, see Nat-
ural transformation
Pseudomonic subcategory, see Category
Reﬁnement, see Covering
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Replete full image, see Functor
Replete subcategory, see Category
(Full) repletion, see Category
Restriction of scalars, 103
Ringed space, 54
Locally –, 70
Morphisms of locally –s, 70
Scheme, 87
Aﬃne –, 72
Category of –s, 87
Set, 150, 156
Sheaf, 44
– of OX-moduldes, 134
A -sheaf, 52
A -sheaf property, 51
Constant – functor, 56
Indexed category of presheaves with
values in A , 19
K-sheaf on C , 44
Opindexed category of presheaves on
topological spaces, 22
Presheaf, 44
Presheaf with values in A , 51
Sheaf axiom, 44
Sheaf property, 44
Sieve, 45
– generated by a covering, 45
Maximal –, 46
Site, 43
– with pullbacks, 50
Big - associated to a space, 61
Coverage-–, 43
Grothendieck –, 44
Morphism of –s, 49
Morphism of –s with pullbacks, 52
Small - associated to a space, 60
Subordinated, see Covering function
Tensor product of internal abelian groups,
114
Vertical transformation, 29
Whisker, 7
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